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THE COUI{IERFEIT SAVAGE

(Te Avírí a te EÈene)

SUMMARY

Over the pasÈ century and a ha1f, New ZeaLand has developed

economíeally antl politically as a serni-colony or rr¿hite setËler

dominionf within the world economíc system (Bedggoocl, 1980; Armstrong,

1978). Often overlooked ín the history of that development has been

the ímportance of the coalescence of modes of productíon between the

South Pacific islands naÈíons and New ZeaLand into one reglonal

politíca1 economy. I¡Íithin thís framework, New Zealand has emerged

as the regi-onal metropole ín a dominanÈ relatíonship to its perípheral

rnícro-sÈate neighbours. Increasingly throughout the 20th century

New Zealandrs ínfluence has been a crucial factor in the evolution

of the íslands econorníes "

!ühile the role of the State and foreígn capital proved pivotal

for New ZeaLatdts o\,m economic development, unequal relaÈions r¿íth

countries like the Cook Islands provided conilitlons which underwrote

capitalíst glowth in New Zealartd. In the latter half of the 19th

century Ëhe restrícted scope for the expansíon of domesLic capital

was partially offset by the esÈablíshrnent of mercantile operations

ín the islands " The operations \¡rere fací1ítatecl by the cooperation

of local arikis (chíefs) through the instituËion of the trade store,

and subsequently the resident Èrader. BríÈish and later Ner¿ ZeaLartd

coloníal admínsËratíons inÉervened on behalf of the índígenous

population. blocking private overseas capital from exercisíng full

expropriative control.

Following Inlorld I^Iar II, which seriously depleËed New Zelandrs

manpo\^rer, the growth of índustrial capiËal was held up by severe labour

- shorÈages, The demand for labour set in motion a furdamental
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shíft in the arÈiculaÈion of modes of production betr¡een Ëhe íslands

and New Zea1and. Seríous pressure \^ras brought to bear on the prevíous

balance beÈween subslsLence, petty conurodity and capitalíst forms

of production in the íslands. The new articulation took the fom

1oca1ly and regionally of labour nigratÍ-on from the ouÈer islands

Ëo the main isla¡rd of Rarotonga' and to New Zealand.

This study begÍns wÍth an examination of those historical

processeso paying partïcular attentíon Ëo the post-war changes |n

the South Pacifíc regÍonal political economy and migration patterns.

I consíder the structural deLerminanËs of contínuing Cook Islander

migranÈ investment, remíttances and circular migration back to the

Íslands. But since social structures a¡rd índivídual practíce are

constítuted ín dialectical relationship to one another (cf. Bourdieu,

L977), I also demonstratehow rnígranÈ homeland línks compríse creative

improvísations regarding Èheir position Ín New Zeal-and society.

In New Zea1.ar.d I explore developments in the relations of

production and ctisÈríbution whereby Polynesian migrant labour --

includíng the ínÈernal migration of rural Maorís Ëo large cities --

was recruited into less skíIled blue collar work ancl concentrated

intoslum areas and State housing esLates. Subsequent Ëo rising working

class po\üer and recent economíc recession, I show hor¿ ídeologícal

strategies of racialisaËion and ethnic categorísatíon (cf. Mi1es, 1982)

were employed by capíËal a¡rd the State to reproduce mosÈ Polynesíans

as a fracÈion of the working class juxtaposed againsÈ labour-in-general.

I also consider how a hanilful of Cook Islanders came to be sítuaËed

Ín the tsupervísoryr fracÈion of the working class and others ín

the petty bourgeoisie, buÈ how they identify as -- and are perceived as

-- a rsocial categoryt whích in some contexts acts as a tsocial

force' (Poulantzas, 1978).



x

In partÍcular I pay attention to rrigrant socíal organisation,

marríage practices and personal neËworks, along with Cook Islandersr

cultural rítes and perfontrances. I show how all- these are influenced

profoundly by the wider socÍal order such that Ëhere are fundamental

differences beÈween the rethníc coÍtrnrlrrityt and the home íslands.

I focus on the tere-party culture troupe performance, arguÍng thaË

such ínstitutíons and performances provlde settings for corporate

Cook Islander reflecÈíon and creatíve ímprovisation regardÍng their

relations with one another and the wider socÍal order.

-0-
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accepted for a degree or diploma at any univer¡ity. To
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INTRODUCTION

Ethnographic Setting

The Cook Islands are located some 2000 niles northeast of

New Zealand, midway between Tahiti and Western Samoa (Map A).

There are fifteen islands clustered geographically in two groups.

The six islands to the north are mostly coral atolls with smal1

populations. Those of the southern group are high, volcanic-origin

islands with substantial numbers of inhabitants (Map B). Rarotonga

is the adninistrative and commercial capital of the islands. This

1ush, mountainous islands with its coral reefs is located some

600 niles west of Tahiti and 800 miles southeast of Western

Samoa. Its tropical beauty and modern facilities make it the

principal tourist destination in the islands.

Culturally and physically, Cook Island Maoris belong to the

Polynesian branch of Oceanic peoples, though only Manihiki and

Rakahanga share the same recent cultural origins (Gilson, 1980:2I3).

The population of the Cooks at present is 16,900, down 1600 people

from the census four years earlier (Cook Islands Quarterly Statistical

Bulletin, December, 1982). Due to steady ernigration to New Zealand,

more Cook Islanders live outside the islands than in then. There has

beena constant flow of migrants fron the outer islands to Rarotonga,

and a pattern of tenporary circular migration between the islands

and New Zealand.

Demographically, New Zealand is becoming nore Polynesian

though it still tends to conceive of itself as a European rather

than a Pacific nation. Twelve percent of the population identified

itself as either Maori or Pacific Islander in the 1981 Census.

Polynesians have increased I% as a portion of the total population

since the last census. They are nohr in a similar positj.on numerically

to that of Blacks in Anerica. The number of Pacific Islanders increased a
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HÀP B. THE COOK ISLANDS
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dramatic 50.2% over their ntunbers ln the last census (New ZeaLand

DeparËment of Statistics, 1981a) '

I4ost Pacífic Islands mígrants líve ín a few maín urban centres'

since most have been recruíted int,o factory or servíce employment'

This fact arone has ímportant bearing on national polítícal developments'

racismandstereotyping,ædc]'assconflicttosaynothíngofmigrant

social organisaÈion. Approximatel-y 14r000 cook Islanclers live in

meËropolíÈican Auckland, the majoríty ín South Auckland' Almost a

quarter live ín the State housing area of Otara G976 Census) ' l"lany

also live in central Auckland, though their numbers have cleclined

in recent years wíth inner city gentrification'

Asagroup,CooklslandersaÏesti1-lpredomínantlyamigrant

populatíon, though the situaÈíon ís chargíng (tr'igure I.1). There are

large cohorËs of school-age chíldren ancl working-age adulÈs under

fifty years of age, rnt-ith fewer el-derly people and youth in their late

teens " However, it ís striking that more Ëhan 50% of cook Islanders

living in Auckland are under t\^Ienty years of age. Approximately one

thírd of cook Islariders in the 1981 Census IÁIeÏe born in New Zealand,

so it is already problernatic Èo refer to the¡n as a rmigrant cormunityr '

ComparedwithotherPacíficlslanders,NewZea].andMaorisand

the New ZeaLanð, population as a whole, Cook Islanders are clearly

in a disadvantaged positíon" !trith respe.ct to occupational dístributíon

(Figure f"2), Cook Islanders are dísproporLionately located in

Productíon/Transportation/Labouring employment' Their concentration

has Ín fact increased sínce the lasÈ census ín 1976. I¡lhen compared wÍth

other pacífic rslands workers, cook rslanders are under-represented

in all other sectors, and also have the híghest percentage of

tnew woïkers seeking workt, an offícial- term combinÍng school leavers

and the unemploYed.

Cook Islanders t annual earnings tend Lo correlate with Èheir
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concentratíon ín índusÈrÍal, semi- and unskilled occupatíons

(Fígure I.3). ì4ost earn beÉween $sooo and $1-1 ,999 before tax, while

a Ëhird of New Zealanders earn more than $121000 a year. Education-ally,

Cook Islander numbers are well belor¿ the national- average at all levels

of school-ing attended. However, as can be seen in Fígure I.4, they

consisËently outrank Maoris in educational leve1 attaÍned, though Èhey

are below the average for PacÍfl-c Islanders.

Ilhíle these sEatístícs say nothíng specifÍcally about class

position or class relations per se, Èhey do provide índicators of

Cook Islandersr relative soeial standing in comparison wíËh other

Polynesians and the New ZeaLand popul-ation as a whole. Many Cook

Islanders, partícularly cormunity leaders, belíeve Cook Islanders are

Ín a superíor posítion Èo oÈher Polynesians, but this is not the case.

Approaches to the SËuily of Race and Ethnicity

Since the last worlcl war, there has been a succession of

theories regardíng minoríÈieso from the socÍology of race relations

and discrímination, the pIural society ancl ther socíology of eËhnic

relaËions, Ëo more recent attempts to sítuate race and ethnicit-y'within

a frarnework of class analysis. These latÈer developments occurred

drring Ëhe 1960s and 1970s, in part aÉ¡ a result of anthropological

sËudies of migranÈs in the Thircl lJorld. From a nr¡rnber of directions, the

thrusÈ has been towarcl a more comprehensive, wholísÈie framework

wiËhin whíeh to undersÈand race and ethnícíty, especíally in advanced

capiÈalist societies.

Myrdall (1964) and LeggetÈ (1968) popularísted the concepL

of the runderclassr in the u.s, and Rex (1968) and Giddens (1973)

utílíese it to explain the sítuation of mínoríLíes ín Britain. Rex

employed a stratification model based on the same dístríbuËive

notion of class wíde1y held by most l¡Ieberían theorists" Adopting the
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concepÈ of the rsplit labour markeËr of Doerínger and Piore (1971)'

Rex and Tomlinson (Lglg) posíË a lower stratufii of unskilled, exploited

workers in insecure posíËíons wíthin the prodt'tction system' By

using theír criterla, r¡romen as a group comprise part of the same under-

class along with all members of racial ur-inorities. By not beginníng wíth

concrete economic relations, Rex and Tomlinson encounter the famílÍar

contradictíon Ëo which models of underclass structuratíon are subject'

In the fína1 analysÍs they conclude ËhaÈ production relations

themselves may not be as determinative of class as other factors

(Ibid. 224).

Giddens (Ibid.t LgTg) consíders they way in which classes

are fô:Èructuratedt aË mediate and proximate Levels in relationship

to market comPetition. Thus,

"..thestrucËurationofclassesísfaciliËatedtothedegree
Ëo whích mobilíty closure exists ín relatíon to any specifíed
form of market capacity (L973:107) '

The result ís the rbasÍc three-class system in capítalist societyr:

the upper, middle and lor¡er or working class' But, since he consíders

other forms of social organisatíon and categorísatíon Eo be of

equal importance to c1ass, where economle structuraÈion toverlapst

wiËh ethníc or racial differences, an r¡rderclass ís said to exist

(rbid. zrL2) "

As with Rex, all merrrbers of an ethnic or racía1 group end up

Ín the r¡nderclass. The ídea of the market is linked to a disÈríbuËíve

notion of class rather than productive relations and historical- evenËs'

so class membership appears to be little more than a problen of

proper typol'ogy and statisÈica1 analysís' Such an approach ígnores

Èhe objectíve real-ities of economic and pol"itieal developments

incapitalistsocietyrtosaynothingoftheculturalheterogenelty

of the ethnic group and the respective class position of its members '

PearsonisoneoftheleadíngproponenËsofÈheneo-I,{eberian

position ín New ZeaLand, though his recent research has been on
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I¡üest lùLdians ín Britaín (1931) 
(1). LÍke Rex and Giddens, hís attentíon

is on market competition and access Èo resources. He accepts thaË

the racial- mínority as an entity constitutes an r,mderclass, a positi-on

whích he suggests results from tinferior life chancest in different

fmarket sítuatlons | (Ibid. :3).

His perspective has recently undergone somewhat of a change.

In his latest wriÈing (1983) he lfriks PacífÍc Islands mÍ.gration to

the políËical economy of New Zealand. However, he does noÈ adequately

o<plain why such an imported labour force was requÍred by capítal

Ín the first place, or how ít has been sysËematícally restrieted to

an underclass positíon. Indeed, a major diffÍculty with most studies

of race and ethnicity to date is Èheír ínadequate conceptualísatíon

of the broader social formation rnrithín whÍch the minoriÈy is sítuated

and the manner in which it ís reproduced (Míles and Spoonl-ey, n"d.;8).

There is typically an understaÈement of ¡he signifícance of production

relations and specific hístorical events as detdminative of nuinority

position" At the other extreme, there ís a laclc of an effective

frarnework w'ithín whic-tr Èo understand processes linking host society

and mígrant homelanct (much of post-war anthropologícal studÍes of

African societíes beÍng an exceptíon) "

Nonetheless, Pearson provídes a needed corrective in roainÈaíning

a distínction between ethnícíty and race. Trom his Brítísh fieldwork,

he emphasises Èhe necessity of paying attentÍon to the

internal dynamics of urinorÍty grorrp organÍsation and ídentífícation
particulariy the basis of sËatùs distínctions, the essentíal
task of separating ouL the socía1 and cultural dívisions
wíthín a cortrnon class position....(1981:3).

(1) See also Pírt and Macpherson, 1974; Macpherson, 7977; Thorns,
19773 KíLmartin and Thonrs, L979.
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Such diversity is typically glossed over in most forrns of class

analysis, since such matters are treated only as ideological

constïuctions imposed by capital for purposes of domination, not as

complex responses to such deterninations.

Marxist Perspectives: The Political Econony of Labour Migration

Castles and Kosack (1973) criticise the race relations approach,

arguing that racial and ethnic groupings must be considered within a

broader theory of migrant labour, and located systenatically within

the international division of labour.

According to their nodel, migrant labour has a specific function

within capitalist relations of production prior to and of a different

order of reality to the social constructions of rracer and rethnicityr.

Migrant labour is cheaper initially and takes over the undesirable work

vacated by the indigenous working class. Migrant labour is thus part

of the working class, but forns a rreserve armyt disadvantaged with

respect to enployment, housing and social facilities. These are the

serni- and unskilled who are sloughed off under depressed econonic

conditions. Their availability assists Capital and the State to

maintain control of the renainder of the workforce, both in regard to

wage denands and access to political power.

However, such a broad conceptualisation of the reserve arny

contains difficulties sinilar to the Weberian underclass. Again all

ninority members are indiscrininately located in a single class sector.

The concept has been ernployed in New Zealand to account for the status

of Polynesians with sinilar results:

Maori workers (sic.) constitute a major component of the reserve
army of labour, to be used along with inmigrants from other
Pacific nations (sic.) when capital has need of them, and to be
discarded equally as easily when a surplus of labour develops
(Bedggood, 1980:85; see also Steven, 1978; Wilkes, n.d.),
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While such an approach has the benefít of grounding the existence

of racial and ethnic groups firrnly in relations of production, it is only

a crude approximation of actual class relations in New Zealanð.

All post-war Pacific nigrants hrere not recruited into a treserve armyr

nor even into the working class. Nor can this fornulation account

for divisions within the so-called Teserve army, or the fact that sone

Polynesians have recently moved out of the working class to which

they were originally recruited (see Chapter 2 ).

Castles and Kosack are vulnerable to criticism on a related

point. In their econonistic enphasis they pay scant attention to

the way in which rracer and rethnicityt are utilised ideologically

and politically in the reproduction of classes. A further problem

is the tendency to confuse the concepts rracer and rethnicityr.

Both rnay be social constructions, but that is no reason to muddle then

or dismiss then as of not analytic value simply because they have

been employed uncritically in social science (cf. Miles, L982z44ff).

Without question, the emphasis in analysis must seek to avoid reification

of such notions and concentrate on the process of differentiation

itself. It is within such a process that rracet typically is úsed with

reference to meanings attributed to phenotypical markers, while

ethnicity refers to indicators such as language, life style, origin

and culture. And in everyday practice they are indeed often used

in such a fashion that they overlap. Just as equally, like religion and

caste, identities may be self-selected or inposed frorn outside

(cf. Mitchell, L974). One is then dealing with the study of processes

of categorisation which involve conflicting interests and differential

pou¡er, of donination and resistence.

The work of Phizacklea and Miles (1980) builds upon the

theoretical discourses of Poulantzas and E.0. Wright. Like Castles

and Kosack, they are critical of earlier race and ethnicity studies
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which under-emphasized economic factors in the explanation of

ninority positions. But they are also critical of crude Marxist

approaches to race, ethnicity and migrant labour which rnix an

economistic view with sirnple structural deterninism, portraying

colouïed workers as tnothing more than workerst (Ibid.:1).

These writers take as given that in capitalist society, class

relations are prior to and inclusive of all others. Class is an

tobjective structural realityr while ttacer and tethnicityr are

social constructions. Nevertheless, classes are internally fragnented

and constantly changing through history. To account for such flux

and heterogeneity, they borrow the Poulantzian notion of the rclass

fraction t :

we will use the concept of class fraction to refer to an

objective position within a class boundary which is, in turn,
delerrnined by econonic and politico-ideological relatio-ns.
That is to say, class boundaries nark the objectively different
structurat poiitions in economic, political and ideological
relations, but these relations also have independent effects
within these boundaries (Ibid. :6).

Ernbracing the Poulantzian three-level model of the deterninancy of

class relations and structural positions circumvents the pit-falls

of economisrn. Thus at the political level they incorporate the role

of, the State, and at thetideologicaltlevel the social construction

of racial identity as a process of racial categorisation or 'racialisationl

(Ibid . z2r) .

phizacklea and Miles disniss critics who attack class analysis

for lunping all coloured ninorities at the botton of the economic

order (Ibid .:I7). They concur with writers like Westergaard and

Resler that all black nigrants are not located in one class. But

they contradict thenselves soon afterwards by observing that the

manual, unskilled position of tblack labourf is being reproduced

over tine. I contend that it is possible to insist on the reality

of class relations and the prinacy of the economic level without

reifying the concept of rmigrant labourt itself'
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The difficulty for Phizacklea and Miles seems to stem from

their application of the 'class fractionr concept without sufficient

regard to the problems which arise when developnents at the

political and ideological levels do not precisely reinforce class

positions at the economic level. They acknowledge that sone migrants

who are members of racialised groupings are in fact located elsewhere

in the class structure. Unfortunately, apaTt from anecdotes and

conmonsense observations, they cannot systenatically account for how

such individuals attained their positions, how they evidently

escaped racial categorisation and thus entrapment in a particular

class position.

Spoonley (1982) has attempted to apply a similar nigrant labour

nodel to the study of race relations in New Zealand. Once again,

all Polynesians are -found in a single working class sector:

The distinct position of the Polynesian (sic.) in economic,
political and ideological relations in New Zealand neans they
constitute a fraction of the working class (Ibid. 2265) -

According to Spoonley, Pacific Islanders and Maoris are rconcentratedl

into the working class en mass and categorised negatively by racial

stereotypes. The problem with such a construction is that a

significant ninority of Polynesians are not located within such a

fraction, nor even within the working c1ass.

Racisn and Ethnicit v as Forms of Social Categorisation

Milesr recent publication (1982) is an inportant statement

regarding a class analysis of racism and nigrant labour. He situates

his discussion of the ideological construction of racial and ethnic

ninorities within a broader outline of class analysis, beginning with

the political econorny of the social formation and rnapping the class

structure. He turns his attention particularly to the categorisation

or rracialisationt of migrant labour.
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What strikes the anthropologist from the outset is the singular

attention to rracialr categorisation. All social interaction invariably

proceeds by categorisation, of which race and ethnicity a1e two

interrelated forns. Individuals and groups order their relations with

one another on the basis of perceived sinilarities and differences

in appearance, behaviour, language and syrnbols in turn structured

around shared neanings and/or political rinterest5t.(2) These are

interpreted by means of conmonly-held cultural rmaps I of the world,

thenselves continually reconstituted in daily experience including

the exigencies of the very interactions themselves. Fron such maps,

actors and groups attribute meanings to observed narkers and act

according to their own intersts.

There is by now a long-established body of literature on what

Mitchell (I974) terms rethnic categorisatíon,r for exarnple Mitche11,

1956, Ibid.; Cohen, 1969, L974a; Barth, 1969; Epstein, 1958; Parkin,

1969. Quite often, as in the New Zealand case' ascribed and self-

identity based on ethnic markers take place within a more overarching

racial categorisation. There are also specialised studies of religious,

caste and sexual categorisation and discriminatíon. Any of these

rnay be utilised in the pr.ocess of class domination, and ernployed in

(2) This appears to be what Cohen (1974a) had in mind in referring to the
' fheuristic valuê of ethnicityt. See also I974b regarding the notion
of political interests of such groupings.

(3) In spite of devoting an entire chapter to evaluating the contribution
of rethnic relationsr studies, Miles nowhere follows through the logical
irnplication that ethnicity is also a social construction. He al"ludes to
studies of Caribbean migrants (Lyons, Person, etc.) which show that
both they and Asians are racially categorised fron outside, but also
internally diffentiated by ethnic diacritica less known to the doninant
society.
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the diverse responses (Miles, Ibid.: rresistancer) to such categorisation

In New Zealand ethnic and racial identities are not precisely synonynous;

they nay be ascribed, chosen and situationally altered over time. The

precise forms that such labels and identities take at any historical

juncture, their underlying structural causes and the particular

interests they serve need to be confronted in analysis,

Miles defines racial categorisation as follows:

...a process of delineation of group boundaries and of allocation
of persons within those boundaries by primary reference to
(supposedly) inherent and/or biological (usuaLly phenotypical)
characteristics. It is therefore an ideological process, but
it has effects at all three levels of a social formation....
These effects can, in conbination, cohere to lead to the fornation
of fractions within classes (Ibid.:157).

It is inportant to be clear on how Miles initially conceives the

categorisation process, since he diverges from it significantly in

subsequent analysis. Firstly, social categorisation nay involve

negative or positive evaluations at the I ideological t 1evel. For

instance, paternalistic racism in New Zealand often proceeds by positive

stereotypes which are nonetheless untrue and propagated for the purpose

of naintaining the hegenony of the ruling c1ass. Second and most

inportantly, social categorisation may be a process of group or

individual self-identity as much as the ascription of labels or

markers frorn outside the group (Ibid.:159). Finally, social

categorisation nay be operationalised either in thought (stereotypes,

prejudice, rhetoric) or action (discrimination).

Fron whichever perspective one considers it -- the ninority or

the doninant class -- categorisation involves the exercise of power of

one group over another, either by self-assertion and defence, or

domination and exploitation. The outcone is to control the alLocation

of persons in the production process, and the resulting distríbution

of rewards or disadvantages (Ibid.'1159). If the effects of such

categorisation coincide with and reproduce a particular position at

the economic, political and I ideological' levels at once the result is
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a racialised fraction of the working class (Ibid,:158). If they

do not, as in New Zealand, then the case must be exanined and our

analysis further refined.

Miles surunarises the racialisation process in the following

manner:

--Diagran, Figure I.5 --

The thrust of his discussion is toward an historical explanation of

the way in which nigrant labour to Britain was brought in to do

semi- and unskilled work, and then negatively portrayed as a rrace

relations problemr.

Miles then turns to a consideration of the way in which minority

political interests and strategies are likely to energe. funong

Caribbean migrants black pride, English language classes and

Rastafarianisn are all forms of response to racialisation. Perhaps

predictably, he neglects various cultural responses such as reggae

and carnival (see Cohen, 1981a). These various strategies are

responses by the racialised nigrant grouping to their structural

position and racisrn itself. All the more puzzling, then, why Miles

should choose to delete rninority responses fro¡n his diagran of

racialisation. The onission is pivotal if not intentional, since he

proceeds from the nisleading irnpression that forms of social categorisation

like racialisation are only imposed and ascribed frorn outside.

Even though in his formal definition they may also be forns of migrant

political and ideological rreslronse. The gloss enables him to sustain

his polemic against the so-ca11ed anthropological perspectiu"(4) 
"r,d

avoid coning to terms with the valid insights of therculturalist

problematicr .

(4) Miles evidently concurs with the Poulantzian (1978 =L24) typification
of the ranthropologicalr focus on the subject/agent rather than on
structures and forces.



Figure I.5 The Racialisation of Migrant Labour
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I offer the following diagran (Figure I.6) as an alternative

representation of the racialisation process as Miles conceives it

and from which I will develop certain nodifications toward a nodel

of class and social categorisation in the final section of this

Introduction:
-- Figure I.6 --

Prirnarily, it seerns necessary to maintain a rnuch clearer distinction

schematically between developnents at the various levels and their

interrelationship, and to add the response of the racialised grouping

which Miles omits. Thus capital requires labour and looks ',elsewhere

partly as a result of wage and political denands by indigenous labour.

The subsequent arrival of nigrant labour generates an economic threat

and thus political response fron the indigenous population which is

Iegitinated po1itically. Most nigrant labour is structured into a

delinited fraction of the working class, and then naintained there

by the process of racialisation. At both the political and 'ideologicall

1evels, rrace relationsr and Inulticulturalisnf are forns that

legitimate the process of social categorisation in policy and

commonsense perceptions, and thus the donination of migrant labour.

Racialisation, and less often the actual structural position of

migrants, is reacted to politically and rideologically' (including

culturally) by rnigrants. I add cultural responses in light of the

foregoing discussion, and in a later chapter clarify the distinction

I draw between culture and ideology.



Figure I.6 A Modified Diagran of Milesr Racialisation Process
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The Problem of the Reproduction of the Racialised Fraction of Labour

In effect the final step of Milesr scheme of class analysis

has to do with the perpetuation or alteration of classes and their

relations to one another. At this point, he attenpts to corne to

terms with two issues which I have suggested challenge the effectiveness

of the migrant labour theory. One is the class position of so-called

second generation nigrants, and the other is the existence of

coloured migrants -- one could hardly call them rlabourr -- as members of

the petit bourgeoisie.

The second-generation issue has to do with whether the class

position of racialised nigrant labour is being reproduced over time,

and strikes at the heart of the assinilationist ,nod"t 
(5) 

.

Unfortunately, Miles (Ibid.:176ff) wants to claim that his own theory

of migrant labour does not apply to the second generation (a) because

they are in a different economic position to that of their palents

(ie. they are not 'migrant labourtper se); and (b) they are in a

different political /Iegal position (ie. migration laws and citizenship).

Both assertions, while dubious as geneTalisations, allow Miles to

avoid dealing with the diverse class positions of migrant youth and

also their political, ideological and cultural responses to their

circumstance.

With refeTence to Cook Islanders in New Zealand, for example,

these statements aïe quite sinply erroneous. Putting aside the fact

that sone are located in or shift to other classes, those in the working

(5) Spoonley (19S2:274-6) claims that in New Zealand a Pakeha-Polynesian
dichoteny in class relations is being reproduced from one generation to
the next:r'Younger Polynesians (under 25 yeats of age) are as likely to
be concentrated in the working class as previous generations.rr The

situation is considerably more complex than that. Until this studY, Do

data had been available on inter-generation class rnobility among Polynesians
(see Davis, L979 regarding occupational nobility among Pakehas).
Spoonley nay compare the class situation of older and younger migrants,
but appears to have no data upon which to base his conclusions about
ínter-generational closure among Polynesians.
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class share sinilar positions in the relations of production irrespective

of whether they moved to such jobs from overseas or across town'

Miles more than anyone should recognise that sustained islands contacts'

remittances, and plans to return -- all of which he suggests rsoften

the inpact' (Ibid.:I79) of class exploitation for the first generation --

are resources available to such nigrants but generated in dialectical

relationship to their continuing structural position in the host

society. They do not, as the assimilationist presumes, automatically

fade away as the nigrant adapts and becomes fnodernisedr, or as the

second generation is somehow inevitably socialised into the doninant

society. Given the continuance of sinilar economic circumstances,

such resoulces are available and indeed encouraged by the first

generation in the second. And with respect to migrant status, Cook

Islander youth are in exactly the sarne political /LegaL position as

their palents. They are citizens of both New Zealand and the Cook

Isalands. So this can have little bearing on their class position

or political resPonse.

The irnportant point is that there is no hard and fast rule of

deterrninacy either at the level of ideological racialisation, or

àt afr" economic level for either first or second generation migrant.

It is possible to resist processes of racialisation, to subvert

their content as well as rebell against oners class position.

Miles gives the inpression that such responses are the prerogative'

of the second generation:

They do not have the experience of a rhoner elsewhere which
can serve as an alternative identity or even a rationalisation
in the face of racial categorisation... "Consequently, there
is less of an ideological buffer to soften the inpact, which
leads one to expect a more hostile ideological and political
response to racism and discrinination....The response to a

negative racial categorisation involves inverting the evaluative
elernent but retaining the notion of tracer as the dimension of
categorisation; rracet will be positively appraised around
a construct of blackness and cornmon historical exploitation '

(Ibid .:I79)
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But political, ideological and cultural responses are possible

and in fact practised by all nigrants regardless of generation,

and they include inverting negative ethnic categorisation within

racial labels. rnd,eed, in the New Zealand context, organisation and

action on the basis of shared culture within the Polynesian rraciall

grouping has been the norm. Miles states with respect to Britain:

Part of the significance of these distinctions lbethreen Caribbean
migrant groups] lies in their potential for the creation and
naintenance of political and ideological divisions within the
racialised fraction of the working class (Ibid.:180).

Thís is sinilar to wright's (1979:91) distinction between the

inmediate and fundanental interests of classes -- in effect, those which are

rphenomenalr and naterial, false and real. Wright mentions the

different apparent interests of black and white *otk"t, (6) 
.

This distinction lies at the heart of the Marxist critique of

the rculturalistt problematic, as well as its attack (however nuted)

on the so-called false consciousness of ninority groups which

organise on the basis of re-valued racial identity or common cultural

heritage. In this study I give detailed attention to stereotyping

of and social categorisation among one Folynesian group in New

Zealand, exploring how social categories (Poulantzas, 1978) nay

become the basis of organisation and action. I suggest they do not

automatically reinforce the status quo nerely because they are

rideological, I since they are also deterrnined at the economic and

political 1evels. Further, I consider briefly the scope for the

organisation of interests and action around such identies when

(6) Wright states rrBecause innediate interests divide the working
class, and because they do not directly call into question the
structure of capitalist relations, the durability of capitalisn
depends, in part, on the extent to which struggles over fundamenla1
interests are displaced into struggles over immediate interests (Ibid.).
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they tend to correspond closely with shared positíons of narginality

in the political economy of the host society.

The other problem with respect to the reproduction of the

racialised fraction of th working class is the existence of a

nigrant petit bourgeoísie. If all nigrants do not occupy a position

within the fraction of the working class then they are not migrant

rlabourr even though they rnay still be nigrants. If that is the

case one nust ask how they gained rnobility given negative racialisation?

Did they somehow escape racialisation or its negative typifications,

and if so how? [f, as Miles contends in recent correspondence

(December, 1985) they are all racialised, what does this say

regarding the inportance of racialisation for confining nigrants to

a working class fraction. .Were a few migrants in fact recruited

directly into the petit bourgeoisie or the 'supervisoryr fraction

initially or subsequent to their atrival? And if, as Miles has

suggested (Ibid.) rthis move into this class location is a direct

response to racism and discrimination, I does this not raise questions

with the notion of the deterninacy of racialisation? At least

we need to account for those economic, political and tideologicalt

developneúswhich in the case of a few migrants permitted them

to move outside the racialised fraction of the working c1ass, in

particular their inportance to capital and the State.
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An Ænended Motlel of Classes and the Social Categorisation of Migrants

The general procedures of class analysis outlined by Miles

(1982) are widely known and followed in the first half of this

thesis. I an also in basic agreement with the theory of nigrant

labour and racialisation. I choose to place greater emphasis on

the relatively unexplored aspeets of social categorisation in

advanced capitalist society, especially on the basis of ethnic

identities, and migrant rideologicalr and political responses to

racialisation.

A class or class fraction cannot be said to exist as an

autononous social force unless its position in the relations of

production and overágainst other classes or fractions is reinforced

at other leve1s of the poLitical economy" Having several times

raised doubts over any approach which cannot account for the

objective fact that not all Cook Islanders are menbers of the

so-cal1ed Polynesian fraction, I now upend the critique and ask

whether a Polynesian fraction exists in New Zealand. For such a

test, Poulantzas (1978:78*9) sets out what he considers to be the

rpertinent effectsr of the economic position of the supposed class

(or fraction) on the other levels of the social formation.

In the case of New Zealand the salient issue is whether

Polynesians en toto can in any way be said to constitute a

dístinctive class or class fraction, as most contenporary sociologists

seem to contend. Using the PoulantzLan test, one nust ask whether

they
live under economic conditions which separate their mode of
life, their interests and their qulture fron those of
other classes? (Ibid.).

Furthermore, do all Polynesíans, or for that natter all Cook fslanders,

share a particular position in the relations of production? The

answer nust quite unequivocally be negative.
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Having established this, it is undeniable that in New Zealand

there is an identifiable fraction of the working class which is

largely Polynesian, and in which the majority of Cook Islanders

are situated. My point in this little exercise is to highlight the

dangers of an tobjectivistt theory of class retations which reifies
rmigrant labourr. Not alI the racialised, ethnicised population is

migrant rlabour', nor rnigrants nor nemberof the largely Polynesian

fraction of the working class. There are concrete, historical reasons

why this is so; that is, why there is no precise roverdeterninationl

at aIl levels of the social order. Thus, two aspects of a more

adequate thoory of migrant labour need to be addressed in analysis:

(1) the existence of rracialr or rethnict migrants outside the

working class fraction, and their purpose with respect to the state

and capitalist relations of production; and (2) the process of social

categorisation itself, in particular effects at the potitical and

rideologicalt leve1s constituting such groupings and which sinilarly

cornprise their responses (inprovisations) to donination.

For Poulantzas (Ibid:27) class fractions and social categories

are not external to or inposed upon classes, but located within and

constituative of their product ion. Social categories are rrdefined

pri.ncipally by their place in the political and ideological relations....rr

(Ibid.:23). The State bureaucracy is an instance of a category

defined by their place in poritical relations, while intellectuals

in their role of articurating ideology are an example of the latter.

But Poulantzas enphasises that categories are economicall y determíned

as well. It is sinply that in this instance, agents within the

category belong to several social classes (Ibid.;24,187). What he

objects to with Tespect to a category like the state apparatus is

the tenclency to reduce membership rrmechanically to a coÍmon denominator

with respect to their origin or even their class nrenbershipr'(Ibid.:185).

To do so overlooks the specific mode of functioning of social categories,

of which I suggest tethnic comnunitiesr and rracial groupsrare other examples.
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This notion of the social category is in rather narked contrast
(7)to the interpretation of Poulantzas by Phizacklea and Miles (op cit:24),

Poulantzasr (1978:185ff) discussion of the position of state functionaries

provides clues as to how to aPPly the concept of the social category

in the analysis of capitalist society:

1) social categories are emergent within and delimited by
naterialrealities and class relations;

2) social categories differ from fractions in being significantly
overdeternrined by political or ideological relations, or both;

5) the functic¡ning of a social category ca¡tnot be recluce<l to
the class origins or even class memberships of its members.
Once again, agonts arg rccruitecl across cLass bounclaries.
They rourain part of diverse social classes even though part
of the same social category (Ibid.:186);

4) the social category under certain opportune historical junctures
can function as an effective social force in its own right,
intervening in class struggle politically, economically
and/or 'ideologicallyr with weight of its own (Ibid.);

5) a social category nay serve the interests of classes or
fractions other than those of its leadership;

6) the social category, in spite of the diversity of class
menbership of its agents, often exhibits rra specific internal
unitytr which is the effect on mernbers of the power and/or
institutional unity of the political or ideological configuration
which constituted it.

In addition it will be recalled that categories nay involve positive or

negative evaluations, be operationalised in thought or action, and

be ascribed or self-selected identity. At the very least, I suggest

that such a conceptualisation might shed new light on our understanding

(7) They state , ...trthe concept of social catego::y is of little relevance
if it is used to refer to 'social ensembles...which...may become
social forces whose distinguishing feature is based on their specífic
and over-determining relation to structures other than econornic ones I

(Poulantzas, 1973284), that is defined by their place only (sic.) in
political and ideological relations (1978223). llence, if we are to
argue, as we wil1, that the position of black workers has to be defined
by their place in economic and political and ideological rel,ations, then
they cannot be defined as a social category, along with bureaucratic
officials and intellectuals (Miles and Phizacklea, 1980:24). 1 I

Apparently in order to steer a wide berth around stratification
theory, Miles and Phizacklea intentionally rnisrepresent Poulantzas so
that the idea of the social category appears divorced' from the: structural
determinacy of economic relations. This is clearly not what PqulanLzas
intended.
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of the position of ethnic and racial groupings in industrial society.

Social c4togorisation may servo to reinforce class boundaries,

or it may blua class position, conunon interests and thus the emergence

of class consciousness. Both as ascribed identity and in the

organisation and articulation of special interests, social categorisation

can be important in reproducing or undermining existing class relations.

Miles is astray in suggesting that social categorisation is nerely

rra phenomenal realityrr (0p cit. :18) .

Polynesia¡r Migrant Labour and the Cook Islander Social Category

Pacific Islands and Maori nigrants in New ZeaLand contprise a

separate fraction of the working class, though not al1 Polynesians

are located in such a fraction, In this thesis I show how ¡nost Cook

Islanders came to be situated in such a fraction, but also how they

are constituted and reproduce themselves as a social category with

nenrbers fro¡n several classes and fractions. To maintain Polynesians

in their class position, then, the ruling class must enploy additional

negative criteria such as being unskilled, uneducated, undisciplined,

violent or culturally different in addition to racial typifications.

The policies of the welfare state in New Zealand partially

offset legal and economic moves by capital designed to totally

segregate Polynesians. The experience of Cook Islanders suggests

that racial and ethnic categorisation at the ideological Ieve|

seldon coincide precisely with or roverdeterminer political and

economic relations. An example of such a situation in the world

today is apartheid in South Africa. The lack of exact correspondence

between the effects of economic, political and ideological deternination

is a reflection of tlre actual rnocle by wltich the working class is

kept divided in organisation, consciousness and interests.

The inconsistencies oï even contradictions in structural deterninancies

at various levels also provide leaway for minority gloup Tesponses,

whether they be fornal or infornal (Cohen, I974a,b). Or whether they
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take the forn of intentional strategies or inprovisational manoeuvres.

Furthermore, internal contradictions in social categorisation at

the ideological level, and their lack of synchrony with economic

and political practices also provide the individual room to rescapet

or counteract negative stereotypes and identities. These will occur

particularly at the political and ideological/cultural levels where

they are not perceived as such a direct threat to the bourgeoisie.

Where there is synchrony of structural determinancy at all levels,

it is more difficult for individual inprovisation or group manoeuvering.

Conversely, such a situation is rnore conducive to engendering

greater class or class fraction consciousness and direct political action

Though Cook Islanders exist as an rethnic connunityr within a

broader racial categoiy of Polynesians, their position is also

econonically deternined in the nanner indicated schenatically by

Poulantzas. The rnajority of Cook Islanders migrating to New Zealand

after the Second l{orld War were unskilled and under-educated, bring

essentially theír cheap labour pov¡er. They were just the kind of

workers capital required to fill expanding industry, especially smaller

factories and service industries. Racialisation of this Polynesian

migrant labour took place virtually simultaneously, borrowing

significantly from previous experiences and positive paternal"ism toward

rural Maoris. Both strearns of Polynesian nigrant labour, from the

domestic hinterland and South Pacific periphery, h¡ere typified as

preferring to specialise in and thus suítable for sectors unattractive

to European labour. They hrere concentrated together in central sluns

or State housing, and then portrayed as creating the conditions

under which they had to reside. This fraction becane inportant in

the control of disruptive, Pakeha labour particularly during the

early 1950s with the rise of Connunist influence and the dockworkers

strike when troops had to be called out.
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However, there were Cook Islanders who for a variety of reasons

were not recruited into working class positions. These were essentially

three types of people: (a) those who originally held public service

positions in the islands, (b) those who narried or were the offspring

of Europeans, and (c) those who managed to obtain sufficient educational

qualifications along with other credentials and contacts with which

to neutralise the negative consequences of racialisation. Most of

these individuals slotted into positions within the new petty bourgeoisie

(niddle class), obtaining positions in sales or conmerce at junior

levels, or in the State bureaucracy, police, teaching and other

Ithelpingt' agencies. In a najority of cases such individuals were

or became ethnic conmunity leaders who in part obtained their position

by a combination of customary status and outside support from the

doninant class. Along with nany who were recruited by nanagement

into the supervisory fraction of the working class to increase the

control and productivity- of their Polynesian workforces, these

individuals came to occupy what wright (op cit.:74ff) has termed

Itcontradictory locationsrr within the class rtr.rctrt", (8)

As I have stated, Cook Islanders as a social category are prinarily

determined at the political and rideological' levels. The most

significant political developments effecting the existence of this

category sten are (a) co-optation of Cook Islands leaders and qualified

individuals into departnents like Maori and Island Affairs, (b)

the establíshnent of an official multiculturalism policy to encourage

ethnic diversity only in cultural matters, not as a basis of cornmercial

(8) In the public sector this apPears to be an instance of what
Miles and Spoonley (n.d.:3) refer to as the role of the state in
supporting capital accumulation and ttdisorganisingrt the working class
through strat es of tíon anil co ation. 0n the other hand,
Wilkes n. SE suggest tt State turns its
disorganising strategies on Polynesiaús
of their cultural traditionsrr. Unlike

, for instance in the trde

mult icultural isn pol icy,
spo
thi

ilation
S

would tend to highlight shared rraciall: and class grievances and run
contrary to the interests of capital "
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and political organisation, and (c) social control measures in which

the extended family attributed as a valuable asset of the fethnic

comnunity'isutilisedasameansofsocialcontrol.Cooklslanders

have always enjoyed an internediate position politically, since

they are by right citizens of New ZeaLand and the Cook Islands, but

they are still subject to these same strategies at the political level.

Migrant social organisation based on shared culture, language

and origin is, on the other hand, the way in which political detenninacy

of the ethnic category takes on social force from within. This occurs

in a dialectic with external developnents such as those just rnentioned,

resulting in the production of a grouping that takes on conmon interests

and corporate form irrespective of the class nenbership of individual

participants. This has inportant consquences, especially in the

polity and ideology of the grouping as I shall rnention.

Ideological determinancy occurs primarily through political

rhetoric fron the State and through the mass media' The academic

establishment, by its ernphasis on the lPolynesian problenr and

rrace relationst plays an irnportant role in the categorisation of

ethnic and racial groupings. Initially at least, Pacific Islanders and

Maoris were given identities with more or less positive evaluation,

which nevertheless seÏVed to construct then as a racial category'

Above all, they were manageable, non-threatening and unequal to

Pakehas. within this cate EITY, a broad distinction was naintained

between the indigenous Polynesians (tangata whenua) and outsiders or

rmigrants | . As various African studies have shown, the dominant

grouping often has little need to take careful note of ethnic

distinctions in light of their dominant position in econonic and

political institutions. Precisely because of this blurring,

Cook Islanders nade considerable efforts to differentiate thenselves

fron other Polynesians as being harder workers, less troublesome,

solidcitizens,church-goers,farnilypeopleandgoodperforners.
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Negative typifications were present from an early point among

particular sectors of the population most threatened, but they

became more wide-spread with the economic recession of the 1970s

and 80s.

It is generally the case that common experiences of discrirnination

in ernployment and housing along with political attacks rstimulate

resistancer and rbring about a distinct political consciousness

and political practice fron those subject to those practicesl

(Miles , Ig82:169) . funong Polynesians in New Zealand, responses and

political consciousness have been diverse at least in part because

there is not an exact correlation between their class positions

and racialisation. Besides the social organisation of rethnic

conmunities, I there have been three recent ninority political

aesponses: (1) the energence of Maori radicalisn, taking the forn

of a Maori political party, land-rights claims and protests against

the Treaty of Waitangi; (2) youth gangs, 'street kidsr and

rastafarianisn; and (3) attenpts by Pacific Islands leaders to

enter local politics. Nevertheless, while there is a general

perception of broadly-shared cultural values particularly as measured

against sone of the supposed shortconings of Pakeha society, there is

stil1 no united Polynesian political consciousness or organisation

(ie. in poulantzian terîns, the social category beconing social force).

The State and capital are interested in reproducing such diversity

across class lines, relying on the pett), bourgeoisie, co-opted leaders

and the supervisory fraction to maintain the status quo. Radical

Maori clains to superior politiqal and cultural status through

insistence on rbi-culturalism' and Pacific Islanders beconing

'Maorisr, and the distancing by various Pacific Islands groupings

contribute to this diversity of interests and organisation.
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Thus, the task of those who attempt to naintain an ethnic

or racial rcomnunityr on the basis of ascribed or chosen identity

is not a sinple one in capitalist society. Clains by such leaders

for cohesiveness of rnembership and organisation on the basis of

conmon interests and shared identity do carry a certain validity.

Al1 share a categorical position ascribed by the ruling class

that, can serve as a social force in certain contexts. But the

objective interests of nenbers are as diverse as their class

nembership, and there is potential for continual fragnentation

and dispute.

For their part Cook Islanders have made much of their

contradictory location politically and ideologicaLly. Rather than

radicalisn, withdrawl or assimilation they have chosen a path

of accomodation and flexible inprovisation. In palticular they

have established useful patronage relations in both the private

and public sectolrs, learned to manipulate the bureaucracy in their

favour occasionally and presented themselves in a positive light

vis-a-vis other Polynesians. One of their most creative forns

of response to racialisation is through their rituals and cultural

performances, by which they also confront internal conflicts.

Indeed, problems of Cook Islands corununity cohesiveness and divergent

interests (eg" worries about affluent members tdropping awayr)

are first and foremost a consequence of class divisions within the

social category itself. And widely-expressed concelns over the

second generation are not only a concern for the continuity of

the rcommunity' in the face of class divisions, but a lesPonse to

State pressuïe for social control of deviants.
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Performance and Inprovisation

To this point, I have maintained the importance of class relations

in the organisation and developnent of advanced capitalist societies.

And that rracar and tethnicityt be understood as inposed and selected

social categories deternined essentially at the political and ideological

levels which nevertheless may become the basis of collective interests

and action. The dange in class theory is that of tobjectivism,r

from which perspective the role of the individual as agent is relegated

to secondary importance and the structures made deterrninate of

action rin the final instancer. It is those who view the social order

fron such a perspective who perceive the so-called cultural or

anthropological problenatic as so misguided. In a sinilar fashion the

objectivism of French Structuralism faIls prey to concentrating on

Itextr to the exclusion of performance.

Bourdieu (1977) has been particularly critical of the objectivist

position:

So long as one accepts the canonic opposition which, endlessly
reappearing in new forms throughout the history of social thought,
nowadays pits rhumanistr against rstructuralistr readings of
Marx, to declare dianetrical opposition to subjectivism is
not genuinely to break with it, but to fall into the fetishism
of social laws tolffih objectivism consigns itself when
establishing between stïucture and practice the relation of
the virtual to the actual, of the score to the performance, of
essence to existence, it merely substitutes for the creative man
of subjectivism a man subjugated to the dead laws of natural
history (Ibid. :84) .

While I acknowledge the influence of naterial conditions and structures

on human action, ny interest throughout this study will be on the

dialectics of practice and structure -- that is, the contingency of

structures on human agency by which they are constantly reproduced

and potentially transformed. As Bourdieu states, in social analysis

one must not forget

...the dialectical relationship between the objective structures
and the cognítive and motivating structures which they produce
and which tend to produce them..:Thêse objective structures are
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thenselves ducts of historical
an trans

S

ctices and are constantl
tor ca ct es 83,

Thus, while I pay attention to the description of social

and cultural structures which shape the existence of Cook Islanders,

I also look to the dialectic by which they participate in the

generation and modification of such structules. Put another way,

I attempt to explore the structure of practice and the structuring

of practice, not simply the practicing of structure. I therefore

acknowledge from the outset the influence of Kapfererrs (1983)

notion of rperformance, I upon which I elaborate briefly in the

final chapter. It will be apparent fron the beginning that I

consider the concept of performance to have revelance to understanding

all forms of hwnan activity, but in the instance of Cook Islanders

to have particular significance in organised settings of cultural

dranaturgy.

, tn connection with this understanding of human praxis as

performance I borrow Bourdieufs concept of the rstandard improvisationsl

of actors instead of their strategies. There has been a tendency

in certain sociological theory to over-emphasize the conscious choices

and schemes of social actors. This voluntarisn is particularly

strong in ethnic relations studies which stress situational identity

or the critical role of gatekeepers, brokers and mediators (Barth, 1969;

Paine, L97I, 1976; Spoonley, 1978, L982). Such a perspective not

only neglects the dialectic between structure and practice, but

the often inadvertent consequences of unplanned human activity:

(cf. Sah1ins, 1981). By 'inprovisationr I mean to indicate both

the reflexivity with which the social actor engages in daily lifé

(both regarding his own nap of, the world and tobjectiver structurçs),

and the possibility of creativè invention that is his. But by

rstandard improvisationsr I understand with Bourdieu (p.79) the '

way in which such practice is influenced by the material world.
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and shared contexts of meaning and interpretation maintained alnong

sets of individuals precisely begelrle they are perceived as effective

solutions to the problems of everyday existence. As Bourdieu states

of improvisations,

each agent, wittingly or unwittingly, willy niIly, is a
producer and reproducer of objective neaning. Because his
actions and works are the produc t of a modus operandi of which he
is not the producer and has no conscious mastery, they contain an

'objective intention,r as the Scholastics put it, which always
outruns his conscious intentions. The schemes of thought and
expression he has acquired are the basis for
invention of regulated inprovisation (Ibid.).

the intentionless

Thesis Outline

This study begins with the essential steps of class analysis

indicated previously. Part f deals with the racialisation process

as inposed categorisation and class donination. In the first

chapter I discuss the political econorny of nigration, describing

historical and structural developments in the South Pacific regional

political economy which created conditions of dependency and

necessitated Cook Islander migration to New ZeaLand. I also discuss

how Cook Islanders have evolved particular modes of migration and

ongoing contacts with their hone islands in response to their

structural position in New ZeaLand and the political and economic

situation in the isglnds.

Chapter two examines production relations in New Zealand and

the processes leading to the energence of the predominantly Polynesian

fraction of the working class. Once again, I an concerned not only

to consider broad structures but the particular ways in which Cook

Islanders have struggled against but also perpetuated their own

marginal ity.

In the third chapter I discuss the access of Cook Islanders

to housing. The argument focusses on an exposition of the accornodation

system and its historical development, paying particular attention to

the role of the State in housing. I include case-studies of
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Cook Islander experiences of discrinination as well as statistical

evidence, and against this backdrop examine their standard inprovisations

for coping with racism and discrimination'

The final chapter of Part I analyses the ideological construction

of the Polynesian social category and the Cook Islander rethnic

corununityr. Here I pay particular attention to political rhetoric

and the role of the nedia, and how such typifications influence

the way in which Cook Islanders articulate their own identity

to one another and the wider society.

In the second part of the thesis I turn ny attention to an

analysis of the response of the Cook Islander social category within

the ideologically constructed Polynesian racial grouping to racialisation

and their structutal position as discussed in Part I. Chapter 5

considers the ethnic cornnunity as a corporate entity, or as the

social (ethnic) category acting as a social force. The discussion

centres on the prirnary institutions in which Cook Islanders engage

as Cook Islanders (ie. the Church, enua, sports groups and political

parties), their interrelationships and how they link into the New

ZeaLa¡d, social order. In Chapter 6 the discussion centres on the

individual response in the forn of kinship relations and obligations,

rnarriage practises and social networks.

In the final chapter I examine at length what I consider to

be the crux of the thesis: Cook Islandersr improvisations to racialisation

and structural marginality through the mediun of cultural performances

and rituals. Under the concept of tdramatization,r I consider a

range of events frorn formal rituals to weekend socials, concentrating

on the political and symbolic significance of the visiting tere-party

culture tloupe perforrnance as addressing and subverting certainr

relations of domination l0cated in various external contexts.



Part I

The Racialisation of Migrant Labour
in

New Zealand



Chapter 1

The Political Econony of Cook Islands Migration

Introduction

Since the Second World War, the Cook Islandsr most irnportant

export has been people -- or more to the point, labour power. Ï

do not mean, of course, that Cook Islanders have been forcibly

transported as in the days of the blackbirders. Contenporary

nigration is the result of individuals naking their own decisions

about noving for a variety of reasons. 0n the other hand, when one

considers the extent of post-war emigration, the inexorability with

which a structure of dependency developed making such migration to

New Zealand unavoidable, and the political and class agents promoting

such developments, then it is not too great an overstatement to

say that Cook Islanders during the past quarter. century have been

subject to a sophisticated form of nodern blackbirding.

I want to concentrate on the specific historical contexts

and structural relations which have constrained individual choices

and created the necessity for continuing *ig""tiorr(1). Such

processes have often been referred to as the developnent of under-

developnent. My objective is to locate Cook Islanders within what I

consider to be a single fieLd of social and institutional relations:

the Cook Islands and New zeut^nd(2).

(1) I reiterate at the outset ny sympathy for the position of
Bourdieu (1977) and Garbett (1975), both of whon insist on what the
former termed the dialectic between structure and practice.

(2) For a discussion of the concept of the "social field,rt its
application in African studies, and the criteria for establishing
iis borders see Garbetr and Kapferer (1970) and Parkin (1975).
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My attention here is on political, economic and ideological

processes ratheï than personal relations per se. The nexus of South

pacific islands comprising New ZeaLand and the Cook Islands constitute

a single sub-set within the capitalist-dominated world systen.

Within that sub-set, Auckland functions as the paramount regional

metropole, and Rarotonga an adrninistrative and economic district

node within the Cook Islands peripheral economy.

Some time ago, Hooper (1961b) argued that the social organisation

of Cook Islands migrants in Auckland could not be adequately understood

without including their links with the islands. Curzon (1979:185)

subsequently expanded upon this idea, claining that Cook Islanders in

New Zealand and the islands constituted rran integrated social

comrnunityrt. However, where foreign boundaries, expensive travel,

a dominant host society and alien institutions are concerned, such

a model neglects the diffelences generated within such a far-flung

populatíon. Cook Islanders are not a single, honogenous comnunity

rrtranscending physical or spatial boundariestr (Ibid.). The factors

producing differentiation even into the second generation need to

been carefully examined.

Nor does such an approach take into account the emergence of

a particular configuration of political, economic and cultural

structures based on exploitive social relations, and the subsequent

necessity of naintaining close connections with the nigrant honeland.

While I do not deny the very real emotional ties which bind Cook

Islanders with one another, their culture and their islands, I begin

with a discussion of structural developments as the essential context

for grasping the basis of Cook Islander migrant practices, motives and

customs. After examining migration patterns, I turn to emigrant

activities with respect to continuing links and how these are shaped by

and at the sane time influence the existing structural arrangements.

I pay particular attention to reciprocal visiting, renittances and
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rrinvestmentrt in land by absentee Cook Islanders.

Dependent Development and Labour Migration

The factors underlying nigration, and the irnpact of population

movements on sending and host societies have been the topics of

study by economists and social scientists alike since the last

world war. In the Pacific these studies have tended to dwell on

nigrant choices and motives, or historical trends, with 1ittle attention

to how the two relate (Connell, 1980). Weberian ideal-type analysis

has been the predominant mode of explanation of nigration patterns.

.Macpherson (1979:110), like Taylor (1980226) and Crocombe

(1971a) argues that symptomatic problems such as increasing population

density, imported inflation, unstable prices for agricultural produce

and irregular shipping sornehow I'produce emigrationt'. Another case

in point is Curzonrs (op cit.) 'remigration-remittance model". From

his surveys of Cook Islander behaviour and notives, he derives a

constuct of nigrant-homeland links: rra complex cyclical process

involving the reciprocation of money-order remittances, infonnation

and goods for a return flow of enigrants and general prestiger'(Ibid.:195).

He concludes

in the Cook Islands case the rpush-pul1t hypothesis would seem
to have only limited relevance and it is doubtful whether oï not
the two general causes postulated by this school apply. Rather,
the stimulus to migrate would appear closely related to the
size and activity of the migrant conmunity in Rarotonga and New
Zealand and their transnission of money, goods and information
back to village kin (Ibid.:194).

Curzonrs argument is essentially tautological. We are left

with a virtual closed systen in which Cook Islanders cause and facilitate

their own mobility for their own private reasons. His caricature of

dependency theory is regrettable, since it allows him to avoid

confronting some of the serious challenges to his own position. One

does not have to subscibe to the hyperbole of Sanir Amin (1974:99)

to argue that an explanation of Cook Islands nigration must include the

political economy of the islands and New Zealand.
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The development of capitalisn on a world scale has been

enhanced by reliance on internal and foreign migrant labour. The

production process requires labour power, and profits increase to

the extent that labour can be procured cheaply. Followíng the Second

World War, advanced capitalist economies like Australia and New

Zealand experienced severe labour shortages in their burgeoning

industrial sectors. This in turn created pressure from indigenous

labour for wage increases and greater control of the neans of production.

Capitalrs solution was to inport nigrant labour fron their ohin

hinterland and from overseas.

The catalyst to labour nigration was the expansion of these

same dominant econornies into the rperhipheral I societies such as

Ireland, Southern Europe, Africa and Latin America, moulding then

into economic and political dependencies of the rcorer societies.

This meant not only that the netropolitan economies concentrated

production and profits in their own hands, but the peripheral

societies (a) reproduced cheap labour which (b) they could not support

which (c) they were forced to export to the expanding metropolitan

and regional centres of capitalist power. As Miles has stated,

r?uneven capitalist development is both precondition and cause of

the internationalisation of the labour rnarketrr (1932:IOZ7ß) .

(3) Some argue that the indigenous reserve army of capital has becone
more difficult to naintain due to political conflicts arising fron
cycles of unemploynent and recession, along with the rising cost of
reproducing the national workforce (Harris , 1980:41). For both political
and econornic reasons then, nigrant labour is inportant to the continued
development of capitalism. As Harris (Ibid:40) observes, there is
no such thing as a scarcity of labour, only a shortage of workers willing
to se1l their labour at a given price.
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The developnent of dependency at the periphery proceeds by

means of the penetration of capitalisn, the establishment of systerns

of unequal exchange (Wallerstein), and the flow of capital fron the

centre and profits back again. However, it is an oversinplification

to suggest that capitalist expansion never results in growth or

fdevelopmentr. Thus Caporaso (1978) rightly ca1ls attention to the

distinction between dependence -- I'the external reliance on other

actorsrr -- and dependency -- I'the process of incorporation of the less

developed countries into the global capitalist systen and the

rstructural distortionsf resulting therefromrt (quoted in Higgott,

1981:79) .

One futher way in which dependency often develops is by the

establishnent of an economy based on a meshing or articulation of

more than one mode of production within a single social fornation

(cf. Amin, I974, 1976; Long, 19751 Foster-Carter; 1978). Capitalisn

nay penetrate and indeed doninate a peripheral econony, but it

occasionally finds sustaining other forns of production useful to

its requirements. Through its own operations or by means of

governmental action, it thus insures the continuation of non-capitalist

forms such as subsistence agriculture. In the Cook Islands it was

in this manner that problens of productivity and the inexpensive

reproduction of labour were managed in the interests of New Zealand

capital. Circular, seasonal or return rnigration , aIL of which have

received attention in African, Latin American and Pacific studies,

can be understood as both nanifestations of and contributing to

structural relations of dependency between core and periphery.
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The Development of Cook Islands Dependency on New Zealand

Since the latter half of the 19th century, expanding New Zealand

state-capitalisrn has played an increasingly important role in the

transformation of Cook Islands society. To understand New Zealandrs

own development and its influence over the Cook Islands it is

necessary to locate the former within a perspective of aecent

political and economic history.

One difficulty with the core-periphery model lies in not

being able to account for intermediate social formationr(a).

At the outset, New Zealand was constituted as a rrwhite settler

doninionr' (Bedggood, 1980) or a trdominion capitalist society"

(Arnstrong, 1980) providing minerals, timber and farm produce to

the nother country. Far from a transitional phase, New Zealand has

been reproduced through specific historical events as a rrsemi-colonyr?

(Bedggood, 1978). It exists today as neither core nor periphery but

is maintained by processes characteristic of each.

While agrarian and comprador capital played an important part

in New Zealandts developrnent, foreign investment (mainly British)

established early structural relations of exploitation which persist

in modified forn to the present day. Indigenous capital formation on

any substantial scale would have permitted greater local control and

early sustained growth. But the establishnent of an indigenous

modern industrial sector was blocked until at least the 1930s by

the political dominance of the nercantile, financial and large

landholder classes in concert with this same foreign capital

(Armstrong, op cit:40). This intervention of foreign çapit4l wa_s the

deveioped r{ere ever dependent. For Baran (in Armstrong, 1980:29) if
countries like New Zealand were ever underdeveloped, they have not moved
either to centre or periphery. Arnin (1974) argues that these exceptional
fornations are nothing other than tryoung central econornoniesrt which
developed because, for some unexplained reason, foreign investment
was beneficial to sustained growth.
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the consequence of internal crises in Europe, especially the need

for external markets and outlets for surplus labour. New Zealand at

least until the Second World War enjoyed a relationship of 'rbenign

dependencyrr with the notherland in playing both ro1es, until Britain

entered the EEC.

The colonial government took an active part in providing the

conditions for expanding capital, with assisted passage for British

nigrants, legal codes and nilitary force to expropriate Maori land,

and provision of the infrastructure for agricultural growth.

Bedggood (1980) with sone justification, refers to New '.ZeaLand

as a ffState-capitalistrr economy. The State was to play a sinilar

role in the Cook Islands.

The principal shortcoming of the semi-colony analysis as applied

to New Zealand is that one half of the nodel is missing. Arguments

to date have focussed on New Zealandrs dependent, exploited relation

to foreign capital. Thus, it cannot be part of the rcorer. Yet, it

has enjoyed industrial growth and a relatively high national income,

and thus it cannot be a true rperipheral I fornation. What writers like

Bedggood and Armstrong onit is any detailed consideration of how New

Zealand was able to attain growth and escape peripheral dependency.

This is a crucial omission for a study of the Cook Islands, since

at least a minor factor in New Zealandrs development has been its

political and economic influence over its Pacific Islands neighbours.

The exploitation of cheap produce and importation of unskilled, low-

cost labour from the islands has enabled a moderate level of growth

since the 19th 
""rrarrty(s). 

After World War II, indigenous New Zealand,

capital began to assume a greater role in the natiorrl 
".orrory.

(5) Of even greater significance, of course' was the appropriation of
Maori land and the creation of a rural Maori labour reserve which was
if anything more significant than nigrant labour fron the Pacific.
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During the latter half of the 19th century, a class of wealthy

bankers, merchants and their political representatives emerged

which envisioned a great trading empire of their own. They began

actively promoting New Zealand as a potential rrBritain of the

South Seasrt (Ross, 196422.3; Gordon, 1960:9). The outspoken

inperialist Julius Vogel became Premier in 1871 and championed

joint venture schemes between private enterprise and the State.

However, British capital was reluctant to make extensive commitments

and the trade empire never eventuated. New Zealand did manage to

convince Britain that a French threat existed in the lBBOs, and the

cook Islands were nade a British protectorate. By 1.901 New Zealand

was granted perrnission, having gained the support required of islands

leaders by false pretenses, to annex the cook Islands (Gilson, op cit).

Annexation was one of a series of steps taken by the New Zealand

governnent which were not the direct result of econonic requirements,

but an example of the state acting in relative autonomy (Bedggood,

1978:286) to make way for capitalist expansion.

By the early 20th centuly, adminstrative costs overshadowed

indigenous production and irnperialist dreanrs. The New Zealand

governnrent began to press for rplogress, r rproductivityr and rnore

recentry rdeveropment, at the sa¡ne time encouraging the isranders

to maintain tlieir subsistence production to fall back on. Manufacturing

industry in New ZeaLanð began to develop rapidly foltowing Worltl War II,
partly due to the strengthening of indigenous investment capital.

It was during the initial stages of this econonic transformation

that i¡nmigrant Polynesians began to play a crucial role. pacific

Islanders and rural Maoris provided a ready source of cheap labour,

created in part byState <apitalist underdevelopment of their hone regions.

In the cook rslands the structure of dependent economic and

political rerations developed gradualty and incompletely, rather

than with the sudden overwhelning domination of capitalism.
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Nonetheless, the New Zealand government introduced a number of

administrativeiprogranmes to stimulate the wider penetration of

capitalism. It also sought to protect the rights and social order

of Cook Islanders. On a number of occasions it noved to block increasing

nonopoly power by outside capital, while stinulating local initiatives

(cf. Gilson, 1980:f89). The result of this contradictory set of

practices was that for much of the 20th century, New ZeaLanö shipping

and mercantile interests were forced to contend against the Adninistration

and the New Zealand government for control of trade, access to produce

and extraction of profits. It suited both the State and capital

that Rarotonga become the central hub of comnerce and governrnent,

with the outer islands reliant upon it. In the end the Cook Islands

becane directly dependent on the New Zealand government for public

services, adninistrative staff and financial aid.

The reason why a conplete penetration of capitalism was blocked

for almost the entire modern history of the islands lies hrith the

early emergence of a systern of articulated nodes of production within

a single social formation. Initially, there existed a form of providore

trade with passing ships, controlled by the arikis (chiefs) with

support fron the Christian missions. However, restrictions were placed

on the perrnanent settlenent of non-nission Europeans because of their

corrupting influence. The power of arikis reached unprecedented

heights with their strategic control of trade stores and the subsequent

petty connodity production arising fron Church requirements that people

wear tcívilisedr apparel. At the same time, the cornmon people on the

outer islands and the hinterland relied prirnarily on a subsistence or

domestic mode of production for their daily needs, increasing production

and gathering when so ordered by their chief for trade purposes.

During the latter half of the 19th century, this balanced

articulation between capitalist trade, petty conrnodity production and

subsistence economy was further reinforced with the arrival of a
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linited number of European trader, (6) . Invariably such nen

relied upon the patronage of the arikis for access to islands

produce, a place to conduct business and even a place to live.
The nore successful traders often married a kinswoman of the

chief, and thus enjoyed greater success with a clientele of

relatives and friends. Beaglehole (1957:150) indicates such men

could function effectively to the extent they made efforts to learn

local custons and participate in reciprocal kinship obligations.

As a result, by pursuing trading arrangements in a way that was to

their own advantage, they also helped naintain the existing social

organisation and balance in nodes of production.

Furthermore, in spite of pressure from large New Zealand

merchants and would-be plantation owners, chiefs prohibited land fron

being alienated or leased to foreigners in lieu of debts. This

effectively curtailed access by European entrepïeneuïs to land, and

conmoners to credit and imports (Girson, 1964:gs1). h¡ith the intial
support of the church and later the British administration, these

arrangements predoninated for most of the last century.

Bedggoodrs observation regarding what might have transpired

had capitalist penetration taken a different course in New Zealand,

in fact serves as an apt surunary of what actually did occur in

the Cook Islands:

...Had the colonisation of New Zealand taken place one hundred
years earlier without the influx of settlers, capitalist
merchants would have taken advantage of Maori prõduction for thecapitalist market (assumíng there was one) and made theirrprofitst by buying cheap and selling dear, without any need
to destroy Maori society (sic.). rt is not necess."y th""eforefor agricultural production to be run on capitalist iines sothat raw materials can be produced cheaply lor the capitalist
market (1980:54-5).

(6) Residential rules were relaxed when the whaling industry declined,
causing an economic depression in the islands. Resident traders were
needed to arrange new outlets for islands produce and to contract for
ships to visit the islands.
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Because of their small size, lack of resources and the chiefly

control over land in the southern islands, the Cook Islands were

not conducive to such settlenent and thus an articulated formation

"*"tg"d(7). 
Nevertheless, the arikis traders came to conprise an

influential compradore class which the New ZeaLand government

sought to overthrow after Annexation in 1901 in its quest for
rprogressr by indigenous producers.

The principal neans by which the New Zealand colonial adninstration

moved against this loca1 faction and paved the way for nore extensive

capital development domestically was through depriving arikis of their

judicial authority and control of land. In both instances the effective

power of the arikis hras soon undermined. But the Adminsitration

did not anticipate the consequences of divesting lineages of their

leadership, nor the conplication of land rights through the granting

of bilateral inheritance to all descendants of an individual landholder

(Gilson, 1964:953; Crocombe, L964; L967i I97Ia). It became impossible

to gain access to sufficient land for Cook Islanders to launch a

profitable enterprise, and equally difficult to get shareholders of

land to work together to nake their jointly-owned property productive.

Crocombe (op cit.), Taylor (1980) and others have concerned

thenselves with this problen of productivity, a consensus of concern which

deserves critical evaluation in its own right. Marx contended that

productivity was nerely another way of speaking about the extraction

of surplus value from labour. The concerns over lack of rprogress, I

low rproductivityr, slow tgrowthr and stagnant rdeveloprnentr are

(7) Bedggood (Ibid.;1978) is in error to claim that Maori society and
economic organisation were totally destroyed by European settlement.
Maoris were divested of nuch of their land and pushed into the rural
hinterland where customary production persisted, reproducing a cheap
labour force useful later. In consequence Bedggood has difficulty
accounting for the resurgence of Maori culture and fcommunalr production
in recent years.
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in themselves ideological conceptualisations of the problen of

the islands econorny, without accounting for outside forces and

the state of the regional political economy. They nirror the

essential concelns of the State and New ZeaLand mercantile and

investment capítal: removal of blocks to the cornplete penetration

of the capitalist node of production.

capitalisn has been the principal mode of production and

exchange in the islands for quite some time. But, since early in

the 20th century the Cook Islands have constituted what Kahn (1978)

has termed a rrneo-colonialrr formation. That is, a society which

has capitalism dominant among several rnodes of production in a

systernatic structure of articulation. This articulation has in

turn been reproduced both intentionally and inadvertently, institutionally

and by individual practice. It has been the prinary means by which

dependency on New ZeaLanð has been maintained. Dependency in the

sense that there has been an increasing burden of costs fron

administrative services on the islanders, which in turn must be met

by wage labour and cash cropping for export. At the same time,

under-employnent is rife, shipping costly, and local capital formation

inhibited through State intervention and insufficient support for

alternative forms of production organisation.

These developments in turn have necessitated the rexportr

of labour to New Zealand and the sending back of remittances and

other forms of assistance. The consequence has been the undermining

of the previous arrangement of rrnixed modes of productionrr (Croconbe,

L964; L97La) and greater economic dependency.

My basic contention is this: the continued practice of

ttmixed modes of productiontr among Cook Islanders was a rational

economic choice, given the difficult land tenure arTangements' a

tacit encouragenent of subsistence farming by the Adninistration and

insecure income fron agriculture due to Adninistration intervention
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against foreign capital along hrith mercantile protectionisn in New

Zealand. The system of articulated modes of production was established

and naintained jutaLly, aùninistratively and economically through

the joint efforts of New Zealand capital and the State.

0f course, Cook Islanders hrere not merely the victims of these

developments. They did, for instance, engage in violent struggles

against merchant nonopolies after both world wars. But by and large,

their own activities helped reproduce the existing structure in

what they believed to be their own best interests. The Cook Islander

perspective is best understood in the context of Scottrs (1976) analysis

of the moral econony of the peasant. What may seem irrational and

inordinately conservative to the outsider nakes considerable sense

in the peasantts perspective, given the paraneters within which

he must operate.

Early economic consultants slated rtraditionalism' as a primary

block to growth (Johnston, 1951; 1959). What these writers consistently

overlooked was the resiliance and adaptability of peasant producers.

Johnston himself (1959:114) noted that in years of good agricultural

export prices in the Cook Islands, subsistence production fel1 off.

Rather than a permanent, renlightenedr switch to cash-cropping, local

producers simply shifted back to subsistence farming during lean years.

Maori producers seem to have been able to naintain flexibility, a

flexibility enhanced by what seemed to some as their obstinate resistence

to conc,erted efforts to alter their land tenure system (Croconbe, 1964)

and encourage 'progressr 
(8) Instead, the¡r retained their ability to

(8) 0n Mangaia, A1len found that rrBecause in most cases agriculture alone
cannot adequately supply an individualrs needs, it is becoming increasingly
a second-grade full-tine occupation. Public service is chosen by most
people interviewed as the nost desirable, and nost said it was because
of the higher income. Many stated they wanted a job for half the
year to satisfy their money needs, and then wanted to fish and plant
the rest of the year (Allen, 1969:82).

Sinilarly, on Rarotonga rrFew Arorangi growers have made a conplete
transition to commercial cropping. Most are either snall producers
relying partly on cash crops while cultivating the bulk of their own
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expand or contïact their involvement in subsistence production,

cash-cropping or wage labour as conditions dictated' Such a

Ï.esource of standard improvisations thus constituted the cook Islanderts

insurance policy against future contingency. To date, neither wage

labour, agriculfure, commercial investnent nof. government welfare have

been sufficient or consistent enough to entirely guarantee the livelihood

of Cook Islanders.

The resultant economic configuration eventually created

conditions of rising inport costs, increased adninistrative levies,

the necessity of emigrating to New Zealand and subsequent reliance

on renittances. These runderdevelopedr structural artangements were

not the result of fate or accident, but part of the requirements

of an expanding foreign capital, augrnented by the ,operations of the

New Zealand government. New Zealand enjoyed nodest trade profits,

cheap islands produce and -- nost impoltantly of all besides its own

capitive tourist resort -- low-cost nigrant labour to supply its

expanding post-war industrY.

In fact the Adminstration actively assisted New Zealand

manufactuleïs to recruit in the islands, though nost Cook Islanders

had to pay their own way to the land of opportunity. Indeed, the

social reproduction of labour at a ninimal cost was an explicit

component of Administration policy in the islands. In its 1953

annual report, the Adnin isration of the day stated quite

unequivocally

No ernployment problem exists. Although a large proportion of
the adult rnale population is en loyed for wages, the systen

(8) (continued) food supply, or are part-time planters enployed in wage-

labour when available, Ëut atso cul-tivating several food crops' That

is, it is a highly developed money economy tied closely to production
for subsistence needs (Bassett, 1969:54)'

At about the same tine, curzon (1968:44) found that employment

in Avarua was rrextrenely fluid, with a high percentage of temporary

or casual labourr. The Union Stearnship Company had 39 full-tine employees'

but call.ed up an additional 150 casual workers when a ship berthed'
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of land ownership insures that no Maori is solely dependent
on wages for food and shelter (sic.), and no enployment
probléns therefore exist (Cook Islands Adninstration Annual
Report, 1953:ó63) .

New Zealand expanded the public service and development progranmes

in preparation for the granting of internal self-government in 1965 '

This neant not only a significant increase in the availability of wage

and salary enployment in Rarotonga, but rising household levies, both

of which stimulated nigration from the outer islands. It also

caused major changes in the occupational structule, again with

greatest impact in the southern islands (Table 1.1):

A number of trends are appaÏent in thís cornparative dala,

trends which challenge the accuracy of some of Hayesls (19822262ff)

conclusions. Firstly, those engaged in agriculture and fishing increased

dramatically, reversing the decline which Hayes and Taylor (1980:28)

imply is sonehow an inevitable consequence of modernisatiot(9).

Since this period coincided with serious economic recession, continuing

net enigration and a decline in population for the first tirne in

modern history, it is assumed that nost of these rplanters I were

recruited 1ocally. I surmise they came largely fron the Inot classifiedr

and 'productionr categories plus new workers, but I am unable to verify

this supposition.

The proportion in the labour force engaged in "white collarrr

occupations has continued to increase to 46.89o. However, most of

these positions are located in Rarotonga and a significant majority

are public service (non-productive) positions. The professional/

(9) There r^ras an inordinately large number engaged in unclassified work

in the 1976 census, of which based on past studies I estimate half
included some form of subsistence farming. The agiicültúIel decline
may not have been as marked as Hayes believed, especially if referring
to activities other than commercial production'
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technical and adninistrative fmanagetial categories have actualLy

declined as a percentage of the workforce. There are a considerable

ngmber of expatriot Europeans at this Ievel, and a high turnover rate

as islanders who acquire skills drnigrate to New Zealand. Where the

gains have occurred are in the clerical and sales/service groupings,

most of which are situated in Rarotonga and some being associated

with expanded tourism. In all the pícture is more clearly one of

continuing underdevelopnent that even Hayes portrayed.

under Albert Henry, the cook Islands government in concert

with New 'Zealand sought to expand its role in guiding the economy.

The eventual result v,ras a series of set-backs for various development

progranmes, with the government ending up virtually running commerical

agricultural production at one stage. Costs locally and to the New

Zealand taxpayer soared. With the deepening world recession in the

late 1970s, the new Denocratic government under Ton Davis turned to

encouraging private enterprise and overseas investment capital,

particularly in tourism and small business. The result was to make

the islands even further dependent on New Zealand aid and outside

capital (cf. Britton, 1981).

It was agricultural decline, expansion of public service

enployment, tourisn development and renittances from absentee

Cook Islanders that eventually eroded the position of cash-cropping and

subsistence farming in the economy' particularty in the southern

islands. A prominent indicator of the destabilisation of the

previous structure of interrelated modes of production was the emergence

of the individual entrepreneuï (cf. Croconbe, L964; Taylor, 1980).

The government sought to encourage individual initiatives through

measures such as leasehold agreements on land and snall business

assistance by way of tax incentives. Nevertheless, there stil1 was

sufficient economic uneertainty to lead many people to supplenent their

wage income or salaries byrrmoonlighting" in horticulture (Taylor, p.43)'
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By the late 1970s, a handful of cook Islanders in the southeln

islands wer'e engaged in the snal1 business sectol' particularly

shops, smal1 service firrns, restaurants and motels catering for the

tourist trade. At the same time, banking, insurance, transport,

hotels, grocelcies and furniture were all controlled by overseas

capital. The Cook Islands government had part interest in some of

the larger ventu1es, notably the luxury Rarotongan Hotel. With

the encouragement of local and overseas private enterprise, there

energed along with a few agricultural entrepreneurs an indigenous

petite bourgeoisie, many of whon were also prominent politicians.

The contradiction inherent in such rprogress, I as Crocombe

perceived twenty years ago, was that the entrepreneul succeeded at

the expense of others through unequal advantage: frthere is a danger

of their achieving excessive power over the connunitytt (1965:150).

In agriculture he noted an increasing class differentiation between

land-working and land-owning units. More recently, Taylor found

that such individuals rrtend to form monopolies, anplify unequal

distribution of wealth and capital, and outnanoeuvre individuals for

political power'r (1980:44). Baddeley (1978) also noted increasing

class differences among the people of Ruatonga tàÞere (sub-district)

on Rarotonga.

The transformation of the social and economic order may be

more striking in a setting such as the Cook Islands. Nonetheless,

liberal commentators fail to see the wood for the trees. These

developments are not a few isolated, regrettable consequences of

nodernisation, nor the deterioration of traditional culture due to

individual selfishness as nany Cook Islanders believe. These. changes

are merely the normal pïocess of capital penetration, through increasing

structural dependency, exploitationi' and class separation. In the

broader regional economy it is the extension of a trchain of exploitive

relationsr' (Bedggood, 1980:41).
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In view of what I argue to be the transformation of the previous

structure of articulated modes of production, and the deepening

of capitalist-dominated dependency, the recent report of the Asian

Developnent Bank regarding the future of the Cook Islands nakes

disturbing reading indeed:

...The situation in which the cook Islands finds itself
ís as follows. For those who find a traditional existence
based on an integral subsistence node unacceptable, the long-
standing cornp"omise of nixed subsistence-cash cropping is
unable to prävide the standard of living to which nany aspire
(sic.). with the substantial advantage of unrestricted entry
into New zealand and increasing mobility of the workforce,
particularlyyoungersCooklslandscanonly
èxpect to r"etain ihose eir welfare better
seived by ernigrating ( Battk, 1980 z37B) '

The reportrs authors construe the problens of future developnent

as contingent largely upon individual choices and prefeÏences'

irrespective of how those choices are influenced by wider political'
Ctt

economic and ideoliÈal constraints. One needs to bear in nind they are

in reality describing declining productivity, increased dependency ratios'

a soaring cost of living, under-enployment and the expolt of labour

por^rer to New zeaLand. The report concludes innocently,

The future then must be one of closer links to New Zealand, 'with
increased trade, greater tourist flows and more frequent_
movement of Cooi< Íslanders between the türo countries. The

Ionger terrn solution night be the absorpdtion of the islands
moÏecompletelyintotheNewZealandeconomy(sic.)with
sinilar economic values operating in the cook Islands as in
New Zealand. There seens no good reason why, in tine, the
cook Islands nay not achieve, in New zealand terms, a similar
position to that which Tasmania enjoys in the Australian
commonwealth--largely self-governing, highly productive in
specialised areas and operating almost entirely within the
mainland economy, though not able to suppolt the total level
of services it ênjoy s and thus dependent on more productive or
less disadvantageá aleas to provide subsidies for its domestic

budget (Ibid. :580) .

After the recent Franklin Dam controvelsy with Canberra, it is hardly

likely that Tasmanians would share this glowing account of their

position in the Australian conmonh/ealth. The report does, however,

stand as an accurate if unintended description of the process of

the development of dependency' and as an ideological apologetic for it'
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Cook Islands Mi ation Patterns

Emigration inpoverishes the region, it also prevents the
socio-economic structure from undergoing radical progressive
change; a1so, to defend thenselves, to survive, these societies
react by reinforcing those aspects of their traditional structure
which enable then to survive this impoverishment. But at
the same time, this inpoverishment reinforces the push effect
on certain elements of the population, reproducing the
conditions of enigration. The form that this development
takes is that of a degenerated, agrarian capitalisn, corrupted
and poor (Amin, I976;104).

Trends in Cook Island Maori rnigration during the 20th century

suggest several distinct phases, as seen in the following diagran

(Figure t). Clearly when gross nobility or total nunber of movements

across frontier are calculated, the last quarter-century has been

a watershed in Cook Islands rnigratiorr(r0). The proxinate causes

of Cook Islander nigration patterns are generally recognised.

Total movements just after the granting of self-governrnent were the

highest in nodern history, though only slightly more than the innediate

post-war period when hundreds of men engaged in contract labour on

the French phosphate island of Makatea. The dramatic increase in

over-al1 rnigration frorn the early 1970s conincided with the conpletion

of the international airport on Rarotonga, when scores of laid-off

workers travelled to New Zealand to seek further enployment (Taylor,

1980:24) . According to the Cook Islands News (Sept. 9, 1980) which

quoted official sources, nearly 10% of the population of Rarotonga

left in 1974.

The flow of nigrants was also affected by the world econonic

recession following the 1973 oil crisis. Because of inported

inflation, decling export prices and joblessness, Cook Islanders

were forced to travel to New Zealand in hope of finding better

(10) Curzon (I970a,b,L973) apparently nisread early trends when
suggesting that the nid-1960s were the I'take-offil point in Cook
Islands migration. Maori departures from the islands at the time
barely matched those of 1950"
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cash enployment. The apparent tdelay factorr in the nigration peaks

is strong evidence that the econony of the islands is closely

tied to developnents in New Zealand. Downturn in New Zealand

ranifies to the islands and encourages rather than inhibits rnigration.

The relative poverty of the outer islands and the central

position of Rarotonga in the economy as well as a rnigration huþ.

becomes appaïent when direction of migration flows is examined

(Figure 2). Individual islands like Aitutaki contribute more than the

average to such flows, though there is little overall difference

between the northern and southern islands. Proportionally, nany

more emigrate from the islands than return to them.

The picture is nodified somewhat when net nigration is taken

into consideration, as in Figure 3 and Table I.2. It is apparent

when compared with trends in population growth in the islands that

net enigration has had a significart effect on population grohrth

rates. The rate of ernigration has been highest over the past decade.

Hayes (1982:I27) estinates that while total moves have

increased dramatically since self-governnent, although the absolute

number of enigrants remained relatively high, the rate of emigration

as a percentage of total movements fell. Thus 45.2% of moves in and

out of the islands between 1961 and 1965 resulted in enigration;

16. &" between I97I-L975 and only 4"9% between 1976 and 1980.

Until recently, the final destination for most migrants was

New Zealand", But with deepending econornic recession there and soaring

unemploynent particularly among Polynesians' an increasing nunber of

Cook Islanders began moving to Australia. Sydney was the principal

destination, though by chain rnigration sma11 comnunities were begun

in Adelaide and Melbourne" The following table indicates recent

nigration pattelns to Australia (Table 1.5). There is a clear

relationship again between the economic situation in New Zealand

and the conmencement of rnigration to Australia. Prior to the mid-70s,

nunbers of Cook Islands migrants were neglegible; an Austrialian
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194r-45
L946-ro
195r-55
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196L-65
l-966-70
r97r-7 5

L976-80
r9Bl
19B2

93
7L

52
L65
740

55r
264

320
642

2320

5044
4648
5863

BO

56

42
270

Bo7

681

493
847

967

32r9
55r7
5309

59 z3

+L3
+L5

+10

-105
_67
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-527
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-939
-52'
-472
-60
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r27
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435
L547
r232
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Table I.3 Cook Islander Migration to Australia

(a) Cook fsland Reåidents Moving to Australía

Year Perm. settler
resident

lonq-term returning
Iong-term
visitor Totals

1977

L978

l-979

19 80

6 I

2

I667

0

3

7

24

33

20 IO

3l

35

37

(b) Cook Islands Born Moving to Australia

resident
Year Perm. settler long-term returnínq

long-term
visitor

NZ
TotaIs originx

29

68

68

10

60

45

84

105

44

I

I

4

4

43

28

53

16

16

36

48

L977

19 78

L979

19 80

* TotaL (b) (a)

Source: Australian Bureau of Census and Statisti-cs
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statistician stated that they were counted as New Zealand Maoris.

Various political factors in the islands and New Zealand

influenced long-tern nigration patterns. Public service positions

involving both manual labour and salaried appointments became an

irnportant neans of influencing party loyalties after self-goverrunent.

Where possible, the Cook Islands Party governtnent under Albert

Henry made sure such positions went to their supporters (Crocombe,

1979). Many opposition party supporters in Auckland mentioned

political harassment as a najor reason for their decision to emigrate

(see Hayes, op cit:96ff for sinilar findings). The use of the public

service for political purposes was not, of course, the exclusive

province of the CIP.

For New Zealand!s part, imnigration policy became an inportant

means of controlling the flow of labour fron the Pacific to suit

capital requirements and social conditions After the war,

enphasis was placed on encouraging British and European migrants

by paying their travel expenses. By the 1960s Pacific Islanders

were being actively encouraged. The mid-1970s saw goverûnent moves

to restrict entry and evict Polynesian rroverstayerstr since by now

there was enough industrial labour. As Farner (1979) and de Bres

and Carnpbell (1976) have recorded, the tightening of the short-tern

work permit scheme resulted frorn the National Partyrs attetnpt to

blane Polynesian migrants for deteriorating economic and social

conditions in the country" Cook Islanders as New Zealand citizens

were not legaIly affected. But that did not preclude Innigration

Minister Gil1 stopping off in Rarotonga during a Pacific tour to

pressure the Cook Islands government to curtail nigration to New

ZeaLand.

In the Cook Islands there is a clear relationship between

emigration and population decline, though the effects have not been
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uniform (cf. Hayes, op cit.:186). Over the past few years, labour

power has either been concentrated in Rarotonga or transferred overseas.

The outlying islands were depleted of nany of their young able-

bodied workers. The overall pattern can be seen in the following

table (Table 1.4). The Cook Islands have transferred large numbers of

unskilled or semi-skilled workers to New Zealand industry (Hayes,

Ibid.:288ff). There has also been an increased reliance on remittances

and hidden unenployment, with nany being forced into periodic subsistence

farning (Ibidz27}ff). The rapidly expanding public service sector

gives the appearance that local skill leve1s have actually increased.

Incorporating large numbers of under-employed people into this sector

does little to increase rproductivityt or real developnent. The

configuration is closely akin to that of nany other Third World

countries with an unproductive public service playing such a proninent

role in the economy"

Hayes summarises what these nigration patterns indicate about

how emigration has affected Cook Islands development:

Given the various arguments that emigration represents raidl
to developed countries...it is illustrative to conpare the
social capital costs of a worker raised in New Zealand with the
costs of an enigrant worker (or would-be worker) from the Cook
Islands....The rsavingsr involved in rimportingr a Cook Islander
are considerable: each irnrnigrant represents a social investment
rsavingr to New Zealand of about $1000 in 1967 prices (Ibid.:560).

What Hayes does not say, of course, is that saving is passed on directly

to the ernployer in the form of additional profits. He states further,

...It is clear that the total contribution of Cook Islands
nigrants to the New Zealand economy substantially outweigh the
amount of tforeign aidt which is received by the Cook Islands
(Ibid .:263) .

In sum the overall effect of existing structural relations of

dependency has been negative for the Cook Islands and favourable

for New ZeaLand -- particularly New Zealand industrial capital.

There are four najor characteristics of labour nigration fron

the Cook Islands which are relevant to subsequent class relations and



Table 1.4 Populations a¡¡d Populatlorr Càarrgea 1956-198I

Year
1966 19 71 19 76 19 8t t

72L2 997L 11478 98II 9477

2565 2579 2 855 2{LA 2348

1970 2002 208I 15 30 1364

1307 L327 1455 1312 r225

815 67L 763 7IC) 6 ti4

275 293 33 r. 305 256

t úranqe
1956 -1966 L966-'76 19 76 -81

+38.3 -1.6 -3. 3

+o.5 -6. 3 -3.0

+l?6 -23.s -l-0.8

+I.5 -1.1 --6.6

-L7.7 +5.8 -3.7

+6.5 +4.O -16.0

Suutjr

I I Iðr¡ds

Nortl¡

Ie lðr¡ d.s

lsLd¡rd

Rarotonga

Ài tutaki

l{arrg ai a

Àriu

l.!a¡.¡kc

Mitiaro

Palrr¡ ¡:sgon

PukêpuX a

Nassau

l.la¡rihlki

Rakahanga

Penrhyn

1956

17

638

lr0

66I

341

619

6286

644 732

L67 160

584 452

323 339

545 6L2

53

'l g5

lI3

263

283

531

5I

797

134

405

269

608

+11.7

+7.2

+5I.8

-II.6

-5. 3

-1r.9

-38.3 -8.9

+14 .9 +L. 5

-32.3 +9. 5

-54.9 +52.2

-L2 -3 -4.9

-2.5 +L4. 5

lotaIs 1.6680 19247 2L323 t8rl2 L7695)

ttlotc¡ Small itinar¡¡rt popuhtfql¡ on tÌ¡e I¡I¡¡rd¡ of ìt¡¡¡u¡e r¡¡d Suw¡rrcr. AIgo, l98I figureg a.re provisional.

Souræ¡ Coc¡h I¡Is¡dr Etrtslrtlcs Offiæ Quarterly BulletJn¡, r¡rd Taylor, 1980
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racialisation in New Zealand. I.,irst, has been the denand for

industrial and service sector wage labour. The najority of cook

Islands migrants have thus entered directly into the New Zealand

working c1ass.

secondly, it has been equally significant that a minority of

emigrants have entered into other class positions. This was due in
part to their previous experience and training, particularly in

the public service. This trniddle classr segment was to pray a crucial

roLe in the naintenance of the rethnic conmunityr in New zealand, and

in class relations generally.

Third there has been a concentration of denand for wage labour

in the manufacturing, construction and unskirled service sectors

(eg. cleaning, cafeteria help, raundry work) often organised as rather

sna1l firms of less than 100 workers, where 'chain migrationr and

paternalistic nanagement were key strategies. This sectoral concentration

also neant geographical concentration in two or three main urban

centres and a few one-industry towns (eg. Tokoroa and Kawarau with

timber). within the larger urban areas, they were relegated by their
economic position and discrimination to the pooïest housing districts.

Fourthly, the cook rslands were not a conqueïed colony whose

resources were the subject of violent struggle and whose people

were enslaved and dehunanised. rnstead, they were taken over as

a backward dependency with an affable populace perceived as virtual
caretakers of a European-conceived South Seas paradise. Considerable

racial interrnarriage occurred, and resultant attitudes of New Zealand

Pakehas (tenpered by the Maori land wars) have been typically a

well-meaning, paternalistic racism. Al1 these factors in nigration

patterns were to have significant effect on the direction of the

production of a predoninantly-Polynesian class fraction and class

conflict in New ZeaLand.
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Renittances. Land and Return Visiting: the Reproduct ion of Honeland Links

Participant observation is the sine qu non of anthropological

research. On many occasions during my fieldwork, a vivid personal

experience brought home to me some irnportant aspect of Cook Islands

culture as when I was first challenged to engage in dancing.

During the Christmas holidays of 1980, ny fanily and T flew to the

islands with several Cook Islander friends who were returning for

a visit. Air New Zealand had put on several extla flights that week

to accomodate all the Cook Islanders who wanted to travel back.

We landed in the early morning after a hectic night of on-board partying

and gossip, and stood in the outdoor baggage aTea, breathing in

the warm, flower-scented pre-dawn air. As excited friends and kin

embraced one another and gave ei (fresh blosson necklaces) to

friends and perfect stlangers, the inportance of return visiting

for Cook Islanders came hone forcefully to me in a way no nigration

statistics could do.

Much effort has been devoted to the study of periodic labour

rnobility. In some contexts the ernphasis has been on seasonal

rnigration (Arnin, 1976; Garbett, 1975) or target migration (Dahya,

Ig74). Elsewhe1e , the interest has been on circular and return

nigration (Curzon, 1979t Connel1, 1980; Chapnan, in press), while

others have examined the persistence of communication, assistance and

visiting between absentees and those in the sending region (Doughty,

1972; Skeldon, 1976; Philpott, 1968, 1973). Such research has

identified economic necessity and custorn -- either obligation to

assist kin or ttraditionalism' -- as prirnary motives for migration

and continuing contact with the honeland. If people emigrate more

or less permanently it is assumed homeland contacts and assistance

will decline over time (connell, 1980 243). If visiting and remittances

continue it is assumed that they nust beIttarget migrantsrror sojourneTs
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who plan an irnmanent return (Dahya, Philpott).

Less attention has been paid to those migrants who naintain

contacts and visiting over an extended period, even into the second

generation, though they are apparently perlnanently settled in another

society (eg. overseas Chinese). The idea that visiting, remittances

and other forms of so-cal1ed assistance actually constitute an

trinvestmentrr -- or go to maintaining existing rights and

holdings in the honeland -- needs to be examined more fully. Equally

important, the structural relations within the host society, the

position of the nigrant and conditions in the honeland all need to

be included in such an analysis.

Chaprnan (in press:2) has suggested a nodel of population

nobility which distinguishes displacenent movement (migration) fron

reciprocal flows (circulation). The latter form of nobility is

identified with shorter distances of movement, for briefer durations

and usually ending in the place where the movement originated. Given

this definítion, it would be inaccurate to refer to the ongoing contacts

between Cook Islanders in the islands and l.{ew Zealand as circular

nigration (Taylor, 1980). In fact Cook IsLander mobility has characteristics

of both nigration and circulation, since they have migrated but

may return, and continue moving back and forth over long distances

with litt1e certainty where they will eventually renain. Cook

Islanders in New ZeaLand tend to be long-tern migrants who consíder

themselves permanent nigrants, but rnany of whom keep open'the. option

of an eventual peirnanent Íeturn to the islands. They naintain rights

and contacts in both countries and travel back and forth as their

funds pernit. Most importantly, they are under no urgent pressure

to choose one or the other location as a fixed abode. The same can

be said for many of the second generation, though their first

experience and usually alliegance is to New Zealand as rrhometr.

For this reason, it is preferable to speak of them as practicinþ
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reciprocal visiting, assistance and I investment | .

While net enigration rates have remained constant, return

and reciprocal visiting have become a more widespread practice since

the influx of the mid-seventies began. It is not just individuals

who are engaged in such rnobility either. Because of the savings

involved, more and nore people find it convenient to join a !ere-
(travelling) party expressly for the purpose of rnaking a journey to

the islands. Those arriving frorn the islands to New Zealand in

sinilar groups usually perforn as a troupe to raise funds for their

travel costs and for some charitable project back in the islands

(see Chapter 7). Those journeying to the islands from New ZeaLand

are primarily interested in renewing contacts with kin and friends,

having a holiday and seeing the síghts, and checking on their

land holdings and other rights. These groups of 60 to 100 must

be included in any discussion of reciprocal visiting, since they

are an increasingly important institutionalised form of contact

distinct from the practices and motives of individual travellers.

Curzon (1973) observed that instead of the imnanent Teturn

anticipated by nany of Hooperrs infornants, a number of men were

planning to stay and bring their fanilies over when they had saved

enough money. Pitt and Macpherson (1974) found that less than

50% of Samoans planned to remain in New Zealand permanently, a

result of most are not citizens of New Zealand by right and

many are only on six-month work pennits. A Labour Departnent

survey (1979) of Pacific migrants in the Wellington area concluded

that

...return migration, the movement back to some previous place
of residence, always has been one of the shadowy features of the
migration process. Its existence is of course known, but its
incidence has not been documented for a variety of contexts
and so its significance is hard to ascertain (Ibid,:110).
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The survey found that onry L7.B% of those who responded planned to

return to live in the islands in the next two years (Ibid.:111).

However, many had the intention of returning sonetime in the future.

This attitude has often been referred to in the literature as

the rrmyth of the returntr. rt can have a significant influence on

nigrant behaviour. For nost Cook Islanders, however, there is

nothing tnythicalr at all about returning, since a majoríty have

been back at least once, and some travel back and forth to the

islands again and again. The sane is true of reciprocal visiting
among the islands:

Outer islanders visit Rarotonga for shorter stays, to visit
relatives, as part of a tere (travelling) party, or for inter-
nittent employment and bffiess reasons. Þeopre make short-
term visits to New Zealand and there is the annual influx of
visitors from New zeaLand at christmas. This circular migration
has important consequences for naintaining fanily relationships
and has a variety of social and econonic functions (Taylor,
op cit.:23) .

Reciprocal visiting has increased significantly in recent years.

The record 11,786 Maori entries and departures to and from the cook

Islands in 1982 resulted in a net loss of only 60 people(11).

My own survey of Cook Islanders in Auckland in 1981 found that

of those interviewed, 60% had rnade one or more visits back to the

isrands since their arrival in New zeaLand, or since birth if they

were born in New zealand (Table r.5). 0f those who had not made a

visit, half had been in the country,less than five years, or had been

born ín New Zealand. Contrary to expectations, almost 60eo of those

adults (15 years and over) born in New Zealand had nade at least one

trip to the islands, almost an identical rate of reciprocal visiting

(11) Hayes (op cit.) found that when total movements u/ere compared with
the 1976 population of Cook Islanders in New Zelaand and the islands,
approximateLy 14% would travel back and forth between the two countries
in any given year. A proportion of this movement is accounted for
by the multiple trips of government and business people. Even if the
figure were closer to r0% it would nean that upwards of 3-4000 people
a year make the trip.
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as for the Cook Islander nigrant population as a whole.

Having established the evidence for an increased level of

reciprocal visiting, the important question is why such contact

continues with such intensity. The reasons stern from structural

developments at all levels of the regional political econony.

Culturally, to be a Cook Islander is to be enmeshed in an extensive

web of kínship, natal village and island identities, all of which

mediate a complex system of reciprocity and obligations. By custom,

one is constantly ca1led upon to be a responsible participant,

actively denonstrating his arora (love) through unstinting service

and selfless giving of his resources. These ties ought to remain

strong regardless of distance or length of absence.

Culture is of course a dynamic process, and customs can

change as material conditions and social relations dietate. Certain

economic processes have been important jn.sustaining ideals of

reciprocity and continued contact between migrant Cook Islanders and

those in the islands. With resp ect to the political econony of

the region, I have indicated the fundamentaL aspects of structural

dependency and state-capitalist exploitation in the islands, particularl-

the fact that labour migration is both a response to and a catalyst

of continuing underdevelopment. The resulting reliance on absentee

remittances (see p . 64 ) below is a prime factor underlying continued

enphasis by community leaders on loyaIty, love and mutual assistance

between those in the islands and New Zealand.

. A related èvelopnent has been the persistent econonic

recession in New Zealand and its inpact on the Polynesian fraction of

the working class. Unemploynent rates among Cook Isalnders were

several tines the national average, while incomes among those who

could find work were consistently wql1 below the median for the

rest of the populace (see Introduction). The welfare state provides a
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range of progrannes in areas such as health, education, housing,

farnily maintenance and old age pensions. These progratnmes, instituted

by the State out of political rathern than econornic considerations,

are inportant i.n partially aneliorating the conditions of Cook

Islanders. Nevertheless, with soaring inflation and increasing

joblessness, the situation of the rnajority of Cook Islands migrants

was far from secure.

Under such conditions, a ninority of the more destitute nigrants

find it possible to pool resources from the State and withdraw from

engagement in the reciprocity system, relying only on irunediate kin

and the occcasional contact back in the islands. At the other

extreme are those among the smal1 niddle class who are sufficiently

established and affluent to also be able to cut themselves off fron

the reciprocity system. For the najority of Cook Islanders, hoÌvever,

the reciprocity systen constitutes an additional forn of security,

a means of resources redistribution and insurance against adversity,

as long as everyone maintains responsible participation as custorn

requires (see Chapter 6). The systen of course íncludes relations with

those in the islands.

However, in terms of the economic necessities of everyday

existence in New Zealand, ongoing contacts with the islands are

expensive to maintain. A broad distinction therefore exists

with respect to reciprocity and islands contacts between those in the

working class fraction who arefinancially well-established and those

who are economically in a more marginal position. The former are

usually long-term residents, older persons, with a stable work

record and perhaps in a supervisory position, often with nore than one

nember of the fanily bringing in an income. The latter are typically

more ïecent arrivals, younger, who may be unemployed or had a series

of jobs, ïent rather than own their hone and have fewer financial resources.
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Both types of Cook Islanders find it possible to participate in

the New ZeaLand reciprocity systen of family life crisis rituals,

church progranmes and islands association projects. Both also real-ise

that continued access to the ancestral house, land rights and other

privileges back in the islands is contingent upon continued assistance

to kin and periodic visits. For the more marginal rnigrant fanily,

renittances and the occasional letter are their prirnary means of

contact. The other forn of contact of particular importance to

less-established nigrants is the visiting tere-party. Here they may

greet and show affection for visiting kin from the islands, bil1et

them in their hones, feed them and make ostentatious displays of

donating rnoney to the tere culture troupe perfornances all of which

are much less expensive than a personal visit back to the islands.

Their names are also recorded in the minute books of the touring

group, and their kind deeds remembered in the hearts of their returning

kin.

Long-term, more established migrants also involve thenselves

in the têre-party visit, though their assistance is usually nore

substantial. On the other hand, it is the more well-off Cook Islander

who is able to engage in regular return visiting to insure his land

rights. For rnarginal nigrants, return visíting is a luxury unless they

can manage to be included in a group visiting back in the islands.

Even then, unlike their cousins coming to New Zealand in tere-parties,

they nust pay for their own fare.

For the nore marginal nigrant, then, the reciprocity system and

hone islands contacts assume the characteristics of an extension of

state social security benefits, a form of insurance against adversity.

For the longer-term, established Cook Islander who long ago placed a

priority not sirnply on personal advancement in New Zealand'but on status

in the reciprocity system and access to,aesources rrback homertt
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assistance and visiting back in the islands constitute more of an

investment.

Politically, unlike many imnigrants who rnust renounce their

previous citizehship to renain in New Zealand, Cook Islanders have

dual citizenship as of right and so are free to come and go at will.

Nonetheless, they are cognizant of racist attitudes toward rfoverstayersrl

and government immigration policies to prohibit Pacific Islanders

access, so they keep their options open where possible. An inportant

factor in helping reproduce the system of reciprocal assistance and visiting

in the islands is the Cook Islands constitutional stipulation that

persons resident overseas for more than three years may not vote in

local elections without returning to the islands for at least three

nonths. With a long history of islands resentment and political rhetoric

about the subsequent. effects of absentees on government and economic

developernnt, Cook Islanders in Auckland are concerned that if they do

not maintain their voting rights actively, the government will nove

to curtail their franchise and thus their land rights.

All in all, it is usually more than honesickness or kinship

obligations that underly remittances, gi'fts and extended holiday

visits. In many respects the situation of Cook Islanders in New

Zealand is not entirely dissinilar to that of Montserratians in

Britain:

Virtually all nigrants believe they will someday return
to Monserrat if only for a holiday or for retirement. Migrants
anticipate the general 'cornnunity approval of a man (or wonan)
who Inever sent an empty letter all the time he was outr.
More important, they fear the specific displeasure of their farnily
members should they return without having net their obligations...
Also there is the notion of insurance, of holding their place
with their families in Montserrat, because of the possibility
of sickness, declining employment or restrictive legislation
conpelling then to go home and even seek the help of far4ilies
there.

In some cases there is the potential of more specific gain
in the future such as through the inheritance of land or a
house....Most migrants are interested in land nainly for housing
sites on which to build when they return to Montserrat' (Philpott,
t9732472-3).
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Renittances

Both the extent and nature of renittances, to say nothing of

the actual uses to which they are put, are matters which do not

lend thenselves easily to analysis' One of the prinary reasons

is the fact that the cook Islands and New zeaLand have the same

bankingsystemandcurrency,sothepostalmoneyordersareonlya

crude approxination of the actual amounts interchanged (Hayes , p- 363)'

when people visit kin and friends in the islands, or when a tère-party

arrives in New zealand, a considerable amount of cash changes hands

privatelY.

Studies of Pacific nigrant renittance practices in New Zëaland

consistently show that the average individual sends back large amounts

-- sonetimes several hundred dollars t y""t(g). Setting aside

consideration of rnoney which Cook Islanders contribute to tère-parties ,

church appeals and other forms of assistance back to the islands, the

following tables show the amount each individual respondent reported

sending to kin the year prior to the 1981 survey (Table 1.6).

At face value, there does not seem to be a case to be made

for an inevitable decline in the amount renitted the longer a person

is away fron the islands (Corurell, op Cít). If anything more recent

arrivals tended to renit less than those who caine earlier and had

become more established. Connellts nodel is not autonatically

invalidated, however, since it is possible that nany of these older

respondents were beginning to seriously consider a r'eturn to retire

and/ot invest. But there is a connection between the level of

assistance and the socio-economic status of the nigrant, which in

turn is related to class positon and recent econonic developments

in New Zealand.

f Labour, 1979. Not surPrisinglY,
s of New Zealand bY right tend to
to do so. There is a tendencY for'

r the reciprocity system to inflate
the status involved.
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I have argued that one consequence of the transformation of

the tneo-colonialr political economy in the islands and acconpanying

labour export has been an increased dependency on rernittances

(cf. Harris, 1980:57; Castles and Kosack, 1973). New Zealand aid

has always been the largest portion of Cook Islands govelnment

income, but overall rernittances fron Cook Islanders in New Zealand

have remained of considerable irnportance to the economy. Hayes

reached a sinilar conclusion: ttremittance income from nigrants

has increased as a pïopoltion of total per capita income, leading

to greater rdependencyf on an external economyrt (Op cit.:iii).

The situation is not quite so straight-forward. If one is speaking

of current dollar values then per capita remittance income has indeed

risen (Op cit 363, Table 8.10). But the value to the loca1 economy

of renittances has actually declined over tine.

A similar picture enelges when remittances are compared with

total export earnings (Table 1,7 and 1.8). From a high of over 40%

five years ago, postal order renittances now comprise only a fifth

of Cook Islands export earnings. Allowing for inflation rates over

the same period of sone 15%, the value of renittances has lagged well

behind in all but the most recent year of record. Since numbers of

postal orders have remained constant while enigrant nunbers in

Auckland have increased, these also represent a relative decline in

per capita frequenq¡ of remittances sent back.

While there is no doubt the Cook Islands govelnment and the

economy are dependent on funds from absentees, the overall situation

has shown a trend away fron such a high reliance on overseas Cook

Islanders. This does little to alter the state of dependency, but

on the other hand indicates the inpact of recession in New Zealand

on nigrants' finances. It is unclear to what extent these postal

orders and other transactions reflect actual investrnents in, for

example, business ventures or house building in the islands.
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t lnvestnents I in Land

Politically and economically, the matter of land rights

for absentees has been seen as a block to rprogressr since Annexation

(Croconbe, 1964zL2lff; l97Iaz67). One means for insuring the absenteefs

rights to land has been through regular, strategic gift-giving

(Croconbe, l97la:55-6). As an exanple, Crocombe describes a feast

on Atiu to which local residents contributed extra food on behalf

of enigrant kinsnen in order to reserve their land rights against

their return. Such rights gualantee a personrs status Iocally as

well as providing a base for subsistence and accomodation. More

recently, Taylor, Hayes and ny own fieldwork all noted the relatively

widespread practice of an enigrant handing over his land to a

kinsnan who works it and acts as a caretaker. Many orange plots,

gardens and even houses are held in this way for someone who has

rnigrated and nay retuln to clain what is his. This practice can lead

to difficulties when an absentee is gone too long, and the wise

rnigrant makes repeated efforts to naintain his kopu tângâta (bi-Iatérál

kin group) assistance and involvement in absentia., (see Appendix A

for a case study).

An increasingly populal.notive for the retention of land

shares, particularly by more established nigrants, is to build a

house back in the islands. The practice is particularly popular

in the southern islands, due in large part to an expanded tourist

industry and the large number of, expatriate Europeans in the public

service. The cost of transporting materials from New Zealand

is more than off-set by savings in labour in the islands since

relatives can be counted on to assist with the building. Financing

can also be arranged in New ZeAland if one has property or an

established savings history. Some people retain land rights in the

islands and build a house as a long-'term investment for their
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children or their retirement, as a holiday-home, or to lease to

tourists or public servants.

To build a house one must secure a rpartition ordert from the

Land Court for sole rights to a quarter acre section, which can only

be obtained with the majority consent of fellow-shareholders in

that block of land. To receive such support' one must dernonstrate

he an active, responsible, loving member of the family even though

he is living.at a distance. This he does through sending back

cash and gifts, and by naking periodic visits.

Once he has convinced his kinsmen of his upright standing --

or in order to do so -- he naY ask that a uiparanga kopu tangata

(farnily neeting) be held so he may present his case. For this

occasion, he will fare better if he has the support of key elders,

speaks Cook Islands Maori, Ðd has a good grasp of his Þàpàrânga

(geneology), customary legends and fanily history. Many parents and elders

in Auckland worry about their childrents ability to defend their

rights because they are so deficient in these areas-

sonetimes local kopu tàngata procrastinate about having

a meeting and nake the nigrant return to New Zealand to come back

a second time to test his sincerety. The test is a stern one,

since air fares are noüI approaching $fOOO for a return ticket.

Kinsmen in the islands are cautious because of the legal stipulation

that once the partition order or lease-hold has been granted, the

member has exclusive rights to any proceeds which may acclue from

the property. The law was meant for agricultural production, but in

practice includes income from sub-Leasing or renting homes to

Ialrlri1.l (outsiders, guests). Some Cook Isl"anders have built houses

expressly to invest in the acconodation market in the southern islands.

One Rarotongan farnily who lives in a rented home in Auckland are

responsible also for the family honestead on the island in which their

elderly parents aïe now living. They also own a second housê in
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the main village which they rent to a European public servant, and

have just finished building a brick. beach house on the southern

side of the island which they are leasing to a European small businessman

who has lived in the islands since the last world war. Fanilies like

this are an exception. But those who enter into such developments,

sornetimes with partners in building snall motels, aTe in direct

conpetition with the Cook Islands governmentrs own tourist ventures.

Matters came to a head in the late 1970s when the government moved

to license small ïnotels to curtail their proliferation. So far,

the government has not taken action against those renting private

houses to tourists.

Summary

since I take as my beginning point in this study the cook

Islands population of Auckland, my concern in this chapter has been

to understand how they came to be ín New Zealand and what factors

have contributed to their continued nigratation and their social

organisation and culture. Throughout this chapter, I have been

critical of migrant studies which focus primarily upon individual

choices or pattern variables. Philpott (1973:1S0) has acknowledged

his own study of Monserratians suffers fron not having paid sufficient

attention to reconomic variablest in Britain. I have considered

at least some of the structural relations and specific historical

developments influencing motives, behaviour of individuals and

migration patterns. I have aLso examined the dialectic between

structure and practice in discussing the reproduction of articulated

modes of production and remittances.

I began with the political economy of the cook Islands and

New Zealand as a single region.with the capitalist-dominated worLd

system. New Zealand has been naintained throughout nost of its

modern history as an intermediate social forrnation, which in turn
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has affècted the way in which it established a dorninant relation

with its island neighbours. r argued that in the case of the cook

rslands, capitalist expansion proceeded gradually and incompletely

due to specific historical factors to do with New zearandrs own

dependency on Britain. The result vras a social formation in which

three nodes of production were reproduced together over a period of

more than a century, maintained in part by the ongoing struggle

between the State and nercantile capital, and in part by the

inprovisational rmoral econonyr of cook rslanders themselves. But

I also suggested that the practice of itmixed modes of productionfl

by cook rslanders ü/as a consequence of the very structures within

which they were forced to operate. Recent goverrunent initiatives

toward development have not overcome dependency entirely. They

have, through the expansion of tourism and incentives to private

investnent and conmerce, served as a cata.lyst to the energence of

an indigenous entrepreneurial bourgeoisie with extensive political
pohrer in its own right. The result has been a transformation of the

articulated social formation, and the more rapid expansion of state-

capitalism and class differentiation.

r considet4"*¡.e,*-orp*"+ migration trends, indicating

some of the proximate causes for post-hrar stages and expansion of

mobility. Anong other things, I denonstrated the effects of

migration patterns of outer islands underdevelopy'nent and the nodal

position of Rarotonga politically and econonically, as well as

recent nigration flows to Australia. r argued that there was clear

evidence of continued development of dependency in the islands,

including increased dependency ratios, changes to the occupational

structure and the quarity of enigrants as rsurplus valuer exported

to New zearand. There are also specific characteristics of the

nigration process itself which, as r denonstrate in the fol.Lowing

chapter, have considerable irnportance for the formation of a
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rPolynesianf fraction of the working class and the strategic

distribution of a ninority of Cook Islanders into other classes.

Finally, I discussed reciprocal visiting, remittances and

rinvestnentst in land. My primary interest hras to reject tautological

nodels of nigrant practices, particularly clains that Cook Islanders

in the islarrds and New Zealand constitute a unified, honogenous conmunity.

I was only able to indicate in a cursory fashion the factors contributing

to differentiation between the two populations which I will elaborate

upon in subsequent chapters. I spelled out sorne of the structural

deterninants of rnigrant-homeland links politically, economically and

at the ideological/cultural level. In particular I exanined the

specific nanner in which renittances and land investments are both

the result of and yet serve to reproduce continued dependency.



Chapter 2

Cook Islanders at Work: the Reproduction of the
Polynesian Fraction of the Working Class

Introduction

In a recent article Nairn and Nairn (1981:117) criticise

class analysis for understating the rracial factorr in accounting for

contemporary New ZeaLand social i11s. For them, within capitalist

political economy, racism may be rrrelated torr processes of class

domination, but constitutes a separate systen of rrsocio-racial

oppressionrr. Furthermore,

...when the argunent that racial oppression is subsumed by
class donination is put forward, it helps to maintain racism
because it denies the reality of socio-racial oppression (Ibid.).

While I concur that certain class analyses have been reductionist

with respect to the role of race and ethnicity, there is 1itt1e to

be gained by reifying racism as a separate system of oppression. To

insist that rracer is an ideological construction and that racism

is an important mode of class domination is in no way to belittle

its significance.

This chapter is not about racism per se, since I intend to dwell

upon these processes at length in Chapter 4. Rather I exanine here

how a Polynesian fraction of the working class in New Zealand has

been produced and naintained over tine. The first section of this

chapter corresponds to that stage of analysís I tenned earlier the

mapping of class positions. Here I engage in a more detailed -- though

by no means exhaustive -- discussion of the emergence of the new,

rnigrant labour fraction in relation to other classes and fractions.

I also show how the recruitnent by Capital and the State of a few

Cook Islanders into supervisory positions and into the petite

bourgeoisie has been an irnportant means of naintaining most Cook

Islanders in the Polynesian fraction of the working class.



I then move to the quest# ", how Cook Islanders cane to
tspecialiser -- or more precisely cane to be concentrated by external

forces -- in certain industrial sectors. I look particularLy at

the requirements of Capital and management strategies, showing as well

how these very strategies of labour exploitation have been mythologised

by nanagement studies as rrnigrant adaptationrt or as instances of
rrcultural diversitytr. In a related section I consider the kinds

of resources and so-called limitations cook rslanders bring to the

job narket, paying particular attention to the process of credentialisn

through which cook Isranders are encouraged to make a fetish out

of education.

Finally, I consider the matter of the reproduction of the

Polynesian fraction of the working class, both in terms of broader

structural relations and by way of the individual practices of

cook rslanders thenselves. with respect to the former, r criticise

the ideological nature of occupationar rnobility research, rooking

instead at shifts in actual class positions of cook rslanders over

tine. I question inplicit constructions of hierarchical strata and

rrpreferredrr jobs, considering in the process their ohrn conceptions

of their work world and how these are shaped by their position in

the political econony.

Classes and the Polynesian Fraction in New Zealind

while a thorough mapping of class relations in New zeaLand and

their historical development is beyond the scope of this study,

a brief outline is necessa:ry to properly situate the rporynesianr

fraction and understand the forces brought to bear upon it. rt is

important to emphasise fron the outset that it is the way in which

production is organised, the constituative relations of power and

exploitation, which are deterninative of wider social relations in

capitalist society. The rnore simplified Marxist viewpoint holds that

there is a basic distinction between those who own the means of
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production and those who possess and nust sell their labour power.

The rnaturation of Capitalisn involves an increasing sepalation and

conflict between these two forces (A11en, 1981).

Bedggood (f980) in fact claims that recent economic developnents

and political confrontations in New Zealand signal an expansion of

capitalist rnonopoly pou¡er and thus class polarisation (p. 70ff).

He is critical of writers like Steven (1978) and Wright (1978)

who claim the existence of arrnew niddle classrrin New Zealand.

He is unconvinced of the utility of the productive/non-productive

labour distinction and queries the notion of rcontradictoryr class

positions propounded bY Wright.

On the contrary, I find the Stevens/Wright point of view

conVincing in accounting for class relations in New ZeaLand. In

addition it nore accurately explains the position of Cook Islanders

and how their stïuctural position has been reproduced since the

Second World War. The notion of class itself also needs clarification

before I proceed. Poulantzas (1978) and A1len (op cit.) naintain

as do I that a class is a shared historical relationship between

groupings constituted first and foremost within the produôtion

arrangements of an economy. A class is not a category, strata,

object or even a rgroupt in the sense of existing as a formal

organisation. Classes are constituted in struggle, and have to do

ultimately with the distribution and use of power emergent in the

relations of production (a term which for Poulantzas, Ibid.:17 includes

consunption and distribution). The political and ideological are

integral to the structuring of social classes.

The relations of productive organisation are built upon

two forces: the producer and non-producer, The resulting configuration

distinguishes owners who have real control over the means of

production and thus exploit the direct producers by extracting surplus
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labour (Pourantzas, rbid.:18). 0ther crasses and class fractions

do exist, however, and r should like to spe1l these out briefly
with respect to New Zealand society.

The bourgeoisie or ruli ng class is organised into two rather

distinct fraction, (a) the owners of money and land from which an

incone is generated, and (b) company directors and upper-level

nanagers along with individual proprietors of farms or firms that

employ wage labour in significant numbers. Allen (op cit.)
incrudes under the forner those enployers who operate largely in

the export and luxury sectors. However, he is astray in identifying

working proprietors of snaller domestic firns as a third faction

of the bourgeoisie. In light of their contingent position with respect

to larger firms and investnent capital, they must be located with

what he terms the petty bourgeoisie.

The petty bourgeoisie (or for Poula¡atzas the eoldr petty

bourgeoisie) may be identified by the fact that they are small owners

who work on their own account without controlling wage labour, or

at least very few workers. rn New Zealand Allen considers close

io half the members of this class are small tc medium farmers. The

remainder are s¡ria1 I retailers, buil,iers and manufactureïs.

The niddle slass, (or for pouiantzas the rnewr petty bourgeoisie)

requires rnore discussion than I have -space for here. Members of this

ciass, comprised particuiariy of the new wage-earning groupings,

do irot -r'ightly belong to the bourgeoisie in the sense that they

do not. own their firns or the means of production (Poulantzas, Ibid.:2As ¡.

while they receive a wage, they are in a position also to control

the production of othe¡ workers, and thus the importance of the

distinction betweerr rrproductivet? and rrnon-productive, labour. For

Pouiantzas (p. 211) productive Labour is that whiqh is directly engageci
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in the production of surplus-value and exchanging it against capital,

ie. direci;ly engaged in material production c,f use-values.

As such, the niddle class are in a contradictory position, since

they are not directly engaged in the production of surplus value but have

control over production and are thenselves exploited by the ruling

c1ass. Ailen (op cit.:725) characterises their position as one of

ambiguity and duplicity. They may from tine to tine criticise the

so-calleci power structure on matteas of principle, but they are

,Jependent on the bourgeoisie for their very existence. In Stevens'

summation

..,.Its skills and knowledge have played najor parts in the
battle to legitirnate capitalism, and it has hidden behind itsrprofessionalismst to defends its 'detachmentr from working class
struggles (Ibid. ) .

Members of this class are lawyers, doctors, teachers, academics,

research scientists, architects, engineers and other salarieci

professional and technical workers. But Pouianizas also would inclucie

those engaged in the rrsphere of circulation of capitalrr incluciing

bankers, salespersons, clerks, media personnel and simiiar

professionais who earn ü/ages. To this class I would also add

judges, clergy, welfare officers, poiice and community workers who

are in a pivotal position relative to the Polynesian fraction

(including a few Polynesians) and yet who piay such an inpoïtant

role in reproducing that same fraction.

The working class in New Zealand is generally considered to

be divided into three fractions. There is what is often referreci

to as the rrlabour aristocracyrr or the supervisory fraction who have

limited control over how other workers carry out their jobs, but

who thenselves are also directiy engaged in the production process.

Exanples are factory formen and supervisors, though tradesnen can

also be located in this fraction
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Alien contends that they are better organise<i into unions than

the other working class fractions. (1)

The second fraction is a iarger grouping of less skilled

and less organised workers, typically located in domesric production

(I'Did.z126). Finally, there is a fraction often labelied the

rrreserve armyr? with which rhis study has mosr to <io. Broadly

characterised as unproductive, unskilled, unorganised and insecure

of position, they are usually i<ientified in New Zealand with Polynesians

and wornen. Steven goes astray in locating a1i Polynesians as menbers

of the reserve army (see rntroduction). A significant minority are

supervisors and foremen, a separate fraction within the working

class. The reserve army is in fact comprised of workers who are

maintaineci there by a conjuncture of bourgeois-deternined rrdisvaluesrt

of which ;racef and 'ethncity¡ are powerful ñarkers of social

categorisation (Chapter 4).

The inportant question is whetirer or not such a fraction

can be said to exist at all (rntroduction). rn following sectíons r

deal with the structuring of at least the majority of polynesians

into this particuiar working class fraction, as werl as political

and ideoiogical developments which constilute Cook rslanders as

a social category.

The Ciass Position of Cook Islanders and the po1 ynesian Fraction

In chapter I i identified several factors integral to the

process of labour transfer fron the islands which were conducive to

the structuring of most Cook Islanders into a distinctive fraction

(1)Poulantzas (rbid.:227) argues that such per-rple rea1ly 'oelong to the
petty bourgeoisie since their real function is sustaining the political
reiations between capital and the working class manifest in thettdespotism of the factoryr'. I place thern in the working class in
Iight of the economic ro1e, but the function which Poulantzas identifies
is particurarly inportant for the Polynesian fraction regardless.
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of the New Zealand working c1ass. This is an appropriate point to
exarnine in greater detail the location of these migrants in blue co1lar

wage iabour particularly in manufacturing, construction anci service

sectors.

Between 1976 and 1981, tire fulI-time rabour force grew by

5.7eo in spite of prolonged economic recession, high unemployment

and a steaciy stream of emigrants from New Zealanci. Most went to

Austraiia iooking for work opportunities. According to rnmigration

Departnent surveys, rhey were equally divideci between skilled white

collar workers an<i the unenployed. Tire increase in the New Zeaiand.

workforce diri not keep pace with the rate of school-leaving or

redurrdancies, however. rt was achieved by an influx of rnan.ied

h¡onen, an expansion of some white collar positions and laying otf
labour from manufacturing and consturction. Tiie t::ends are evident

in the transformation in the Auckland regional occupational.

structure (Table 2.I).

Pacific islanders increased their share of the labour narket

from 2% to 3% in spite of high polynesian unempio/rrent rates and

governlüent efforts to curtail Pacific imrnigration. There weïe some

12,50û more islands-born workers in 1981 than in ig76. since only

1200 of tirese were Cook Islanders and the nrajority of the renrainder

samoa¡rs, state migration -r-estrictions do not seem to have achieved

tire siated aims at least of conservative politicians.

At present there are some 5550 Cook Islanders in the fuil-time
Auckland workforce, an increase of 2r9¿ since the previous census.

Like other Pacific rsianders and Maoris (Hi1l, 1979) they have been

recruited prinarily into wage labouring positions (Tables 2.2 È 2.3).

The percentage of Cook Islanders engaged in manufacturing remained

well above the national average over the past fifteen years. The
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present proportion of 56.6e¿ was however a slight <ieciine fron the

last census, mirroring the economic downturn, resLructuring and

redundancies in this sector (Table 2.r). The onry seclor showing an

increase of Cook Islanders was the I'inadequately descrii¡edt' category.

a further reflec-r-iolr of hid<ien unemplo)¡rnent.

rn terms of occupational distrubutio¡i (Table 2.s) onry L\z"

of cook rslanders are classified as holding white col1ar posiiions.

Even here, they tend to be located in junior positions. The

significant decline in tTre percentage engageci in production, transport

and labouring jobs is a direct consequence of the economic recession

and industry rest-ructuring, not tupward mobilityr.

rn su¡m therc have been rnajor si.ructural changes, the resuit

of capital shedding labour, technological substitutions anci governmelrt

assistaltce for export while cutting subsidie{?) n1 of this has served

to furiher expanci and sharpen the boundaries of the polyrresian

fraction of the working class.

Tire national unemploynieni rate has increased steaciily since

the beginiring of the world-wide recession in the nid-i970s (Table 2.4).

Because of New Zealandrs isolation, dependency on trade and lilited
capacity for import substitution, the effects have been particuiariy

severe and prolonged. lilith the necessity for capital to curtail
labour costs the Poiynesian fraction has been particularly hard hit.

Fc,r political reasons obfuscated by rprocedurai problens t

and budgetary restrictions, official statistics dc¡ not take rïacel

(2) McDermott (1980:2lff) repo::ted that firms in financiat riifficilty
ü/ere mostly those involved in manufacturing, particularly textiies and
clothing, paper, and fabricated metals. Tnese areas were protected
against inport cornpetition anci suffered most frorn tire governmentrs
lowering import tariffs. They are the same sectors in wirich large
numbers of Folynesians have beeir employed, further exacerbating their
high uriernployrnent rate.



Tabl e 2,2

Industry

Agriculïure, Forestry,
Fi-shing

Mining and Quarrying 14 (.7%)

Manu facturing

Construction

EmpÌoyment of Cook Islander:s by
Industry in Metropolitan Auckl_and

10Bt_

40 (2.2%) e (o%) n (.5%)

ro76La66

El-ectricity, Gas,
Water

Commerce, Whol-esal_e,
Retail, Hotels

Transport and
Communications

2 (o%) o (o%)

9ro (51.2%) 2190 (59.3Ð 5t40 (56.6%)

r22 (6.7Ð L78 (1.9Ð 190 (3.4%)

42 (2.t"¡7 33 (.7%) 60 (L.r%)

94 (5.2%) 35? ß.t"¡¡ 420 (?.6%)

167 (g.z%) zr,r (4.8%) 32o (5.8%)

ServJ-ces: Community,
So cial- , Personal 342 (L9.rÐ fiB (:-2.3¡¡ 640 (;-2.4%)

Finance, Insurance,
Real- Estate, Buslns. 0 (o%) 37 (.8%) 6o (r.r%)

Other, Not Adequately
Described 14 (.?%) 40? (9.3Ð 6go (r2.4%)

rotal Actively Ensased LTBS eoo%) 4362 (gg.z%) 5550 (rco%)

Source: Curzon, I97O; New ZeaLand. Department of Census and Statistics



TabI e 2.3

Employment of Cook Islanders by Majo
0ccupational Grouping in Metropolitan

r
Auckland

0ccupational Grouping

Professional-, Technical and
Related

Administrative and Managerial

Clerical- and Rel-ated

Sal es Vtlorkers

Service Workers

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishingt
Hunting

Production, Transportation,
Equipment Operator, Labourer

ro4 (2.3%) Lzo (2.2%)

2 (o%) 10 (.2%)

r8l_ (4,L%) 360 (6.5%)

5' (r.2%) 6o (t.t7,¡

5oo (tt .4¡7 560 (Lo.r%)

L9 (.3%) ,o (.9%)

3L47 (72.t"¡¡ 35Bo (64.r"Á)

lqBtLa76

0ther--
New Workers Seeking Work

Inadequately Described

Not Reporting Any 0ccup.

Total- Under- or Unemployed

B, (L.9%)

?69 (6.L%)

o (o%)

354 G.t"¡¡

2oo (3.6%)

L3o (".3%)

4Bo (8.6%)

Br0 (14.6%)

Total- 4362 (99,4%) 5550 Qoo%)

Source: New ZeaLand Department of Census and Statistics



Table 2.4

Year

1 960

1961

L962

r963

1964

1965

1966

t967

I 968

I 969

19 70

T97I

r972

I973

r974

1975

L976

I977

1 978

t979

Auckland

N.Z. Annual Registered Unenployed Figures*
(Source: N.Z. Monthly Abstracts of Statistics)

N. Z.
Special Work Schemes

Gov. Dept. Loc. Auth. Priv.

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul
Aug

sep

220

169

483

248

L32

74

62

TL77

1541

573

23L

347

858++

222

9s4

976

1 5s3

72r8

7164

6796

664r

6483

5699

5376

550 I
5115

5r67

633

376

1040

849

6s0

513

463

3852

6881

2926

1600

3116

5684

232r

955

4t66

5356

7385

22,330

23830#

23780

23930

25r60

24520

24670

2s620

25590

26s40

1499

772

287

2969

5595

61 95

9959

t0749

r0329

9852

9900

9927

9990

10348

LO3B2

r0230

56

52
.,

L24

581

906

4422

6894

6682

661 I
6707

6794

7II9
7238

74r9

7573

5430

8919

94L3

964s

8991

8260

7844

7666

6805

681 8

633

376

1040

849

650

513

463

3852

6881

2926

16 00

51 16

7239

5145

r284

7259

1 1530

r4486

2202I

50392

50204

50038

50 758

49501

49623

50872

s0196

51161

49365

I 04000

198 0

1982

Mar

Dec

* Calendar year averages to L972; then monthly aveÌages reported
++ Manukau City added to Auckland figures from 1972

# Annual seasonally adjusted figures begin in 1979
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and :ethnicityr into account. Therefore, it is imp<.rssible to gage

accurately the Polyiiesian unemployment rate. Reliable estimates

suggest that the figures may be several times the national average

(Dept. of Labour survey, rgTB). McDermotL (1980) found a rrciea-¡,

ethnic corìrponentrr in current unemployment rates, estirnatitlg a !24

differential between aveïage nationai unemploynent rates and Ìniaori

job seeksrs. Otiier studies put the Maori unemployrnent rate by the early

1980s at LSeo. From my uwn ig8l fieldwork survey and the census

data reported in Tabre 2.3, r estimate the cook rslander under-

and unemplo-yment leve1 was sinilarly around 15?¿.

0f course, occupation, income 1evel, life style anci relative

1evels of so-cal1eú underprivilege are only- symptons of class

poritiorrS) . The claims of conventio¡-ial sociology aside , they have

nothing directly to do with ecotrornic classes in acutal hunan history

(rcc" Davis, Ig79; 1982).

rt is because classes as r conceive then are cr.¡ntentious

relationships emergent in the reaiities of productive organisation

and political power that r eschew studies of occupational or

social rmo'oilityr (Ibid.; Goldthorpe, 1977; Goldthorpe, Llewellyn

and Payne, 1980). A1len (0p cit.) insists that wiratever- their
avowed intent, stratification theories function as apologetics for

the capitalist system. They not only begin with dubious premiss

that strata exist, but that these strata are hierarchicalry ranked

in ascending 1eve1s of superiority (p. 62). Further, the rhigher'

(3) Poutantzas (1978:17) states that the major facior in social
differentiation is not the tsociai inequalitiest between groups or
individi¡als, because these are rnerely the reffects on the agents of
the st¡cial classes'r -- that is, the consequences of the objéctive
places they occupy in the relations of production.
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stTata are automatically assumed to be smaller in membership than

those below. And finally, that the higher up the pyrarnid -- or

r'ladder of sucCessrr -- one moves, the greater the status and ilconie

accruing to oners position. These notions i¡r turn inform the

conmùnsense conceptit¡ns of the populace at large ir' advanced capitaiisl

societies.

Ciass analysis, however, must deal with reai structutes and

social relationships. Having spelled out some of the essential

criteria for mernbership irr each class in I'iew zealand, and with

the previous qualifications in ilind, I wisl^, to examine the cu1'Ïê¡rt

ciass situation of Cook Islanders in Auckland. By considering the

position of a sanrple.:population of cook Islander maies ove.r time,

I want to ad,lress the question of whether the Polynesian f-i:action

of the working class is being repro<iuced. Changes in Cook Islander

class position(4) Uur"d on data fron the 1981 fieldwork survey can

be seen in ttre followirrg table (Table 2.5). The progrgssion fron

fatherrs ciass to egots initial cl'ass to his present position Provides

ciear eviderrce of a trend toward rproletarianisation, I b.sth as

peasant producers in the islarrds and those who moved to petty

bourgeois ptrsitiorrs with rnigratio¡-r. to New Zealand and then were

forced back intu the working class. At the other extreme, tire

nurnber of indiviriuais in the ruling class inter- and intra-generationally

has remained negiigible.

ManyfathelsweÏemembersoftheIo1dIpettybourgeoisieof

(4) Identification of social class from survey responses hias 
^made 

on

the basis of cI¿ssifications under the N.Z. Standard Ciassification of
Occupatíons index. Though tirey do not colrespond precisely-with class

posi|ion as I have definád it, the above criteria were applied rathe-r'
'than Davists (Op cit.) combination of skil1 levei, income and authotiíy.
Students under iS t"tã classified as working class in line with
Poulantzas I assertion that the educationaL appatatus tends to
reproduce individuals into sinilar class positions as required by

"apitut, 
particularly the working class'



Table 2.5

Class

Peasant
Producer

Proletariat

(01d) Petty
Bourþeoisie

New Bourgeoisie
(Middle Class)

Bourgeoisie
(Ruling Class)

Changes in Class Positions of Male Cook Islanders
(Source: 1981 Fieldwork Survey)

77 8.2

Fatherts Class
N90

Egors Initial Class
N90

0 0

181 87

10 4.8

t7 8.2

0

208 100

Egors Present Class
N90

0 0

198 95.2

I .5

8 3.8

208 100

11 5.3

I29 62

50 24

I

208 100

5105

Totals
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planters and fishermen in the islands. 0f those few sons who began

in a similar position, üone remain today. Secondly, a few sons did

rranage to attain níddie class positions upon ii-ritial entry i-¡-rto tlre

workforce, but were forced to accept working class occupatiorrs wiren they

migrated to New Zealand. Several cases of medical assistants,

public servicc clerks, and teachers urere encountere<l during the

survey to illustrate this trend. Finally, the most striking trend

has been the drarratic increase in those reproduced as part of tÌre

working class, froiri 62ea of fathers to 95.2% o" sons in their curr.ent

position.

It is informative to compare Bedggood's (1980:72) overview

of class distributir,rn in New Zealand with rrumbers of Cook Isian<iers

in each class. He holús that \eo of. the total population are located

in the capitalist class or bourgeoisie, 5% in the petty capitaiist

class and the remainder in the working c1ass. In comparison a

higher proportion of Cook Islanders are located in the working

class -- and indeed a particuiar fraction of it. Slightly fewer

than aver:age are located in the combined old and nehr petty

bourgeoisie and almost none in the ruling class.

0n ì the basis of irow he defines Inobility' and rciass, I

Ðavis (1979) nay well conclude that New ZeaIanJ is a relatively
tropenrr society. But his qualification regarding ethnic and racial factors

which he did not consider is important. The cl¿Lss situation of

Cuok Islanders provides a much diffeient pictur'e, especially if

one is concerned with recono¡¡ric! class. Cleariy tirey are being

reproduced and concentrated in iiicrcasing numbers in the working

class over tiilie, particuLarly at the expense of a minority of earlier

niddle ciass positions. The question is how they have been structured

into such positions, particuiarly iiito a distinctive fraction and

into certain rrspecialise,irr sectors of the production process.
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Capital Strategies and the Myth of Migrant Ádaptation

Since the Second World War, rural Maoris and Pacific Islanders

have been recruited into expanding New Zealand industry to fill

dirty, dangerous and physically demanding positions no one else

wanted. Employers found such labour highly profitable and useful

in controlling the denands of indigenous labour. They actively

defended their employees during the Staters initial moves against the

Itoverstayersrt in the mid-1970s. But their concern did not prohibit

then fron shedding Polynesian labour as econornic conditions became

increasingly difficult. When it came to a choice, nost industrial

capitalists chose the profitability of their operations over the

welfare of their workers.

An industrial chaplain who previously worked for the Department

of Labour recalled his own experiences of these developments:

I know of one guy who was making spring rolls. But all
the other Pacific Islands people were in pretty dirty jobs.
f remember one was stuffing lamp-black into these elements that
are on stoves, Iou know. Itts a filthy job, and your whole
face and neck and hands, everything gets grined in with
lanp-black 

"
And the enployers were sort of wringing their hands (at

government immigration restrictions) and saying, rWe11, I
canrt get anybody else to do these jobs!' They were saying,
rrWerve tried all sorts of people. Werve tried itinerant
Aussie, and we just canrt get anybody else to do the job!t

Innigrant labour from the Pacific became and in certain sectors

remained an essential component in the continued prosperity of the

firm.

P,ecent studies have enphasised personal attitudes, cultural

traits and ttadaptive strategiesrr as explanations for the economic

position of Polynesian migrants, particularly their concentration

in certain industrial sectors. What is often overlooked is the

fact that nigrant rstrategies I are thenselves often generated by

the requirements of industrial capitalism, particularly as a

Tesponse to the hray management selects workers and. organises production.
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Chain nigration and "kin-reliant strategiesrr (Graves and Graves,

1974;1978) are cases in point. As Hooper (1961) found,

Those already enployed introduce others as vacancies becone

available, and tñese others a1e conmonly kinsmen or f1'om

the sane island or settlement. sone firns work the cock
Islanders as a tgang, I and they staff whole departments or
stages of a nanufacturing process---usually not those stages
invótving technical skills, but where the work is heavy
(Ibid. zT62)

Fares were often paid by a kinstnan or friend to whon one then became

indebted. The obligation became the basis of an ongoing reciprocal

relationship in the islands and New Zealand'

Managementfs recruitment of Cook Islander enployees through kin

and village networks results in a number of benefits to Capital '

Firstly, it creates for the finn a manageabl'e, stable, hard-working

labour force. According to a previously-mentioned industrial

chaplain with extensive experience as a personnel manager, many

service and manufacturing ernployers have taken this approach o"'er the

y"rtr(5). As the manager of a laundry firm employing mainly Polynesians,

he encouraged ernployees as a matter of company policy to provide

him with names of kin and friends to recruit:

We hired them unseen! We were giving up to, oh, twenty
letters a month. People asked and werd sãy, ttY"p, sure!

I believe in the
Pacific freely
ng on my part.
you know!

Bring rem inr. Part of this was because
right of peop le to irunigrate around the
anryay " Quite a middle class, liber thi
Br-lt al so it was damn good for business,

The European supervisor of a la'rge cenent products conpany indicated

that such recruitnent practices have been strengthened by tlile'

continuing economic recession and the scarcity of jobs. Whereas

(5) Or in the convoluted reasoning of a recent management study,

'ian increasing nurnber of ernployers have recognised the kin-
reliant approách, and are utilising it (sic.) to reach appropriate
segments õf tfte labour forcerr (Nedd and Nedd, 1978 :35) '
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his firn had been experiencing a moderately steady turnover,

particularly among younger migrant workers, in recent years the

company had I'enjoyed a very stable workforcer'. Another value to the

firm is continued productivity in spite of absenteeism. Kinsmen

and friends working together are more likely to help one another out

on the job, and feel obligated to work an extra shift to cover for

a kinsman who is out of work due to illness or to meet some customary

obligation such as a funeral.

Unlike the general populace, European factory managers,

personnel officers and supervisors have found it necessary to nake

categorical distinctions between different Pacific Islands groups in

the workplace. At the same time, it is Polynesians themselves who

have made inter-ethnic distinctions salient in enployment

recruitment and production organisation. Many nanagers, for instance

take pride in knowing fron experience which islands groups trwork well

togethertr and which need to be given their own part of the production

process. This is why it is misleading to imply that becauserracer

or rethnict categories utilised by migrants themselves are only

ideological and in the final analysis hâue no effect at the economic

leve1 or simply reproduce their position i.n production relations.

Cook Islanders bring to the struggle for jobs certain resources

which most other Polynesian groupings do not have. They are New

Zealand citizens with no work-permit restrictions. They have been

educated in a New Zealand-sty1e educational system.which includes the

teaching of English. And some have acquired work experience in

public service and commercial employment which gíve them an edge

in the New Zealand employment market. Cook Islanders have used these

rqualificationsr as markers to differentiate thenselves from other

ethnic groups, especially in the Polynesian working class fraction.

They have linked such capacities with valued behaviour as industrious,
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enthusiastic workers. The combination of the two has been

incorporated into the ethos of their own self-identity in New Zealand.

An identity shared among Cook Islanders as inforrnal guidelines

regarding their social standing in the wider connunity and as a

means of access to jobs, housing and services. The key principles

of this identity are conveyed by oratorical rhetoric at ritual

and performative events, and by means of cornrnunication among themselves

and with their emploYers.

The extent to which these distancing manoeuvres have informed

the perceptions of ernployers and fe1low workmates is evident in

a recent study of ernployee attitudes toward workers of different

ethnic groups (Table 2.6). Based on this study, everyone enjoys

harmonious relationships with Cook Islander enployees, and other than

samoans, cook Islanders get along with everyone. All other gloups

report differing amounts of conflict with one another. It should

be stressed that one is dealing here with the perceptions or

stereoty¡res workers have of dífferent ethnic categories.

For reasons of profit and patïonage, managenent staff encourage

Cook Islanders in these stereotlryical presentations. Cook Islanders

in turn work hard to naintain their irnage, in the belief they are

getting ahead and gaining an advan+,age. In consequence Cook Islanders

with the tacit cooperation of management have been concentrated into

certain sectors of industry and particular departnents of firns'

As early as the first decade of migration after the war, Hooper (Ibid')

wrote

They have acquired a reputation anong certain enployers foT
being stable and capable workers, and generally willing to
acceõt a lot of oveitirne and shift-work hours. Consequently,a number

oi fit*s and institutions in the city have built up large
groups of cook Island enployees, and they appear to give them

prefãrence over others seeking ernployment (p. 162)'

To take one instructive case, Hooper found with enployment at



Tabl-e ?.6

Ethnic
Group

Respondent I s
Group

Pakehas

luiaori s 16. O

Samoans

Cook
I slanders

Source: Marsh and McDonald, 1979:)-z

Percentage of
Reported Difficulty Getting Along tl/i-th or

UnderstanùLng YJorkers of Other Ethnic Groups

I slanders Samo a¡s

38.5 TL.5

Cook
Islanders TonEans Maori-s Pakehas Other No-One

,.7 L .9 3.8 5 .8 32.I 55 ,7

6.1 8.2 65.3 L6.3

Total
Prsiårg

34.o

6. r-

6z.o

2.O

IO .2 4.1

2.O o 36 ,O 64. O

o 2.O l_0 . o 36 ,o ,2.o
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o

o

0

0

o
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the Auckland hospital that,
At one tine there weÏe approximately equal number of samoans,
Niueans and cook Islander vromen employed in the laundry, but
the Cook Islanders have increased at the expense of the others
until there are noür only three or four Samoans and Niueans there
(Ibid.:164).

What is of interest here is not that one i-s necessarily dealing with

factual developnents as with the reports of informants. Cook

Islanders working in the hospital laundry and cafeteria today still

give the same explanation for their numerical predorninance:

rrManagement prefers Cook Islanders because we are harder workers

with low absentee Tates, and dontt cause trouble like the others dorr.

Twenty yeaïs later Cook Islander ernployees are still telling

themselves, their employers, other migrant groups and researchers

the same contextualising story about their value' prog1.ess and why

they should be preferred in this service sectol. The story has been

passed on from worker to worker as an effective standard improvisation

for holding such positions. Since they tend to act in accordance

with theil own self-perceptions, it is also a story which enployers

have been interested to encourage.

By sinilar means, certain firns have maintained a reputation

not only as places where Cook Islanders usually can find employment,

but where specific islands or village gloups predominate. Companies

like the Auckland Laundry, Hannahts Shoes and Burns and Ferrell

have large concentrations of Cook Islanders in mixed nunbers, but

Hardies in Penrose tends to be an Arorangi village firn, Farnsworths

an Aitutaki conpany and Biro-Bic pen factory a place where Pukapukans

work.

The Hardies No. 2 plant is an interesting case in point.

According to one long-term enployee, fifteen or twenty years ago

jobs were plentiful and nany Europeans there wanted other work.

Polynesians were eager to get jobs, so the firn began hiring Pacific
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nigrants, mostly Cook Islanders. A nunber of remaining Europeans

became dissatisfied with this conpany policy, and 1eft. The plant

is now comprised of some 759o Cook Islanders, a few Tongans, Niueans

and New Zealand Maoris. There are no Sanoans who, according to

the European personnel manager preferred to stay avray.

The men value their jobs because there is securit)' of tenure,

friendly workmates, good \4rages and opportunities to do overtine.

The firm is running at near capacity, and prefers to offer more

overtine rather than put on extra staff. Enployees need the extra

money the overtime pays because of the effects of economic recession

and inflation. The work is there at present, and the nanagement is

always asking. The same self-story is articulated among Cook Islanders

at this firm. According to leading hand Pakari Inaka, r?this is one

thing about the Cook Islanders on the job. When the cornpany asks,

they are always willing to work overtinerr. Younger men often take

all the extra shifts they can for the sma1l amount of cash they can

obtain in additional salary. Some of the older hands are not quite

so enthusiastic because of high government tax on overtime: rryou work

half your shift for yourself and the other half for Muldoon (Prine

Minister)". For those heavily engaged in kin and community obligations,

the trade-offs in tine are often not worth the effort and one runs

the risk of being criticised for being selfish.

Industrial capital has also benefitted fron the placement of

authoritatíve ethnic community leaders in supervisory positions --

a separate fraction of the working class-- to wield informal control,

insur:e discipline and thereby sustain productivity. The Caughter

of a Pukapukan elder recalled that when she went for an interview

at Biro-Bic, she was asked after perfunctory questions to do with

her qualifications whether she had any relatives working with the

finn. When she nentioned her aunt, "I was hired on the spotrr.
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Another individual who h¡as an ex-supervisor explained managementrs

rationale for indirect control:

(With several nigrants fron the same locale) therers going to
be group pressure there, particularly fanily pressure...to nake
everybody toe the line. So if yourve got a good group of
workers your11 take their relatives. For example, if you know
that therers an old auntie, and shers sort of a bit of a
matriarch on the mound, you just know that they're going to
be danned good.

In this way the Cook Islands supervisor or foreman plays a pivotal

role not only in recruiting fel1ow islanders into fspecialisedl

sectors of industry, but making sure their output remains high and

their wage demards tenperate. They are , of course, of vital importance

to industrial capítal. From a very early point in post-war migration,

Nokise (1978:52ff) notes that church and comnunity leaders rrsaw

thenselves as mediators between the migrants and their employersrr.

Such a function was not difficult since they were thenselves in

key supervisory positions, placed there by management precisely

to play these mediatory roles.

Since they are in the class structure set out earlier located

in a separate supervisory fraction, their objective interests are not

entirely those of the rnajority of Cook Islanders though their cornmon

racialisation often overrides such considerations. In Chapter 5 I

discuss the elder/Ieader role rnore fully, partícular1y their persistent

rhetoric on behalf of rethnic communityr cohesion. Here it is important

to not their economic position in the relations of production, the

way in which managenent supports and helps legitirnate their status

in the eyes of the wider community and their fellow workers.

The other grouping to play a crucial role in reproducing the

existing social order are that minority of Cook Islanders who have

acceded to the niddle class (petite bourgeoisie), particularly

those who have been coopted by the State or private enterprise

into positions in public service, academia, educatonal apparatus,
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the porice and the welfare bureaucracy. If foremen and supervisors

have been inportant in econoni-c control in the production process,

the coopted petite bourgeoisie have been particularly useful to

the State as agents of social control during tines of youth

unrest, political turnoil and potential civil upheaval resulting

from econornic recession.

Much of what has passed for rhorizontal mobilityr from one

firm to another (Macrae, 1979) or lack of interest in positions of

responsibility noted in some studies is in fact a reaction by sone

Polynesian migrants to capitalrs strategies of indirect control.

Contrary to assimilation theories, many younger Cook Islander

employees -- especially those in smaller firns where pressure from

peers and elders is more intense and direct -- change jobs not

because they have "gained greater faniliarity with New Zealand lifetr

(Graves and Graves, 1978: S¿) but as a deliberate atternpt to escape

oppressive paternalistic supervision in the workplace.

The powers these supervísors/etders wield comes not sirnply

fron their generalised status in the ethnic community, but from the

fact that they are faniliar with the employeers kin in New Zealand

and the islands, are involved in their social networks outside work

and usually in some sort of kin relationship to the yo nger worker

requiring acquiescence to his authority. By various means, the elder

can report on and call up sanctions against those who misbehave at

work. These leaders often use ritual gatherings to cornment discreetly

about wayward members. The gossp network which Cook Islanders call

the 'rcoconut wirelessrr is also an effective and, to its victims,

irksome means of social control. Many younger people try to avoid

it if possible by rnoving to other jobs or firequenting soci'al settings

outside elder control.
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As a result of these nutually-created strategies of

specialisation and control, it is not unusual for infornal patron-

client relationships to exist between cook rslanders and their

ernployers. This is often the case with respect to supervisors and

European managers, but also occurs between cook rslender enployees

and Papafa (European) bosses whose favour they seek. rn subsequent

chapters r will discuss the role of these honoured guests at fanily

and ethnic community rituals and culturar performances. Suffice it

to say that class relations in New Zealand are not sirnply a matter

of exploitation, injustice and racist discrinination in the crude sense.

rn New zearand many nanagers have learned to be liberøl and

patronising with Tespect to their Polynesian workforce for most effective

labour relations. The majority of industrial firns in the country

have less than 100 employees, a scale of production whi.ch lends itself

to a more paternalistic approach. In these firns managenents

leads fron strength since staff are usually personally acquainted

with all their workers. Migrant employees are in rather vulnerable

positions compared with larger operations wihch have strong unions. On

the other hand, enployers in smaller firms are more accessible to

workers, who can take advantage of less fornal work relations if

they choose.

An industrial chaplain described one such nostly Cook Islander

firm:

ft seems to be run on a very informal kind of nanagement.
Therers a very paternalistic kind of manager in there, who
they seem to respond to very well. But he is very paternalistic
....He talks about them as the rboys' and rgirls,' and
yet they I re grown men and u/omen.

Management often institutes such practices to present a front of

friendliness that legitimates their authority and deflects worker

disgruntlement. As an ex-supervisor stated,

These kind of thíngs all make for a very docile labour force
which...we11, you know, management sort of rubs their hands in glee.
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While working for a service firrn, he was in charge of personnel.

They used to take all their Polynesian foremen and stewards for an

annual conference at a modern hotel and put on a large meal for

then. The employees hreïe unused to such treatment, and rrfell over

thenselves being agreeable,'r when it came tine to talk about policies

and pay rates. A srnall plastics firm went to considerable lengths

to maintain their existing workforce of Pacific migrants, as another

exarnple. Anyone going back to the islands for an extended holiday

or fanily matters was always taken on again when they returned to

New Zealand. The reason, according to a manager, was that

they turn up every day. They turn up on tine. They
will work overtime when you ask then. And they never
answer back.

Needless to say, Cook Islanders value this form of special

treatment since it guarantees job access for thenselves and kin,

and job security when unemployment anong Polynesians j.s high.

Their relationships with PâÞa'as date back to missionary settlement

and colonisation. While the European has always formally been the

subject of respect and deference, such relationships have involved

a degree of subtle manipulation of the European. The contexts and

opportunities for such control or redirection of European domination

are more lirnited in New Zealand. The patron-client relationship is

one mode of manoeuvring which has been mutually benefitical, while

reproducing Cook Islanders in their rspecialisedr sectors.

The role which the acadenic establishment plays in reproducing

existing social relationships needs to be highlighted, of which

management studies have been particularly influential. A primary ggal

of these studies has been to help Capitalrrunderstand New Zealandrs

rnulticultural workforce" (Graves and Graves, 1977) or more to the: point,

how torrutilise'r such workers (Nedd and Nedd, op cit.). To a large
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degree the owners and managers of capital, through procedures and

organisation of production, in fact create the |tcustomary attitudestr

and work behaviour of nigrant employees. Ironically, Capital then

hires researchers to advise nanagement on how to profit from the

very practices and attitudes which they have helped produce.

A typical case is the label1ing of migrant labour behaviour

as rradaptation,rt [cultural distinctivenessrr or rrtraditionalismrr which

in fact are procedures of rnanagement itself, or irnprovisational

responses to such procedures. Thus, according to one study,

...Whether New ZeaLand-educated Maoris or pacific fslanders-
or new migrants, the najority received help in obtaining
their first job either from friends, or far rnore cotnmonly from
relatives. Arnong migrants, Kin-Reliance is the overwhelningly
preferred strategy (Graves and Graves, Op cit.:9).

I have aLready suggested the important role managenent played in

initiating and naintaining the practice of chain-migration.

Managernent studies clairn to have identified certain radaptive strategiesl

which nigrants have supposedly come to out of custom, such as

rrpreferringrr to work with kin and friends. Finally, they chastise

factory rnanagement for being slow to make use of these strategies

for their own ends ! rn another ínstance (0p cit .:24) they note that

Pacific Islanders lodge the fewest conplaints about their conditions

of ernployment or pay. In light of what has already been said about

managementrs practice of kin-based recruitment, reliance on

authoritarian community elders for workforce control and management

paternalism, such findings are hardly surprising.

The real purpose of such studies is apparent. As Nedd and Nedd

(0p cit.:36) express it,
can be harnessed for the

the Pacific mi ts I trsocial

tof the

tems
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...For purely economic reasons (sic.), employers should be
willing to adapt their organisation to the specific needs
of the Polynesians they employ (Ibid.:31).

Resources, Disqualifications and the Fetish of Education

The resources and capacities which Cook Islanders bring to

New Zealand, and the way these are evaluated both by Capital and the

welfare State delimit the range of standard improvisations which

Cook Islanders create in the struggle for work. Seldom do they arrive

in the country with more than their clothing and a small amount of

cash saved or donated for the trip. Few have had experience or training

in anything but unskilled or semi-skilled work. Yet they are physically

capable of sustained, energetic effort in denanding manual labour.

Indeed, they take great pride in their reputation as hard workers.

Another valuable resource which all Cook Islanders share is

the kinship links and village relationships fron the islands.

They have been of importance in facilitating the migration procoss,

locating employment and finding accomodation. A fairly conmon

means of gaining access to finances and other resources has been

to internarry with or be the of,fspring of Europeans. Most Cook

Islanders tend to marry working class Europeans whom they meet

as work and in social contacts. However, a few have been able to move

out of the working class altogether by marrying wealthy business

people, professional or public se:cvants, thus gaining access to

resources such as ernployment contacts not normally available through

their own kinship networks. But in New Zealand offspríng of such

uni-ons have also been placed under greater pressure to succeed in

the educational system and in acquiring better jobs, in line with

doninant bourgeois values.

The educational system in the Cook Islands is based on that of

New Zealand, and English is used and taught in all schools along with
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the Rarotongan dialect. This early training places Cook Islanders at

an advantage over other Pacific Islands migrants. Their skills often

provide them the opportunity to attain positions as foremen, leading

hands, higher manual and even clerical occupations.

Still, on the basis of these resources nost Cook Islanders find

that options other than blue col1ar positons are closed to them.

They also observe in the islands and in New Zealand that Papafas

are nore successful and stay in positions of power. They are taught

that this is because Europeans use their brains and get a good

education. Thus Cook Islanders come to p-rize education as the avenue

to a better 1ife, if not for thenselves then for their children.

Most Cook Islanders attribute their underprivileged economic and

political position in New Zealand to themselves by which they nean

anong other things their lack of relevant experience and educational

qualifications as dictated by capital and the State. These attitudes

are in turn generated by the very structural conditions which

determine their day-to-day existenoe.. The dream of many is that their

sacrifice will allow their children to escape their plight and their

kopu tangata to prosper. A dream based upon a faith in education as the

door to advancement in a supposedly egal"itarían society.

The dream itself is propagated by 1iberal, bourgeois ideology

and serves to obfuscate the inequities of the rrcredentialistil

evaluation system of Capitalism. Credentialisn is an essential

component of class donination in New Zealand society, for Europeans

as well as Polynesians. At the 1eve1 of bureaucratic policy, job

qualifications and public rhetoric, it is one means by which the ruling

class dictates differentiating values between productive tasks, and

defines and controls the rrproperrr channels of access to the reward

systen. Credentialisn operates as a dimension of the cultural

irnperialism of the ruling c1ass, and is typically associated with
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societies reliant upon large numbers of nigrant labour. It is

practised both within private enterprise and the public bureaucracy,

since the determination of who is properly qualified is firstly a

matter of political control within the production process as welI

as by the State. Since credentialism rests upon the social

construction and institutionalisation of what constitutes rrknowledge,rl

it is legitimated with ultinate reference to learned societies

and the academic establishment, an essentially European institution

doninated not by some nebulous 'Pakehat values but by the curture

of class as set by the bourgeoisie.

Thy lynchpin of credentialism is rationality. Like other life

style requirements presented to the disenfranchised, the ruling

class says in effectrrwe have what you need to achieve rnobility,

to gain access to the rewards of society. We will dictate the

proper, decent and acceptable means of attaining what we define as

successrr. It rules out as illegitirnate other experiences, qualities

and forms of knowledge, as for instance a sense of honour, empathy,

reciprocal obligations, mutual assistance, communal neetings for

decisions and the ability to dance. Such things are nonsense,

non-productive and threatening to the hegemony of the bourgeoisie

over what constitutes tachievementr.

To the Polynesian fraction, it is rnade abundantly clear that white

cultural diversity is pernitted and even enccuraged by a State policy

of multiculturalism in their own private social and recreational

pursuits, such diversity has no place in the hard realities of New

Zealand economic and political 1ife. Their own structural position

of inferiority is thus due to supposed endemic life style, cultural

and personality deficiencies -* in particular, the lack of rational
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and racceptable' behaviour. For Cook Islanders like Tangi, the

daughter of a Mauke orornet-ga (clergyman) credentialism means she is

prohíbited from teaching in New Zealand without undergoing supplementary

training. Even though she was educated under a New Zealand-style

system which included four years of teacher training in Rarotonga and

five years of teaching experience in Penrhyn and Rarotonga islands,

her handicap is that she was not actually educated in New Zr^t^ndl6)

The credentialist ideology declares most foreign education and experience

to be inferior as established within the standards set by the ruling

class, standards which of course limit access to the bourgeoisie or

control over the neans of production.

From difficult personal experience and in view of persistent

llberal/credentialist ideology, iook Islanders like so many nigrants

in marginal posit"ions turn education into a fetish, a passionate

obsession that only by this avenue will their children be able

to adr¡ance themselves. What they do not conprehend--indeed, what they

are prevented fron comprehending--is the way that the structural

relations of capitalisrn reproduce conditions which perpetuate their

subservience and those of their children through the self-same

educational systen.

Furthermore Cook Islands leaders in strategic brokerage

positions convey to nigrants credentialist values as taken-for-granted

wisdon on how to get on in New Zealand. Indeed, their very position

vis-a-vis industrial capital requires that they play this ro1e.

Parents are placed in a sinilar position with respect to the family.

(6) The Labour government in 1975, upon advice from a newly-appointed
Polynesian Advisory Comnittee, took the opportunity of coopting some

of these partially-qualified migrants into special placements in
schools with high Polynesian nurnbers. They were to deal with potential
language and adjustment difficulties, as well as problerns of discipline
and high drop-out rates.
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The State places the burden of responsibility on Polynesian parents

for their childrents difficulties, through political discourse

and through bureaucratic agents with permission to intervene in the

life of the fanily by law. The school itself pressures parents for

greateï involvement with regard to disciplinary matters and proper

advancement, blaning then for neglect when their children fail,

drop out or become delinquent. In spite of the pressures parents

then place on their children to progress by means of the credentialist

system, they becone disíllusioned when their youth often lose

interest in school or must take a job because of economic círcumstances

of the fanily.

Tini, a Rarotongan who was a teacher herself at one time,

becomes irritated at parent-teacher meetings with all the talk

about rproblem-childrenr and high drop-out rates. It is what they

teach, she says, and the way the schools teach that contributes

to the problem. 0f her own children, she says

I wish sometimes we didnrt come to New ZeaLand. Thatrs what
I used to tell ny children Especially the three teenagers.
I said, rWell, I sort of t¡asted my tirne behind your education
there...and you go do labouring work.r I was trying to go
for a job that will be of use to the Cook Islands, to go
back home. But none of then would listen.

One daughter is on the unemployment benefit, has been turned down for

so many jobs she has lost count, and now spends her days with one

or two friends getting high on drugs. Another son did well until

his last year, especially in art. Then when he realistically considered

his prospects for the future, his performance fel1 away" His father

got hin a job at a freezing works which subsequently closed down.

W.ith economic recession in New Zealand, the highest

unemploynent Tate is among Polynesian youth who often lack education or

experience to compete on the job market, markers which are picked up

and used against them in racialisation. Under such circunstances and under
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the credentialist ideology, one would expect them to remain in school

longer as is the overall national trend. In fact Polynesian drop-

out rates are the highest of any group. In effect such actions

constitute further instances of those standard improvisations

which social actors adopt in response to various deterninations

in their lives. In this instance it is the mor.e or. less conscious

recognition of the nexus of contradictions hedging them in and

attenpts to extricate thernselves from the situation.

With econornic recession and soaring cost of living, the

polynesian fraction of the working class not only finds it difficult

to obtain enployment or adequate rates of pay, but their very

subsistence is in jeopardy. Therefore there is constant pressure

for young people to drop out of school to take any work they can get,

or get on the unemployment benefit to assist the family. 0n the

other hand, credentialisn blocks all but a select few from obtaini.ng

meaningful employrnent, while insisting that the road to opportunity

lies in renaining in school. Since fewer and fewer job seekers

even with qualifications are able to locate enployment, and

institutionalised racism sepalates out those of the migrant labour

fraction, few Polynesian youth have incentive to continue in school

regardless of the pressures to do so.

The educational systen itself contributes to this nexus

of contradictions, directly in that the curriculum, teaching

rnethods and progranmes are often irrelevant or seen as culturally

bounded by rnany Polynesian students. Furthernore, no matter how

schools try, they cannot motivate and equip students for jobs that

do not exist, Having witnessed the experiences of their peers who

have dropped out of the educational system, many of whom have at

least some money in pocket from welfare oT meagre ernpfoyment, or

those who have become qualified and then encountered barriets, many
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Cook Islands students are skeptical about just how great a resource

education really is.

Structural Effects and Cook Islandersr Perceptions of their
Work World

I am critical of stratification theories for the ideological

function they perforn in conditioning the populace to accept a

particular conception of the social order favourable to the

perpetuation of Capitalism, a nodel which does not conform to

reality. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the juxtaposition

of the concept of I'social mobilityrt with the practice of

credenti a1 ism.

In effect the educational apparatus of the State in conjunction

with academicians, civil servants and the media, all serve the

interests of the ruling class in instituting a coherent culture of

class of which the tmyth of the expertr is a vital component. Another

conponent of this taken-for-granted construction of the social

order is the occupational hierarchy, along with the standardised

values attributed to various positions within it.

By means of these valuations, the bourgeoisie succeeds in

legitirnating its own existence as the economic and political

managenent of society. Secondly, it communicates acceptance of the

existing order as the best of all possible worlds, And finally,

it specifies the permissible steps one may take in gaining access

to desired resources and social statuses within that world. As

Allen summarises the implicit message underlying stratification

theory:
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The contemporary stratified nodel is projected as an

inspirational pattern for those who conmit thernselves to the
doninant valuei of the system, work hard and are thrifty.
Movement, neaning progïess, through the social class categories
is regarded as an índividual natter, depending upon exercising
those qualities most 1ikely to consolidate the status quo

(op cit .;62) .

I wish to consider briefly how Cook Islanderst evaluations of their

work world are an instance of the effects of their structural

position in the production process on their pelceptions of their

social world. But also how their divergence from notions inbedded

in the doninant culture is a nanifestation of alternative

inprovisations for dealing with their exploitation, which practices

in turn influence the way in which the system reacts to then.

To reiterate, an individualrs location in existing economic

relations is of primary consequence to how he conceives and feels

about his social world and how he explains his actions in it.

Cook Islands migrants may well choose manual labour for the cash

and overtine it brings. They may migrate in the first place out of

frustration oveT lower leturns from cash-cropping and islands

hrages (Hooper, 1961b:166). My contention is that these very choices

and frustrations occur within the constraints placed upon individuals

by the existing social order which impoverishes agricultural production,

deprives then of the ability to accurnulate ïesources, devalues their

experiential qualifications when they arrive in New Zealand and

forces them into wage labour.

Both Hooper (Ibid . tI67) and recent nanagement studies contend

that Cook Islanders and other Pacific nigrants do not aspire to

positions of. 4restige, Tesponsibility and income in the supposed

occ.upational hierarchy. This is so, it is claimed, for various cultural,

social psychological and economic ïeasons. In essense I contend that

Cook Islanders do not conceive the occupational-prestige hierarchy
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in the racceptedr manner. Far from a nanifestation of ignorance of

the class structure, their own evaluative constructs are a response

to the doninant culture of class with respect to what their

aspirations rought to bef.

During the 1981 fieldwork survey, a 2eo stratified random

sample of Cook Islanders ín Auckland were asked to examine a list

of occupations and indicate which three they would rank as the

rrbestrr and which three therrworst,rrwhatever they chose to mean by

those terms. In the process they were asked to list some of the

criteria they used in making such assessments. Income, hours worked,

difficulty of the task and social status were some of the factors

nentioned. Respondents were also asked to choose the job they

themselves would most prefer, assurning they had all the necessary

qualifications. The findings were as follows (Table 2.7).

Perhaps the nost significant finding does not even appear

on the tab1e, but confirms the earlier contention regarding the

structural effects on migrant perceptions. Most informants found

it difficult to name rrbestil positions, at least as conceived initially

by the interviewers. The iclentification of rrworst" job !r/as apparently

a similar task. With respect 6 the latter respondents consistently

selected occupations which the popular stratifjcation model '"vould

rank as less than top 1evel posi.tions. During the pilot test of

the survey, so many infornants identified what seemed rrt{orstrr

instead of rrbestrr jobs that it was thought they were misunderstanding

the questions. It eventually became apparent that the average Cook

Islander, particularly older, less well-educated migrants tended

to conceive the occupational hierarchy within a nuch narrol^Ier range

of positions than the model held by the dominant culture. In other

words their evaluations weïe delimited by the more narrow, pragrnatic



Tabl e ?,7

I Doctor

Solicitor
3 Teacher

4 Accountant

, Poli c eman

6 M.tr/P .¡t'

7 So cial- worker

B lrlurse

9 Freezj-ng !ïkr.

10 Bank Manager

Best Jobs

Occupational lliei'arch;v as ConceiveC by

Cook Isfanders

Y¡rorst Job-s

Rank Occupation hio. Percent Rank Occupation No. Percent Rank 0ccup. No. Percent

1 Cleaner 99

2 Garbage Co1.86

3 Bar -na¡ 1"5

4 Kit. Iielper 37

5 Teacher 3L

6 Freezing nkr 2,

7 Bus driver' Ð.

B Shop Assist. 20

9 Tinber workr l-B

1O Factory assnnb 11

Preferred Jobs

l- Nurse 23

2 Soc. YIkr l-8

3 Police 18

4 Auto Mech. !2

, Accountant 10

6 Teacher l-0

? Doctor B

B Secretary B

9 of fi c/Typ. 7

10 Soiicitor 6

100

6,

37

1a

77,

33

3r

2q

)E
L//

aa

48 .3

3r.4
L?.9

16.g

]-r.g

Ir.Ð
15.0

T2.I

l_2.1

10.6

47.8

4L .5

2f-,7

t7 .9

Ir.o
T2.T

10 r0

ta -7

8.7

8.2

t-]. 2

8.8

8.E

,.9
4.9

4.9
<o

zo

3.4

2.9

Source: 1981- FieLd'work Survey.
to'uaf resp
as percent

Note: Best a¡d worst job percentages are l-isted as percentages of
onses ancrg th¡ee choices; preferyed job percentages are l-isted
ages of responses by each inùiviiduai.
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world of work as they experienced it.

Another feature of Cook Islander responses regarding r?best

jobs was the nunber of cornmunity service positions mentioned --

teacher, policenan, social worker and nurse. Again, such positions

take precendence in ranking for Cook Islanders since they are directly

experienced as important in their own lives, particulatly those

positions which have been opened to a few of them through State

co-optation. These are positions filled by people who stand in an

inportant brokerage or mediator role with respect to the various

apparatuses of the welfare state, and thus Cook fslanders not only

think highly of them, but assume others must as well. These are

typically rhelpingr professions which ernbody ideals close to

church teachings, and which positions Pacific migrants are taught

to accord deference and respect to be able to manage in Nevr ZeaIand.

with regard to rrworstrr occupations the category of rrcleanerrl

was so easily recognised as to be treated as a standard joke by

ïnost informants. Since such occupations are those in which many

respondents thenselves are plesently engaged, their teady selection

of such positions as rrworstrr jobs would seem to indicate both an

aü/areness of their 1ow status in the popularly-conceived occupational

hierarchy, their stereotypical linkage with Polynesian nnigrant labour

and an ironic acceptance of their position in such jobs.

Rather than anger, howeveï, there seened more commonly a fatalisn

that their lack of qualifications or knowledge made their plight

inevitabl e .

When asked about the job they would prefer to have, the

influence of their present structural position as a grouping again

became apparent. Preferred jobs were conceived by Cook Islanders

within a very circumscribed Selection of possible positions. In

such selections social status was an impottant factor along with

r;
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the desirability of gaining a higher-paid position that did not

require extensive schooling or qualifications. At the sane tine

there was a finer distinction between sone positions which the

doninant culture would rank as virtually the same. A nunber of

respondents ranked freezing worker over bus driver, even though the

job was nore physically dernanding and the freezing industry was

experiencing massive lay-offs and closures at the tine. The reasons

given included higher pay rates with long periods of tholidayr after

the killing season was over.

Not unexpectedly, most respondents rated their chances of

obtaining the position they preferred fairly remote. They were

typically more sanguine about their childrenrs prospects when compared

with their own pfight. In other v¡ords their owt personal experience

of the oppression of their structural position was not transferred

to their assessment of prospects for their offspring, other than

inversely as a strong conviction that their children would enjoy

a better naterial positíon than they. (Table 2.8).

Confirning the earl-ier discussion of credentialisn, the most

often-mentioned factor that night hinder their childrenrs advancement in

New Zealand is a lack of education. Admittedly, this attitude rnirrors

the doninant ideology upon which credentialism is build -- that

New Zealand is an egalitarian society in which success cornes to

the individual who strives to achieve. But is al so a perspective

accepted by Cook Islanders as the explanation for why they are

located where they are in the political economy of the country, and

why they nust accept their lot as given.

The most poignant finding (Table 2.8) is the fact that rhe

najority of respondents, young and old a1ike, actually locate the

blocks to their advancement not in the wider society but subjectively



Tabl-e ?.8 Bl-ocks Cook f sl-anders Perceive to Their
Childrenr s Advancement

ocks Number Percent

Inadequabe education
Jobs - N.Z. economy

Language skil-ls
Lack experience
Employ er dì- scri-mination
Motivation
Peer lnfluence
Other
No Responde

Total-

7o

32

3I
23

10

10

7

B

rB

36.8
16. B

L6.t
l-2.L
,.3
5,3

to0

3.4
4.7
8.7

208

Source: 19Bf Fiel-dwork Survey
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within cook Islanders themselves. In effect sone 65% of the answels

given indicated that cook Islanders thenselves somehow did not measure

up, and thus were the cause of their own underprivilege. They were

where they were because of lack of education, lack of skills,

inexperience or lack of motivation Such Tesponses are not simply

an acquiescence to the credentialist ideology of the ruling c1ass,

not sirnply a rvictim ima.ger. These and earliel occupational rankings

arebotharecognitionoftheconditionsoftheirworksituation

and a pragnatic assessment of the current chances within it'

They evidence a singular concentretion of energies and resources on

the attainable and on practical necessity, though they consider

their efforts will result in rewards for their offspring' Like

Degasrwasher women, they are not quite victins' finding humour and

collegialitywheretheymay,acceptingwithatiredyawnthesecure

inevitability of their social condition while working deterninedly

toward the better future they envision for their children'

Conclusions

I began this chapter with a section mapping the basic classes

and their fractions in contenpolary New Zealand society" My prinary

concern was to anplify the contrention in the Introduction that

all Cook Islanders aTe not part of the Polynesian fraction of

the working class. I showed by means of occupational distribution ancl

objective class positions based on my opening definition of class

that signj-ficant ninorities of Cook Islanders have been structured

into the Inewf petite bourgeoisie or into the separate 'supervióoryr

fraction of the working class.

I then addressed the question of whether or not the class

position of most cook Islanders -- that is, their location in the
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Polynesian fraction of the working class -- is being reproduced

from one generation to the next. Having demonstrated a marked

trend toward proletarianisation from fathers to sons ¿rmong nigrants

irrespective of their original class background, I then attempted

to explore at greater length the dialectics of structure and

practice as energent in class relations. My specific focus once

again was upon the position of the Cook Islander supervisory

fraction and the petite bourgeoisie, particularly those rcommunity

leaders I whose activities are so important both to capital and to

the ethnic category ,as arL organised grouping.

It is clear that industrial capitalrs strategies for the

organisation of production and labour exploitation have been

mythologised by capital itself and by nanagement studies as adaptive

cultural traits. This has been an inportant means of the

reproduction of the Polynesian fraction of the working c1ass. The

Cook Islander supervisory fraction have played a vital role in the

recruitment and control of fe1low Cook Islanders into specific

industrial sectors and into the fraction of the working class which

most now occupy. As a consequence of their activities, but also

as a popularly shared standard inprovisation, I discussed the

widespread practice of patron-client relationships by which Cook

Islanders have been able to insure their hold on certain enployment

sectors when job insecurity is high, and extablish reciprocal

relations with sone European bosses to their own benefit.

I outlined some of the essential Tesources which Cook .Islanders

bring with them to New ZeaLand in the struggle to obtain a

livelihood. I showed how they utilise sone of these resources to

distance themselves from other ethnic groupings arnong the Polynesian

fraction, and thus further cement their claim to certain desired positions.
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I suggested that credentialism was an inportant aspect of rnobilityr

studies and a means of donination by the ruling class. Having defined

what I meant by that concept and showed how it operated in reproducing

existing class relations, I described Cook Islanders' responses

to credentialist ídeology, particularly the efforts parents make

to pressure their children to attaining higher qualifications, and

the improvisations of youth with respect to the nexus of contradictions

centred around the schoolíng process and unenployrnent.

In the final section I denonstrated the relationship between

the way in which Cook Islanders perceive their work woild -- the

so-called occupational hierarchy in particular -- and the structural

conditions which influence their ways of viewing their social worlcl.

I argued that their perceptions were at variance with the doninant

culture of the ruling class in certain inportant respects. I concluded

that these variations hrere an indication both of their recognition

of their status in New Zealand society, and also a pragnatic assessment

of their opportunities and those of their children leading to

moves to concentrate their energies toward the future advancement of

their offspring and the kr:pu tangata.

-0-



Chapter 3

The Housing of Cook Islanders

Introduction

At the economic level, society is cornprised of relations of

production, distribution and consumption. In this chapter I focus

upon class conflict and racialisation in the distribution and

consumption of acc-omodation. Cook Islandersr marginal position in

production relations results in particular, rrdisadvantagedil housing

patterns. Control of property consumption processes can, like

control of production, be a means of class domination and thus the

subject of continuing conflict in advanced capitalist societies.

A major debate in urban sociology has centred around the

notion of housing classes as introduced by Rex and Moore (1968).

The central issue had to do with the definition of "class,rrand

whether there was a necessary link between relations of production

and reproduction (consumption). Housing was understood as one factor

in the distribution and consumption of produced goods. A number

of writers (eg Rex and Moorg; Rex, 197I; Giddens, 1973) tended to

conceive of class as a distributive phenonenon distinct from

relations of production (cf. 8e11, L978; 1980). Stratification theory

again invented types of groupings based on difference in house value,

tenure and 1ocale"

Some New Zealand writers have taken a sinilar line in explaining

the housing situation of Maoris and Pacific Islands migrants.

Davey and Barrington (1980) attribute Polynesian residential

segregation to their being rrless used to urban lifer? (Ibid .237) .

Racial concentrations in private and public housing are the

consequence of migrant choices alone:
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Movement fron the islands tends to take place by chain
migration, which leads to a concentration of nigrants in
distinct groups (Ibid.).

They acknowledge the existence of racial discrimination, but

rrMaori and Pacific Island rghettosr have not developedrr (Ibid.).

If in contempolary patLance a ghetto is taken to mean an area of

econonic and social disvalue, of low-quality, crowded or otherwise

undesirable housing where the poor and rnigrant ninorities are

concentrated with little say in the matter, then such statements

ate bLatantly wrong. I will show that they are wrong, and describe

the way in which such ghettos developed and have changed in recent

years.

Some Marxist writers in New Zealand have also confused

housing distribution with distributive notions of c1ass. Bedggood

(1980) contends that government policy of reducing State housing

aid has hit "low income fanilies hardestrr (Ibid.:111). His

explanation of the plight of the majority of Polynesians rests on

a relative disparity between income strata, not classes:

The consequences are the growth of unequal access to adequate
housing, and the deprivation of below-average incone farnilies
and single-income fanilies increasingly locked into their
housing sítuation (Ibid.).

Such an approach rnust inevitably lead back to housing classes.

Whatever the difference of interest or class position anong Cook

Islanders, they aïe constituted firstly in relations of production.

Difference in value or tenure of housing are outcomes of differences

in class situation.

Fol10wers of castells and certain neo-weberians have been

critical of the rhousing classr model while still maintaining the

centrality of the market. Housing ís considered to be one aspect of

the system of allocation of rrrewardsrr in society (Myers, L975;
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Ki.lmartin and Thorns, 1978;Thorns and Srnith, 1980). Subsequent

analysis seeks to identify the "blocks" to access to such rewards,

particularly with respect to racial discrinination and including the

role played by urban managers, brokers and gatekeepers -- in effect,

the A1i Baba model of class relations.

Kilnartin and Thorns (Ibid.) describe a highly schenatic

fallocation systemr t detàiling the way in which certain groupings

consistently miss out on equitable allocation due to certain

systernic rconstraintsr. In order to account for such inequity,

they presume competition and conflict in the narket (Ibid.:119).

Where Rex and Moore focus on house value, these authors argue that

access to finance is the key determinant of distributive groupings.

They do not explain how such access is achieved, whether by political

power, kinship ties, inherited wealth or just plain hard work.

According to this approach, it is urban managers such as estate

agents, nortgage lenders, solicitors and public housing officers

who keep rthe poorr from getting adequate housing. This kind of

voluntarisn (see also Pahl , 1977), focussed as it is on the racial

prejudices of strategically-placed individuals, can be misleading

in explaining the class and housing situation of Polynesians in

New Zealand.

Harvey (1973; 1978) proposes a Marxist model of class struggle

for control of what he terms the built environment. Consistent with

Marx, production not only produces consumption but the mode of

consumption as wel1. The fundamental dichotomy in housing consumption

is between the interests of capital and those of labour. The

theory of housing classes is nerely one neans by which labour is set :

against itself.
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According to Haryey (1973:11), labour needs land as living

space to reproduce itself, and capital systematically excludes

labour from land as the condition for produ"tion(1). This

inevitably contrasts the interests of labour with those of landed

property, the appropriators of rent and construction interests,

all of whom seek to profit fron the control of housing (Ibid.:9).

The difficulty with Harveyrs model is that he does not

systematically retain the link between class positions in the

relations of production and the struggle over the built environment.

In New Zealand at least, construction interests and rent appropriators

are different sectors of the bourgeoisie. And the middle and

roldr petty bourgeoisie certainly play distinctive roles with respect

to the housing of Polynesian nigrants. Also, differences between

the working class fractions in New Zealand are mirrored in disparate

housing tenure situations, with the supervisory fraction and the

najority of the indigenous (European) working class living in

blue collar, low-cost suburbs. The Polynesian fraction is more

reliant on rental, particulatly of State rental accomodation.

This chapter begins with a brief look at the current housing

position of Cook Islanders in Auckland as an indicator of the

class situation of nost Polynesians with respect to housing.

In the second section I consider aspects of the class struggle over

the built environment, while in the third section I examine the way in

which capital intervenes in an attenpt to control consumption. I

identify three forms of intervention, all of which in New Zealand

are heavily reliant upon the function of the State: rationalisation,

(1) Wakefield's early colonial policies weTe an instance in New

iealand of the necessity of depriving migrant labour of land rights: in
order to provide larger landed and mercantile interests with the '

labour they required.
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valuation and collectivisation. All three processes are intimately

bound up with one another. In the final section I discuss at greater

length the various standard improvisations Cook Islanders have

adopted in engaging in the the struggle for adequate acconodation.

The Contemporary Cook Islander Housing Situation

The relative differences in dwelling tenure between Cook Islanders

and the rest of the population are a useful beginning point for assessing

their class situation with respect to housing. Compared to other

nations, New Zealand is well-off in quality and quantity of housing

units. It has one of the highest hone-ownership rates in the world

at around 73% (National Housing Comnission Research Paper, L977/3;

1981 Census). Less than a quarter of all New Zealanders rent their

accomodation, while half own their home with\a mortgage (Table 3.1)

The accomodation situation of Cook fslanders stands in clear contrast

to that of the general populace. More than 56% rent while only

42% own their home. One in five New Zealanders owns their property

outright, but only a snall minority of Cook Islanders are unencumbered

by mortgage debt.

Renting is much more inportant to Cook Islanders than to

the average New Zealander. They are also nore dependent on the State

liousing Corporation for their rental accomodation (1981 fieldwork survey).

However, contrary to the stereotype that Polynesians "bludge off the

system,rr Cook Islanders are forced to pay much higher weekly rents

than nost New Zealanders (Table 3"2). At the time of the last

census, one third of all New Zealand renters paid less than $20 per week,

while the same h/as true of only Seo of Cook Islanders. At the other

extrene, more than one in five Cook Islanders paid over $50 per week



Table 5.1

1981 Dwelling Tenure Comparison Between
Cook Islanders and the National Population

N.Z. National
Population

Cook Islanders

N

Owned

-WFut nortgage

With nortgage

665,150

1, 535,960

22.r

50.9

640

4320

s.4

36.5

Sub-total 1,601,110 73.0 4960 4r.9

Rented

Not from Enplr
Fron Enployer

Undefined

552,570

I36,910

9,170

18.5

4.5

5480

970

2t0

46.2

8.2

1.8

.Srrb-t-ot-al 6q7 5qô 6660 56 -2

0ther
Provided free/
not hrith job 29,020

Provided free/
with job 73,280

14,900Not specified

1.0

?L

70

40

I20

6

5 I

3

0

Sub-total 117 ,2Oo 3.9 230 1.9

Total 3,015,900 100. 0 11,850 100.0

Source: 1981 Census., N.Z. Department of Statistics



Table 3.2

Rent paid

Cornparative 1981 Weekly Household Rents
Between Cook Islanders and the l$ational population

(unfurnished units only)

N.Z. National
Population

Cook Islanders
Auckland Region

90NN o,
'o

Under $10

$10-14. s9

$1s-1e.99

fi20-24.99

$2s-29. 99

$30-34. s9

$3s-59.99

$40-4e. ee

$50 and over

Not specified

12,050

24,500

22,180

74,970

16,610

20,920

22,230

28, 580

20,190

8,560

6.3

L2.9

11 .6

7.9

8.7

11.0

rt.7
15. 1

10. 6

4.4

N.A.

20

20

90

60

200

260

390

310

80

N.A

I.4
r.4
6.3

4.2

74.0

L8.2

27 .7

27.7

5.6

Total 1 90, 590 r00.2 1430 100.0

Source: 1981 Census, N. Z. Department of Statistics
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in rent, while only one in ten New Zealanders did so. Cook Islandersl

weekly rents were heavily weighted toward the top of the scale

It should be noted that this was a period of high national inflation

and rapidly escalating housing rents. Even the rent for an average

three-bedroom State house ri¡as around $59 per week. It is quite

clear that the so-ca11ed rental crisis was affecting particular

sectors of the popuation disproportionately. There is no validity

to the claim that Cook Islanders as a group nor Polynesians generally

were receiving preferential treatment. In fact just the opposite

was the case.

Cook Islanders tend to live in larger household groupings than

the average New ZeaLand family (Table 3.3). These patterns are not

sirnply the result of cultural differences, but the consequence of

the economic position. Such configurations are also creative

improvisations providing needed emotional support, mutual assistance

and flexibility of financial priorities.

The dwelling tenure situation of Cook Islanders is in part

a consequence of their recent nigration to New Zealand. One would

anticipate that like other mi-grants, it would take them awhile to

become established. But the depressed economic plight of the

islands means that few have the capital to afford a house deposit

when they arrive. Racisn and class exploitation in New Zealand

serve to prolong their underprivileged housing position.

Racialisation and Class Conflict Ovèr Housing

In the last chapter I argued that classes can only be

understood as relations of opposition. Conflict between classes

in turn is the outcome of contradictions emergent in relations wíthin

the structures of society. At various historíca1 junctures particular



Table 5.3

Comparative Household Type by Nunber of
Occupants -- Cook Islanders and National

Average

N.Z. National
Population

Cook Islanders
Auckland Region

N
o, o,

1 Fanily 0n1y
conplete 1,884,540 62.5

I Family only
inconpl ete 326 ,980 10. 8

Other Family 469,340 15.6

1 Fanily Ç

other persons

2 Fanilies

2 Fanilies Ê
Other persons

491 0 4r.4

r420 12,0

3330 28.r

370 3.1

400 3.4

890

Sub-total Other 4 190 ó5.5

Non-Family

One Person

r49,770

t85,470

5.1

6.1

680

650

5

5

7

5

Total 3,0L5 ,470 100. 1 11,850 100.3

Source: 1981 Census, N.Z. Departnent of Statistics
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contradictions define the situation of domination and subordination

between classes (Poulantzas, I976:86).

In the distributive/consumption dimension of the economic,

the typical property contradiction is between practices aimed at

increasing profit fron housing (rent, sales, construction) and

practices aimed at providing cheaper accomodation. This contradiction

juxtaposes the interests of the owners of property, finance capital

(the circulation sector) and construction interests against the

working class (renters and mortgaged owners, Polynesian and European

alike).

Obviously, these varied sectors and fractions have overlapping

interests. Racialisation and discrimination in housing have been

important means by which labour is kept divided. The welfare State

in New Zealand for reasons of political expediency and social order

has in the current recession been forced to moderate the denands of

capital. It has acted to rrrationaliserr the construction industry,

hold loan limits and interest rates and provide State-subsidised

nortgages and rental accomodation.

Two factors have geen most prominent in the conflict over

accomodation which have served to reproduce the racialised fraction

of the working class in New ZeaLand. Both stem fron the fact that

the central contradiction nentioned has its greatest consequences

for Polynesians in the rental sector, particularly private inner

city property. Over the years, many Cook Islanders have aimed for

rental accornodation, but now have beconing trapped in it.

The first factor is that New Zealand is largely a nation of

petty bourgeois property owners, at least with respect to residential

land ar¡il housing (Whitely, L979). This situation has come about largely
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because of the lack of opportunity for alternative investnent and

accumulation of wealth without incurring heavy State tax levies.

Property inprovements and rental income are actually subsidised

by the State in the forrn of tax deductions and write-offs. The

State haS caused difficulties for the petty bourgeoisie especially

through the provision of public rental housing and fair rent

legislation. Nevertheless, the snall landholding class constitutes

an important, conservative force dictating the conditions of

Polynesian access to rental accomodation.

Following World War II, the inner city was the initial

destination for a majorlty of Pacific and Maori nigrants. This was

certainly the case for Cook Islanders (Hooper, 1961b; Curzon, I973,

f979). Kin and friends already there could obtain cheap housing with

relative ease. Many larger o1d buildings were subdivided to

accomodate individuals or multiple fanilies (Hooper, Ibid.:151ff).

The growing nigrant Polynesian population came to comprise an important

clientele for these petty bourgeois rent appropriators. Many

landlords had only recently managed to extricate themselves fron the

working class by investing in older houses or renting inherited

fanily property.

Petty bourgeoisie property managers and landlords alike treated

the tenants with condescending paternalism since large areas of

the inner city were considered virtual s1ums. Rental property was

plentiful as ürere migrants, and most New Zealanders preferred to live

elsewhere if possibte. It was in the interest of these landlords to

adopt a patronising relationship with the Polynesian migrants to

insure a steady income. Indeed, it is the personalistic nature of

the housing rental market which has done so much to blur the outlines
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of exploitation and racial discrimination in New Zealand. Such

attitudes and practices were grounded in economic necessit-y, and changed

markedly with recession and cornpetiton for housing in the 1970s.

This is merely to reiterate an earlier point that the saliency of

attitudes, perceptions and behaviour is established within the

structural relations of the social order itself.

The renovation boom in the inner city was in response to

declining quality of new housing, the costs of building, expensive

nortgage finance in acconpaniment with the energy crisis and savage

petrol rises. Petty bourgeois speculators and affluent professionals

began competing for old housing as an inflation hedge and investnent

(Loornis , 1979; 1930). The State played a major role in limiting the

availability of finance for new construction, encouraged the

tfrecyclíng" of existing dwellings and at the same time cut back on

public housing construction.

The Auckland City Council, traditionally doninated by business

and financial interests fron the wealthy Eastern suburbs, actively

encouraged economic and social change in the inner city mainly

through its Town Planning division. While slating the eentral

government for not providing housing for the I'poor and Polynesians?l

who were being uprooted by trtrendies,rr it actively set about

encouraging housing renovation, new construction, conmercial

development and residential Itdensificationrt close to the urban core

to insure the continued, long-term commerci-al viability of the CBD

where rnost had their business interests.

The availability of private rental accomodation declined

markedly as a consequence of all these developments, and rents soared.

Petty bourgeois landlords were prohibited by legislation fron raising

rents sufficiently to keep ahead of inflation and make a profit,

however. Large numbertook advantage of the inner city property boon
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to s-e11 out while théy could. All these events trad a particularly

devastating effect on Polynesians, who in a competitive accomodation

market quickly becane an Itundesirable clientele,rt and discrininatory

practices ran rife.

Since many could not place a priority on long-term home

investment by accumulating sufficient savings for a deposit,

their rental situation became a trap. At the same tine, State housing

in popular ideology became increasingly downgraded and vilified,

its residents typified as Polynesian and as exploiting the housing

system, thus providing political justification for curbing public

housing expenditures - Cook Islanders I own need for just such

accornodation became a further factor in their narginal class position.

Caught in a classic double-bind, they like other Polynesian migrants

were forced to overcrowd, to share rents or shift futher out of

the city. More and more they carne to rely on the State to provide

relief from rental exploitation.

The second major consumption factor contributing to the

reproduction of the racialised fraction of the working class is the

nature of discrinination itself and its connection with rental

housing. Racial prejudice takes its form and content within the

structure of class relations in any society. Its force comes not

fron the fact that it is an tattituderbut the way it is operationalised

as discrimination within class conflict, and as it is articulated

as racist ideology in the interests of the doninant classes.

The social construction of Polynesians as an rrundesirable clientelert

is only one exanple. But because of the particular nature of

paternalistic racisrn in New Zealand and the structure of the rental

housing market previously outlined, there is some case for arguing

that it is in respect particularly to rental housing that racial
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discrinination has its full force. It is also the sector where

personal prejudice has most scope, since its victirns have fewer

economic or political resources upon which to cal1.

Racialisation in housing -- that is, prejudice and discrimination

-- have been documented by other New Zealand researchers (eg. Pitt

and Macpherso!, L974; Spoonley, 1978). Hooper (Op cit.:151ff)

carried out a rent application survey which confirmed moderate

racial discrinination by Pakeha landlords. Cook Islander applications

for rental acconodation were refused on the basis of race in 60,"

of the cases. Whether such fornal applications were the neans by

which C<¡ok Islanders normally obtained accomodation is an issue which

could have nodified the findings. But racial discrirnination becane

a more forceful tool of class conflict from the mid-1970s, because

cornpetition for housing had becone vigorous and people were

looking for a scapegoat.

Rd.cist stereotyping accompanied the escalating class struggle

over residential propeaty. Polynesians were portrayed as uninterested

or unable to adopt arrWestern hray of liferrin housing. According

to one property manager,

You can walk around these homes yourself and see a broorn rnade
out of twigs [a custonary Polynesian coconut whisk]. And a
woman trying to sweep an expensive carpet vrith it. But she
wouldnrt use a vacuum cleaner. She wouldnrt know how to.

Theytre so used in their homes to see their bush rats
running around outside, that they donrt u/orry about our
Norwegian rats. And the bloody things...we11, I was in a
house just recently where we just had to get rid of the
people and clean the place up or it would have been condernned.

A widespread attitude holds that Pacific Islanders are problens to

landlords because of their ignorance and childish naivete regarding

housing and finance. Such constructions serve to legitimate paternalist

racisrn, since these rchildrenr need looking after. According to one

l andLord,
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I actually'recall going to one house in Mt. Eden one night to
see about some rent, and these people had a modern gas stove
and they were cooking fish on the hearth in the lounge. They
didntt know how to use the stove! (sic.)

The struggle for donination in the housing system, and in particular

the conflict between the petty bourgeoisié and Pacific Islands

nigrants is one specific context in which the negative stereotyping

of racialisation occurs.

Several Cook Islanders during the period of my fieldwork were

denied rental accomodation when they appeared to inspect a property,

even though they had been told over the phone by the landlord that

the residence r^ras available. One man was turned away three times in this

fashion. Others were put out of houses oT apaïtment blocks where

several Polynesian fanilies lived with the excuse that the building

was about to be sold or renovated. This is a typical ploy for

circumventing current rental appeal legislation. 0n one occasion,

the landlord openly admitted to his Cook Islands tenant that he

no longer wished to rent to Polynesians since they were too much

trouble. He was taking advantage of the rental accomodation shortage

to move in the kind of tenants he preferred.

I do not mean to leave the impression that Cook Islanders are

nerely the nescient victirns of discrimination and exploitation in

housing. I shal1 shortly discuss the sorts of inprovisations which

they have employed for dealing with their housing predicaments, and

the way in which these same sorts of actions sometines end up inadvertently

reinforcing their class position.

My contention is that the re-valuation of the inner city by

the various capitalist classes through both economic and political

means, and the recent trend to locate State housing in cheaper

peripheral suburbs have been two related processes which have helped

to further structure the Polynesian working class fraction into
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contiguous, less valued residential areas of the metropolis.

Nonetheless, their common conditions of living and similar experiences

of racialisation do provide at least the potential for shared

class fraction awareness and action in future. A measure of the

extent and pattern of social change in the inner city and at the

periphery as a consequence of these developments can be seen in shifts

in the location of ethnic populations in selected districts

(Tabl e 3.4)

0f the three suburbs, Freenans Bay was earliest to experience

the impact of renovation and housing redevelopnent, due in no small

part to intervention by the Auckland City Council. Ponsonby was

further away and lacked amenities such as sea views, while more

industrial Grey Lynn was even less valued initially. Freemans Bay

was one of the first to experience stabilisation of population and

an increase of Europeans, while the Maori and Pacific Islands nunbers

declined markedly. European numbers have dropped in Ponsonby though

the overall rate has slowed in the recent census. Polynesian nurnbers

there increased in the nid-19.70s, and then as competition for housing

increased their numbers began to decline. Grey Lynn has seen a

recent dranatic decline in its European population, comesponding

with the steady increase of Polynesian numbers. Trends in inner

city property values ftù,rther confirm this spatial sequence of

class competition for housing (Table 3.5).

A portion of ny fieldwork was spent working alongside Cook

Islander housing welfare officers with Maori and Island Affairs

and the Cook Islands Governnent Consulate. The officers provided

records of their own activities for the first half of 1980 which

gave a further perspective on the housing problerns of Cook Islanders

(see Appendix B, Tables I through 6). These problens arise directly



Tabl e 3.4

Suburb
NZ

European Maorj-
Niue &
Tokel-au Samoan

Total Pacific

Changes in Inner City Population
by Ethnic Origln, L97l.-L9Bl'

Cook
T s1d TsIand Pon.

Freemans Bay

T97T

r976

19Br

2277

212'

227L

605

460

414

307

284

NA

L99

r63

NA

2"3

ß5
NA

789

719

507

Ponsonby

I97I
r976

19Br

4067

3257

2469

B6'

734

585

48z

6l-7

NA

402

426

NA

726

66,

NA

17 24

lBBB

1686

Grey Lynn

L97L

L976

19Br

5669

4443

2469

L59

LO43

,85

700

9L'
NA

458

,24

NA

L474

r4ar

NA

286I

337 4

3L4T

Source: Percyr t9B0; f9B1 Census



Table 3.,

R1 -Houses built Pre-I92O

Freemans Bay
Iq. Àverage g

Year

îRENDS IN INNER CITY AUCKIÀND PROPERTY SÀI,ES, 1976-1980 (RL-Pre-192O)
(Source: Valuation Dept. )

Ponsonbv Grev Lvnn Kinqsland
Average S No Àveraqe S No Àverage $

19 76

L977

L978

L979

rg 80* 23

FIat Conversions

ç24,466

$25, 394

s30,785

S3¡, l9o

s35, 318

( re-conversion)

L7

37

35

23

32

42

1I

13

9

No

I

22

37

52

33

ç2L,743

s22, 888

ç2L,3L'7

s2 7,051

s33,383

sl9,736

$t8,7r2

ç22,2OO

s22,377

926,246

NA

T2

29

52

40

(ç14,500)

$15,391

s17,37O

919,082

s19,725

s22,ooo

s20,37I

s17,716

ç22,47r

$24,160

L976

L977

197 I

]-979

1980*

s34,75O

$2 7 ,9oo

s34,5oo

$35 ,9 8l

s56 ,812

10 lo

10

11

20

24

I

32

ç24,49L

$25,954

s2 3,308

s25,8lI

s32,233

$19,736

s2L,22O

ç2O,522

ç23,79O

s26,627

8

7

3

7

9

I

1t

T7

t5 10

1I

I

*Flrst 9 monthÊ onl-y.
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fron the sorts of developnents just discussed, particularly

docunenting the extent of Cook Islander reliance on State housing.

The najority of people these officers assisted were renters.

Only in the case of the Cook Islands consular officel was I able to

obtain a full list of past residences of each individual. Contrary

to expectations, those seeking housing aid are not all recent

migrants. of the fifty cases surveyed, the average length of

residence in New zealand is 8.6 years (Appendix B, Table 5). The

average number of previous residences is 3.6, showing a high

rate of residential mobility. The applicants average a nehl residential

location every 2.4 Years.

The age distrubutuion of the applicants (Appendix B, Table 1)

is sinilar to the profile of Cook Islanders as a whole in Auckland,

as is the reported island of origin (Appendix B, Table 4). For

occupational distribution (Appendix B, Table 2) as expected the largest

proportion of those gainfully enployed are factory workers or other

manual labourers. Judging by the high numbers of individuals

subsisting on various forms of governrnent welfare, there is a clear

and understandable relationship between exclusion from a position

in the production plocess and difficulty obtaining accomodation.

The residential locations of the applicants seeking assistance

(Appendix B, Table 3) also reveal patterns consistent with the

analysis of class conflict and social change discussed above.

Older central and middle suburban areas with increased conpetition for

rental accomodation are heavily represented locales from which

individuals are reporting difficulties, as is South Auckland- where

there are high concentrations of State housing. All three aleas

are those in which large numbers of Cook Islanders live, or into

which they are moving.
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The patterns are clearer when residential location of applicant

is cross-tabulated with the type of assistance he is seeking

(Appendix B, Table 6). The different kinds of assistance sought

reveal interrelated processes. Many people come to the Cook Islands

housing welfare officers asking directly for help to get into a

State house. Usually their present private rent is too great a burden,

and they are seeking lower rental costs. Other cite urgent circumstances

such as overcrowding, unhealthy living conditions or immanent

eviction as their nain concerns. In most instances this neans

that their need for State aid is classified as rnore of a priority

by the Housing Corporatio,l(2).

It is clear from Table 6 that certain problerns tend to occur

in specific areas. Evictions make up a quarter of all housing

problems reported. But the vast majority of private evictions take

place in the inner city and the older rniddle suburbs where competition

is keen from petty bourgeois European buyers. Through the Housing

Corporation, the National Party government since 1976 has required

tenants to buy after six years of occupation of a State unit. The

first of these cases came up for review during my fieldwork. It is

from the State housing areas of South Auckland where most evictions

or negotiations with the Housing Corporation are taking place, both

as a result of such terminations and i11egal overcrowding. Those

seeking help buying a private home to escape the rental spiral are

more likely to be from the older niddle suburbs, where prices have

(2) The various housing officers and Cook Islanders thenselves are auiare
of the broad criteria for being considered a priority. With lengthening
waiting lists, their application is more readily facilitated if they
can successfully present their case as rutgentr. One way to do this
is to arrange their extended household population in suc,h a fashion
that, however temporarily, they approxinate to the profile of hardship
given priority by the State bureaucracy.
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not yet soared to the levels of the inner city. There is a fairly

even locational spread of those seeking State housing expressly

for the lower rent, though the greatest number are already located

in South Auckland where most of the State housing is located.

The following nap (Figure 1) and Symap (Figure 2) show

Cook Islander residential mobility since the Second World War

reported in the 1981 fieldwork survey. when total housing moves

of all respondents were plotted, the result was a nuch more cornplex

pattern than anticipated. Certainly, the generalisation still

rnade in the literature that the inner city is a rmigrant staging areal

for movement elsewhere in the city is not born out. rt may have have

been true for a period after the war, but specific cases show

many others moved first to the southern or older middle suburbs

and then into the inner city. A considerable number renained in

the inner city, shifting from one place to another.

Patterns of Cook Islander residential mobility take on further

significance when justaposed overagainst ethnic population changes

across the entire rnotropolis (Tab1e 3.6). Since Pacific Islander numbers

have declined markedly in recent years in nany inner city suburbs,

it seems clear that the large flow indicated on Map 1 would tend to

have occurred earlier. Those arriving there more aecently would

have more likely moved into Ponsonby or Grey Lynn. The Eastern suburbs

have maintained and even increased their racial and economic

exclusivity, as has the North shore. west Auckland has begun to show

increases in selected suburbs, coincidently where some State housing

units are Iocated in latest construction projects. The two substantial

areas of growth in Pacific Islands population are the older middle

suburbs and South Auckland, where ethnic minorities have in some districts

come to comprise 30-40% of the population. It seems apparent in

comparing Map I that Cook Islanders have begun moving in greater numbers
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Table J.6

Suburb

Changes in Pacific Islander Distributions
in seleõted Suburbs in Auckland ¡ I976-L9Bt

(Source: L9?61 19Bl- Census)

taI N

Inner Ci-ty
Freemans BaY

Ponsonby
Herne Bay

Grey Lynn

Eastèrú Sùburbs
Epson Nth,/Sth
Remuera East
Mission Bay

Kohj.marama

Middle Distrj.cts
Avondale Nth
Ro sebank
ÌTaterview
Pt. Chev.

South Auckland
Mangere Central
Otara South
Harania
Howíck

ljìlest Auckland
Henderson Sth
GIen Eden West

New Lynn Sth
Titi-range Sth

North Shore
Browns Bay

Takapuna Central
Northcote Nth
Beachhaven

719
lBBO

250

3374

t87
26

L3

3

465

543
40

244

2046
2L54
16Bo

9

237

9B

228

4

7

27

72
L?6

20.roÁ

29 .2
4.8

33.4

2.r
.4
.3
.T

6.8
ro.3

l_ .9

3.2

18.g
27.9
f 8.5

.1

6.2
2.6
1.7
.I

./.

.4
l_ .1_

l.B

,o7
1686

273

1T4I

744
993
141

lLB

3384
2934

3492
6

279

369

303
6

33
ìtrJ-)

IOB

222

Lr.20/o

30.r
5,6

32.4

l,L.5
l-9.4
6.7
4.'

3r.o
40.3
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into South Auckland as earlier case studies confirm, but also are

shifting from both the inner city and middle suburbs fron whence

at least some seek to purchase to purchase a home.

The Intervention of CaP ital in the Struggle for Accomodation

There are at least three ways in which capital seeks to intervene

in the distribution and consunption of housing and thus naintain

its dornination over labour. Usually such intervention takes place

through the direct agency of the State, though there are various

indirect manoeuvres which I will indicate briefly. For. the sake

of sirnplicity I term these three forms of intervention rationalisation,

valuation and collectivisatiorl(4) .

a.) Rationalisation

To many Cook Islanders, buying a house is a burden rather than

what the average New Zealander rnight consider a rrsensible investrnentrr-

Under present economic circumstances many simply cannot afford to

enter into hone ownership. They do not have the savings nor the

weekly income to repay najor debt. Alternatively, renting or

sharing accomodation rneans flexibility and greater availability of

resources for those things which aT.e mo1.e inportant to then,

including personal goods, funds for participation in ethnic conmunity

activities and helping kin back in the islands. This is why they

constitute an implicit threat to State-capitalist property arrangements

in New Zealand, and why they are targeted as a "s'ocial problemrr.

The concept of private property, enshrined in 1aw, is at the

(4) I am indebted to David Harvey (1978) for the inspiration of this
formulation along with certain components of my argument. However,
I differ from his approach in certain irnportant respects as will be
apparent when I apply these concepts to cook Islander housing.
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veïy heaat of the class struggle over the built envirorunent

(Harvey, Ibid.:15). Thus the various classes controlling pÏoperty

have a vested interest in keeping the principle sacÏosanct. They

naintain their hold on housing by promoting

...the allegiance of at least a segment of the working class
to the prinõipte of private propertYi'an ethic of rpossessive

individualism^r; and à frag*entation of the working class into
rhousing classesr of homeowners and tenants. This gives
the capitalist class a handy ideological lever against public
otn"ttÎtip and nationalisation demands' ' ' ' (Ibid') '

Today it is largely taken-for-granted as a tenet of the dominant

class culture that hone ownership is the desired goal and the right

of every New Zealand citizer,(5).

Two developments during the latter 1970s served to highlight

the widening gulf between rhetoric and reality in home ownership.

One was the increasing difficulty for young couples to purchase

a home of their own. The other was the preference of nany Polynesians

for renting and their growing concentration in state housing. Both

created a crisis for bourgeois culture , and when such a crisis

occurs it is tine for the work of ideology to begin'

New Zealand had a high rental rate until well after the

Second World War. When indigenous capitalrs monopoly expansion was

resisted by labour with respect to pÏoperty, a moral homology had to

be forged between home ownership and being a decent, upstanding

citizen. The recent so-cal1ed housing crisis was merely one more

episode in this struggle. Conservative political spokesmen entered

the fray clairning there was a threat to the social order itself.

' il
(5) The state has played a major paT.t in the prornotion of hone

ownership. But Stäte-housing was never intended to remain under
public ownership, unlike ceriain European countries ' Individual clients
have been 

"rr"o.riág"d 
to purchase thei-r homes fron the government ' Today

less than 6% of tñe housing stock in the country is in State hands "
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A town planner from one of Aucklandrs wealthy Eastern suburbs

stated the ruling ideology succinctly:

A recent suggestion from an Auckland City Council staff
member that loca1 author ities should enbark on an elnergency

housing progranme makes a lot of sense. It is well known

that housi is not on1 the foundation of a stable fanil
but a SO e o a res onsl, e ca soc et

ters to e tor, Auc tar, August 9, 19

emPhasis added).

Withanunstablepropertymarket,lentersweresteleotyped

as uncaring, transient nembe:s of the comnunity. As proof, conservative

politicians pointed to the supposed transformation in the physical

condition of State housing properties when the 1949 National Party

government introduced a policy of encouraging tenants to purchase

their house. As the Auckland District Valuer stated'

Itisanundì.sputedfactfronlongexperiencethatthereare
social "";;A;;;ces 

to hone ownership-. People take more pride
in upgrading their properties, and they also become more

involved in their own loca1 communities (Interview, March, 1980) '

At least they become more concerned to defend their personal and

usuallyÏnortgagedproperty.Asirnilarphilosophyunderlieslecent

National Party goveTnment moves to Îenovate multiple units in otara

because applicants in this state housing aÏea were cornplaining about

having to live in then.

In the inner city tenants are construed as the cause, not the

victims of the rrcreeping rotrr as Auckland City Councillor Jolyn Firth

refers to slum conditions. The Auckland District valuer phrased

the problem as a matter of simple comlnonsense:

SlumconditionsaÛeastateofmind.Peopleeithertake
responsibilityfortheirplace,orthey.donItcareanddestroy
property.- eräperty and räntat restrictions by various governments

after the war itefpâa create the so-called slun conditions in
the inner city. Pius tenants clidnrt care. And the situation
fed upon itseif [presurnably the creeping rot' again] '

Under bourgeois ideology, many Cook Islanders are doubly

t
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condemned in the struggle for adequate accomodation, first as Polynesians

and then as renters. The ideology itself is a powerful legitirnation

of discrinination. Like other Polynesians, cook Islanders virtually

have to choose whether to remain in New ZeaLand pressured into

rrresponsible citizenshiprr by mortgaging themselves in a home purchase,

or return to the islands where economic conditions are no better'

Those who have purchased their homes have certain advantages

over those who rent. Most have seen their property values increase,

especially those in the inner city. But many recent hone buyers

in working class areas in south and even west Auckland have only been

able to afford a snall deposit, so their mortgage lepayments are

financially debilitating to the farnily budget. If they own an older

house in the inner city they are pressured by local authorities and

by more subtle means at the neighbourhood 1eve1 to I'show they ca1èrr

by upgrading their property (Loornis , 1979; 1930). In addition inner

city gentrification has caused property lates to skyrocket. Many

are reluctant to make such expenditures and choose to avoid them where

possible, for instance by selling or leaving their house derelict'

Such developnents are merely the contempolary nocle of class

struggle over the built environment. But they also reveal the fundamental

separation in diffelent class and fractional interests among Cook

Islanders in spite of shared hone ownership. Those in the supervisory

rlabour aristocracyr tend to identify more with ruling ideology

regarding the noral components of hone ownership. such pelsons a1'e

often in positions of leadership where they can propound this same

ideology to fellow nigrants.

In light of such class divisions it is not surprising that

such rcommunity leadersr stress the inportance of owning property. They

say those Cook Islanders having trouble finding affordable rent should

have planned ahead, worked hard and invested in property of their
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own. But they were irresponsible with their money, or retained the

dream of eventually returning to the islands:

Now look where they are' And then they cone to us for help
Our people never learn. When in the Papara world, you do as

the Papara does.

In sum Cook Islanders housing problens are the fault of the people

themselves.

The intentional choice of State rental by Cook Islanders

is construed by the ruling class as a sign of taking unfair advantage

of the systen. Such practices can become a major demand on the State

and a burden on the taxlAyer. For these leasons Polynesians must be

tencouragedr and reducatedr into more rational consunption -- savings

and responsible citizenship through mortgage indebtedness.

This is easily'understood. Housing is a consumption good over

which capital must constantly strive to rnaintain control.

Workers nediate the circulation of comnodities by using their
rrrages to purchase means of consumption from capitalists.
Any failure on the part of workers to use their purchasing power
rcorrectlyr or rationally, from the standpoint of the capitalist
production and realisation system will disrupt the circulation
of commodities (Harvey, Op cit .:17) .

The stereotypical traditionalist or backward Polynesian migrant is

the housing pariah par excellance. As an irrational..consumer,

he constitutes a threat to the very econonic and political order

itself (se Chapter 4).

There are a number of means by which capital encourages rational

consumption and thus curtails any serious threat to its hegenony

over domestic property. One of the rnost conmon means is through the

moral emphasis on savings and debt repayment. By borrowing, one

becomes a responsible citizen and a stable member of society, 1egally

obligated to pay off oners indebtedness by contract through steady

labour. In an economy based on indebtedness and usury by the ruling
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class, anyone who pays cash -- as many migrants do in an attempt to

maintain some semblance of control over their financial affairs --

not only has a low credit rating, but is often penalised financially.

In public and private sector finance the lending decision

depends on the value of the property and the credit-worthiness of the

individual as detennined by the lender (Burtt, 1979). Applicants

are expected to be able to demonstrate that they can Tepay debt, that

they have built up arrsavings historYr" by voluntatily setting aside

part of their income under a disciplined regimen .of self-deprivation

to obtain a desired want. Anyone who engages in practices contrary

to this ruling philosophy is considered an economic risk. The

emphasis on savings creates a decisive separation between those who

are contributory citizens -- thome seekersr -- and an undeserving

housing poor of profligates and inveterate lenters.

Seminars of rexpertr speakers on contenporary social il1s

are typical venues in New Zealand for propounding and legitimating

ruling ideology. They are also good places for hearing out and

defusing cornpeting claims. For instance , at a seminar on housing

finance during I979, the Minister of Housing state unanbiguously,

I'The Staters role is to provide incentives for people prepared to

make an effort and save" (Quigley, 1979).

On the question of access to housing finance, another speaker

denied the existence of "disadvantaged groups?r altogether (Grant,

1979:69). His rhetorical nanoelrvre was to rindividu¿1i5"' (6)

the problem of access to finance, rather than confront the evidence

of discrimination agai-nst particular gloups in society. The ideology

(6) See Giddens (1973) for a useful discussion of the individualist
strategy of ruling class domination of threatening minorities.
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of the isolated individual is crucial to paternalistic racism,

since in one movement it separates the actor from his social context,

fron the potential for collective awaleness and action, while at

the same time authenticatíng the role of the thelpingr agent in

question. It follows this speaker -- a bankel -- should be at

particular pains to deny that stereotypes of Maoris and Pacific

Islanders influenced the decisions of noney managers. Nonetheless,

some individuals did frighten lenders' he stated, because of their

ranti-social attitudesrr. They also intentionally nisled I'their folkrr

(Ibid.;72). Here the social control function of consumption

rationalisation is made all the rnore explicit.

Such deviants have litt1e recourse but to rent, either privately

or from the State. This in turn ensnares then in poor acconodation

and exacerbates the rental housing 'crisis' in New Zealand. Echoing

the well-worn Portestant ethic of work and savings, a property

developer at the seminar summarised predictably,

We must be prepared to help people who help themselves
(Nei1f, 1979:77).

It was the necessity for intervening in a chaotic home buying

market, especially rationalising consumption behaviour of Polynesians

that 1ed the government to establish the Home Guidance Bureau in

the latter 1970s. Too nany families were getting into financial

difficulty and becorning a I'burden on society". As the director of

the Bureau confirned in an interview, many Polynesian migrants üIere

having problems obtaining housing finance or. mortgages. The solution

was to instill more rational consumption pratices into their family

budget:

one would not expect to help every citizen in New zeal.and,
Because what we mainly do, we virtually educate the ace

towards home ownershiP"
A lot of people come here and they already appreciate from'
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the beginning that since they haventt saved very well they
donrt stand a chance. So we put them on a savings scheme...
and say rDo exactly as we say" Come back after a year and
te1l us how much yourve gott.

Thatts one of the dire results of the welfare society.
People just expect a handout. They just want to be bailed out
without making an effort.

Polynesians are in double jeopardy again fron such an ideology

and the practices which it condones, because they are proportionately

more likely to be on welfare and in State housing. Racialised

stereotypes typify them as irrational consumers: lazy, ignorant,

i11-inforned.

Now, as far as Cook Islanders and the Polynesian population is
concerned they are not very conversant generally speaking
with housing. And the result is that they fall for these
advertisements in the paper whereit says rBabe deposit, $500'
or '$1000 and finance will be found'. In other words they fa1l
into the hands of the speculators--whatever they are--landowners.
A lot of people get into this kind of difficulty these days,
and then come to the Home Guidance Bureau expecting a handout
or to get bailed out somehow.

Various landlord, property managers and financiers interviewed

during my fieldwork felt that Polynesians vrere to blame for

their own housing plight since they did not know the intricacies of

savings, credit and contracts, or would not make an effort to understand.

As one comrnented

We find that the Pacífic Islander in his early stage anyway '

has very 1itt1e sense of property ownership. They come from
a conmon-law society where yours was mine and mine was yours
and so on. They had no conception of interest or money.
None whatsoever. (sic.)

They would corne to me and say they wanted $200 to bring their
aunty or family or something down fron the islands. And they
would pay ne -- in a fortnight's tine they would give me $250 .

back. It wasntt interest to them. It was accomodation for a
1oan.

And when I told them I couldnlt accept it fthereby giving
affront by refusing a reciprocal gift] they couldntt believe'it.
And in rnany cases, when we have tenants in arrears, we used
to bail them up here. And theyrd say 'But yourre ny friend (sic.).
Yourve got plenty of money. You:give me somer.

0f course, these dominant class agents in the housing sector
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do not really believe their own patronising propaganda in many

cases. It is neant largely to secule public approbrium for their

activities. Their real difficulty, and inevitabLy that of the

State, is what do with the rcommunal,r ttraditionalist,r irrational

economic behaviour that is persistent and intentional among Polynesian

rnigrants.

One ethnocentric practice is to ascribe the same competitive,

economistic aspirations to rrmodern,rr entelprising Polynesians as

Europeans thenselves. Such energetic individuals supposedly try

to acculturate and advance themselves, but they are blocked by their

customs and their own ethnic corununity. As one property manager

stated, all their "bludging relatives hold then back,'r suddenly

appearing when the individual tries to make a financial- success

of himself.

Such rhetorical plesentations and the structural relations

which they legitimate can only be reproduced over time with at

Ieast the tacit acceptance of Polynesians themselves. In particular

many Cook Islander leaders share ruling notions of the rnoral

propriety of rational consumption, castigating rel-atives for

draggigg down an entrepleneurial fanily member, blarning Cook Islanders

themselves for ignorance or devious behaviour.

Interestingly enough, they usually avoid blaning external

factors such as bosses, their economic position or European

discrimination. Donnison (1982) algues that rrtrue discrinination

begins when its victims beLieve that they deserve to be scapegoatsrr'

In reality this is the way in which all discrimination proceeds from

the outset. Without the tacit or conscious acquiescence of the

exploited there would be 1itt1e exploitation. Often, however, they

have few alternatives.
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b). Valuation

The valuation pattern of real estate in the metropolis is

both an eÍprêssion and a means of class struggle. How these values

are determined, how various groupings are excluded from some areas

and concentrated in others reveals rnuch about the way in which capital

manages the consumption process in its own interests. It can also

reveal areas of contradiction and conpetition between classes.

Harvey (1973) has suggested one nodel to account for the

differential valuation of urban property (Figure 5). Localion is

the prime factor, which in turn in influenced by the príce of

accessibil ity and the cost of proximí ty (Ibid.:57). Cost of

transportation is the primary factor in determining accessibillty.

Historically, the ability to undertake longer journeys to work and

to reach social amenities played a significant role in labourrs being

able to counteract the extent of monopoly power of capital (Ibid.:13).

Travel costs in turn depend on (1) the ability to pay for travel,

(2) the length of the work day, allowing tine to travel, and

(3) the cost of transport itself. These factors have been the focus

of intense conflict between capital and labour over the years.

Proximity costs are comprised of environnental factors (eg.

pollution, noíse, slum conditions) and various externality effects.

There are two sorts of such effects: neighbouihood effects and

third party effects. Arnong the former wquld be included such

factors as (1) shared beLief that the value of oners house is

influenced by the quality of the locale and the degree of investnent

and inprovement of onets neighbours, alL of which may have negative

or positive eonsequences i Q) the location of public housing and other

institutions; and (3) the presence of preferred or negatively valued

groups (eg. affluent professional vs; Polynesian migrants). Finally

there are third parlcy effects attributable to the rhetoric and
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practices of real estate agents'

solicitors.

the nedia, finance managers and

Thetotalconfigurationofthesefactorsexistsasaspatial

fieldofeffects,orinHarvey,swordsaconplexpatternofexternality

fieldsandaccompanyingvaluesthroughoutthenetropolis(Ibid":60).

Through its nonopoly control of real property capital attempts to

control and exploit labour. rt does so by denying labour mobility

andburdeningitwithnegativeproximityeffectswhileitsecuresthe

preferredaTeasforitself.Thesevaluepatternsmustbeconsidered

inthecontextofwiderpoliticalandeconomicpractices.Muchof

whattakesplaceeconomicallyandpoliticallyinthecityisan

attempt to oïganise accessibility and proximity costs to the

advantage of one party or ther other (Ibid':58)'

Oneofthemaindrawbacksofsuchanapproachisthatit

tendstotaketheconstituativefactorsofvaluationasgiven'

ratherthanassocialconstructionswhicharethesubjectofintense

struggle and debate. But then, Harvey is.clearly a geographer.

Toinverthisargument,thevaluationpatternofexternalityfields
of inequal ity of distribu tion añd consumPtion,is both a consequence

and a. rnode of the reproduction of these same inequities (8)

unfortunatery, it is beyond the scope of this study to apply

suchanodeltoamappingofalltheexternalityfieldsinthe

AucklandmetTopolis.IrnustbrieflyindicatethoseaÎeaswhich

have been of rnost consequence to Cook Islanders' The affluent'

politically conservative and power Eastern suburbs have increased

(å) SinríI arly, the difficulty with the Thorns and Smith (1980)

rnodel of rrhousiü-J;;;tt"tr" it aittt it'tends to reify the spatial

configuration of"v;i""t, 
-"+thoui- explaining l?* such differential

values and access to certain areas äre constituted in the class

struggle over thå buiit environment. In consequence their nodel runs

the risk of merely legitirnating existing 'structural alrangements of '

capitalist aoninatiå"-Uy nystiFyj'ng'rmarket competitionrr'
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in valuation, particularly as transport has become more simplified

with the construction a quarter of a century ago of bridges

and roading to connect its scenic bays. These areas are also close

to the CBD where most residents are employed, ownji and run businesses,

and whose salaries make transport a minor consideration anyway.

This area is characterised by harbour views, expensive housing, a

ninimun of negative neighbourhood effects (on1y one concentrated public

housing estate) and is promoted vigorously as the most exclusive

area in the region by third parties. Between 1976 and 1981,

most suburbs in this area actually increased their already high

racial and economic exclusivity. Several suburbs are nohr as much

as 98% European, constituting a fornidable bastion of bourgeois

political and economic power blocking residential penetration for

nost Cook Islanders.

South Auckland, particularly Otara and Mangere where a high

proportion of Cook Islanders live, has becone the steleotypical

Polynesian ghetto in recent y""t, (9) . For many woïking class

residents, transport costs are noderated due to the proximity of

these areas to new industrial developments, though they are constrained

from seeking employment too far afield for the same reason. But

these also comprise significant negative externality effects which,

conbined with hígh concentrations of State housing and third party

effects frorn agents and the media reproduce the area as one of disvalue.

(9) For instance, newspapers in the early 1980s declared Otara to be
t?New Zealandrs Soweto,rr and r.an repeated stories about gangs and
violence there. By 1983 shopkeepers were threatening to pull out if
vandalism did not stop. According to one property reported (Ë1"",
June 21, 1980) if one were selling a house "and you live in parts
of South Auckland then you nay have real problens'r. An agent stated
properties in the area hrere selling below the city average rrbecause

people donrt want to live in these areasrr.
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The inner city has been the most significant area of

transformation in valuation and thereby the area of greatest class

confrict in recent years. The effects of rising fuel costs and

soaring new home buildingexpenses- on the niddle and roldl

petty bourgeoisie have seen this previously 1ow-valued tslumt

become very popular. Environmental factors and neighbourhood

effects have been reversed by a combination of private investment

and political action through town planning schemes. public housing

has to date been mininal, though 'special usesr are beginning to

be perceived 1ocally as new disvalues (eg. drug rehabilitation

centres, half-way houses for tstreet kidst, rnental patients, prisonsers).

Polynesian numbers have declined due in no sma1l part to the

conversion of rental housing to private accmodation, and the efforts

of third party agents.

rndeed, the racialisation of rrundesirablerr residents has been

an important Tneans of class hegemony over this area. Racial identity

and attendant stereotypes have been ways in which polynesians have

been systematically exeluded and relocated into otheï areas.

Estate agents, the nedia, financiers and solicitors systematically

guide the rrenovation boornr and the attendant structure of values

resulting from inner city gentrification.

In 1978 agents were telling sorne prospective customers that within

ten years, there would not be an 'trslanderrt left in the better

inner city suburbs. The rentals officer for the Housing Corporation

in 1980 confirrned that the inner city rrenlal crisisr Ì¡/as forcing many

Polynesiasn and poorer people to relocate in outer suburbs and apply

for state assistance. Evidence of these trends was to be found by

examining the records for previous residénce of applicants and the

experience of field officers.
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ô.) Col 1 ectivi sation

Processes of rationalisation and valuation need to be

considered in conjunction with the collectivisation of consumption,

particularly in the form of State housing. Collectivisation is not

so much a means of capitalrs intervention in consumption as the

Staters moderation of the nonopoly power of capital over housing.

A chronic shortage of adequate accomodation prior to and just after

World War II meant government housing policy was for years dominated

by new hone construction. Social amenities and distance from work

were given low priority after availability of cheap, usually

peripheral land on which to build large public housing tracts.'-

of standardised houses. The result was an inequitable distribution

of disvalues in the housing system generally.

An additional complex of factors have contributed to the

concentration of Polynesians in various State housing areas (cf.

the National Inquiry into Housíng , 1971). Trlin (L977) lists four

reasons for this racial concentration. One is the racial selectivity

of the income limit for applications since a high proportion of

Maoris and Pacific Islanders are engaged in low-paying blue collar

jobs. Another is the higher natural increase in the Polynesian

population, augnented by the arrival of large nunbers of nigrants

over the past decade. And fina1ly, in 1969 the government extended

Maori and Island Affairs housing coverage to Pacific migrants,

facilitating their entry into public housing (Ibid. :124). Added

to these factors have been the;recent developnents in the inner city

sending many Polynesian renters there Looking for help from the State.

The State was sensitive 'to accusations that it was creating

public housing ghettgg. But such'developnents required large tracts

of land, in lower valued areas with standardised house designs.
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The government did what it could to distribute some units in other

existing suburbs, but met with stiff local opposition. The

Staters long-term policy of encouraging tenants to purchase their

homes meant most rental units were located in these same concentrated

estates, mostly in South Auckland. High travel costs due to the

energy crisis coupled with the relatively sudden renovation and

gentrification of the inner city neant lengthening cues of Polynesian

applicants for State he1p. There was little r'ecourse but to locate

them in the increasingly disvalued peripheral southern housing estates,

which practice reinforced the steteotyping of such areas. The

process becarne self-perpetuating as such areas became further

racialised and stigmatised. The State in conjunction with capital

becarne an influential perpetrator of changes in externality fields

across the region, and the subsequent injustices of forced racial

minority peripheralisation.

At present there are five main areas of pubJ"ic housing in

the Auckland metorpolis, developed in stages:

Stage I - Mt. Roskilt (20-30 years old)

Stage 2 - Glen Innes (20 Years o1d)

Stage 3 - Otara (10-15 years old or less)

Stage 4 - Mangere (5-10 years o1d or less)

Stage 5 - South/West Auckland (present Ç future)

These aleas correlate closely with Polynesian population concentrations

except for the inner city. In march 1980 the Deputy-director of

the Auckland branch of the Housing Corporation addressed an Otara

Cook Islands advisory comrnittee meeting and inadvertently confirmed

that nearly half of the Corporationrs clients live in the greater

Otara area"
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The Housing corporation is sensitive also to accusations

of racial bias not only in where it builds estates but in its allocation

procedures. It uses the Race Relations Act as the reason why no

record is kept of an applicantts race or ethnic background. Each

particular applicant is ideally treated with equanirnity. Byp-ursuing

such a policy, questions of renedial positive discrininatíon never

become an issue. Large Polynesian concentrations in public housing

and resulting inequalities are the direct outcome of the tindividualistl

strategies discussed previously which the ruling class through its

political representatives is interested to maintain. As the

Corporationsrs deputy-director stated,

As far as ü/erre concerned, there is no such things as Polynesians
or Maoris or Pakehas. There are applicants for state rental
housing...I donrt give a da.nn if you come from Niue or the
Shetland Islands (taped record of March, 1980 meeting)'

Throughout the past tü¡o decades, Maori and Island Affairs

housing division have pursued a policy of rrpepper-potting" Polynesian

clients into European neighbourhoods. In the mid-1970s a top-ranking

officer was critical of the State Advances (Housing) Corporation

as well as the private real estate market for nullifyihg M.I.A.

po1 icy.

In response to criticisms the Flousing Co.rporation has actively

pursued a policy.ained at a more "þalanced mixrt in its own housing

estates(10). It is precisely at this juncture that the contradiction

in State housing policy is revealed. In the deputy-diTectorrs words,

(10) The notion of a balanced mix in communities has enjoyed
widespread popularity in government policy and town planning in N- Z.

The iñner city today is often lauded as a desired place to live because
of the r?interesting and varied lifestyles thererr. Sarkissian and Hine
(I976) have demonstrated through their own lesearch that policies
of racial or class rnix are not only nisguided, but seem to have the
opposite effect-for which they were intended.
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race is not a factor in the allocation of housing, and yet race is

a factor in assuring equal distribution. If race of the applcant

is not considered in allocation procedures, it is difficult to see

how the Corporation could possibly pursue an enlightened policy

of balancing their comrnunities.

The culprits for racial and ethnic concentration in collectivised

housing are quite often implied to be Polynesian migrants themselves.

For years they have been blamed for their failure to assimilate,

for traditionalisrn and particularly their supposed communal desire

to live together. As the deputy-director stated,

Rightly or wrongly, Irve found in the past that if you isolate
a Polynesian family, Iourve got an unhappy family. Therers
a group living lifestyle, I suppose....So Irve got to put one or
two Polynesian families in fairly cLose proximity. But then
I come up against all sorts of problerns. Irve got a couple of
privately-owned Pakeha houses around, and they irnnediately get
up in arms and accuse me of creating an Island ghetto.

In fact Polynesians themselves often seek to avoid such

concentration. At the particular meeting in question, one audience

member stated that Cook Islanders were beginning to realise that they

had created problems by bunching together in Otara and now no longer

wanted to live there. The problem was trying to get the Corporation

to 1et them move or be allocated a unít somewhere else.

Cook Islander housing welfare officers suggest that Cook

Islanders, especially young couples are aware of the stigma that

Otara and South Auckland generally have gained. They seek specifically

to be placed somewhere e1se. They are concerned about the vandalism,

gang violence, disruptive environnent and schooL problerns their children

may have to endure" And some, eontrary to the ruling rnythology about

Polynesian communalisrn, try to live'away from close kin who may make

constant demands for assistance ot seek to regulate their lives too

much. Another reason for living elsewhere is the high cost of travel

to work.
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since corporation policy and allocation procedures are

informed by such sinplistic views of Polynesian housing preferences

applicants must go to extraordinary lengths in dealing with the

state systen. since many 1.ental units coning available in south

Auckland are blocks of nulti-story f1ats, one widespread inprovisation

is to insist on accomodation without stairs. often the clain is

backed up by a doctorrs note about the personrs health, or the fact

that stairs aïe a danger because they are not part of the Pacific

culture. At the tine of ny fieldwork, the corporation was

beginning to reject such claims out of hand because so many weT.e using

then. According to Corporation figures, in one week alone in 1980

some sixty units offered were turned down by applicants, of which

50 were Polynesians who gave stairs as a major reason'

Standard Inprovisations in the Strugg le for Accomodation

cook Islanders are not very different fron other nigrants in

relying on relatives and friends for initial accornodation' What is

distinctive for many is their continuing reliance on kin and friends

for housing assistance long after their arrival in New zealanð.

Most cook Islanders utilise kinship connections not so much for

enotional or cultural reasons as because of circumstances pertaining

in the wider housing distribution systen. Furthermote, cu1.I.ent

structural contradictions with respect to accomodation have

necessitated more and more Cook Islanders renting for prolonged periods'

cook Islanders seem to have made use of a wider range

of resources than kinship in obtaining accomodation (Table 3'7)'

When asked in the 1981 fieldwork suïvey which source they thought nost

like1y to secuTe them accomodation, most informants named the Housing

Corporation 01. sinilar housing welfare agency (over 60%) ' Farnily and



Table 3.7

Cook Isl-anders Pref erred Sources o:- äousì n o

Assistance

Source Number Percentage

Housing-tÏe.l f arè agencie,e

Cook Is lar¡ders-fanily

drurch

Enua association

Citiz. Advice Bureau

Government agencies

C.Is. governmenÈ office

C.Is. Advisory com¡nittee

C. Is. Vol-unteers

Church,/Housing,/t{e lf are ag.

No response

L26

33

28

208

60 .6

15.9

13 .5

1.9

1.9

1.4

r.4

I.0

1.0

1.0

)

4

4

3

3

2

2

I

2

Totals

Source: l98I Fieldwork SurveY

100È
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church rated much lower.

In actual practice however, kin gave assistance to the

infornant in 50.r% of the 685 reported cases of housing moves

(Table 3.8). The Housing corporation was involved only L4.2% of the

time, and church aid -- so inportant to post-war migrants

(Hooper, op cit.) -- was virtually non-existent. Relatives continue

to assist in finding housing from one shift to the next.. rf a

distinction is drawn between irunediate family (lg"!uur", or nuclear

household) and distant kin (aunts, uncles and cousins) then j3.l% of kin
assistance came from the inmediate relative while 17.Oeo came fron those

more distant.

From the sane data, the landlord and estate agent play a

significant role in the location of accomodation. These are

not neutral rbrokers I or rmediators I but class agents within the

comsunption process. Together, they conprise 14.9% or assistance given

to cook rslanders in all housing moves. This is at variance with

Hooperrs earlier finding that Cook Islanders preferred to rely on kin
and friends alnost exclusively to obtain housing.

Reported sources of information people use to find housing

provides much the sane picture of assistance (Table s.g). The Housing

corporation once again is the single most important source of

inforrnation in seeking accomodation. However, when all relatives are

calculated together, they provide inforrnation in 40,Beo of cases.

Again, Cook Islanders use a wide range of sources in finding out about

housing. Many make their oh¡n search using the newspaper. Imnediate

kin are rnore helpful in providing information (32.0%) than distant

kin 8.8%). The landlord and agent are also useful sources of information,

though less so than with respect to actual assistance.

cook rslanders have created, shared and thus perpetuated a

number of relatively âd hoc practices in recent years for obtaining



Table j.B

Cateqora¡

Housing Coryoration

Parentr/Step-parents

Aunt,/un cle / Great r:nc1e

Estate AgenÈ

Relative/famiIY

Friend/neighbour

Landlord

Brother,/sister

Cousin

Gran{>arents

Company houseþoss

Nephew,/nèice

Personal search

Affines

Maori & Island Affairs

Daughter,/son

Husbandr/wife

Boyfriend/girlfriend

Cor¡ncll EmergencY Hsng-

Clerglmart

Fanily dosEor

Adopted Parents

SociäI welfare

Builder

No resPonse

Who Assisted in LocaÈing Accpmodation

Source: I9Bf tr.ieldwork Survey
Nu¡nber Percen taqe

97

80

70

6I

59

4L

4L

40

31

17

L7

16

l6

13

I1

9

I

5

2

2

2

I

I

t

44

14.22

tI. 78

LO.2Z

8.9

8.6?

6 .08

6.04

5.88

4.52

2.5*

2.51 ',v

2.34

2.32 /

I.98

r.6?

I. 3t

L.24

.72

.38

.3s '

.3s

.18

.It

.}s

6.42

Totals 685 1008



Table 3.9

Source¡

Housing Corporation
Newspaper

Relative-Family
Parènt/Step-parent

Aunt,lUncIe

Estate Agent

Friend/Neighbour

Cousin,/nephew ,nei ce

Brotherr/Sister
Affines
Corçany hseþoss

Grandparents

Daughter,/son

Landlord

Husbandr/wife

t'laori Isld. Affairs
Boy f rie n d,/gi rIf rie n d

Personal search

Adopted parents

Cor¡r¡cil Emerg' Hsng.

Social !'Ielfare
No response

Sources of Information in t].e Search
For Accomodation

Cases Peræntage

92

79

69

62

6I
43

31

27

26

25

L7

15

L2

L2

9

9

5

4

I
I
1

80

I3. 4r

1r.5r
I0. 18

9. Ir
8. 98

6. 3r

4.52

3.9r
3. 8r

3 .68

2.52

2.24

1. 8?

l.8r
.1. 38

t. 3r

.7t

.6r

.IC

.Is

.lt
11. 7r

Totals 685

Source: 1981 Fieldwork Survey

100r
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acconodation. I have referred to these practices with the term

borrowed from Bourdieu (1977 :54,79,95) : standard improvisations.

They are creative, pragmatic solutions invented of necessity and shared

among social actors because they are effective solutions to coûmon

difficulties. They are in fact ernergent within the dialectic between

actor and his social world in which he must act. The latter structures

shape his behaviour and the way he conceives his world, but which in

turn are reproduced and often changed by him. I want to discuss

five such inprovisations in concluding this discussion of housing.

The first is that of the mobile or nomadic household'

Following initial rnigration one would expect a higher rate of residential

mobility until the nigrant becomes settled perrnanently. What is

striking is the extent to which many Cook Islanders continue to move

residence over an extended period of time. Because of their marginal

class position and low income, they are forced to find whatever

affordable accomodation they can. Younger single people do a considerable

amoung of shifting about. The cornposition of their households can

change dranatically from one week to the next. This is partly out

of preference to escape the interference of elders, and partially

out of necessity. If the landlord does not object, or the Housing

Corporation find out, living in a group situation can be a cheap way

of sharing the rental burden.

The life of the nonadic household has been experienced by

most Cook Islanders at one time or another. It is particularly

hard on solo rnothers and young families with several children.

One is continually having to prevail upon the kindness of kin.

The welcome can wear thin in an overcrowded house. Moving about often

means the children have to change schools and their education suffers.

Those with jobs have to make new and often costly travel arrangements.
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The strains on the familyrs emotional and naterial TesouTces can be

great.

The mobile household does enjoy certain benefits: being able

to leave an undesirable situation more easily, the exicting social

life of the young, lent and food sharing and free babysitting.

The most significant drawbacks include having to move often, pay

increasing rents without gaining anything in equity, being labelled

a poor credit risk for not owning property, and missing out on a

State house if one moves after having rnade application and neglects

to notify the CorPoration.

Marriage or cohabitation is another conlnon improvisation for

getting a roof over oners head. Just as some illegal Pacific Islands

irnmigrants nalry a Cook Islander or other New Zealand citizen to

remain in the country, sone individuals follow a sinilar practice

just to find acconodation. The harsh realities of the migrant

housing predicanent are often a prine motive for choosing to marry

or move in with another person, as for instance in the case of

solo nothers. Related to this is intermarriage with an European,

which some believe is an avenue to financial security'

Another conmon improvisation is obtaining the patronage of

a landlord...in effect , being tadoptedt by a paternalistic Papara.

Adïnittedly, this was more the case before competition for rental

accomodation becane so fierce, particularly exacerbating the conflict

between the petite bourgeoisie and Polynesian fraction of the

working class. Inner city landlords were particularly anxious

to find new tenants and interested in establishing a good clientele

which did not require costly upkeep. The patron-client relationship

suited both parties well. A landlord Looked after rhis peopler, and

the tenant looked after the property and did not make too nany demands'
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If a nanrs wife arrived fron the islands with their children, the

landlord moved the fanily to another property or found rnore suitable

housing though his personal contacts. The same applied if he wished

to sell or repair a property.

Chain recruitment into older inner city houses also took place.

Cook Islands tenants were encouraged to bring kin or friends to

take over a lease when they moved. Often an individual went first to

his landlord to find a place for an arriving kinsman. As in ernployment

competition, Cook Islanders made efforts to present themselves as good

tenants and kept a close eye on the behaviour of new arrivals.

However, such presentations have become increasingly difficult

in the nidst of present class conflict over housing and attendant

racialisation. As one Atiu island leader stated,

That's why I hate this rPacific Island people'. Because Cook
Island people is alright. The problem is with all this Samoan,
Tongan, Niuean...because we are classed as one people: Pacific
Islanders ! . . .. I always talk about Cook Islanders is a
different thing altogether.

TL: Whatrs the difference then?

Papa T: The Cook Islander will

Mama T: Some wi11l

Papa T: No! I don't like that.

look after their own p1ace.

rsomer. Cook Islands people will
I never seen any Cook Islands
always look after their place.

Since gaining long-terrn access to desired housing is so

problenatic due to competition in the private sector and ineffectiveness

in the public sector, certain improvisations decidely bend the ru1es,

One widespread practice is accornodation swapping. Landlords have

been interested just to keep the rent coming in, though more recently

they are less likely to be lenient. Today, they nay use a change or

addition in the number of tenants as an excuse to extract extra rent.

There are plenty of others waiting if the tenants cause trouble.
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Acconodation-swapping is equally prevalent with respect to

State housing, rented and purchased units alike. With long waiting

lists it is 3inpler to use oners personal network to locate or

rpass aroundr a State house. Such a practice often results in people

being thrown out when they are caught, though they can equally

succeed because of confusions over Islands surnames on applications.

Another conmon practice is to rely on Cook Islands internediaries

who are effective at providing access to housing. They may not

necessarily be recognised cornmunity leaders, but have a reputation

for knowing the ins and outs of the public housing bureaucracy.

Most are decidedly less adept with respect to the private property

market. They are sometines coopted as housing workers with various

private agencies or government depaltments. In earlier years the

clergynan, enua (island) association leader or church elder played

a valuable role in providing for such migrant needs, but this is

less the case today.

It should be noted that there are at present no pressuTe groups

among Cook Islanders as there are among some Maori conmunities or

in particular local neighbourhoods to press for better housing finance and

conditions. Nor are there housing finance cooperatives to assist

migrant housing needs sinilar to the Samoan rainga (extended kin

group). To date they have been able to utilise the kinds of

networks and intermediaries and patronage relations discussed to

acquire housing, though the effectiveness of such improvisations is

increasing under question.
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Conclusions

Any explanation of the housing situation of Cook Islanders

in Auckland must begin fron their position in the relations of

production. Distributive groupings such as so-cal1ed housing

classes cannot sufficiently account for class relations, present

transformations in the social order of the rnetropolis nor the

contradictions which are generating conflict.

To begin I presented several statistical analyses which

dernonstrated the extent of Cook Islander underprivilege in housing'

I then proceeded to identify trends in re-evaluation of certain

areas, the rhousing crisisr and population changes as all related

to class conflict over the control of accomodation. I documented

the operations of the racialisation process with aespect to Cook

Islanders as a means by which the property classes separate off

an rundesirable clientele' and divide the interests of labour.

I then pointed out the peÎsonalised nature of the housing

systen in New Zealand and the role of the petite bourgeoisie in

reproduc ing the housing position of most Cook Islanders. I dealt

particularly with the inner city renovation boom and gentrification

as instalrces of contradiction and class struggle forcing Polynesians

and other members of the working class out of the city centre

and increasingly into peripheral State housing. I docunented the

extend of the inpact of the struggle for domination of the inner

city with trends in ethnic population and property values juxtaposed

against patteTns of residential rnobility of Cook Islanders since

World War II.

In the final two sections I contrasted the way in which capital

attempts to intervene and control the consumption process through

rationalisation, valuation and qqllectivisation, with the sorts of
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standard irnprovisations Cook Islanders have corne up with for coping

with their accomodation predicanents. I attenpted to specify the way

in which the State has attenpted to moderate the monopoly power

of capital with respect to housing, but has through its various practices

-- in conjunction with unforseen developnents such as the energy

crisis and inner city gentrification -- actually contríbuted to

the uprooting and concentration of Polynesians in less preferred

residential areas.

In discussing the improvisations of Cook Islanders I pointed

out the disparity between the approaches of members of different

fractions within the the ethnic community, particularly the tendency

for the supervisors and petite bourgeois to conform to the interests

of capital in its intervention strategies. I aLso gave instances in

which certain of these creative practices successfully assisted

the migrant population cornbat racialisation and obtain accomodation

(eg. landlord patronage and presenting thenselves as rpriorityt

cases with the Housing Corporation), while in other actions they

further reinforced their predicament.

0



Chapter 4

Racialisation and Cook Islander Ethnic Ideology

Like other Pacific nigrants and Maoris, cook Islanders in

New Zealand have been socially constructed by bourgeoisie and

State alike as a polynesian racial minority. Their marginal political

and econonic position over time is the outcome of such categorisation,

particularly at the ideological leve1. I intend to spel1 out more

precisely how I conceive the racialisation process and how it is

related to political domination and economic exploitation' Racialisation

mustalsobegroundedinrecenthistoricaldevelopmentsinthe

political economy of the region. Finally, I will explore the connection

between reciarisation and ethnic identity using cook rslanders as

a case in point. Contemporary concerns of Cook Islanders

overthebreakingawayofsomefamiliesandthedroppingoutof

youtharerelatedtothesewidersocialconstluctions.The

conce1'ns of the tethnic communityr as a social category are both

theconsequenceofracialisationandanaTTayofresponsestoit.

ArecentauthoritativestudyofNewZealandracerelations

has claimed,

IntheNewZealandcontextraceisusedtolegitirnatethe
dominance of the Pakeha and its ideological role is exposed

by a central contradiction' Despit" tl"^ propensity of-the
pakeha to use race as a means of classifying others and-to act

on this "riágoriration, 
there is a widely expressed denial

thatraceisanimportantconsiderationinNewZealandor
that racial problelns exist (Spoonley ' l9B2:283) '

In actuality there is no such thing as rrPakeha" dominance except

as a social construction -- the same kind of social construction

Spoonley warns against with the term rrracerr' Just as there is

no ilcontradiction't in the way race is used ideo10gically in New Zealand'

giventhenatureofracialisation.Paternalisticracismusually

proceeds by denying the fact of its own existence '
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Spoonley employs the term racialisation without taking

sufficient account of the fact that, for Miles (op cit.), the concept

refers to a process of class domination. Pakehas in New Zealand do

not constitute a single class. Racialisation and nigrant,,common

interests and practices are modes of class struggle in advanced

capitalist society. In Poulantzian terns racial categorisation

has its roots not in the ethnocentric sinfulness of trWhite people'r,

but in political and economic relations. It is therefore impossible

to speak of classes and racialisation on the one hand, and rrPakeha

societyrr and trPakeha discrirninationt' on the other.

Racial ideology also needs to be distinguished from culture,

since the social categorisation of Polynesians is usually so inbedded

in cornmonsense ways of viewoing the social world that it is assumed

to be unquestionable. I am interested in public knowledge and

attitudes about Polynesians dictated by the ruling class, but relied

upon by all New Zealanders in their daity lives and guiding their

institutions.

There is a considerable body of literature on the nediation of

ideology and the devices by which 'rideologies transform sentiment

into significance and so nake them socially availablerr (Geertz,

1964:207). My focus here is upon the content of racist ideology

in New Zealand and the class interests it serves. I take culture

to be comprised of those implicit, conmonsense meanings, rules

and values by which a people order their lives with respect to one

another and their environment. Rather than a rrcultural systemtt

(Geertz, Ibid") ideology is in some respects the very antíthesís of

culture. It occurs at those turbulent historical junctures during

which the taken-for-granted understandings are called into question

by alternative views of the social world.
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Ideology is the conscious, reflective articulation -- often

incomplete and inconsistent (Spoonley, Op cit.:283) -- of claims about the

way things ought to be. It is not synonynous with political rhetoric

or factional interests, though it is political in the broader sense

of mobilising social action (cf. Geertz, 1973). Ideology always has

an axe to grind. It defends and justifies the status quo or

champions the new ordeî, depending on whether it is articulated

by those in power or those seeking to share power. Ideology ptesents

the rcorrectr perspective. The relevance of ideology to individual

understanding and practice is not its veracity but the rrappropriateness

of interpretations and solutions offered" (Cohen, I974a:81) 
(1).

The success of an ideology depends on how well it addresses and solves

the perceived crises of the moment.

Racialisation, like any form of social categorisation, is

an ideological process both at the general level and in the more

active sense in which I have defined it. Earlier, I identified

racialisation as a means of allocating people to bounded groupings

on the basis of supposedly natural phenotypical characteristics.

Ascribed ethnic identity is a similar process employing largely

cultural characteristics. Both influence the forn that group

self-identity takes. Minority members rnust respond to racial

stereotypes and ethnic labe1s whether these match self-identity or not.

The ideological construction of derogatory social identities

is an excercise in differential powel. The economic purpose of

racía¡ categorisation is the allocation of persons into certain sectors

(1) Spobnley (Ibid.) wants to avoid suggestíng that ideology presents
the tiuth in the sense of the rrrealrt. But this is to deprive ideology
of an irnportant aspect of its effectiveness. It always claims to
r"pt"r"ti tthe truth'. Indeed, in Foucaultrs (L977) notion of the
ciicularity of truth as determined by the ruling class, it is always rtruer.
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of the production process. At the political 1eve1, racialisation and ethnic

labe1ling have to do with donination by capitalist classes and

counter-assertions by the rsocial categoriesr themselves. Capital

always moves first to categorise all migrant labour to a specific

class position. But there are those who are necessary to naintain

control of the exploitation process who are coopted into positions

outside this fraction, so that there is no perfect roverdeterminationt

between the economic, political and rideol,ogicalr levels. From one

society to the next this creates variations in the latitude for

manoeuvring foï the racialised or ethnically categorised minorities.

Members of such groupings are active subj ects and not simply the

victins of racialisation. From such a perspective, in the

latter half of this thesis I discuss Cook Islander social organisation

and cultural performances. Here I consider how they are categorised

racially and as an rethnic community, I and how such ascribed identities

are addressed explcitly in various counter-assertions of self-identity.

The conundrun Cook Islanders face is typical of nost Polynesians

in New ZeaIand. First, they are lurnped together in a racial

category and ascribed certain characteristics by the doninant class

which they must deal with in a variety of hlays. Secondly, ethnic

identity and characteristics attributed to Cook Islanders qua

cook Islanders by politicians, the church, the educational

establishment and the media are often erroneous. Bourgeois cultural

imperialism augments its domination of the political economy and

prohibits the intervention of alternative cultural understandings

into nainstream institutions. The previous conments of the housing

manager aïe a case in point. Polynesian cultures may add diversity

of life style and appeal for the tourist. But cultural diversity

is relegated to private ethnic donains. Polynesian values are not

allowed to disrupt Inormal' economj-c and political operations'
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Unlike bi-lingual Canada, Air New Zealand captains are not required

to gïeet passengers in both English and Maori, and parlianentary

select conmittees seldom sit as a hui (Maori meeting) '

Cook Islanders are structured into racial and ethnic categories

regardless of class or fraction menbership, though the aim of

capital is to relegate all rnigrants to a single fraction of the

working class. The fact that they choose not to ally politically

with other Polynesians creates problems for themselves. But their

organisation as an ethnic category on the basis of various cultural

markers -- that is, when the category acts as a social force --

creates the possibility of questioning the existing order and subverting

certain of ruling class ideological constructions not only tacitly

through cultural performances (Chapter 6), but through the I

tpoliticisationr of Cook Islands culture itself'

I ernphasize that I arn speaking of social facts which have

real effects when I refer to perceptions, categories, values and

stereotypes. Such categories shape and are determined by contempolary

social conditions in a dialectical relationship. They do guide human

practice.

The Historical Con text of Polynesian Racialisation

The global recession of the 1970s and early 80s had a profound

effect on New Zealand. Trade and farn production we1e hard hit,

as was labour-intensive manufacturing industry where so many

Polynesíans we1.e located. The goveïnment began lowering tariff

protections for selected industries. maintaining impor restrictions

while encouraging a general rrestructuringr of industry for greater

export earnings.

These and related moves in turn had a significant effect on the
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plight of the ordinary worker, especially in those sectors directly

involved. Encouraged by the State and notivated by economic necessity,

industrial capital moved rapidly to divest itself of thousands of

labourers. The State assisted through various policies designed

to curb labour costs, including intervening directly in wage

bargaining to dictate annual pay scale adjustnents. Unenployment

soared as did the cost of living, and the value of earnings fe1-I

further and further behind inflation. The working class became

increasingly restive about its worsening position. By the end

of the decade, street marches of the unenployed and their supporters

were a regular occurance.

The middle class and 'old' petty bourgeoisie were not expenpted

fron widespread layoffs, company closings, bankruptcies and declining

returns on investrnents. They also made their voices heard at public

neetings and stret ma.rches, rnostly in the name of hard work and

patriotism, ironically in opposition to unions and unemployed workers

whose plight they in fact shared. To stay in power, the conservative

National government played up these divisons. It also rnove<l

against excessive profit-taking by capital, expanded welfare spending

and doubled its efforts to maintain public order'

The widening separation of interests between capital and Labour,

and the resultant social conflicts which ensued were the consquence

of certain basic contradictions at the time which becane increasingly

apparent. In restructuring for greatel efficiency and profitability,

industrial and service capital had to discard labour. Econornic

well-being became increasingly the pÏovenance of the few. The

growing pool of unenployed created mounting welfare costs on the

state, while those with work were forced to accept stagnant wages

anddecliningbuyingpowerinaccompanimentwithrisingtaxes.

Taking care of the unernployed and destitute along with costs of
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policing violence and disorder resulted Írot only in rising taxes

but nassive overseas borrowing. These denands fel1 heaviest on

the roldr and tnewt petite bourgeoisie, rnaking their objective situation

that nuch closer to the h/orking class which capital feared. The

State and capital worked overtime to blame the working class for the

plight of rrthe average bloke"...especiaIIy a certain undesirable sector

of the working class.

The government used a range of devices to undercut social unrest

and nascent class consciousness among disparate groupings. A heavy

rhetorical emphasis Í/as placed on New ZeaLand as a close-knit

conmunity whose way of life was threatened by economic forces frorn

without, and enemies from within. In the words of a bank advertisement

it was tine to ro11 up the sleeves and pu1l together. The dole

bludgers, shirkers, stirrers, strikers and trendy lefties were to

blane for the ílIs of society.

Since such efforts were only partiatly successful, it was

during this period that Polynesians as a social category were

raised to new prominence. Indeed, as others have pointed out, it

is at tines of gïeatest economic and political upheaval that racial

and class distinctions become the source of and excuse for sharpened

social conflict. Polynesians came to play an inportant role in

capitalrs struggle to maintain the existing order. Poignant new

symbolic meanings were added to ascribed racial and ethnic identities.

Until the 1970s, with only nrinor fluctuations, New Zealandrs

economy prospered and per capita incomes increased rapidly. There

üias a shortage of manufacturing and service labour until at least 1973.

Rural Maoris and Pacific Islanders were welcomed to help fill the gap.

As Polyesian nigrants began entering the cities, an irnprecise
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distinction energed in the popular consciousness between Maoris

and Pacific Islanders. For the nost part they were positively

evaluated within the paternalistic racism of the time as happy-go-

lucky, occasionally hard-working, farnily-oriented people.

With the onset of economic and political crisis and the

influx of large numbers of Pacific nigrants, Polynesians were

an easily identified pariah group. The separation between Maoris

and rrfslandersrr became nore inportant , the latter being typifíed as

outsiders and I'coconuts'r. Granted the generality of the preceeding

statements, there were certain fundamental differences in the way

in which Maoris and Pacific Islanders were socially constructed and

re-evaluated to suit the requirements of enbattled capital which

I wish to consider in nore detail. These constructions have inportant

consequences for the way in which Cook Islanders chose to articulate

their ethnic identity and social organisation in New Zealand.

Pacific Islanders as r?Overstayers'r

Social categorisations aríse during specific historical

episodes in the struggle for power, in order to differentiate

competing interests. I have previously indicated the sorts of

basic transfornations which occured in the way Polynesians were

typified, and the emergent separation which occurred between

rMaorisr and rPacific Islanderst as a consequence of deepening

economic crisis and working class unrest.

Graves and Graves (1974) in their study of racial attitudes

concluded that

it was as though Pakehas had developed an irnage based on their
experience with Maoris, and projected this inage onto each new
Polynesian group to arrive (p. 14).

But this seems to have been a fundamental misreading of the situation
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as a result of not systenatically relating changing attitudes to

actual political and econonic developments during the post-tut p"tiodÍ2)

The dominant ideology was to lump all Pacific Islands migrants

together: an rlslanderr was an Islander regardless of where he came

from. A survey of news nedia during my ol,r¡n fieldwork revealed

sirnilar tendencies, though there were a minority of Pakeha foremen,

landlords, church workers and welfare officers with whom Cook Islanders

and other Pacific migrants deal regulatly who were able and found it

necessary to make further distinctions between various ethnic groupings

as they perceived them.

Up to the irnportant historical juncture of the rnid-1970s,

Polynesians managed to rather effectively accomodate to

racist paternalism since jobs, housing and other services were

relatively plentiful. After this turning-point, however, Polynesian

racial categorisation became more problenatic as Maoris and Pacific

Islanders suddenly found thenselves bearing the brunt of econornic

recession and targeted as a prime cause of social disruptrion and

decline. This more virulent form of racialisation occurred in

a number of ways, some of then quite subtle.

The first had to do with a widening categolical separation

between Maoris and Pacific Islanders for which the so-cal1ed

overstayers issue was a significant catalyst. The early 1970s were

a period of protest demonstrations, particuLarly associated with

Viet Nan and Maori land rights. The general populace was concerned

about violence in the streets, law and order, and the linits of

lawful protest. White racism and the problem of racial harmony were

(2) The Graves survey, carried out in the early pre-lecession 1970s,
founcl that Polynesians generally we're widely evaluated as harmless.
They were h^ppy, musical easy-going, friendly, generous, quiet and

clannish, thõügh they could also be dirty, uneducated and quick-tempered.
(Ibid .t7) .
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significantissues.Therewastalkofvigilantegloupsandsome

parliamentarians openly urged the Returned Services League to

take dilect action against the radicals (Hohepa, 1972). Maoris

expressed renewed anger over the enforcement of what was termed

I'najority standardsrr on the Polynesian minority'

The rrOverstaYersrr and the Maori/ Pacific Islander SeParation

The focus of public concern on Pacific migrant work-pernit

overstayers coincided with all these developnents against a

backgroundofeconomicrecessionandpoliticalturnoil.Pacific

nigrants ü/ere a visibl-e, useful foreign presence to blame. More than

anything, the overstayers issue was a deliberate manoeuvre by

capital through its control of government " The conservative National

Party successfully portrayed the overstayers issue as a matter

of nation aL -- and of course, National -- surviv"r (3) . They

fought and won the 1975 election partly on the sane issue' National

even went so far as to hire the Anerican anination company of

Hanna-Barbera to prOduce a series of cartoons, one of which showed

an rrlslanderrr instigating a violent disturbance' Nationalrs Success

reliedonsharpeningthecategoricaldistinctionbetweenMaoris

and Pacific Islander migrants, heightening negative typifications

of the Iatter and linking populaÏ pelceptions of economic crisis

and social decline to this outsider group. Economic and social ills

would be renedied by returning Pacific Islanders to their homelands'

After taking power, the National government reduced visitor permits

(3) The Labour government was in office when the first concerted actions

ù"ãun against nigrant oveïstayers in the early 1970s. Dawn raids
were caÏried out ftom 1972, to aÏrest and deport Pacific aliens.
(de Bres una crrpn"ii, Ig76z20). But Labour soon directed i,hat a najor
review of policy^be carried out in light of the contlovelsy the

Inrnigratioi Department's actions aroused'
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to one nonth.

The overstayers contloversy, associated as it was with

violent crime, unernploynent and welfare costs, has been perpetuated

as a cause celebre by bourgeois ideology during the prolonged

cecession. The very inage of the rovetstayerr contained several

negati\¡ô qualities -- one who is ignorant of social etiquette,

devious in order to avoiil detection, and an intentional rule-breaker.

The overstayer was explicitly identified as a hononym for all

Pacific Islands nigrants regardless of citizenship or nigration

status, thus including Cook Islanders. Pacific Islanders I'{ere

categorised in contradistinction to Maoris as marginal, tenporary

aliens who did not understand and were disruptive of the rrNew

Zealand way of life'r. Maoris for the most part subscribed to

the separation, distinguishing themselves as tangata whenua

(people of the land) and the nanuiri (visitors, outsiders) who

were Pacific Islanders. One Maori political activist claimed

that Pacific Islanders of the first generation wer.e too concerned

about rrback homert to have common cause with Maoris. A radical

land rights newsletter of the early 1980s claimed that the way into

the future Iay in bi-culturalisn not nulticulturalism. All Pacific

Islanders would have to rrbecome Maorisrr. The toutsidersr were

systenatically constructed in doninant ideology as such, so as to

be more readily denied enployment, housing and other services.

Though there was strong pressure for Maoris to conform to this

construction, there utas also a countermovement particularly among

Maori elders and culture gloups to enphasise their connon heritage

and continue to maintain reciprocal ties of assistance.

The recent philosophy of rmulticulturalismr emerged as a liberal

adaptation of the plural society nodel, and was quickly utilised
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by capital as a more subtle form of racialisation. Multiculturalisrn

becarne official state policy not because of the weight of hunanitarian

aïgument on its side, but because the conjuncture of integrationist

policies and economic recession coincided with the rise of Maori

radicalism and threatened to generate Political consciousness and

cooperative action among Polynesians -- perhaps even with other workers.

prine Minister Muldoon himself emphasised in a speech to Maori elders

on a maïae (neeting ground) in 1981 that they must keep their people

suitably occupied, involved in family affairs and off the streets

because rrthe avoidance of a rbrown proletariatr must be avoided at

all costsrr. Thus, racialisation in New Zealand proceeded in a single

direction, not by apartheid, but by more subtle neans of divide-and-rule-

rrOne Familyrr and the Wayward Delinquents

A nunber of recent writers (schneider, 1968; Barnett and

Silverman, lgTg; Sahlins , 1976) have pointed to kinship relations and

the irnage of the family as key syrnbols in national culture. The

rrone peoplerror. one fanily concept has enjoyed promenence in New

Zealand as a metaphor of racial harnony since the Treaty of Waitangi

a century and a half ago. It has also been an inportant tool in

the maintenance of bourgeois control over the social order. This

version of rNew Zealand societyr carne under serious challenge through

a series of annual Waitangi Day protests beginning in the late 1970s.

The treaty was originally sì-gned at a public ceremony in 1840'

during which captain Hobson represented the crown and a nunber of

Maori chiefs signed for the indigenous population. The Treaty

promised peace through British protection, but also guaranteed Maori

land rights. Today the annual cornmemorative ceremonies at the

Waitangi marae in Northland are the closest thing to a national day
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that New Zealand has. The synbolisrn of the document and enactment

of the speeches and miliary parade have taken on new significance in

recent years. To nany they have become a symbol of New Zealand

race relations in their contemporary forn and a focal point for

protests by Maori radicals over the denial of land rights.

More accurately, Waitangi has been used to highlight social

in'justices and thus has become the symbolic focus of ideological

struggle between the bourgeoisie and opposing ideologies. For the

former, the treaty ceremonies are an enactment of key social

relationships as they should be and the treaty as a charter of

authority underwriting the existing social order. For the latter,

the annual ritual symbolises broken pronises and I'Pakeha dominationr'.

In recent years a widening division has been evident between

Maori elders who host the event and the national council which

supports thern, and younger Maoris who accuse then of selling out

to the Pakeha. Proninent civic leaders enphasise Hobsonrs

statement rrlve aÎe all one people," while protestels point to

racism and inequality. The thene of the fanily -- of palents

and children -- is prominent throughout'

One of the key figures each year is the Governor-general,

who represents the Crown and is the symbolic ernbodinent of the

Queenrs presence. He hinself stands for the rule of law, his office

sacrosanct and aloof fron the petty squabbles of the body politic'

For this reason, there was understandable public indigation when at the

1980 ceremonies he was shoved by protesters outside the mârae.

The incident was portrayed in the rnedia as an attack on the authority

of the crown and, by implication society itself. conservative

politicians typified the protesters as iffiational, violent, senseless

louts -- children that needed to be taught a lesson'
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The parent and wayward child thene was also explicit in

confrontations between Maori elders and radicals in debates before

the ceremonies. The same theme ïecurred in exchanges between the

governor-general and protestors during the ceremonies themselves.

In the morning Sir Keith Holyoake, an ex-Prirne Minister, was

fornally welcomed onto the marae by Maori elders. He ulas also,

however, subjected to a steady barr1ge of catcalls and booing from

nearby demonstrators. Itrhen he rose to speak, the following

exchange took place:

Demonstrators: Boycott! Boycott! The tleaty is a fraud.
Holyoake is a fraud!

Governor-general: (startled, folds his arms and waits. when

there is a 1u11 in the chanting, he shouts.') I think you

will get tired before I wi1l.

Demonstrators: (break into singing)

Governor-general: (after the singing) We can talk reasonabl y. .. .

Demonstrators: The treaty is a fraud!

Governor-general: (waits for another 1u11) I will explain.. . .

You will not have heard that in ny fanily, my wife and I
have some fairly noisy children too!

(Auckland Star, Feb, 6, 1980)

The governor-general quoted Governor Hobson at the first

treaty signing later in his sPeech

we are all New Zealanders. There are many races living in
New Zealand. So we are one family living in this country.

Holyoake saíd there were sometines bitter arguments within a

farnily, but it was rare for it to disown one of its nembers.

The rnetaphor of the unified, harmonious farnily has for most

of New Zealandrs history been an effective political device

for naintaining the position of the bourgeoisie and the status quo'

The governoï-general merely employed an available and widely-accepted
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synbol to typify the protesters as noisy children. They were

by implication immature, irrational and deserving of strong

discipline from the more mature rparent I . There was a complete

denial in such a metaphor that the radical ideology of the young

Maoris and their Pakeha supporters in anyway constituted a serious

challenge to the existing otder, or worthy of being taken seriously.

In everyday discourse the metaphor of children is easily generalised

to all Polynesians who are considered in need of control and

teaching. Most of the qualities attributed to Polynesians

in the Graves suïvey indicated Europeans perceived Polynesians as

basically childish. And Maoris and Pacific Islanders expressed anger

in the same suTvey, over what they perceived as rrpatronising

attitudesrr and rrpaternalistic Pakeha behaviour" (Ibid. :I2). The

parent-chi1d diad has remained an important symbol of differential

power in New ZeaLand.

The symbol of the fanily and the wayward child also gives the

State the legitimation it needs to intervene directly in the

tpolicingt of Polynesian families (cf. Foucault, 1977). Since

they constitute not only an offense to their elders, but a potential

threat to the social ordel, Prine Minister Muldoon, the Minister of

Police and others contend pub1"ically that if Maori elders cannot

control their young, then the authorities will step in and take

direct action. Throughout the latter 70s and early 1980s, the State

repeatedly intervened in the lives of Maoris and Pacific Islanders

to ¡naintain the social otder, even though as in the days of the

British Empire they would prefer to operate by means of Gordonrs

rindirect ruler. State intervention occurred primarily by means of

the functions of the rcaringr arn of'government bureaucracy (education,

health, welfare, housing) though it also included police action.
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While New Zealand has for years prided itself in its harmonious

race relations, the image of the stern parent and the wayward child

so popular in public rhetoric suggests another reality. Racist

paternalism circumvents confrontation, prevents catharsis, and renders

its victims impotent through a virtual castration by civility.

Since it denies the self'hood of the minority member and, by taking

for granted his acquiescence to the existing order, undercuts his

right to dissent, racist paternalism is in many hrays more insidious

than overt discrinination. One is reminded of a poen by D.H. Lawrence,

part of which reads

We must be nice to them, of course [Polynesians?]
of course, naturally.
But it doesnrt really matter what you say to them,
they donrt really understand....

just be nice, you know! oh, fairly nice,
not too nice of course, they take advantage
but nice enough, just nice enough
to let them feel theytre not quite as nice as they night be.

(196e:117) .

As the Graves's aptly observe,

it may well be even nore psychologically debilitating
to be treated as an irresponsible child than to be
feared and hated as an enemy (Op cit.:L2).

Certainly the relationship of enemies or combatants or opposition

not only attributes selfhood to the other, but power to endanger

onefs own position, self and world. Little wonder that bourgeois

ideology in New ZeaLand has consistently rnisrepresented racial conflicts

and the rise of Black Power novements elsewhere in the world as

regressive threats to the civilised order to be avoided at all costs

in New ZeaLand.

The Savage: Violent Crime and the Dehunanisation of the Polynesian

In analysing ideological domination, Barnett and Silverman

(1979) draw a distinction between substantialised and contractualised
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syïnbo1ism. With respect to the individual this permits an ideological

separation between a per.sonts performance and his substance. A

further separation can then be nade between the construction of

the ideal individual in the context of e'galitarian relations and

the less-than-human individual. Racialisation proceeds by the denial

of human status to the opplessed minority -- the partial or incomplete

person (Ibid.:66).

In New Zealand such constructions are often conveyed by humour,

elevating cultural, life style or phenotypical markers to the leve1

of the ludicrous. An example during ny fieldwork was a bogus

employnent application forn for Polynesians which received widespread

distribution among offices and factories in Auckland (eg. Auckland

Star, June 24,1931). At one stage it was the subject of investigations

by the Race Relations Concilliator (Figure 1). While the sheet

illustrates the nature of racist stereotypes in New Zealand, the

inportant point is the assumption that Polynesians are legitirnate

objects of ridicule. But the object of villification also

constitutes a rdangert to society and a personal threat. Such people

were referred to in the writings of early missionaries and explorers

as rrsavages'r to be conquered and civilised. The symbolism is still

relevant today though the tern is avoided in doninant ideology.

Like the terrn I'nigger'r previously in America, it is often used

humourously anong Polynesians themselves as a back-handed jibe at

racist stereotypes. One means of rendering the rsavager inpotent

is through joking such as the job form, just as Polynesians often

enploy joking to subvert the epithets of the Pakeha.

Polynesians are also defined as threats and sub-human through

such issues as violent crime, particularly rape. One of the nost

publicised events during the early 1980s was the rape and murder of

a six-year-old European girl in Auckland. It had a profound effect
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on public evaluations of Polynesians due in no snall part to its

linkage by the nedia and politicians with the ovelstayers issue. The

child was sexually abused and killed in her own bedroom allegedly

by a Polynesian man. There was widespread shock and outrage in the

nedia over the incident. Some European residents in the area

wanted to take vigilante action. In response and with political

pressure, forty police personnel hrere assigned to the case. At that

particular time Polynesians had already been the subj ect of more

negative stereotyping in conjunction with the developments discussed

earlier. The murder and rape became a focal point for public anger

and ideological work with reference to this wider context of concern.

An important proximate cause v¡as the fact that the suburb itself

had experienced significant economic change and an influx of

Polynesians in recent years, so they were easily identified as

the cause of a whole complex of problems.

The subsequent handling of developments by the police and

nedia was itself a lesson in Polynesian racialisation. A week after

the murder a newspaper carried the story of a seven-year-old girl

who was reportedly accosted by a Polynesian nan near the murder

house ew Zealand Herald , August 23, 1980). By inuendo the newspaper

gave the impression that either it was the sane man or there was

a Polynesian crime wave in the area, both of which corresponded with

wider perceptions of all Polynesians as rapists. Another papel

covering the investigation displayed front-page identikit photos of

two Polynesians who I'could help police with their inquiriesr' (Êt"t'

August 23, 1980). Presumably they were the culprits (Figure 2).

The images themselves were sinister in appearance, virtual

typifications of the feared rsavager. The article went on to recount

a number of sightings of each man in which he (or they) vary in
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height, hair colour and style of clothing. How the police were able

to specify which sightings among frantic residents had to do with

which man, or whether all sightings were of these two, was not

explained. 0n national radio a day 1ater, the inspector heading the

investigation was interviewed about the identikit pictures:

Interviewer: There are many, sort of...racia1 groups within
the Pacific Islands, ahn...ah...popu1ation here. Have the,
ahn...the ah, faces in the identikit been narrowed down
to any specific ra...ahm, Ta...racial group?

Inspector: No , they havenrt. Ahm...we11, I4Ie may well have
to consider the possibility...ahn....But, I think one has
to bear in mind the people who have supplied the identikits
are...are not...ahm, persons from...island...nations. So
therefore, it's very difficult I think for people from,
for example New Zealand or other European races to categorise,
you know...what race theyrre looking at.

Furthermore, the distinction between overstayers and the Polynesian

population rvas purposefully glossed so that racial ninority members

of every ethnic group were i.dentified as part of a circumspect,

shadowy grouping. With lack of immediate results in the investigation,

Polynesíans r^rere construed as delaying proceedings and protecting

the criminal. Obstruction of justice uras an outrage which both

liberals and conservatives could condernn. According to the indignant

Star (August 26, 1980), the rrMurder hunt had net with a walI of

silencerr from Polynesians. Pacific Islanders found themselves

lumped together aï an alien grouping of secretive, clannish and

rrsavagerr law-breakers. The rest of the population saw in the murder

and subsequent events conforrnation of entrenched stereotypes which

had their force with respect to economic and political crises generally.

Cook Islander Identity and Ethnic Ideology

I have contended previously that there is no fundamental heuristic

distinction to be drawn between racialisation and ethnic stereotyping,

or racial 'identityrand ethnicity. By this I mean that both are
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processes of social categorisation involving interrelated movements

of ascription and self-identity, typification and action. To begin

with, ethnicity has to do with relations within or between groupings

organised on the basis of classification or categories of conmon

origin, ancestry or cultural heritage (Cf. Grillo , 19742 159).

But another fundamental political aspect is the recognition of

difference and the maintenance of boundaries between groupings,

which incorporates the notion of power relationships (Barth, op cit;

Kahn, 1976; Wa1lman, 1979;Cohen, 1969, I974a). Ethnicity is constituted

in opposition to other identitiesand interests. Like any configuration

of culture, it is taken for granted prior to coming up against

other symbol systens. In this sense ethnicity like racialisation

is always ideological whether identity is ascribed or chosen.

For Cook Islanders nigrating to New Zealand, rPolynesianl

and tPacific Islanderr identity was of less significance than it

was for Europeans. Since the colonial era and even moreso since

self-government in 1965, they have had some sense of national

identity, first as Hervey Islanders and then as Cook Islanders when

the northern islands were added. Until major migrations to New

Zealand such identities were of general relevance only in dealings

with foreign powers or agencies.

Cook Islander self-identity and organisation in New Zealand has

tended to focus on vil1age, district and island of origin (Chapter 5).

It is more true today than in the late 1950s that

a Cook Islander in Auckland is still prinarily a person frorn
a certain island or district.... (Hooper, 1961b:168).

The reason why ethnic comnunity identities have been further

differentiated in recent years have to do not only with the rapid

increase in populations fron these various islands, but with wider
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structural developnents and attendent categorisations which I spelled

out earlier.

Cook Islanders have responded to racialisation and ethnic

stereotyping by means of at least five different forms of ethnic

ideology: (a) ethnic differentiation, (b) conmunity solidarity,

(c) identity avoidance, (d) supra-rational practices and (e) cultural

performances. With respect to employment and the struggle for

adequate accomodation, I have already discussed the sorts of proximate

contexts in which Cook Islanders attenpt to differentiate themselves

from the other Pacific Islands groups to their own advantage. Such

presentations are typically addressed to politicians and those in

intermediate positions for whom such identities are meaningful in

daily practice. Access to public bureaucracy is another context

in which identity differentiation as a distinctive rethnic communityr

has been both necessary and effective. Regardless of official policy,

in the day-to-day activities of the State welfare bureaucracy for

instance, Samoans -- particularly young males -- are the nost

negatively stereotyped and least like1y to obtain adequate assistance.

Therefore, Cook Islanders make every effort to distinguish themselves

from Samoans.

During ritual and performance oratory, elders often stress such

distinctions and elaborate on the positive values of being Cook

Islander, particularly when rroutsiders'r are present as honoured

guests (see Chaptet 7). Such oratory is also an important vehicle

for the rhetorical construct ion of conuhunity solidarity. The shared

economic circunstances of the najority of Cook Islands nigrants

and crude categorisation of I Islanders I are more than sufficient reasons

for then to rely on aspects of sinilar cultural- background to

rnaintain an rethnic community'. This comrnunity is based on a
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lecíprocity systen which is in turn dependent on continually reiterating
island and village identity to motivate people to participate

and contribute their time and resources.

Many writers have pointed out that ethnic identities can be

flexible, overlapping or be relevant in one context but not in
another. Within the broad constraints of bourgeois categorisation

this is the case with cook rslanders. At a civic ceremony or when

addressed by a political candidate, participants from various

islands nay be referred to and understand themselves as

rcook rslandersr. certain fund-raising occasions, however, may see

different islands competing against one another. At other tines and

for other purposes, single island populations may subdivide according

to village or district identities. A single individual nay hold

rnany such identities and rnemberships at once, each relevant in the

same or different contexts. rndeed, it is when these identities
overlap with respect to a single project or clain that a Cook Islander

experiences a burden of obligations. Because of the increase of migrant

population and diversity of identity clairns on each person, many

consider that such burdens are increasing(4).

There is a constant tension between broader social settings in
which all cook rslanders are drawn under a single ethnic or racial
label, and the persistence of island and village identies. Against

this are outside political pressures from church, state and other

institutions upon such ethnic communities to look after ntheir own

(4) I do not rnean to deny
the mandatory nature of ascribed identities. Since ethnicity occuïswithin structural deterninants, I would prefer to speak of timprovisationalf
ethnicíty.
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peoplerr as a total population. At the economic leve1 are the

requirements of industrial capital for manageable migrant workforces

based on conmon origin and kinship links.

Comnunity solidarity goes hand-in-hand with differentiation

fron other ethnic groupings (social categories). It is a classic

illustr:ation of the point that ethnicity is constituted in opposition.

Fundamental to the insistence by leaders on the unity of the

iti tangata Kuki lrani (the Cook Islands people) is the symbolic

separation between rgoodr and rbadr Polynesians. Cook Islanders

present themselves as good hard-working, church-going, fanily people.

Since some Cook Islanders clearly do not fit this image, leaders must

'rhit the people hardrrwith denand for upright behaviour and conmunity

support. Targets of attack are families who are not contributing

or participating as much as others, and wayward youth who are

said to be forgetting their culture, drifting away and getting into

trouble with the authorities. Fron the þersepective of the bourgeoisie,

this sort of ethnic rcommunityr ideology serves well to augrnent

its own mechanisms of social control in the wider social order.

The third response to doninant ideology, foreshadowed in the

foregoing discussion, is for Cook Islanders to attempt to evade

ethnic identity and racialisation or at least subvert the force

of its negative typifications. If such categorisations cannot be

avoided the efforts are made to attain positive markers in the

eyes of bourgeois ideology. One way of doing this is by intermarrying

with Europeans (see Chapter 5), or by being of nixed parentage.

In this h¡ay the presence or contact of oners spouse or parents can

help offset some of the worst effects of racist discrimination.

The apa maori (rnixed race) or rhalf-caster seerns to enjoy a certain

elevated status not only among Cook Islanders, but in New Zealand
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society as well (5) . Racial íntermarriage is often augrnented by

another practice, the acquisition of additional qualification

such as trade skills or tertiary education. Such positive markers

can off-set negative racial or ethnic stereotypes , irrplying one

is an trexceptionrr in adopting nore rprogressiver ways. While

such a combination of practices can be effective in moderating the

effects of racialisation, they can place one under greater demands from

the ethnic grouping itself. Many more affluent farnilies simply

choose to avoid extensive involvement in comnunity affairs, usually

acquiring the stigma of being bad Cook Islanders in the process.

By so doing they rnight mask their ethnic identity, at least in wider

contexts, but have greater difficulty escaping racialisation.

A fourth response centres around various weekend social and

cultural performances, the latter usually involving visiting groups

of dancers and singers fron the islands. 0n such occasions, there

are varyíng amounts of rtraditionalr oratory which may contain

indirect reference to the woder society and issues concelning the

Cook Islands community in New Zealand. Morc significant is the

joking behaviour with honoured guests and the enactment of tacit

alternative identities and values within the performance itself.

Since I treat these at length in the final chapter I shall not discuss

thern further here.

(5) Sone writers along with many Cook Islanders deny that the thalf-
casterhas any real social standing in Cook Islands society, unlike
therdemi'of Tahiti or the Inixed-bloodr of Samoa. Undoubtedly, such
egalitarianism is the ideal. But others claim (Franhein, 1979) with
a certain weight of evidence and personal experience on their side,
that the apa maori have enjoyed a somewhat privileged position from
the colonial period to the present. It is also 1ike1y that the emergence
of political factionalism since 1965 has made such social categories
more relevant. Children of European parents üIere sent to special
schools, and in the past as today, have been influential in government,
business and in the social circles of the main island.
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one other form of response to racialisation and ethnic

categorisation fron the ruling class has to do with what I term

supra-rational beliefs and practices. I refer specificalLy to the

persistence of beliefs in spirits and ghosts, but also to dream

interpretation, the knowledge and practice of customary nedicine,

and ill-fortune and luck. These are typically construed by

non-Polynesians as superstitious hold-overs from the past. Some

maintain these aïe vestiges of ttraditionr which Cook Islanders have

valiantly nanaged to cling to, and which should be preserved before

they inevitably die out.

Undoubtedly such practices and beliefs partake of pre-Christian

culture, and their perpetuation has been a predigious feat. Cook

Islanders are different culturally, and not merely brown Pakehas.

I insist however, that there are forces outside the ethnic cornmunity

itself in contenpoTar'y New Zealand society which served to help

reproduce such customs. Besides political and economic developments'

at the rideologicalf 1eve1 these factors include the negative

aspects of Polynesian categorisation and the dominance of bourgeois

institutions in opposition to Cook Islands custon-s and beliefs.

These same factors impinging on the daily lives and social organisation

of Cook Islanders give these non-Iational, esoteric practices a

distinctive character somewhat diffelent even fron the islands

precisely because they are naintained in the midst of a society which

does not recognise their validity or legitimacy.

Because such customs are considered superstitious and the butt

of ridicule, they are usually practiced covertly. For this reason,

they have the potential for mediating tacit political meanings in

opposition to rrPapara societyrr. Such practices constitute a supplenental

store of accrued wisdoÍn, skill and belief which can be brought into
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force when the Paparaway fails. European medicine is a case in point.

Many Cook Islanders follow the doctorrs advice or take prescriptions

as instructed. But when there is some doubt about the cause of

illness or. a patientrs recovery' Ôustomary medicine is resorted to

in order to supplement modern medical practice

cook Islanders share a cornplex of beliefs regarding vaerua

(spirits) and tupapaku (ghosts, malevolent spirits) and other

entities who have the power to intervene in the affairs of humans '

For Cook Islanders there is no clear boundary between life and death,

ite ao nei (this world) and te ao Ta (the other/next world). These

spirit beings are usually related through traceable kinship links

to the living, and can cause illness, healing, fortune or misfortune'

They can possess an individual, and communicate with others nearby

through the voice of an ancestor. They can appear as their own form

or as some other creature, offer signs of their presence' oT appeal

in dreams to comnunicate through words or signs solne warning or

forecast. They may protect land or haunt a house. Vaeiua tend to

be friendly, similar to a guardian angel, while tupapaku are capricious

and often denonic. The distinction is not entirely c1ear. They

may operate in New Zealand as well as in the islands, though in

New Zealand they tend to work through signs and dreams rather than

by personal nanifestation or rhauntingr certain places.

Alnost every serious illness, death or sudden reversal of

fortune among cook Islanders in New Zealand is acconpanied by

discussion among some farnily imenbers about the lj-kely causes'

Most kopu tangata haye one or more members who are noted for their

abilities at discerning the workings of the spirits, the causes

of nisfortune and apportioning blarne among the living. often these

are older þersons though younger people specially designated or with

a unique gift or descent line may play such a role' There'are
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adepts who have a wide reputation among Cook Islanders as a customary

tarunga (healer, seer; expelt in traditional medicine) to whom people

come for diagnosis, healing, prescriptions for treatment, dream

interpretation and the like (cf. Baddeley, l97B:250ff).

Tupapaku can cause accidents and punish those who are guilty

of wrong-doing. More precisely, when an accident has occurred an

adept or kinsrnan of authoríty may claim that this is the action of

a tupapaku perhaps of a particular ancestol, who has caused suffering

to the individual because of sorne misdeed such as the iIl-treatment

of a relative. A considerable najority of the incidents of

misfortune and dream interpretation (messages, i1lness, death) recorded

during my fieldwork involved accustations by the wife or someone on

the wifers side of the kopu tangata against the husbandrs i11-
/.o t, o/ /,:* i/ u^ s

treatment of his spouse or one of her close relations , n, ut close male

relation of the husband against someone on the wifers side.

Such interpretations must be âcceÞted by the parties irunediately

affected for them to have force. One way of avoiding these accusations

is to scoff or profess disbelief in rrthat old stuffr'. But if such

interpretations, prescriptions or apportionments of blame are accepted

often enough over time, the individual nay gain considerable pTestige

as his reputation grows. It is the kind of personal recognition

and authority often denied runqualifiedr Cook Islanders in the

wider society and only available within the context of the ethnic

comnunity of shared esoteric knowledge. Circunstantial confirmation

of such a suggestion comes from the fact that few if any church

elders, community leaders or. supervisors engage in such practices.

Since such a status of healer or' seer. is relatively open, there

are often several peïsons with respect to any one incident who rnake

cornpeting claims and dispute one anotherrs interpretations. Often
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these díscussions lead to open conflict among relatives over having

caused an accident, illness or death. Sornetimes the argument is

over the nane the afflicte d person nay have been given at birth.

Naning at birth is an honour given first to the husband and then the

wife. The name can contribute to an individualrs health or

misfortune. It is usually linked to some inportant event in the life

of the fanily or is that of an ancestor which is rrnot allowed to

dierr (not forgotten). Thus the spirit relationship again is

irnportant in the naming, and linked with well-being or disaster.

The person giving the name nay be blamed for the childrs problerns,

and the name may be changed.

Spirits not only accuse. They can protect. In one instance a

single woman and her child lived alone but had a series of boyfriends.

Whenever the relationship became serious, the man ulas taken il1.

A brother of the ü¡oman fwho not doubt pointed out this fact to his

sister] felt the men r^Iere no good for his sister, and that her

grandnotherrs spirit was intervening for her own good. Spirits

can also empower, as in the provision of infornatien about the future or

warning of peri1. Indeed, supra-rational practices can be a source

of power for the individual not only in imnediate social contexts

but in the netaphysical sense. Many individuals feel they have

extra powers to see the real significance of day-to-day happenings,

or anticipate something in the future because of their access to

this supra-rational realm. A number of people reported the experience of

what in European culture is called the transmigration of the souL,

where their vaerua left their body and travelled while they slept.

During this experience they sometimes did things they would not have

dared do or were not capable of in real life. The converse in these

empowerment experiences from their everyday experiences in New
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Zealand society is striking'

Some Cook Islanders rely on signs or direct communication from

spirits when deciding about a job, a trip or marriage. But many

also rely on dreams, signs and spirits when betting on the horses

or buying a lottery ticket. Belief in luck and betting practices are

rightly placed alongside spirits, illness and healing, dream

interpretation and ideas of fortune and misfortune as supra-raticnal

ideology in large part reproduced in response to their experience

of their structural position and social categorisation in the social

order at large. They all constitute different means of coping with

adversity, explaining the inexplicable, locating causes and

attributing blame, all of which in turn are related to efforts to

gain access to status and power denied them in New Zealand society.

In fact games of chance, betting on the horses and the

ubiquitous lotteries in which even church elders occasionally

indulge all ccmprise virtually an adjunct segment of the reciprocity

system knitting together the ethnic commu:lity, since they rely on

loans and pay-backs among networks of kin, work-mates and friends.

There is a striking sirniLarity in notivation between such practices

and the 'revolving credit associationr among west Indians in

Britain (Phi1"pott, Op cit.). 0n1y the formal organisation and

oveït calculation of return are missing. Most Cook Islanders simply

put aside portions of their weekly earnings to make regular

rinvestmentsr in luck. Given the right circumstances, guidance and

signs such bets or tickets are bound to pay off sooner or later.

Few indeed are the Cook Islanders who do not secretly live for the

day when "ny ship comes inrr and they can afford all the things which

they only dream about.

supra-rational beliefs and practices are not unique to cook
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Islanders. European civilisation has its own so-ca11ed superstitions,

old-wives tales and activies designed to ward off nisfortune and

guarantee luck. In general they are means which the uninformed

and/ot powerless ernploy to account for the inexplicable in their

lives, to accord blane or to gain some access to individual control

over their external circurnstances. Since early nissionisation

Cook Islanders have been taught to respect the Papara and his

culture. In the contemporary setting this ideology takes on new

significance of the naintance of dominance and social control

under the notion of respect for the existing order. Many church and

community elders are influential in explicitl/ or inadvertantly

perpetuating this conception of their position as guest and grateful

rchildrenr. The 1981 fieldwork survey revealed the extent to which

Cook Islanders blames themselves or other Cook Islanders for their

enploynent and housing difficulties, and for their childrents lack

of opportunity for advancement. In a sense the supra-rational

beliefs and practices comprise a range of standard inprovisations

for coping with not only the external social world, but with

the prpblem of blame, anger and guilt over their plight. Gambling,

along with the activities of the spirits and the efficaciousness

of dreams, are ways of coping with adversity, of managing the

unnanageable not through fatalisn or direct conflict and political

action, which are other alternatives some have taken. Messages from

the spirits, and the apportionment of blame privately and publically,

are also effective means of bringing pressure to bear on members who

may be tenpted to withdraw their support for kin and community.
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Conclusions

I began this chapter by elaborating upon the dístinction between

culture and ideology. Culture is a shared set of symbols, signs,

myths and codes and their comnonsense meanings comprising a grouprs

social world, while ideology is the problem-solving, rhetorical

defense of that universe of rneaning by discursive or non-discursive

means. It is therefore appropriate to speak of culture and ideology

as constituting contrasting aspects of the sarne level of the social

formation. In this respect racialisation and the articulation of

rracial I identity and interest, along with ethnic categorisation and

ethnicity are ideological processes which can only be fully conprehended

with reference to developments at the political and economic levels.

In New Zealand Cook Islanders have been defined within a

broader racial category of Polynesians. Frorn the mid-1970s with

continuing economic recession, social unrest and political turmoil,

two inportant changes have occurred in that racialisation process

which have direct bearing on the class position of Polynesians,

One has been the marked alteration of paternalistic racisn toward

nore negative typifications of Polynesians and more explicit

discrimination (eg. housing), in direct relation to growing threats

to the status quo and the hegernony of the bourgeoisie. The other

has been the wider categoricaL separation in popular consciousness

between Maoris and Pacific Islanders, a separation supported by

certain sectors of ninority cornrnunities themselves. The three

main ideological metaphors by which such transformations have been

acconplished have been the irnage of the overstayer, the image of

the farnily, and the irnage of the savage. All three have served in

the final analysis to heighten divergent interests within the

racial and ethnic categories thenselves, which in turn have helped

reproduce the class position of the Polynesian fraction and
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helped legitirnate the existing order and the social control of

the State at a time of serious stress. Underlying these moves

has been a concern by the ruling class to (a) tenper the possibility

of alternative cultural values and ideologies challenging operations

of rrthe najorityil institutions at the economic and political levels,

and (b) undercut the emergence of any consciousness that Polynesians mostly

share a conmon class position whose interests might be articulated

via shared racial categorisation/ identity.

In the nidst of these developments Cook Islanders -- particularly

through the role of the rcommunity elderr -- have sought to differentiate

themselves from other ethnic communities thus constituting thenselves

as a distinct category with its own ideology and organisation as

a social force. In this they have received the support particularly

of the State and capital by means of relevant internediaries such

as academics, managers, welfare officers and clerics. There has

been a concentrated effort in ethnic gatherings and in their interaction

with the wider society to present themselves as good citizens, hard

workers, church-going people, tight-knit families who look after their

youth.

I also discussed a range of contenporary practical improvisations

which individual Cook Islanders have invented and shared among one

another because of their utilitarian value in dealing with the

effects of their class position and racialistion. I paid greatest

attention to those widespread supra-rational beliefs and practices

in which Cook Islanders engage, such as dream interpretation, customary

medicine, illness and the intervention of spirits, luck and nisfortune.

I suggested that these may borrow from conmon cultural resources

rooted in the islands history, but are reproduced over tine in direct

relation to their efforts to cope with their stïuctural position

in New Zealand society, not as merely a set of superstitions.



Part II

Cook Islanders as a rSocial Forcer:
Ethnic Organisation and Inprovisations



Chapter 5

Cook Islander Social Organisation

Introduction

cook Islander social organisation in Auckland is not sinply

a transplanted traditional cornmunity, nor an extention of conternporary

islands society. Neither is it a neatly-bounded and honogeneous

ethnic group per se. The Cook Islands comprise thirteen inhabited

islands separated by hundreds of rniles of ocean and characterised

by a díversity of cultures and social organisation. Most adult Cook

Islanders in Auckland were born and raised in the islands, and there

is regular visiting back and forth. while such diversity is

influential for the social and cultural organisation of Cook Islanders

in Auckland, it is by no means wholly determinative of that ordering(1).

In this chapter I pay attention to those institutions which are

most important in organising social relations among Cook Islandets,

and articulating them into New Zealand society more generally.

Apart fron those pervasive econonic and political institutions which

structure Polynesians as such into a particular set of class relations,

there are various activities which Cook Islanders engage in regularly

as Cook Islanders. Participation in these corporate activities is

largely based on shared island of birth. Such identity in turn

presupposes certain conmon experiences, legends' customs and symbols

summarised in the often-heard phras e to tatou ipukaria (our heritage).

It is through engagement in these organisation that Cook Islanders

in New Zealand both enact and re-create their comnon self-understandings

(1) Curzon (1979) claims that cook Islanders in Auckland and the
isian¿s constituie virtually a single, unified cornmunity. Neither
he nor Hooper (0p cit.) pay adequate att_ention to those structuring
influencesin the"wider sãciety which influence Cook Islanderrs lives
and social organisation in Auckland'
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and confront the wider social order.

There is an ideal model of the Cook Islands community which

various metua (elders) present to outsiders for ideological purposes

and which is widely accepted by Cook Islanders and Europeans alike.

In this nodel the Church is at the centre of the comnunity just as it

is back in the islands. Enua (island) groups, Tepresenting persisting

associations of people from the sarne island, district or village

help neet the needs of their home area in the islands and contribute

resources and service to the conrnunity and church in New';Zealand.

They do this largely through raising funds by means of various performances

and competitive donations. Sports and culture groups of mapu

(houng adults) receive their charter from and support the activities

of the enua. Kopu tangata (bilateral kin groups of two or three

generations depth) are incorporated directly into the Church and into

their resepctive enua. Politics is a recent and rather insignificant

activity which divides the people and disrupts normally harmonious

conmunity relations.

Cook Islander practice differs in substantial ways frorn this

stated ideal. In day-to-day pursuits most Cook Islanders rely upon

a fairly linited number of kin and friends conprising a personrs

kin-based action set (Mayer, 1966). These action sets function in

a variety of ways and are constituted within the specific circumstances

of daily life and work: job contacts, shared transportation to and

from work, baby-sitting assistance, information about a house to rent,

help in applying for welfare, temporary loans and gifts of food to

augment the family budget, regular drinks at the pub and the emotional

support of intimate friendships. Leisure activities such as private

parties, Saturday socials and sports are also generative of this

limited set of personal relationships.
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Regularly, however, an indívidualrs network of personal contacts

fails to provide access to resources, services or stores of information

located in the society at large. For these he must turn to known

Cook Islands community leaders who have contacts and know-how to get

results. Furthermore, the formal institutions within the Cook

Islands comnunity depend for their very existence on expanding

their menberships and redistributing the resources of participants in

rnutual assistance. They continually intervene in the lives of Cook

Islanders, reiterating ethnic identity and shared norms, and leve1ling

clains to participation on the basis of that identity. There are

also occasions when powerful sectors of the wider socièty are

perceived to move politically or ecnomi calTy or ideologically

against Polynesians or sometimes Cook Islanders. In these instances

Cook Islanders have recourse to and are influenced bv the ethnic

institutions such as the Church and enua to be discussed in this chapter.

The Church as Cornmunity Centfe and the Institütion of Elder-rüIe

Europe,en missionaries aided by Tahitian teachers established

the Church as a significant influence in Cook Islands society by

the early part of the last century. As Crocombe states,

By the mid-nineteenth century the church was the dominant social
force in the Cook Islands and was closely linked with the
traditional rank hierarchy. The missionaries drafted all laws
and specified nost sanctions within the law and without. Church
deacons were often ex officio the policemen of the islands.
The traditional ariki or high chiefs were reinforced in their
position, and their punger brothers or senior under-chiefs
appointed judges (1970:7) .

In effect the L.M.S. was the government until the latter part

of the last century. The Church continued to provide education,

health and other services to the islands until well; after the Second

World War. The Churchts influence began to decline during the 1960s

and 1970s, with the granting of internal self-government and the
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secularisation resulting from an expanding conmerce and tourist

industry.

Most Cook Islands migrants to New Zealand were raised in a

society doninated by institutionalised religion, evangelical moralism

and the authoritarianisn of church deacons. That is not to suggest

that Cook Islanders nerely "brought their church with them", or

that the Church in its many demoninational ,fot*, (2) is the same as

in the islands. The differences which developed in New Zealand

had to do firstly with the cooptation by the State of the Church as a

welfare institution whereby migrants wele settled, cared for, morally

instructed and incorporated into the expanding industrial sector

of the economy" Secondly, the encouragenent of individual enua

(island) identities instead of districts or villages or kin groups

as the unprecendented basis of formal cornnunity organisation. And

fostering cornpetitive donations between these groups to raise funds

for the work of the Church. Finally, the expansion of elder

authority by way of ritual roles, church offices, and mediatory

positions with institutions in the wider New Zealand society.

Let ne begin with the rnatter of State cooptation. The Pacific

Islanders Church in Auckland was founded during the last world

war when Cook Islanders, Niueans and other Pacific Islanders began

attending Beresford Congregational Church in the inner city. Each

grouping hoped to eventually establish its own church and worship

ín its customary fashion. The Congregational assenbly decided against

(2)By Iaw, only four denominations are pernitted to practice in
the islands: Cook Islands Congregational Church (L.M.S.), Roman

Catholic, Seventh Day Adventist and Morman. In New Zealand following
Presbyterian and Congregational union, a considerable majority of
Cook Islanders are rnembers of the Pacific Islanders Presbyterian
Church, which has some 25 congregations throughout New Zealand under
the aegis of the United Presbyterian Church. Denorninations do not
actively prosyletise one anotherst members, though there have been
atternpts to establish a branch of the islands CICC in South Auckland.
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such an arrangement, and today these sane groups are combined into

unified PIPC and Roman Catholic congregations (Nokise, n.d.).

They still hold separate services in their own languages each

Sunday besides an earlier English-language service all may attend,

have their own leaders and their donations are accounted separately

in financial records.

After the war, the Labour government under Frazer anticipated

difficulties coping with the new nigrants. The party had

corunitted itself to progress in the Cook Islands, for instance,

and had expressed a concern for Pacific Islandersr welfare in New

ZeaIand. Thus, when Rev. Tariu Teaia was brought to New Zealand and

inducted at a cerenony in 1944, the Prime Minister hinself sent a

letter which was read aloud commending the ministerrs work among

Pacific migrants in Auckland (Nokise, Ibid.:35). With migrant numbers

increasing, Rev. Challis was called from the Cooks in 1946.

In January 1947 he petitioned the government for financial assistance

to enable the church to deal with migrant welfare, housing and

health problens.

At the same time, the CIPA and Albert Henry r^rere causing the

Frazet government considerable trouble in the islands as a result

of Communist-advised union militancy (See Gilson, 1980; Hancock, 1979).

Ngatire Pama, a founding menber of the CIPA in Auckland and still a

CIP organiser, recalls that along with their islands activities the

association decided to build up membership and expand its influence

in Auckland through the coordination of welfare and housing aid.

The Challis petition ü/as just the opportunity the government

needed to undercut expanding CIPA influence among the Cook Islands

migrants in New ZeaTand. Fron 1947 the Department of Island Territories

provided direct financial grants to the Pacific Islanders Congregational

Church and the Roman Catholic church for welfare and related work.
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The CIPA was understandably irate over these moves, but there was

1itt1e they could do. Tense relations have existed between the Church

and Cook Islands political parties ever since.

As part of its community centre function the PICC in Edinburgh

Street -- the rmother churchf -- renovated its hall for recreational

and social activities. These were especially aimed at young people

trto keep them out of trouble'r. The role of clergy and Elders as

interpreters and rnediators with hospitals, police, and the courts also

ernerged during this early period. As a result, the Church became

a central meeting place and played an inportant integrating and social

control function with respect to the nascent ethnic corununity.

Equally valuable as far as the State was concerned was the educational

role played by the Church. Through sermons, Sunday School and other

progranmes members were admonished to be upstanding, law-abiding

citizens of New Zealand. There were also classes in English and basic

social skills, helping them not only radjustrbut naking them more

valuable enployees. Clergy net with employers to ease any problems

with growing Polynesian workforces.

By the 1970s, nigrant numbers were growing too rapidly for

the Church to manage adequately. State and local authorities assumed

control over various aspects of rrthe Polynesian problem,rr as it was

now constructed, in the areas of housing, welfare, health and crime

prevention. The bureaucratisation and rprofessionalisationr of services

out of the hands of church amateurs undercut the intermediary role

the Church had enjoyed, and permitted the State to intervene directly

in controlling the lives of migrants.

Subsequent developments in Church operations had a significant effect

on the emergent rnigrant social organisation in New Zealand.

The inpetus was the Churchrs fostering of intra-ethnic competition in

public donations. The early nissionaries instigated conpetitive
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gifting to increase material and financial support for the work of

the Church, though it seems likely they were adapting a customary

institution. It became a matter of some honour among cornpeting

tapere(sub-districtsl within a village congregation to contribute

the largest amount.

In Cook Islands custom there is little latitude for the recognition

of individual status iapart from oners cooperative participation in the

activities of his 1ocal or kin group. A traditional chiefly title

was not autornatically inherited by the first-born male of the

principal line, but was ritually bestowed by the lineage who evaluated

his qualifications and to whom he hlas accountable. To strive

to further oners personal anbitions without assisting others even

today is to risk being 1abe11ed akateitei (selfish, over-Teaching)

and being publically huniliated.

In the islands shared residence and kin ties tended to reinforce

one another. But in New Zealand, which group to participate in

and even onets claim to membership are problematic. Migrants from

particular islands are not concentrated in loca1 neighbourhoods.

Rather, they are scattered across several predoninantly Polynesian

aïeas throughout the metropolis. The result for the lPacific

Islander churches as they have been established across the city and

country was that their congregations were comprised of nigrants

living in the vicinity who were from a wide range of villages,

districts and islands. Granted the subdivision of these same

congregations into ethnic sections ekalesia of Samoans, Niueans and

others, it was virtually impossible for

in each congregation to function like a

islands. There were too many competing

ídentities among members.

Church leaders came to realise that

the Cook Islands ekalesia

1ocal church back in the

loyalties and diverse

organising progranmes,
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pastoral visiting, cornmunication and fund-raising on the basis of

individual and ngutuare (household) identity was less effective

than customary loca1 divisions. The matter becarne urgent when

lagging individual fanily contributions for the new hall at Edinburgh

Street in the early 1970s threatened the entire project. It was

decided to challenge people on the basis of enua (island) affiliation,

since a few groupings had been functioning as such outside the church

for some tine. The nove brought an enthusiastic response, according

to church leaders. The people were used to working together in

such groups and responding to the exhortations of their own leaders.

The response may have been enthusiastic, but I suggest that an

additional reason was the fact that these new groupings in church

organisation provided an acceptable communal context for conpetition,

status striving and distribution of resources not available to

the individual on his own. Certainly, there was little--that was natural

or custonary about organising on the basis of island identity.

Rather, Church leaders introduced an unprecedented set of intra-ethnic

identities which they and island leaders then filled with new meanings

and revitalised traditions. As Mitchell (1956) and other writers

have observed of African tribal societies, ethnic identity is

conditioned and nade significant within the specific context

of the urban political and econornic order itself. Island traditions

and legends have thus taken on a new significance in the contemporary

islands and New Zealand context.

In this way the Church acted as a catalyst to the beginning or

exapansion of activities of many of the enua in existence tod'ay.

Although the churches and enua are rnutually supportive, the relationship

is not always an easy one. In effect the Church fostered an organisational

dynarnic which eventually challenged its own authority among Cook Islanders.
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This was so because the membership criteria and interests of the

Church and enua were different in important respects. Whereas

congregations are recruited by denoninational affiliation and

shared locale in New Zealand, enua are recruited on the basis of

kinship relations and shared locale of origin back in the islands.

Once sanctioned in local congregational operations, enua identity as

an organising principle was bound to incorporate members acÍoss

congregations and metropolitan neighbourhoods, as in the following

diagran (Figure 1). In practice congregational nembers fron different

islands tend to act as representatives of their respective enua

in worship, life crisis rituals and fund-raising. Major requests

for congregational help are conveyed back to the enua and this often

results in an accumulation of clains on enua resources which causes

friction with the churches.

Historically, the Church developed as the central .'institution.

for articulating migrants within the broader social order, as well

as the guardian of religious rites and life crisis rituals. It

also served to channel resources to migrants and see that these

resources were redistributed fairly. The enua became the means of

maintaining customary ties through channeling resources back to the

natal honeland by charitable projects and visiting, fund-raising

tere (travelling) parties. To these ends the enua borrowed some of

the same fund-raising techniques of the Church while adding a few

refinements of their own.

The main drawback to organising on the basis of comrnon island

origin in New Zealand was the diversity of available identities and

potertial for conflicts of interests among individuals. A person may

be fron a particular island, but he is also from a village (oire),

and some of the larger islands were also divided i.nto districts and

sub-districts. Then there was the problern of offspring of parents fron
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different villages or islands in a culture following the principle

of bilateral descent. All of these identities became detached from

their residentiaL/patticipatory criteria when migrants moved to

New Zealand and instead becarne rnuch more than in the islands a

range of memberships ascribed on the individual by competing groups

and conversely optionally open to the individual to select.

The dramatic upsurge of nigrants in New ZeaLand in the 1970s meant

that there were more Cook Islanders eager to establish contacts

with kin and friends fron the same locale in the islands, and

insure various rights back in the islands by sending back assistance.

While membership in the enua grew rapidLy , it was inevitable that

conflicts over what to do with funds and over the legitirnacy of

leaders should surface. Besides the emergence of new factions,

old oppositions from the islands gained sufficient supporters to

break away and forn their own enua, for instance based on village

identi ty.

This organisational competition for members and resources in

turn casts light on a number of recent developments in Cook Islands

society in New ZeaLand. One has been the energence of more elaborate

life crisis rituals and family ceremonials than in the islands.

These became the basis for claims upon the redistribution network,

particularly in view of steadily worsening economic conditions.

When conbined with requests for church donations and contributions to

enua projects, they generated widespread cornplaints about the

heavy obligations individuals were having to bear. Since peqple '

from various islands and districts have been intermarrying for

generations, older members of the various enua who know their genqalogical

records can trace most living Cook Islanders or at least claim tor

know their backgrounds. It is not unuaual for an individual to
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receive many such identity claims which require his help, and which

he must weigh against his own interests and resources.

Another developnent has been the acrimonious debate over

tere parties travelling back and forth between New Zealand and the

islands to visit and raise funds. The argument is the extent to

which these groups drain financial resources fron the islands

or from the migrant community in New Zealand, and whether one is

having to contribute an inequitable amount to the other . Also

there is the divergence of purposes between the Church and enua

in New Zealand, nanifesting itself in the concern by the Church

that incessant demands on the pocketbooks of parishoners for

various enua projects to help their own home area or visiting tere

will jeopardise the work of the Church in New ZeaIand.

E1 der-rul e

The emergence of the Church in New Zealand as the do'minant

institution in Cook Islands social organísation caused important

changes in the role of the hètua (conmunity elder). To begin with,

clergy and church tiâkonq (deacons; Presbyterian "Elderr') enjoyed

an increased status because of the Churchrs community centre role,

settling and linking nigrants into the wider social order. Those

who arrived earlier and helped others locate housing and jobs gained

a reputation as someone to turn to, and were likely to be asked

to serve as spokesperson for a group or as a church tiakono.

Subsequent events in New Zealand undermined the initial pre-

eminence of church officers, not thq least of which was the upsurge

of nigrant nurnbers in the 1970s, who dispersed across large areas of

the city out of touch with the Church. Government agencies became more

important in the lives of more and more Cook Islanders. The
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encouragement of intra-ethnic competition in the Church and the

establishment and subsequent fragmentation of the enua associations

further weakened the position of Church elders. To overcone the

decline in their arthorily some Church tiakono concentrated their

religious and welfare activities on constituencies of people

fron their own island, conbining the roles of church Elder and

enua leader.

With the influx of Polynesian nigrants in the 1970s, the welfare

state defined certain problen populations which were rrat 1'iskrr

and thereby in need of special attention. To facilitate the provision

of services, it was necessary to identify and give greater fornal

administration responsibility to certain'rcomnunity leadersr'.

By acting as contact points and spokespersons for other cook

Islanders, serving as welfare volunteers and coult interpreters,

and sitting on various boards and conmittees to advise the State

these leaders were able to further extend their claim to authority

beyond purely church functions.

In Cook Islands culture church positions should be filled by

people who have a proven record of service to the church, a good

command of the Bib1e and known as a faithful Christian. Descent

status, proximity to a title, pa'tty politics, occupation and

income, or the island a person comes fron should not be taken

into consideration. This perspective seems to have been superceded

by recent developrnents in the institution of elder-rule, as elders

seek to legitimate their authority any hlay they can.

Many now contend that the various roles community elders have

as tiakono their rank in kopu tangata (lineages), their position as

enua leaders, proximity to a traditional taoranga (title) or other

customary position are mutually reinforcing. They maintain that

the grounding of these roles in custom serves to explain eldersl
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practically denonstrated skil1s and public mana (authority, prestige).

Such effective practices in turn legitinate their claims to these

very roles and the authority they bring (3).

The specific consequence of - transformations in the

institutional form of leadership was the energence of a fundamental

contradiction in ethnic polity. The very practice of legitirnating

their power under changing circunstances, augmented by influences such

as the bureaucratic needs of the welfare State, has required that they

escalate the frequency of rites and the amount of individual donations

that invariably follow. This has led to increased financial burdens

particularly on ttre 25eo or so who are the core of active members of

the rethnic cornmunity'. To act as responsible leaders and to speak

out against what one elder called the rsenseless conpetition' for

ceremonial status and financial assistance would be to call into

question the very basis of their own leadership authority.

The Enua Associations as the Focus of Ethnic Identity and Organisation

Enua (island) associations in Auckland are groupings of Cook

Islanders who meet together on the basis of common natal vi1lage,

district or island. Together they organise social and recreational

functions, and collectively provide financial assistance to charitable

projects ín New Zealand and back in the islands. The enua are the

primary focus of ethnic organisation and identity among Cook Islanders

in New ZeaIand.

(3) In his study Nokise (Op cit.:13I) points to the importance of
rexternal social factorsr like traditional rank in the selection of
church Elders. As a leading orometua (clergyman) said , all orometua
and Elders have some customary status. Most are matariapos (sub-line age
head) though sone like himself are rangatira (younger brothers of ariki
and he hinself is in line for the title of a ngati (rnajor lineage)
and comes from a long line of clergymen. , For this reason. his words
carry extra weight. Conversely, people poínt to his traditional statuses
as an explanation for why he is a forceful speaker and good ninister.
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some groups have a hundred or more members and a constitution,

elected officers and a bank account. others gather only when

there is the necessity, as when hosting a visiting tgrq-party

or raising funds for sorne worthy project. Some enua exist in name only

--a few stalwarts may sinply attend important community-wide events

to uphold the nane of the group and the reputation of the rocale

back in the islands. Like migrant clubs and associations in other

societies, the enua maintain links with their home islands and regularly

send back funds for civic and church purposes. some associations

arrange regular social and recreational activities in rented halls.
Members enjoy the chance to exchange news and gossip, speak their
own language and generally rbe themselvesr in private.

The énau are not specifically organised to provide finances,

information, contacts or other forms of assistance to members or

new rnigrants from the islands. The church and kinship networks

have seen to most of those needs, along with the government welfare

agencies. Yet their involvement in the enua does help nembers establish

relationships which they rnay call upon for various kinds of assistance.

The enua usually avoid raising funds expressly for themselves or

individual members. Enua activities are always said to be on behalf

of some other cause or institution usually back in the islands.

As skeldon (1976) has observed of regionar clubs and migrant

associations in Peru, some may specifically aim to help the migrant

integrate into the urban milieu and pqovide assistance back to the

home region. But others have little to do with the home region, and

seem more to offer rneeting and recreational facilities than welfare

services.

I suggest that the difference in large part stems from the initial
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class of the migrants, and how they are structured ideologically

and economically into the wider society. lvlembership in an enua

does indeed give the nigrant the sort of contacts and material

support his economic position makes necessary, but cannot publically

be construed as a threat to bourgeois donination or racialisation.

To avoid becoming a political challenge to the ruling class or

conflicting directly with the Churchrs ro1e, the enua organise themselves

like voluntary service organisations in Western society. By

operating under the unbrella irnage of helping others, either back

in the islands or assisting the Church in New Zealand, they can in

effect help themselves. They can organise regular recreatinoal

activities, lotteries, social dances on weekends, trips, queen

pageants, food sa1es, host tere parties fron the islands, have

their own officers and bank account, make demands on government

cultural funds and enjoy participating in their customary rites

and cultural perfornances -- all in the name of respectability

and selfless service to others. Enua can widen their cal1s for

migrants to join in, insisting on their obligation to do so as

a sign of their arora (love) for rthe peopler, not out of loyalty

to the enua itself. Thus their constituencies and resource base

are continually expanding. Similarly, individual rnembers are able

to act out the cultural ideal of self-giving while accruing social

standing and contacts valuable to his personal interests outside

the c1ub.

Like the Chruch and ritual-perfornance complex, q4eq activities

call upon and thus serve to reproduce a more inclusive recipfocity

system. This system is in actuality a contextual re-ordering of

cornplex personal networks of kín, friends and outsider contacts

by way of requests for assistance or claims of obligation to repay

a kaiotu (debt). In such a systen Cook Islanders say they give because
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it is rrlove in action, I' because uncalculating, selfless giving of

oners resour.ces is the Cook Islands way. Ideally, evelyone gives

what they can and no one counts the cost oÏ peÏsonal rewards ' Cook

Islanders also say the cornmunity of mutual assistance is rrour

insurance'policy'r. Qne attends ceremonies, helps others not to

build up a personal reputation but so that I'when it is your turn,

they will help yourr. When one has a family crisis, a ritual requirement

or in other ways has a cLaim on the reciprocity system, then goods,

funds, food and help are redistributed according to oners need.

Such things are never planned or calculated, at least not overtly'

But Cook Islanders -- especially the more active menbers who make

the biggest contributions -- do plan, calculate and grurnble about

those who are not helPing enough.

These expressions of egalitarian self-help by the gngq

aïe directed as much at European soceity as to Cook Islanders

themselves. untike Pakistanis in England, Blacks in chicago, oI

Italians in Adelaide, enua associations have chosen not to organise

in such a manner that their combined financial resources or sheer

numbers challenge ruling class economic or political powel. Nor

have they fornal 1 organised to secure enployment, better accornodation,

credit or access to the state bureaucracy. Nor have they structured

themselves as aneasily-identified tinterest gÏoupr to press for

political power on the basis of ethnic identity (cf. cohen, l974a,b) '

It would not only be counter-productive but 'rimproperrr to do so in

New Zealand, given their relatively few numbers and to date noderately

successful inprovisations in the face of paternalistic racialisation.

Formal organisation of ethnic identity, diversity and intelests aÏe

encouraged only at the culturat leve1 (eg. schools, cultural perfornances'

arts and crafts). so, in the matter of internal polity and mutual
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financial assistance, Cook Islanders organise informally by means of

cultural perfornances and other forms of ethnic practice for
tcharitabler purposes, not economic or political power in the wider

society. Aitutaki Enua and Pukapuka are illustrative of the

variety of funding procedures and organisational configurations

among the enua in Auckland.

Aitutaki Enua

Aitutaki Enua is one of the nost widely-known island associations

in Auckland. It has some 100-150 active members with an equal nunber

who contribute financially and attend special functions. Chairman

Ratu Daniela is a PIPC tíakono and supervisor at a ship refitting

firm. The secretaty, John Tepaki, is the pútâpii (cultural director)

and a bus driver. Treasurer Noo Paniora is also a tiakono and works

in the accounts section of a large timber firm. The association

is not 1egally incorporated nor does it have a constitution, but

it does have a bank account.

Aitutaki Enuafs activities are divided between fund-raising,

hosting visiting groups and individuals, and presenting cultural

performances for Cook Islanders and general audience. The group meets

weekly at an inner city comnunity ha11. Meetirtgs are a farnily occasion,

attended by babies and children, young adults, parents and elderly

persons. Recreational activities take place early in the evening.

When the principal leaders artive, there is a prayer and announcements.

The renainder of the evening is taken up in rehearsals for coning

performances. The evening concludes with announcements and a prayer.

The group is often ca11ed upon to represent the Cook Islands

people at festivals and civic functions in New Zealand. Group leaders

feel that the emphasis on pubtic performance of their cultural

heritage keeps the group strong, reminding members of their common
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identity, attracts youth who might otherwise be tempted to get into

trouble, and brings regular government funding. Most enua

are similarly concerned to naintain island cohesiveness and cultural

identity in New zealand, and incorporate locally-born children

into the activies of the organisation so they are not rlostr.

Like nost enua associations, Aitutaki Enua relies prinarily upon

members for financial support. For specific projects, each

ngutuare (household) is levied a set amount which they rnust try
to contribute. The suggested contribution is based on the size of

the project, not the ability of the ngutuars to pay. The ênua

often augments mernbers I donations with funds fron its bank account when

there is a special need or an important occasion. For a

visiting tere-party the quota might be $10-20 per household. However,

for the renovation of the main cook Islands congregational church

on Aitutaki in the late 1970s, each household was asked to contribute

$50. when this proved insufficient, each male was asked to give an

additional $20 and each adult woman $to to achieve their target.

some thirty households nake up the core which contributes most

funds to such projects. Additional activities may be introduced

by the leadership commíttee as less painful ways of tapping the

resources of menbers. Regular tbring and buyr sales of islands

food raise between $400-600 a time, and recently a weekly lottery
has been instituted. In 1980 alone Aitutaki Enua hosted six visiting
groups, each of which received a feast and several hundred clollars

in averate donations to coveï trip expenses or projects in the islands.

This cost core families around $2oo each -- half in cash and half in
food. The association also gave several hundred dollars fron its
bank account to the opening of a church hall in wellington, and the
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group also travelled dov¡n to perforn for free on buses they themselves

hired. They donated $fOOO the same year to a school in Aitutaki.

When the school later sent a tere-party to New Zealand to raise

further funds, Aitutaki Enua played host, gave them a feast and

donated a further $rooo. The enua contributed a further $s00 to

the building fund for the new church hal1 at the Mangere prpc in

South Auckland.

Members are also expected to give of their services and contribute

when visitors are on hand. The demands on memberst financial resouïces

can be considerable. At a conservative estinate the nore active

fanilies give in excess of $soo and perhaps closer to $1000 a year

if one inclués donations to church and kgp__!-anga!e needs. Based

on earlier estimates of incomes, this would constitute a true tithe
(ten percent) or nore of their annual earnings, which for a factory

worker is a considerable sacrifíce.

A second source of enua income comes from the cultural performances

the group engages in around the country. They have gained a reputation

fron their many civic appearances, and can command a fee of several

hundred dollars for appearing at conventions and promotions. when

perforning at cook rslands functions, the fee is usually waived.

0n occasions such as cultural conpetitons, audience menbers show their

appreciation for the grouprs skill by making contributions in a pot

or to individual performers. These are turned over to the organisers

of the event, and sometimes the perforrning group receives a return

donation. Grants from various governrnent and private agencies are

a third source of funding. The grouprs main benefactor in recent

years has been the Maori and Pacific Islands Arts Council, which

gave $zo0 in 1977, and $2000 in the next tr4ro years toward the enuars

cultural activities.
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Pukapuka Enua

The Pukapukan population in Auckland comes from a distant northern

atoll with a complex, interlocking social organisation (cf. Hecht,

L977). They also have a reputation in Auckland as a close-knit

conmunity, which at least in part is a holdover from the ill-treatment

they have received back in the islands as stereotypical router-

islanders' . Leaders in Auckland speak of themselves as Taokotai

Enua Pukapuka -- the united Pukapukan people. Pukapukans have been

somewhat less than that over the years.

The social order of the enua has undergone a number of significant

alterations since the early years when migrants adopted a model

based on European voluntary associations. In 1971 it was decided

to re-oïganise on the basis of the three suburbs in which most

mernbers lived at the time: Mt. Eden, Kingsland and Qnehunga in

the central rnetropolis. These local residential units took over

responsibility for fundraising, sports and cultural cornpetitions.

Although the rnodel attenpted to follow the principel of three-village

organisation back in the atoI1, the suburbs in fact contained

Pukapukans from all three atoll villages. The model failed to take

account of the long-tern loyalties and common interests that existed

as a result of having lived and worked together and shared

land rights and local heritage. The neüi allangement was no more

successful in overcoming the rifts between people or boosting

lagging participation than the previous model.

As with other enua associations, the Edinburgh Street PIPC

hall project proved to be a watershed. In response to the challenge

from other enua, Pukapukan leaders again decided to re-organise,

this time on the basis of each individualls village of origin back

on the atol1. The tendency toward virilocal marriage was continued.
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In the case of those born in New Zealand, individuals joined the village

of their parents (cf. Beaglehole, 1948; Beckett, 1964; Hech, op cit.).

In fact corununity elders succeeded in coalescing petty divisions

and interests already dividing the comnunity around nore customary

identities, leaders and loyalties. People knew where they trbelongedil

regarding nemberships on the home ato11. As a result, neeting

attendance rose, assistance with funding -increased and sports and

culture cornpetitions between the villages took on a new spirit.

The organisation perrnitted people to be socially and geographically

dispersed in Auckland while knowing just which village banner

to gather under when Pukapuka ênua met.

In Auckland for village-based activities such as sporting and

cultural competitions, hosting tere-parties and fund-raising,

the household usually s-rpportsthe village of the father. Since

people do not actually reside together in the village and depend

on one another for help in food production and the like, or are

nor buried by village plot as in the islands, village identity can

be problematic particularly with respect to the second generation.

fn practice, there is a tendency for the wife to ally with the

village of her father, while the children go with the father.

To further cornplicate matters, there is the issue of those born and

raised in New Yealand. Parents are often from different vi11ages.

In this instance the practice is for the children to participate

with and support the village of the father. Further flexibility is

gained through the practice of naming. The father usually has the

prerogative of naming the first child, and then the wife or someone

on her tua (side). In New Ze,aland even more than in the islands there

has been a tendency to make more of the fact that certain names are

associated with particular villages. For instance, one of the
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cornmunity leaders, Ataua Ropatirs name is said to by typical of

Roto village. By giving a child the name of an ancestor that is

associated with a different village from the fatheT even though

in the fatherrs descent 1ine, it is possible for the family

torrsendrrthe child to support and act with another village.

In the long run the current basis of Pukapukan organisation seens

destined to encounter difficulties both due to structural

rationale and the increasing numbers of teenagers who the elders

say are dropping out of enua involvenent.

The Enua Hall Controvers

Having considered different perspectives on enua organisation,

it is interesting to consider their overall impact on Cook Islander

social organisation and the rpoliticalt significance of Aitutaki

Enuars recent decision to build a hal1 of theil own in Auckland

in addition to continuing to fund islands projects.

There is continuous, good-natureed debate among ènua and oire

(village) groups over who gives the most and makes the greatest

effort in raising funds for projects and hosting visiting terq-parties.

There is considerable status at stake in being know as the group that

has contributed the nost money. These fund-raising activities within

the groups and public occasions of competitive donations are

a continuing process which interrelates the enua in New Zealand with

one another, with churches and with locales back in the islands.

The entire organisation of assistance is one not of direct exchange,

but of negotiating about the worthiness of a project, gaining assent

that it is a priority on the resources of the comrnunity and that

obligations to contribute do exist. These events also, of course,

are opportunities by which one gropp may repay a kâioru (debt) with
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another group. Thus, with varying degrees of participation,

the entire network of Cook Islanders up and down the country provides

food, gifts and finances to the tere-party or other projects.

The process occurs several tines a yeaT and is rather like the

national telethon in New Zealand which raises nillions of dollars

for charity.

The structure of reciprocity among Cook Islanders in Auckland,

while grounded in tradition, comprises a distinctive ordering of

their social relations emergent in the specific historical context

of contemporaTy New Zealand society. This systematic expansion of

multiplex individual memberships, group status competition, and

continuing claims of indebtedness and repayment together refract

the underlying insecurity of Cook Islanderst position in New ZeaLand.

Not all migrants send remittance and group donations back to

their homeland. Few of those around the world that do, organise

the collection and distribution of their resources in such a complicated

manner as Cook Islanders. Underlying such practices and the mutual

expectations which sustain them is the econornic plight of the

islands, which necessitates chanelling funds back. Such conditions

are a consequence of the perpetuation of dependency already

discussed, but also the outcome of material circumstances of Cook

Islanders in New ZeaIand.

Most adult Cook Islanders imnigrated to New Zealand withint the

past fifteen years, and most have been back to visit the islands

at least once. The first generation stil1 consider themselves

essentially Cook Islanders and members of, islands society: as well

as citizens of Nen''Zealand. This is not quite the sane thing as

being a nsojournerrr (Connell, 1980). While lnany Cook Islanders would

like to return to the islands, feg have'actually gone back to stay'
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Most consider that they never real 1 left in the sense of severing

personal ties, kin-group obligations and land and voting rights.

There is widespread interest in naintaining close contact and practical

involvement in the affairs of oners home district. Participation

in oners kin-group and village is essential to maintaining onefs

rights. Enthusiastic support for the village by way of onefs

enua involvement in New Zealand, like indiviclual remittances and

return visits, is a means of securing these rights for oneself and

oners heirs.

Such practices are not nerely the result of individual preference

or ethnic idiosyncracies. Cook Islandersr continuing position of

'structural marginalityr (Kapferer, 1978) reproduces such contacts

over time, as I have already argued. The continuing stream of

collective ancl individual contributions and visiting back and forth

serve as an investment in realtionships and groups upon whom.t the

individual may rely in future.

In 1982 Aitutaki Enua announced that it was launcing a five-year,

$250,000 campaign to build their own conmunity hal1 in Auck1and.

Many Cook Islanders were enthusiastic about the idea, but many including

several comnunity elders expressed concern and anger. The main

accusation hras that the proposed ha1l would I'divide the people".

Migrant hal1s in history (eg. the lrish, Poles and ltalians in America)

have been inportant institutions for unifying and maintaining the

identity of these initially powerless minorities. But they soon

became important bases for unity and political organisation as wel1.

Aitutaki Enuars move seemed to stlengthen the solidarity of their

own people at the expense of the larger rethnic communityr.

The rnore uïgent concern was the disintegration of the reciprocity

system itself, and with it the basis of elder authority. Aitutaki
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Enua rnight not be able to meet all its other obligations to the

rest of the community, would keep its resoulces nole and rnore to

itself and other gïoups would be tempted to follow suit. Fragmentation

into separate, self-interested and mutually exclusive island associations

would result, Some Church leaders ü/ere worried that the rnove would

further jeopardise their comnunity centre function arnong Cook Islanders.

Moreover, they feared the weakening of their crucial integlating role

between cornpeting groups under the umbrella of the Church. The

Cook Island government I^Ias concerned as well about the potential

decline in the flow of remittances and collective donations back

to the islands.

In light of the earlier discussion about Latin American migrant

clubs, it would appear that Aitutaki Enua had become sufficiently

affluent to forego contributions to their hone region. Since

they had attained a degree of economic stability, they had apparently

no need to effusively honour olf obligations or maintain a base

nback homerr in lieu of a return. Their prirnary interest was now with

their own advancement and recreational and cultural pursuits in

New Zealand.

such an aTgument would be in eïror because it fails to take

account of the specific circumstances of Cook Islanders in the political

econony of New Zealand. The position of most Cook Islanders as a

part of the Polynesians fraction of the working class has not

altered since they began nigrating. Aitutakians aIe certainly

noï more affluent or nobile than their cornpatriots. If anything

the continuing economic depression has further locked Cook Islanders

into their structural position, kept l^rages low and separated out

polynesian youth as a maj01. component of the unernployed. These

conditions and the political/ideological plessures discussed in the
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previous chapter underly the building of the ha11.

The þolicies and progranmes of the welfare state must also be

taken into account. While conservative politicians of the National

patty attacked Polynesian communties for losing control of their
youth, the government also maintained a policy of incouraging

ethnic diversity in cultural activities. Generous funding and

political support were forthcorning to all such groupings. one of the

most successful developments has been the Maori urban rnarae movement.

As a result of social problems encountered by increasing number of

rural Maoris as they rnoved to the city, governrnent assistance hras

rnade available to establish a number of such mâiaes in larger towns

and cities as bases for comnunity meetins, cultural activities and

teaching, and as residences for elders. The new màfaes have been

responsible for a resurgence of Maori pride in their heritage and

language, of tribar identity as wel-l as the focus for political

debate between conservative and radical Maoris.

These developments have not gone unnoticed by Cook Islands leaders.

Groups like Aitutaki Enua have developed close ties and even

reciprocal obligations to assist with a number of groups of

'rour Maori cousinsrr. Aitutaki Enua members look forward to their ha11

not only as a facility for neetings and recreation, but as a focus

for the retention of cultural heritage and group unity. Ratu Danieal

refers to the hall as t'our maraert. There,is also the possibility

that political consciousness based on re=evaluated cultural heritage

set in a contemporary New Zealand context will emerge as young people

are encouraged to seek a greater lole in'the enua_. Given the

recent developments among Maori people, at least the potential for ,

such a transformation is there.
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Sports Clubs: Mapu-Elder Conflict and fSecular Ethnicity'

Throughout recent cook rsland history, the social position of

mapu (young adults) and their relation to elder and chiefly

authority has been a recurïent concern (4). The question of the status

and responsibility of the rising generation always cornes to the fore

during times of social change. At issue during such crises are such

fundamental matters as the continuation of the social order or gïoup

itself, existing polity arrangernents within that order and the

authority of the older generation and those who aspire to power.

Organised recreational activities have been an inportant means

by which elders in ithe isrands and in New Zealand, especially through

the church, have dealt with such problems. Acconpanying the decline

in the popularity of church recreational activities and the

emergence of enua. were the rise of semi-autonomous sports clubs.

Sports groups have become the locus of contention over the relevance

of custom and ethnic identy in the face of competing European values.

But above all was the question of the authority of the Church and elders.
Frorn available accounts (Hooper, op cit.; Nokise, op cit.) spoïts

clubs in New zearand are a fairly recent development, though they

have been in existence in the islands for years. Most of the earry

sports groups in New zearand began in conjunction with enua,

Today their activities tend to take place outside the aegis of both

church and enu?. some clubs involve most of the members of a

particular enua, while in others the memberships are almost completely

separate. Like the enua- associations, some are ad hoc gïoups

while others are,fornaL organisations with officers, dues, a bank(4) Examples include the 19th century anti-missionaiy Rectratiié- moveñent,
the emigration of ngpg on whaling ships without chieîly perrnission,
and the decline of church influence due to lack of yo.rth- support in
recent years in the islands (Gilson, 1980).
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account and ïegular fund-Taising activities along with their sporting

engagements. Most function as a kind of workers c1ub, even though

very few have a clubhouse. People drop in to a memberfs house to

talk, have a neeting, or for drinking.

sporting clubs at least in principle should be responsive to

the wishes of theiï enua. They usually ask the eflua for permission

to use the name of the island in their club name, which symbolically

recognises the authority of enga leaders and obligates them to help

in fund-raising and hostíng visiting tere-parties. Privately, many

club menbers cannot be bothered with Church oT enua involvement.

They openly disparage the constant noralising of the Church and the

intervention, of elders in their affairs. Sports clubs are vehicles

of n?pq autonomy from elder-ru1e, a group in which they may engage

in their own pursuits and interests while retaining their identity

as Cook Islanders.

The more established cLubs field both rugby and netball teams in

the regular Auckland metropolitan leagues. Each year many of these

same clubs host visiting tere-palties from the islands, and most try

at some point to plan a trip to the islands to play teams there.

There is great rivalry when teams from New Zealand arrive. Local

sides take great pride in trying to thrash the visitors soundly

to show their superior skills and strength.

The Atiu Rugby tearn or rRusty Atiuansr as they prefer to be

called, is one of the earlier established c1ubs. They are atypical only

in their consistent winning record in the tough University League.

Some rnembers attribute their success, with a twinkle in the eye, to

their illustrous heritage in the islands as great warriors. To use

the name rAtiu,r the club originally had to gain permission of the

elders of the Enua Manua (Atiu) association. At the tine of my

fieldwork, relations between the elders and club members were not
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particularly cordial. Fron the perspective of the elders' young

people did not participate enough in church' enua and other Cook

Islands activities. The conbined ngþyand netball teans had in

fact raised funds toward enua projects such as a $1000 donation to

the Atiu hostel in Rarotonga from the proceeds of a dance they he1d.

The sports club also sent a lepresentative occasionally to enua

meetings. Nonetheless, the elders thought the efforts of the young

men and wonen rather lacklustre. For their part, the mapu

felt there hras too nuch preaching, nagging and interference in their

affairs.

During the season, the rugby team met once a month for business

matter, usually to plan social dances and fundraising. Tuesdays and

Thursdays were their regular practice nights at an inner city

primary school grounds. Before each session, the chaplain of the

club -- an older man with close association with the the enua --

said a prayer. After practice, there were announcements by the

president and another prayer to close. Most Cook Islander group

activities begin and end with a player. Then everyone retired to the

teamrs usual pub. The team played ganes almost evely weekend of the

winter season. At the end of the year, they held a feast and

prize-giving combined with the netball wonen. The president and

secretary of Enua Manu were honoured guests and helped present the

awards. After the fornalities wer.e over., the elders were politely

nudged on their way. When they had gone, the young people pushed back

the tables, brought in a band and liquour and danced and drank until

the snall hours of the next daY"

gne of the more contentious issues between enua elders and sports

club leaders is the practice of playing sport on the Sabbath.

For European and most Maori sporting enthusiasts, this is not a matter
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of great concern. But Cook Islands elders make it a central bone of

contention with respect to their authority, and their stewardship

of cook Islands traditions in New zealand. Many erlua leadeÏS aTe

church Elders as well. The church maintains a close ideological

link between faith, upright moral behaviour and geing a good Cook

Islander. Frivolous activities on the Sabbath are against biblical

injunctions. Enforcing the Sabbath in the islands was always the

task of church tiakono. Playing sport on the sabbath in New zealand

is thus not only a sign of disobedience to the Church and Elders,

but a denial of oners heritage, cook Island identity and oners

community resPonsibilitY.

To illustrate, I was present at a feast sponsoled by the

newly-forrned Aitutaki Rugby Club late in 1980. A nunber of enua

and church leaders were present to formally dedicate the clubrs

uniforms, and lend their support to the club. AIso present were the

coaches and manager of the European club which the Aitutaki tean

had joined. on this occasion, the leader of Aitutaki Enua took

the opportunity to address the members about playing sport on the

Sabbath. His message was quite obviously directed at the clubrs

Papara administrators and coaches as well as the young men. The

relevant portion of his speech, delivered in English, went as

follows:

is one point that I want to stress, and I hope that the
ther peóple belonging to the Aitutaki cornmunity at large
fish ttrii firmly in their minds. one: sporting activities

There
boys and o
will estab
on Sunday
establish
a toast to
leaves the

is not our way of behaviour...Not my way¡ I didnrt
this. It relates back to our island which we have drank

teI a o te Enua the nane of the island the speakert
ase untrans ate apparently for effect] .,

Perhaps sone of us will think itrs not important. But to us...
to the elãers, to the more mature people, it is a reality. And its
importance is so great that we cannot divert or even substitute for
its significance amongst us.

Play netball or football or whatever on sunday by all means!

I have nothing against that whatever. But the question will cone to



each one of us individually. Here is the question-, the- cruci?l question'

IfyouknowyourparentsoÏevenyourforefathershavebeenplaying
,portirrg activitiãr-ã" S""¿ay, my ansr^rer today^is 'yes, go ahead!

Playfootball,netball,tennisorwhateveronsunday'rlfyoudonrt
ilnoí tf,"y havó been prácticing this in the past' then the answer

is rnor.

Becausewehaveapridetolookafter.Andthatpridewill
always be with us t nnã it will have a reflection on us if we cannot

maintain it in the New zealand environment oÏ the New zealand society

l;ã;y. And I ¡opå tn"t the boys and gírls will renember this point
which is an important point: our identity in the New Zealand

communitY at large -
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you can't PlaY football on Sunday as an individual'
cannot plaY football or netball or any other

an Aitutaki sentative. The boYs and girls
Irm not saYing

But I rrn saYing You
game on SundaY as
are happy plaYing
and even forever.

r sport ng events. Fron this day, tomorlow
e

**tr

The dilemma of this elder is to lay down the law with force to

the young people, or at least be-seen to do so' At the same time'

aware of the tenuous relations between the elders and many youth,

uncertain of their attitude toward their cultural heritage, he must

prevaricateandallowthemleaway.Henustalsogivethemsupport

if they choose to honour the Sabbath. The rules about the sabbath

are not his but long-established custom; not abstract custon but

the practices of their parents and ancestors whose nane he knows

they would not openly denigrate. Thus the diplonatic compromise

isstruck:custom,theChurchandelderauthorityarerendered

legitimatepublicallyandtheindividualsnaystillplayonthe'

Sabbathaslongasthenameoftheenuaisnotused.Intheend

memberscouldstillengageintheirspoltingactivitiesasthey

likely would have regardless of what the elders had said'

Politics and Vc¡1 untarY Associations

Historically,CooklslanderslivingunderabenignNewZea].and

adninistration in the islands occasionally did take collectíve'

action to right certain injustices or protect their interests'
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But it was not until the granting of ínternal self-government

in 1965 that political developments ín the islands began to have

significant influence on Cook Islander social organisation in

New Zealand. These developments centred on the rise of pernanent

political parties and the articulation of clear ideological

positions, which many church leaders in Auckland considered were

unnecessarily dividing the people. Economic conditions in New

Zealand during the 1970s and early 1980s tended to sustain interest

in the islands, as I have already suggested, making political

divisions all the rnore relevant. Though nost Cook Islanders, would

hold that political matters have little to do with their daily

Iives, the issues and divisions seem to emerge with little pretext,

being rnost sharply in perspective during islands elections.

Albert Henry and the Cook Islands Party governed from independence

until 1978. He naintained power by a particularly Polynesian rnixture

of personal charisma, largesse with public funds, nepotism

(Croconbe, 1979), parliamentary ski1l and facility as a traditional

orator. There were accusations fron his opponents that he used control of

the public service to extend his influence. In light of the

importance of the public service to the islands economy, to say

nothing of governmental scope for political appointments and

demotions, such control was bound to have an inpact on opposition

parties. A considerable number of Cook Islanders left the islands

to escape what they perceived as oppression. The goverrunent in

Avarua harboured an abiding suspicion regarding the alliegance of

migrants in New Zealand.

The Democratic (Derno) party under Dr. Torn Davis came to power

in 1978, following a coult action and Henryrs lenoval fron office

for misuse of funds during the elections that year. Henry had
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never been adverse to causing difficulties for the New Zealand government

and the conservative National Party felt disposed to encourage

Dr. Davisrs free enterprise leanings to try to reduce the annual

grants from New Zealand. By tax incentives and seeking additional

overseas aid, the new Derno government hoped to stinulate business

investment and encourage experienced Cook Islands emigrants to

return. To date, few have taken the opportunity due largely to

low islands salary scales, higher living costs and no New Zealand

superannuation payments once they return.

At the same time, due to continued insecurity of the position

in New Zealand and doubts about their childrensr prospects, most

Cook Islanders are sufficiently wary to wish to retain their

voting and land rights in the ístands (4) . Judging by history, their

concerns are well-founded. Periodically during the present century,

the New ZeaLand adninistration has attempted to curtail the rights

of absentees which they perceived to be a hindrance to agricultural

production. Since the granting of self-government, the isLands

government has considered similar moves, which in turn have been

strenuously resisted by overseas Cook Islanders. Migrants residing

abroad have within certain limits retained the voting franchise

in their rhome I electorate until recently, and had a powerful

influence on recent elections. In 1978 there were more Cook

Islanders living overseas than in the islands. Since it was

necessary to actually physically cast oners vote in the islands,

both najor parties chartered several planes to f1y supporters from

New Zealand to vote on election day.

(a) To retain his voting rights, a Cook Islander must havellived r

in the islands three months prior to the elections, held every thtee
years. Though -Cook Islanders in New Zealand have eontinued.to p?ess
for voting Aft1fiútot, the government has resisted. The voting residency
requirement is another stirnulus to regular rreciprocal visitingr i
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The real power of these overseas electors was by then apparent,

as was the increasing 1evel of 1ocal criticism against the absentees

for not contributing to economic advancement with their own hands,

and stil1 dictating who would Tun the country. WhicheveT party

cane to power was bound to consider this energing threat to

political stability in the islands. The Deno party was placed

in office after a court overturned Albert Henryrs victory. Demo

party branches in New Zealand saw their opportunity, and in 1980

pressed their colleagues in Avarua to honour their canpaign

pledge to give overseas Cook Islanders the right of postal voting

in their rhomer electorates. In fact the Demo election nanifesto

mentioned neither provision, merely promising rrspecial voting

facilitiesil would be established in New Zealand (Derno Policy

Statement , Ig7B292). Turning down the leplesentations of branches

in New Zealand, instead the new government pushed through an

amendment to the Constitution establishing an 'roverseas electoraterr

in which one M.P. would Tepresent all Cook Islanders not living

in the islands. The Demo party thus kept its election promise

at the sarne tine significantly curtailing the influence of overseas

Cook Islanders, particularly their influence on specific seats.

In effect the overseas electorate covered the entire globe !

Well may the first M.P. had the same feelings as the young John

Wesley as nissionary to the Indians being "set free on the continent

of North Arnericarr by his bishop. Such constitutional moves spurred

many overseas Cook Islanders to rnake greater efforts to secure

land and voting rights by more frequent visits.

Another significa¡t rpolitical development in New Zealand in

accompaniment with the emergence of party politics was the increased

tension between the Church and political authorities. Problens had

their beginning after the war, as mentioned, when the Labour government
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sided with the Church against the growing influence of the CIpA in

Auckland. But due to the unique voting arrangements which persisted

until recently, and the steady increase in migrant numbers, the corrununity

in New Zealand I^Ias an inportant constituency which the Avarua government

could not afford to neglect. The government established a consular

office in Auckland, which with the declining influence of the

Churchts welfare ro1e, began to be much more active in the lives

of nigrants: Consular officers took an active part in dealing

with the legal, housing, enployment and welfare problems of Cook

rslanders. A fu11-tine welfare officer was appointed, and the office

promoted the image that it was the best place to come for help and

inforamtion.

The consulate also extended its political influence, albeit

cautiously, by encouraging the establishment of Cook Islander

'radvisory committeesrt in 0tara, Mangere and more recently in the

central city. These cornmittees are comprised of volunteers who

organise by subconmittees to deal with problerns people report to

them in such areas as housing, health, education and law. Ideally,

they should act as go-betr^reens with relevant State agencies.

conmittee members conplain they are sonetimes treated as bumbling

amateurs by New zealand government bureaucrats and fieldworkers,

but the consulate defends them as part of an important self-help

effort on behaL,f of their people. The Cook Islands government

provides them with secretarial services, personnel and funds ,

though the latter is a delicate issue. For political reasons,

the connittees are encouraged to naintain their independence so as

not to create problems with the New Zealand government and so that

nigrants to not view the committees as attempts by Avarua to curry

their favour. Equally significantly, the comnittees provide an

organisational base outside the church in whích young, articulate
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and concerned cook rslanders can take a public role in helping

the people and establish their mana atnong the migrant corununity.

Finally, there is the matter of the long-standing and virtually

taken-for-granted support of Cook Islanders for the New Zealand

Labour party. A New Zealand branch of the Party, cornprised entirely

of Cook Islanders, was established shortly after the last world war

(Hooper, 0p cit.:187). Similar to the efforts of the CIPA at the

time, prirnary ernphasis was placed on meeting the housíng and welfare

needs of migrants as well as insuring their political support.

A number of Cook Islanders today are active at the branch leve1 in

the Labour party, which in turn relies heavily on general Polynesian

support in seats like Auckland Central and South Auckland (Mangere).

A few of the younger Cook Islander leaders are becoming aware of

the minor degree of influence they do have as an ethnic group in

politics, and make attenpts to get Cook Islnders to vote at

election time and give special recognition to labour officials who

attend Cook Islander functions. As yet, no Cook Islander has gained

local or national office on the Labour or any other ticket. During

the 1985 Auckland City Council elections, one Cook Islander stood

as an Independent and the other as a Labour candidate. Both lost,

as did a women who contested the Auckland Central parliamentary

seat the year before against the long-standing Labour member.

Most Cook Islanders felt she lost because she stood for the l^/rong

party, and was not sufficiently rrin touch hlith the people".

The extent to which the Labour/Polynesian alliance will persist

unchall"enged is open to question, though given the reproduction of most

Cook Islanders in a largely working class, marginal position it

seems like1y that such support will continue. The energence of the

Maori Mana Motuhake in recent years, 1ed by a breakaway Labour member

of Parliament, has not yet posed a threat since its ideology is
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strictly bi-cultural. It does not actively encourage Pacific

Islander involvement or speak to their interests, even though

there have been occasional informal contacts made between more

radical Maori political activists and some Pacific Islands

community leaders. There is also the possibility that some young,

articulate Cook Islanders will see political involvernent as a

legitinate avenue to pursue the interests and grievances of

Cook Islanders, perhaps in concert with those fron other

rcommunitiesr but likely without the support of more traditional

leaders and Church elders. Whether such engagement is likely to be

through existing political parties or radicalism such as Mana

Motuhake depends in part on the success of recent attempt by

established Cook Islands community leaders to enter politics.

Another alternative could emerge by way of the community ha11

movement of Aitutaki Enua, and the possible reinterpretation of

cultural tradi-tions to speak to the situation of Cook Islanders

in contemporary New Zealand. It is clear that the continued

structuring of nost Polynesians together as a fraction of the

working class, along with the debilitating effects of economic

recession and the wider inclusiveness of racialisation incorporating

nigrants regardless of class membership will have a. profound

influence on which of these developments come to the fore. The

curtailing of voting and land rights in the islands seems to add

further impetus to increased political consciousness and action

in New ZeaIand, at least over the long run.
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Conclusion

In this chapter I have examined the more significant forms of

cook Islander rcommunityr organisation in New zearand: the church,

enua associations, sports clubs and political parties. r emphasised

the necessity of narking the distinction between Cook Islander

social order in New zearand and in the islands, rather than glossing

them as one ethnic group or society, Certainly they share a

common history, experiences and cultural background. But I have

emphasísed the necessity of paying attention to how cook rslander

migrants I position in New zearand society has produced a certain

ordering of the social and cultural heritage to maintain an I ethnic

diversityr as a social category which is in sone respects distinctive

not only from other Pacific groupings but fron the islands a1so.

I discussed the broad developnent of each forn of social

organisation, showing not only major changes that have occurred

but how these often took place in relation to other forns within

the migrant cornmunity and in consequence of developments in the

political economy since the last world war. A major exanple hras

the rise and decline of the churchts welfare ro1e, and the way in

which the encouragement of conpetitive donations served as a catalyst

to the enua groupings. The recent emergence of poritical parties

and government welfare activities at the expense of the church is

another case in point,

I also outlined the more significant changes in the institution
of elder-rule in recent years. r attenpted to indicate the basic

contradition which they now face, that their position in part relies

on their inportance to capital and the state who naintain them as

rcommunity leaders' in their relations rvith cook rslanders; but

the very institutions which they have helped expand and eláborate
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are generating gïeater burderns of reciprocity alienating many,

but which elders are reluctant to criticise for fear of losing

their own base of authority. Their conflicts with youth in sone

of the sports clubs regarding the authority of their office and

the status of custom are another nanifestation of the pressures

that the institution of elder-rule is under.

Finally I described recent transformation in the political

rights of absentee Cook Islanders in New Zealand, and how these

changes heightened the concern and for many the leveL of visiting

and renittances to try to protect their franchise and lanrl rights.

I also indicated the ernergece of Maori political radicalism, and

the possibility of new fonns of political expression among younger

Cook Islanders. These could involve,engagement in existing political

parties in New Zealand, radicalism based on shared ethnic group

or Polynesian interests or some sort of cultural revitalisation

movement. While trends among the second generation are not yet

apparent in any way that is divergent from their parents, radicalism

could become an option if few opportunities are made available for

attaining power within existing political parties.

-0-



Chapter 6

Marriage Practices and Personal Networks

I have previously defined ethnicity as a configuration of

identities and life styles based on shared cultural Tesouïces

inprovised in response to irnposed ethnic categorisation, structural

marginality and conflicts of interest. rn this chapter r consider

how such irnprovisations are created at the level of individual

behaviour through cook rslander marriage practices and personal

networks. I pay particular attention to how rracer' kinship and

class position influence who Cook Islanders marry and who they

interact with in everyday life.

cook Islander narriage practices are significantly influenced

by their place in New zearand society and the specific effects of

racialisation. This being so, a high rate of intermarriage with

Europeans since the last worrd war raises important questions

with any straight-forward 'rrace relationsrr analysis. And with

respect to personal networks, r discuss the results of a series

of weekend rrnetwork serialsrr taken from a cross-section of cook

rslanders. r pay particular attention to the relative importance

of alterrs rTacerr rethnic' identity, kinship relation and class

with respect to ego.

Cook Islander Marriage Practices

choice of marriage partner and the sociar constraints which

influence those choices have a significant bearing on the organisational

coherence of an ethnic group, the maintenance of ethnic identity and

the way members are articulated into the wider society. cultural

background, ethnic community expectations and location in the political

economy are important determinants of individual behaviour.
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Cook Islanders usually avoid narrying someone who stands in a

relation of second cousin or closer -- that is, classificato'ry brother

or sister. With so many Cook Islands rnigrants in New Zealand, kinship

reltions are often confused to say the least. To avoid possible

incestual relationships, preference is given to marrying someone

from a different village or istand(l). There are no customaay

sanctíons against narrying non-Cook Islanders. Indeed, there is

considerable prestige in rnarrying a European because of the presumed

financial security and social status one might gain. I shall have more

to say on that subject shortlY.

Given a theory of the structuring of nigrant labour as a

marginal fraction of the working class through racialisation and

ethnic categorisation, one would anticipate clear patterns of

Polynesian and Cook Islander endogamy in New Zealand. Of course,

one must allow for race relations legislation and the vagueries of

paternalistic racisn. Marriage patterns would hardly be as clear-cut

and exclusive as societies characterised by institutionalised

segregationa or apartheid. One might also anticipate a considerable

degree of intermarriage among the different Polynesian groupings,

given the fact that they share for the most part a conmon position

in the political economy and are identified as a single social category.

But, it will be clear from preceeding chapters that the situation

is considerably more complicated.

The case of the Cook Islands migrant population is a good

(1) Given such ambiguities, an older kinsnan wishing to discourage
a particular marriage can claim the man and woman are related too
closely (pirianga vaitata). If such claims are accepted by the couple
orthew@emarriageisoff.Sornee1dersusejnuendo
to waïn off prospective suitors. Young people who wish to avoid
problems prefer to date people from another enua. But if the
individuals are justrthaving a good tíme,rrthey merely avoid asking
about one anotherts background.
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example of both the complexity of marriage patterns and the

reasons for such complexity. To gain a proper perspective it is

useful to go back a few years. During the 1950s, Hooper (Op Cit:150)

described the thousand or so Cook Islanders living in central

Auckland as a relatively close-knit ethnic enclave. 0f the quarter

or so of Cook Islanders who had moved elsewhere, approximately half

had been allocated a State housing unit while the other half had

married Europeans. In fact between 1952-1957 more Cook Islanders

married Pakehas than they did other Cook Islanders (Ibid.). The

conmon pairing was a Pakeha male and a Cook Islander female.

Between three and four times as many Cook Islander women narried

Pakehas as did Cook Islander men (Ibid.:175). At face value the

ethnic group seemed under threat as a community, and Cook Islanders

rapidly assinilating into New Zealand society.

With the benefit of hindsight, it is now evident that Hooper was

observing a transition period in Cook Islander narriage practices

as the following graph demonstrates (Figure 1). Prior to 1957

there is no question that a higher proportion of Cook Islander

marriages were with non-Cook Islanders. But the trend was toward

a rapid decline in racial exogamy and a rise in rethnic communityr

endogany. By 1956 a point of virtual balance was achieved which

has continued to the present with minor fluctuations. Even so,

intermar:riage with New Zealana"tr(2) has continued at a higher rate

than night have been anticipated.

(2) Hooper found that relatively few Cook Islanders married Maoris.
My own fieldwork tends to confirn that such unions are still considerably
fewer than with Pakehas, though not as rare as earlier. Official
marriage statistics are reported only for country of birth, so without
survey data it is impossible to differentiate rtNew Zealanders"" I take
it most of such reported marriages are with Europeans.
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A partial explanation for these trends becomes apparent when

narriage rates for cook rslander men and women are contrasted

(Figure 2). until 1960, a higher percentage of cook rslander

hronen married non-cook rslanders than did cook rslander males.

The early high rate of female outmarriage r4ras related to the

recruitment of fenale domestics and service workers during and just

after the war. A1so, until the late 1960s a preponderance of males

coning to New zearand had a wife and children back in the islands.

Recently the rate of fenale cook rslander ethnic exogany has again

increased due to intermaniage with other Pacific Islanders (endogarny

within the racial category). The steady increase since arounð. rg72

coincides with the onset of economic recession and government moves

against Pacific overstayers. Fijians, Tongans, samoans and others

have rnarried cook rslanders to stay in the country. overall,
intermarriage with Maoris and pacific rslanders rnay be lower than

anticipated fron a general theory of racialisation. But recent

trends find confirmation in such a theory, and if continued over

tíme could likely have political consequences among the racial
category.

The important issue is why, given discrinination and class

donination in New zealand, cook rslander rates of ethnic exogamy

courd have continued so consistently high. rntermarriage as opposed

to extramarital relations with the doninant gïoup would seem to

indicate social equality, particularly where rights of inheritance

are passed on to the offspring of such unj-ons as in various colonial

societies (Henriquez, rg74). How is it possible to speak of

cook rslanders as a rsocial categoryr and a persistent ethnic,group

(social force) over time? certainly this has been of nore than

academic interest to cook rslander elders in recent years.
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In a recent study of marriage patterns among Japanese-Americans

in Seattle, Leonetti and Newell-Morris (1982) found that since the

last world war there had been a steady increase in levels of

rrracial exogamy" (Figure 3). The first generation was subject

to wartime internment, virulent racism and econonic deprivation

and was almost totally endogamous as an ethnic group. By the

third generation, however, outmarriage 1.ates had reached 50% --

approxinating what the authors call a state of "panmixisrr. As

causes of this apparent rrprogress,tr Leonetti and Newel1-Morris list

gïeater residential integration, educational advance and occupational

mobility (Ibid..24). They also distinguish a I'nuclearrr from

'rnon-nuclealrr ethnic population (ei. cor.e conmunity versus a more

peripheral menbership). They claim as a general principle that those

who retain links through parents to the highly-organised core

conmunity are nore endogarnous, as opposed to those whose personal

networks have expanded to include Europeans (Ibid.). Third

generation racial exogamy, they conclude, is a natural progression

fron expanded rates of ethnic cornmunity exogamy between core and

peripheral populations in the second generation. So third generation

racial exogamy is a virtual evolutionary pr'ocess based on expanding

networks and increased econornic opportunities.

Their findings appear to lend support to the much-criticised

assimilation nodel of migrant adaptation. One means by which an

inpression of rnigrant nobility econornically, geographically and

rnaritally is created is by their rather arbitrary construction of

rgenerations' in distinct stages. They underplay the significance

of recent migration and of Nesei and Sansei born earlier or later

than their defíned states on the model. If the boundaries between

discrete generations or between core conmunity and peripheral members
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are problematic, then there must be serious reservations regarding

their conclusions. Most tellingly, they neglect the structural

position of the Japanese in the wider political economy and developments

in racialisation over time, by reifying the notion of the rethnic

conmunityr and not locating Japanese in class relations of the

American Northwest. They treat as causes what are in fact

consequences of more fundamental realities. It is unclear why

Japanese-Anerican networks progressively expanded to include

Europeans, how a racially stignatisedpopulation became socially

acceptable and why the subsequent two generations received increased

economic opportunities .

Comparing Cook Islander and Japanese-American marriage patterns

(Figure I and 3) the striking difference is that Cook Islanders

have been much closer to a state of tpanmixis I since data on

post-war marriages became available. Cook Islander marriages prirnarily

involve migrants from the islands, and thus should be conpared with

pre-war figures for first generation Japanese migrants" Japanese

nigrants initially moved into factory and domestic jobs, and were

discrininated against by imrnigration laws and wartime internment.

As a result, they had very 1ow out-marriage rates. Though sirnilar,

their situation was considerably more extreme than that of Cook

Islanders. First generation Cook Islanders in contrast to first

generation Japanese have been intermarrying with New Zealand-born

individuals at a rate of some 40-50%, similar to !8r"4 generation

Japanese-Anericans. In sum Cook Islanders may be as 'racially
exogamousr as third generation Japanese-Americans, but their

class position is similar to that of racialised and sti gmatised

Isei migrants.

Contrary to the Leonetti and Newell-Morris model, there cannot be
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any necessary connection between the extent of racial intermarriage

with members of the host society, the degree of rassimilationr and

class position. The Seattle study concluded that those who are

active in the core cornmunity were mor'e likely to marry Japanese

than those less involved. Certainly the high rates of Cook Islander

out-marriage indicate that the community elders and kin have been,

by their own definition, less effective in enfotcing ethnic endogany

in New Zealand. But what must be considered, and what Leonetti

and Newel1-Morris neglect, are both the standard inprovisations

and the broader structural factors effecting mar.riage practices,

including the link between racialisation and class position.

The reproduction of the wolking class position of nost Cook

Islanders over time and recent developments in social categorisation

have had certain consequences for their rnarriage pattelns. Since

the early 1970s there has been a slightly greater likelihood that

Cook Islanders will marry other Cook Islanders, though the trend

is not consistent fron one yeal to the next (Figure 1). One factor

off-setting recession and racialisation is the effort many make to

secure a Papara spouse in order to gain economic security. Such

improvisations are not alhlays successful, nor are they necessarily an

accurate assessnent of the financial status of all Europeans"

But they are an important part of contemporary folk wisdon among

Cook Islanders on how to cope with their situation in New Zealand.

For many, marrying a Papala is not so much a matter of opportunity

and rupward nobility'as a step taken as a last resort.

Two further observations can be made about the continuing

high ethnic exogany rate among Cook Islanders. One arises from a

comparison of Cook Islands and Samoan marriage lates (Figure 4).

Almost three-quarters of Samoan marriages have been with other
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Samoans while Cook Islanders have been intermarrying with others as

much as with Cook Islanders. This is puzzling because Miles

has proposed that all such rnigrant groupings tend to develop conmon

interests and may even organise together because of shared experiences

of racialisation. Presumably these common experiences and the way

they are perceived by the doninant class will effect their rnarriage

practices. I have already indicated that, at least at the political

and rideologicalf 1evels the situation of Cook Islanders and Samoans

is different. An important distinction is that Cook Islanders are by right

New Zealand citizens, while most Samoans are not. Samoans have

if anything keener interest in their rights back home, where most

will eventually return; their marriage patterns tend to reflect this

fact. I have atso indicated the separations which exist within

the racial category and in structural relations (eg. patronage)

and these are also nirrored in the different marriage patterns

between Samoans and Cook Islanders. Cook Islander efforts to

to differentiate thernselves from other Pacific Island groupings

ideologically and politically as ,an racceptabler migrant conmunity

contiibutes to the observed disparity of rnarriage patterns.

The second point in contrast to the Leonetti/Newel1-Morris

nodel is that racial and ethnic intermarriage does not automatically

mean equality or econonic rnobility. Stratification theory aside,

both Hooperrs fieldwork and my own confirm that Cook Islanders tend

to marry non-Cook Islanders who are menbers of the working class.

The Seattle study did not take account of spousets c1ass, instead

assuming that racial inter-marriage meant an increase in one I s

socio-economic status. Among Cook Islanders, there is a high rate

of ethnic and racial category exogamy, unlike Samoans. d.t the same

time, there is class endogamy in marriage practices which includes
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Samoans and Paparas. The increasing rate of female marriages with

other Pacific Islanders also suggests sinilar developments, tending

to reinforce their conmon nembership in the Polynesian class fraction.

Both of these broader class developnents could have significant

though contradictory consequences for the emerging generation

of Cook Islanders.

Most significantly, these findings tenC to confirm that

racialisation operates differently in different societies.

It is also evident that bourgeois ideology, which has its greatest

social force in institutions dominated by the ruling class itself,

is not necessarily accepted or relevant in particular contexts

(social, Tecreational) involving Europeans and Cook Islanders of

the working class. With respect to the cohesiveness of the Cook

Islands conmunity -- in other words, when the social category

attenpts to maintain itself as a dístinct social force in the face

of ólass.divêrsity of its menbership -- these patterns further

illuninate the problems of identity and organisation which have

become íncreasingly contentious among Cook Islanders in recent

yeaïs. But there are other reasons why such individual marriage

practices as general trends have not led to a breakdown and dispersal

of the rethnic cornmunityr .

Marriage Exchange and the Reproduction of the rEthnic Communityr

Cook Islander men have tended to marry New Zealand-born women at

a gteatet rate than Cook Islander women have married New Zealanders

(Figure 6.2) During the period fron 1954 to 1980, 46.5% of Cook

Islander males chose a New Zealand spouse while only 58.Seo of females

did so. Such findings raise inportant issues: why were male exogany

rates consistently higher than those of females? How has it been

possible for the Cook I.slander population to reproduce itself over tine
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as a self-concious 'ethnic comnunityr given such an apparently

high outflow of mernbers.

Beginning with the latter issue, the routflowr has been more

apparent than real. My own fieldwork gene'rally confirms Hooper's

observations that

the women who marry Pakehas tend to be lost fron the corununity
to a greater extent than the men who marry Pakeha hromen
(0p cit.:176).

Since Cook Islands male exogamy rates have continued higher than

females rates, the overall effect has served to build up the

numbers identifying as Cook Islanders and thus the rethnic comnunity'(5),

Males are not lost to j-nvolvernent as much as females, and their children

nore likely to be identified and included as Cook Islanders.

The tendency, if one adopts an exchange model, is for Cook

Islands males to rbring inrwomen along with some Maoris and Pacific

Islanders. These spouses usually try to fit into their husband's

kinship relations and engage in Cook Islands comrnunity activities.

Cook Islander women, on the other hand, tend to move into their

European (or Pacific Islander in a minority of cases) husbandrs

sphere of activity and thus are less active in the Cook Islands

community. The drift away may be offset by an older relative

living with the couple or nearby, who may insist on the woman's

continued involvement and the maintenance of her childrenrs

identity as Cook Islanders.

Although his sarnple was small, Hooper (Ibid.: 176) found

that nost of the European women married to Cook Islanders visited

(3) It should also be born in nind that the Cook Islander corununity
has until recently been able to rely on a steady influx of nigrants
from the islands to replentish and expan{ its membership. Furthermore,
as Hooper (Op cit.:178) showed, Cook Islander endoganous unions and
extrarnarital births tend to produce more offspring identifying as
Cook Islanders than do mixed marriages. The same is largely true today,
though ethnic identity and practice are increasingly problenatic for
sedond generation Cook Islanders.
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and entertained their affines, and took part in various ethnic cornmunity

activities. While I carried out no systenatic survey of mixed

marriages, nost Cook Islander men who I rnet that had curtailed their

ethnic involvements were of higher socio-economic status and

educational background. I rarely saw European men active in Cook

Islands affairs, nor male spouses fron other Pacific Islands groups.

I did encountel several European and Pacific Islander women married

to Cook Islanders who took an active role in the life of their

kopu tangata, cooked for cornnunal feasts and sometimes attended

nore important occasions themselves. Spouses fron other Pacific

Islands hrere considerably more active than Europeans, and I had

the impression that involvement in ethnic conmunity activities

among nixed couples was generally rather low.

For the most part Cook Islander men are in an economic position

which necessitates their continued reliance upon Cook Islander

kin and friends for jobs, loans and other forms of asstance.

They are not easily rlostt to,the conmunity. Unless they sonehow

have managed to attain additional valuable tqualifications, I they

are under pressure from European affines to remain wi-th their
rrown peoplerr (cf. Harre, 19 66 for similar findings among Maoris).

Prejudice comes into force particularly v¡hen the donestic domain

-- and private property -- is threatened. Here Polynesians may

constitute both a psychologiqal and an econornic threat to bourgeois,

Pakeha society.

The different rates of racial and ethnic exogamy between Cook

Islander males and fenales have no single e4planation" In comparative

studies the nost commonly recognised pattern of racial intermarriage

is what Merton (1941) called somewhat labouriousLy 'rcast hypogarnyrrr r

or in Anerica marriage between a White female and a Black r4ale
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(4)(Barron, I972:25) Similarly, Benson (1981:21) found in Britain

that up to 1971 there was a greater likelihood of narriage between

Black men and White women. She attributed this to an early preponderence

of nale New commonwealth migrants. This does not appear to have

been the case with Cook Islanders; in fact just the opposite.

Leonetti and Newell-Morris (0p cit .:27) found that among

Japanese-Americans, it was consj-stently more 1ike1y that fenates would

marry European males than the opposite pairing. The intermarriage

patterns of Japanese-Americans urere in other words just the converse

of Blacks in America, west rndians in Britain and cook rslanders

in New zearand. However, when allowance is made for these authors I

distinction between nuclear and non-nuclear populations, the results

are infornative. For a significant period after the last world

uiar, during what these authors tern the rsecond generation,r both

nuclear and non-nuclear males tended to intermarry with non-Japanese

at a higher rate than females -- that is, the anticipated pattern

from other studies. After 1960 and into the third generation,

fenale exogarny rates once again begin to outstrip those of males.

0f course, the particular social setting for each case must

be exarnined in its own right. There are undoubtedly specific factors

in the econmic position and racialisation of Japanese-Americans

which would have to be considered. Offsetting positive narkers

linked with the resurgence of Japan as a world technological power

night be one. Though there are sinilarities with cook rslander

marriage patterns over time, Cook rslanders are sti11 essentially

a first generation community with recent steady inflows of nigrants

from the islands. But there does seem to be some evidence to suggest
(4) In various U.S" studies it was three to ten times more likely
that irypogany riLtlror th+n hy'r-rergany ',,¡ou1,J occur. However, the
opposite pattern was observed with respect to extramarital sexual
relationships.
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that where there is a relatively strong ethnic core of whatever

generation, and that core community is constructed by the doninant

class as a stimatised ninority, there will be less intermarriage.

Changing structural conditions and Tacist evaluations will have

differing effects on rates of male and fenale exogany, in some cases

the second generation males rpioneeringr unions with the host society

through work contacts. Due to recent developments in New Zealand,

any so-cal1ed mobility which Cook Islanders have achieved has been

largely horizontal, particularly with respect to women who have

married working class White or Pacific Islanders.

Cook Islander Marriase Preferences

Cook Islander marriage preferences have influenced these

patterns and in particular the perception by many that marriage with

a Papata is a means to gain respect and material security. Given

their structural position, such an attitude is understandable and

indeed perceptive as one kind of improvisation. Based on the 1981

fieldwork survey, the following list shows the most often-mentioned

qualities Cook Islanders look for in a marríage, in order of the

priority in which they were nentioned (Table 6.1) Many of the

values Cook Islanders have in nind are not so different from those

of Pakeha society. It goes without saying that their attitudes have

been significantly shaped by the doninant culture, particularly through

the media, advertising and popular music. But this rnay be misleading.

Sone of these same qualities have different meanings or referrents from

those of the average New Zealander. Most obvious is the fact that

their concern for security, rnoney, wealth and a better lj fe nirrors

their positíon as a racialised population, most of whon are locked

into an underprivileged fraction of the working class.
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Quality

Love

Security,/a better life
triave kids /a famj-J.y

MoneY,/landlobtain we alttr
A good personality
A Cook Islander
Sharing/ a companion

Good. wo rke r,4rouser¡¡i f e

Happiness

A good charasEer

Attractive
Cooperation

Responsible/makes plans
Papara

For Sex

Kind,/caring

TrusÈ,/loyaI

Know culture/in acliivities
Edu cational background

Childrenls education

Qualities You Look For First in a Marriage Partner
(Source : l-981- Fieldwork Survey)_

Rank

First Preference

Freguencev PercenÈaqe

Total of AI1 Prefe.rence

Rank Freguenc¡¡ Ad-i. Percentage

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

L2

I3
L4

15

16

T7

I8
I9
20

59

24

20

15

13

II
10

9

I
6

5

4

4

3

2

2

2

2

28.4

11.5

9.6
7.2

6.3
5.3

4.8
4.3

3.8

2"9

2.4

1.9

r"9
L.4

1.0

r.0
1.0

1.0

I
2

4

3

I
13

6

5

I1

I4
10

1

15

L6

T7

9

12

19

18

20

89

46

4I
43

20

t1
28

40

L4

11

I5
26

9

5

3

20

L4

2

3

2

19.9

10. 3

9.2

9.6

4.5

2.5

6.3
8.9

3.1

2.5

3.3

5.8

2.O

1.1

-7

4.5

3. t
-4

.7

.4

199 100
462 100
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Bourgeois romanticism was also apparent in the fact that

the notive ofrrloverrwas virtually taken for granted as the sine

qua non of narriage. In addition it was also a hoped-for quality

and a legitimation of almost any relationship entered into. Love

seemed to be a sentimental inclination between two people who only

later considered more serious qualities in their partner and

reasons for rnarriage. Few seerned to have given much thought to

what qualities they expected in a partner, since a good marriage

was a matter of luck.

With respect to the Cook Islander structural position, unstable,

violent, econornically stressed domestic situations were reflected

in respondentrs concern for soneone who woul"d look after them.

They wanted a good provider/housewife, someone who would cooperate,

share and be understanding. The powerless situation of women was

particularly evident. Many stated they would consider anIgrìl?:

so long as he was not lazy, a spendthrift or a wife-beater.

Cook Islander rnamiage preferences regarding Europeans also

mirror their position in the wider society, as is evident in the

following data (Table 6.2 ). Stated reasons for marrying Europeans

show that certain motives are consistently nore important no matter

what a partnerrs race or ethnicitr(5). Love and security are

given presidence in any narital arrangement. T\,vo values which assume

special importance in marrying Europeans are money/Iand and wealth.

In addition there is the respect given Europeans within the Cook

Islands community and the supposed status accorded to persons who

(5) It should be noted that the survey question was phrased to elicit
responses about why others choose to marry Paparas. This was done to
give the respondent tacit permission to state motives which he or she
nay have been reluctant to divulge about his own preferences. The
intent hras to tap in on existing stereotypes or folk mythologies.



Table 6.2

ReaSon

Moneyfland,/wealth

Love

Security
Cook Island.s status
European is respected

Have White Kids

European treats diff.
Attractive
Prefer European \¡rays

Escape Islarrd ways

Europeans island escape

Good personality
Get along

Incest ayoidance

European better
Other

European smarter

To travel
Meet at partyr/lrork

Cook fs, is stupld

Reasons lftry Cook Tslanders Marry Europeans
(,Source: 1981 Fields'aork Survey)

Ranl<
First Reason

Freguency Percentage

26.4

9.6

9.1
4.7

7"7

3.8

3.8

2.4

2.4

l'9
1.9

I.4
L.4

L.4

L.4

L.4

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Total of All Reasons
Rank Freguency Adi " Percentage

28.2

1"1

11.0

8.6

6.5

5.0

4.5

3' 3

4.5

1.7

2.r
1.2

L.2

L.2

1.5

1.0

1.2

1.8
1.0

r.2

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9-

t0
11

12

13

L4

15

16

L7

18

19

20

55

20

19

I8
16

I
I
5

5

4

¿.

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

t
4

2

3

6

1

I
r0

9

5

1I
15

16

T7

13

20

18

L2

I9

95

26

37

29

22

L1

T5

11

15

26

1

4

4

4

5

3

4

6

3

4

185 100 340 100
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marry them -- or more precisely, are selected by Europeans as a

marriage partner.

The differences between general preferences and those particularly

to do with narrying Europeans become clearer when reasons for narrying

a Papata are grouped according to conmon themes, as in the following

figure ( Table 6.3 ). The nost often-nentioned responses were economically

grounded, having to do with attaining naterial security or getting

away from the burden of assisting fellow Cook Islanders. The najor

thernes in order of irnportance ü/ere (1) wealth and security, (2) escape

racism andfot customary obligations, (5) better treatment by oners

spouse, (4) status recognition alnong Cook Islanders and the wider

society, and (5) romantic notives such as love In the case of

marriage to Europeans love was given the lowest priority as a

preference or motive.

Unlike motives and qualities mentioned in response to general.

questions, here the overarching motif is utility and social rnobility,

away from connunity or customary obligations and away from oners present

material conditions. Once again many of these motives are stated

frorn the ì^/omanrs perspective, whether the respondent was male or

fenale. The responses also indicate that such persons are motivated

-- or are at least perceived by other Cook Islanders as being

notivated -- by the desire to escape the community and better their

lot. They also confirm the emergent pattern of interracía1 exchange

by which women marry out and thus are rlostr to the community,

but women narrying in are treated as Cook Islanders. The offspring

of mixed marriages enjoy a particular social position among Cook

Islanders which has additional meaning in New ZeaLand



Table 6.3

Arnalgamated Responses by Common Themes:

lvhy Marry a European

Freguenqr' Percent
Íheme
TotaI Percent

A. lVealth and Securitv

1) Money/:land/wealth

2) Security

B. Status Recognition

1) Cook Islands status
2) Europeari is respected

C. Escape nacism,/obliqations

95

37

28.2

11.0
I32 39. 5

29

22

8.6

6.5
5I 15. 3

Prefer European waYs

Escape Island ways

Travel

Have Vühite kids
European srnarter

D. Better Treatment

European treats better
Get along

European better
Can manipulate Eur.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

15

26

6

L7

4

4.5

7.7

1.8

5.0

L-2

7I 2r.3

1)

2)

3)

4)

15

4

5

5

4.5

I.2
1.5

r.5
39 L6.7

E. Standard Moti of Eur.

I) Love

2) Attractive
3) Good personality

26

1l
4

7.7

3.3

r.2
4L L2.3
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Mixed-Race Status and Ethnic Identity

Aesthetic criteria of beauty, including the significance of

skin colour and related phenotypical features, is initially deternined

by the dominant group. This is usually done with reference to

the 'bestr features of the doninant group itself" Those minority

members with qualities most rlike ust are more acceptable. Such

factors are noninated by the dominant group -- in advanced capitalism

the bourgeoisie -- as preferred diacritica for access to the status,

por^¡er and resources of the society (cf . Barton, 0p cit.).

A change in the evaluation of physical features occurred in

Cook Islands society following European cont,act. Light skin seerns

to have become associated with beauty and high status. Various

co.lonial agents and rnissionaries influenced the change in values

by imposing what appeared to then to be conmonsense perceptions. Thus,

Rev. Buzacott states,

the chiefly class were often rnuch more robust and light in
colour than the rank and file (from Missioñ Life in the Islands
of the Pacific 1866; quoted in Gray, 7975:17).

In view of the forceful character and rnaterial wealth of early

Europeans it is perhaps understandable that Cook fslanders should

have been influenced to adpot similar values. An Arorangi village

legend from Rarotonga recounts how the whole village eagerly sought

to know from the first European that arrived how they níght acquire

white skin like his. A number of missionary accounts record the

Itraditional r practice of secluding young l^romen for a year before

their rcoming outr feast and dance. Staying índoors made their

conplexion fairer. Dancers themselves often tried to avoid prolonged

exposure to sun to maintain their light skin. In a legend from

Mangaia recorded by Rev. W.W. Gi11 a young woman was refused permission

to seclude herself ritually, because she had formed a liaison with an
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ort"urt" (6) 
.

fn an article on the rmixed bloodt in Polynesia, Ernest Beaglehole

(1949) attempted to account for the number of persons of mixed race

descent in various Pacific Islands societies and their social standing.

At the end of World War II, he estimated t}rat 14% of the Cook

Islands population in the islands was of mixed race parentage, an

estinate that was undoubtedly conservative. As to the social significance

of interracial parentage, Beaglehold concluded that problems of

status and discrinination existed in societies like Samoa and

French Polynesia. But in the Cook Islands, European presence had

been minor andthere r{as social and econornic qquality.

There is no nixed blood problem in the Cook Islands. The Cook
Islanders are singularly unconscious of race distinction.
All natives, whatever their ancestry, are imnediately absorbed
into native life and participate equally in the values of
native society (Ibid. :54).

Beagleholers analysis lacks a certain veracity when examined

in light of the facts. For instance, in 1955 shortly after Beaglehole

wrote, Syme (1978) recalled an encounter with a mixed race planter

rPlenty of mixed blood in Arorangi,r' said Taria. rQuite a
few Chinese used to live here in the old days, and their
descendents stil1 do. There hrere several Germans -- Irve got
a bit of German blood nyself. And even one or two Negroes.
But the Chinese are gone and only the children and grandchildren
of the Germans are alive today. Perhaps all that foreign blood
explains why werre said to be the hardest-working people in
Rarotonga I . (Ibid. :85; enphasis added).

Whether the so called half-caste enjoys high or 1ow esteem or is

accorded little recognition or power at aII is not sirnply a matter

of cultural diversity from one society to the next or a whim of

history. The status of the mixed-race population in the Third

(6) rt was not only a scandal that the woman had co-habited with a
social outcaste, but that she was no longer a virgin, an important
aspect of the tcoming outr rite. There seems to have been an early
connection made between whiteness and purity in Cook Islander thought.
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World in particular is constituted in the form which colonialism and

dependency took in each case, and the mode of locar political

relations by which such dornination was reproduced. rn the cook

rslands being apa-Maori (lit. half-Maori) has taken on increased

social significance since the war and even moreso since the granting

of independence.

Frarnhein (1979) has also indicated the connection between

j-ncreased opportunities for political and econonic advancement in

the cook rslands and the emergence of greater status distinctions

for half-castes. She lists politics, public service, business,

education, leisure clubs and other institutions where those of nixed

race have risen to proninence. As an apa Maori herself, she relies

heavily on personal experience and first-hand observation (and perhaps

with a certain understandabLe bias).

There is a general recognition arnong Cook Islanders in the islands

that the tangata marata (big man) or entrepreneur in business ventures

and planting is often an individual of nixed race background.

It is 1ike1y that the domination of spheres of politì-cal and economic

power by a significant number of apa Maori -- and the fact that they

are identified as such by other cook rslanders and Europeans --
is not only a result of their historical and contemporary structural

posi.tions, but a set of perceptions which they and adrninistrators

have been interested to promote. The daughter of a long-serving

Papara public servant, now living in Adelaide, recalled that she,

Framhein and other friends were sent to the English-speaking school

at Nikao along with the children of expatriot Europeans. As they

grew older, they participated in the yachting and golf clubs and were

regurarly invited to parties by apa Maori politicians and public

servants for visiting dignitaries.
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One other caveat must be lodged with Framheinrs discussion of

the apa Maori position. She takes as unproblenatic the criteria for

identifying who is and who is not an apa Maori. What she does not

exarnine is the way in which the evaluation of mixed Tace ancestry

and the individuals who are said to fit such identities are located

in power. relations in the social structure and constituted in daily

practice. In Auckland indentification as þpa Maori seems to count

less arnong Cook Islanders, either at the level of public organisation

and oratory, or in daily personal encounter (see also Pearson, Ig77).

Persons who attenpt to assert some clain to status on this basis

are usually dismissed as akateitei (acting above themselves). That is

simply to say that the category aþa Maori has less social force among

Cook Islanders in New Zealand because such markers have only moderate

significance for bourgeois ideology, and because of overriding

interests in maintaining the coherent identity of the enua and

the rCook Islands corununityrr in view of the broader political and

economic setting. This is not to suggest that such 1abels anong

Cook Islanders are totally devoid of meaning. Mixed Tace parentage is

often nentioned as one reason for social mobility or i acumen in the

wider society. It is to suggest that perceptions of acceptability

and respectability as defined by the ruling ideology tend to be

restricted as to their applicability in specific social contexts.

Skin colour is an epiphenomenon of class mobility more than

anything else, though in specific situations an 'acceptable'

phenotypical appearance nay serve to augment other counter-balancing

qualifications or markers which offset racialisation. Besides

education, another inportant factors seens to be the class position

and personal networks of the European spouse, parent or affines

which may provide linited access to employment, housing and the like.
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Personal Networks and the Sign ificance of Kinship, Ethnicity and Class

Having examined ethnic identity fron the individual perspective

and seen the influence of ethnic community involvement, kinship,

racial categorisation and class position on marriage practices,

f now turn the inquiry to consider how these same factors effect

the total range of interpersonal relations among Cook Islanders

and New Zealand society. For this purpose I turn to network analysis,

specifically the rrnetwork serialrr procedure pioneered by Epstein

(1969) and developed by Sanjeck (1978).

Network analysis to date has tended to concentTate on matters

of norpology (structure, density, clustering) and network transactions

(exchange, communication). These enphases not only encountered

certain methodological difficulties in the field (eg. tracing

all the interactions between alters of ego) but left unanswered

certain analytic issues. Less attention was accorded the range of

settings in which ego was engaged, and how the characteristics of

egots alters night vary from one to the next. A systematic comparison of

networks of a range of egos has also seldom been undertaken.

The network serial consists of a series of consecutive

multi-actor scenes over a designated period of time which nay be

located within more or less discrete interaction settings or contexts.

In each scene one or more individuals interact with ego in a particular

activity. For the sake of analytie convenience I follow Sanjeck

in differentiating action settings according three rdonainsr

(Eidheirn, 1969:39-57): (1) work and public placeg (2) leisure and

social occasions, and (5) residence or the domestic domairr(7).

(7) See Sanjeck (Ibid.) for definition details. Work includes travel and
shopping. Leisure includes hospital visits and society meetings.
Domestic activities include visits to alters I homes.
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In order to sanple ac1.oss all three domains and in view of

the way in r,ikrich work and leisure are olganised in New Zealand,

network serials were gathered over the period of Friday norning

to the following Monday evening. In alnost every instance I was

able to caTTy out a structured de-briefing of ego myself regarding his

weekend activities, as did the Sanjecks with their forty cases.

I also lived with nost of the households during the weekend of the

recording of the network serials (the Sanjecks lived in the same

housing estate as their informants), participating in their

domestic life and leisure pursuits. By holding several short

recording sessions during the weekend, I was able to overcome some

of the difficulty with infornant reca11 reported by the Sanjecks.

Living with informants for a period was one way of overcoming the

problems of a geographically spread population (8). I also judged

that the additional insights into individuals' activities gained through

participant-observation far outweighed the problern of upsetting

egots regular patteïn of interactions. However, I did avoid-most

work contexts during the serial we'ekends, since I considered my

presence would be unduly disruptive. I did spend some time at

various individuals' places of work before and after the network

serial weekend. I kept a diary of my observations and inpressions

during each weekend. The three case studies which conclude

this chapter are a cornbination of formal de-briefing and personal

experiences.

The individuals for whon network-serials were lecorded --

(8) My fieldwork procedures in Auckland were relatively diverse and

designed to maintãin contact and involveùent with as many individuals,
organisations and activities as possibl-e:. I kept an activity schedule
thàt at times looked like the flight chart of an airport control: tower.
I was able to maintain constant contact with five chosen farnilies
for the duration of my fieldwork, a notion I borrowed from Oscaf,.Lewis.
I also resided with Côok Islander friends and assistants when viSiting
the islands and when carrying out the concluding 1981 fieldwork: survey.
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there were twenty-eight -- urere not randomly selected, but chosen

by s.tratified criteria broadly in accord with the profile of the

current Cook Islander population in Auckland. The following table

shows the important variables in the sanple selection (Table 6.4).

Profiles of age cohorts, place of birth and island of origin along

with education all approximate to the general Cook Islander population.

The sanple is unrepresentative with respect to the higher percent

of wornen, lower ratio of production workers, higher nurnber of middle

class and greater degree of home-ownership than is the norm among

Cook Islanders. Since the prirnary interest was a comparison of

class ppsitions, these statistical variations nattered less than the

smallness of the sample in other areas (eg. one nember of the bourgeoisie,

and two young adults born in New Zealand). It must therefore be

remembered that generalisations about the entire Cook Islands

population must be treated with caution.

My main interest here is to examine the social characteristics

of the alters in actual individual networks in order to shed light

on the central points of this thesis. But I will also try to relate

these same characteristics across the various domains in which

interaction takes place, since this procedure reveals certain details

of race and class relations not generally discussed in the New

Zealand literature. At this point, one approaches the network data with

certain assumptions from earli-er research and from this thesis which

can nohr be tested empirically.

For instance, one would anticipate that class positì-on would

be the most consistent determinant of who ego interacts with in his

networks. Given class structuration onr the basis of racialisation
and ethnic categorisation, there should also be a clear relationship

between race, ethnicity and class of ego and his alters. The working



Table 6.4 Profile of Network Sample

N o/
/o

a*o
7r.4

39.2
2r.4
35.7
3.6

90.0
14.3

3.6
r7.9
3.6

Island(Setf or Parents)
Rarotonga 14
Aitutaki 4Mauke 3Manihiki I
Penrhyn 5Pukapuka l

Class
1ÀIorking
Middle
Bourgeois

Sex
Male
Femal_e

Age
tr-24
2q-<o¿./ _./,/

40-59
6o+

BÍrth place-
Cook Is.
N. Z.

Dwelling Tenure
Own w/o mort.
Own wi mort.
H.Corprn rnt
Priv. rêilt
Share/parn ts

8
20

11
6

10
I

Bg.2
10. B

¿3
5

LO.7

0ccupation
prof . /Tech I
Admin,/Mgr. 3Clerical 4Sal-es 0
Service 4Ag/For. o
Prod,/Tran 10

Hsewf/Student 4
Unenrplyd. t

Education
Primary z
Secondary A3
Tchr Trn. 0
Tech. fnst.2
Univ. 1

64.2
32.r
3.6

1B
9
I

3.6
f0.7
14.3

o
14.3

0
35.7
L4,3
3.6

7.r
82. I

0
7.t
3.6

I
7
7
6
4

7.
35.
10.

2
o
3
B

5

I

2B
L7.
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class should rely more on kin, fellow Cook Islanders and Polynesians

in their networks, and other classes would have a proportionately

greater percentage of European alters. Whether the position of Cook

Islanders as a social category and most as also a racialised

fraction of the working class is being reproduced into the second

generation may also be considered, though the data on New Zealand-born

individuals is linited. It is also possible to check for evidence

that older people tend to have more Cook Islanders, kin and Polynesian

alters and youth have wider ethnic, racial and even class contacts.

One would anticipate in light of the foregoing discussion that

racial and inter-ethnic contacts would tend to take place within

(or horizontally) the same c1ass.

Finally, both Harre (0p cit.:48) and Benson (0p cit.:118) suggesr

that the general pattern is for working class couples to have more

network members of their own ethnic rninority. But also that those

in the rmiddlef and capitalist classes will tend not only to have

more diverse networks, but will often be of nixed parentage or racial

intermarriage. To the extent this is true -- and only scant survey

data is available --they result not from assinilation but the

adoption of alternative strategies, particularly to do with circumventing

the disqualifying typifications of Polynesian categorisation.

There may also be marked differences in the sorts of alters

various Cook Islanders interact with on the basis of which particular

donain they are in. In his earlier New Zealand study Harre (Ibid.:47ff)

found that rrsegrnented social relations" tended to exist between

Maoris and Pakehas, in spite of a popularly espoused egalitarian

ideology. Europeans often protest they have many close friends who

are Maoris or Pacific Islanders. Harre found that nany Pakehas

accepted Maoris as work-mates, team-mates and even rrdrinking cobbersrt.

They interrelated in the domains of work and leisure, but these
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same relationships seldom extended to the domestic sphere. One

would anticipate a similar segnentation of relations to occur between

Cook Islanders and Europeans. Interaction with other Polynesians

should be higher than with Europeans since they share a similar

structural position, categorical identity, discrimination and thus

patterns of work and leisure. Those Europeans which are part of

cook rslander networks should occur largely in the workplace, and less

in leisure domains and the domestic sphere since these are the

territory of the tethnic institutionsr outside mainstream society.

Europeans appearing in reisure and domestic donains will 1ikely be

of the sarne class as ego, and prirnarily working class.

So nuch for hypotheses. The threnty-eight individuals involved

in the network-serials moved through a total of 871 separate settings

or scenes during their respectiue four-day tine segments. It goes without

saying that the assimilation ist model is inade quate for explaining

the various nuances that emerge frorn the network data. Though the

sample of youth is small, there do not appear to be any rnajor differences

between the number of kin and affines young and old, New Zealand-born

or islands-born have in their networks. rn a separate calculation

the grouping with the lowest percentage of kin and affines among

their alters were those aged between 20-29. Place of birth was only

a minor factor in predicting the extent of alters related by kinship,

or even their ethnic identity (-tabte 6.5). The approxirnately one-

third of alters who are Europeans is strikingly consistent for cook

Islanders right across the age cohorts and regardless of whether they

were born in New Zealand or in the islands.

At a nore general leve1 olî interaction with polynesians and

Europeans, between 80-90% of Cook Islander scenes contained polynesian

alters (tabte 6.6 ), and one-third as mentioned had Europeans. As

expected, older people born in the islands tended to have more
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Table 6.6
CHARACTERISTICS OF ALTERS IN COOK ISLANDER NETWORKS BY

CLASS POSITION OF EGO (N=Nurnber of Scenes)

Class

3ourgeoisie

8

(2s%)

11

(4e")

I3

(2%)

rMiddle'
Class

22

(79e")

155

(6te")

t22

(2tea¡

Working
Class

7

(25e")

t36

(s4e")

s52

(94e")

Race

Other

0

0)(

4

(2%)

7

(r%)

European

15

(s4u"7

93

(37v")

195

(33e")

Polynes

L2

(43%)

195

(77e")

52r

(88%)

Ethnicity

Other
Pacific

5

(18%)

16

(6e")

61

(10%)

Cook
Islands

8

(29e")

L7T

(68%)

472

(80%)

Maori

0

)(0

33

(lsu"1

73

(Izu"¡

Kinship

&

Affines

8

(2s%)

I26

(so%)

348

(se%)

Egofs

Class

Capitalist
Class

(Bourg. )

rMiddle t

Class

Working

Class
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Polynesian contacts. But instead of the New Zealand-born, it was those

in the 20-29 age bracket who had the fewest. This has rnuch to do

with the distribution of alters in the various domains, as I shal1

denonstrate.

When class position of alters was considered, by far the majority

of alters in Cook Islander networks taken in total were of the

working class. This is understandable since they are Polynesians, and

as such are concentrated in the working class. Interestingly,

while for nost age groups around 90eo of settings included working

class alters, only 64% of the settings of those aged 30-49 did so.

This is apparently the consequence of the fact that most of this

age cohort are ernpioyed, that the minority of nore affluent Cook

Islanders tend to be in this group and that these same individuals

tend to interact with non-Cook Islanders at work who are middle

class or bourgeosie.

Rather than age or birthplace, kinship or even ethnic identity,

the class position of each Cook Islander was consistently a more

reliable indicator of the social charàcteristics of hís network-serial

alters. In this respect substantiation of several assumptions

outlined earlier is little short of striking (Ilable 6.6-). First,

the thigherr the class position of the Cook Islander ego, the less

likely he was to interact with kin or affines in his social settings.

A similar pattern occurred with respect to scenes involving alters

identified as Cook Islanders: the higher the class position the fewer

Cook Islanders the individual had in his network.

Second, when drawing a broad rracialr distinction between

Polynesians and Europeans, the pattern of interactions r^/as even

clearer. If the Cook Islander ü/as a menber of the middle class

(rnewrpetite bourgeiosie) or the bourgeoisie it was less likely that
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his alters would be Polynesians. such patterns are relative,

of course, since all cook Islander respondents regardless of class

had fairly high numbers of Polynesian contacts when conpared to

the rest of the New Zealand population. This is sinply a consequence

of the fact of their structural position: the ninority who are outside

the working class tend to interact with Europeans at work, since

few Polynesians are in other classes. Thirdly and not surprisingly,

the greatest number of settings tended to involve alters whose

class position was similar to that of ego. Thus, 94vo of working

class cook rslanders engaged in scenes involving working class people,

and only 25% for the bourgeois class informant. This individual

also had the highest percentage of scenes with middle and capitalist
class alters.

A fourth discovery was that Cook Islanders of whatever class

position naintain a spread of contacts across domains by ethnicity,
race and class. The petite bourgeoisie in particular have a significant

nunber of alters who are in the working class, but who are also

cook rslanders, kinsmen and polynesians. rn other words they have

maintained contacts across class and ethnic boundaries in support

of ny discussion of the ethnic category functioning as a social force

whose mernbers are of more than one crass position. There is also a

tendency for those outside the working class to be of mixed race

paÏentage or be narried to a European, though the sample was too

linited to draw any clear conclusions.

considering thè social characteristics of alters across the

various types of domains -- work, leisure, and domestic -- suggests

the necessity of certain refinements to the analysis thusfar ffable 6.7 )
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As anticípated, rrace relationst in New Zealand do tend to be

segmented when Cook Islandersr interactions in all settings are

considered. Europeans, who it will be recalled conprise an average

of one-third of alters appearing in scenes fmost appearing more than

once] are predominently to be found in the workplace/public donain.

They are encountered less in leisure settings and rnuch less likely

to be present in settings located in the donestic domain. As I have

aheady indicated, the extent of European involvement in Cook Islander

network-serials is related to the class position of the Cook Islander.

Working class Cook Islanders -- who are in the najority -- tend to

work with other Cook Islanders and Polynesians, similar to their

leisure and dornestic settings. Those Europeans who are encountered

tend nuch more to be in the workplace, particularly for working class

Cook Island.ers. Thus, there is also confirnation of earlier

findings regarding the consequences of Cook Islander I'specia).isationrr

in certain sectors of industry and service employment. The bourgeois

infornant was much more likely to interact with Europeans in all

three donains, though there was little difference in pattern between

those in the rniddle class I and the working class.

Outsíde the work domain, working class Europeans are more

likely to be encountered in leisure and domestic donains, confirning

earlier assurnptions with respect to the analysis of marriage practices.

I contend that these results are the consequence of structural

relations in the wider political economy, not merely inherent in

better rrace relationsr per se. One is dealing with modes of class

determination in which race and ethnicity are utilised as social

constructions, not some abstract prediliction arnong Europeans to

discriminate or, for that matter, for theitraces to get alongrr.

A further refinement nay be made to a previous statement,

and that is that if the Cook Islander is a member of the bourgeoisie,
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the more likely he is to encounter Europeans in all his donains,

and the converse with respect to Cook Islander and Polynesian alters.

In this sense the rrace relationr analysis must be turned on its

head: class relatíons are segmented through processes which include

racialisation and ethnic categorisation, not the converse.

Third it seens that the donestic and leisure dornains are

those in which kinship, ethnicity and race are likely to be more

influential in accounting for which alters ego will interact with

in his network. In keeping with the position which I have attempted

to argue regarding the role of race and ethnicity in class structuration

this is much more the case for working class Cook Isl-anders and rnuch

less with respect to the bourgeoísie.

Finally, when birthplace of ego is taken into consideration

(.fa¡te O.S) it is clear that while those born in New Zealand tend

to have almost as many Cook Islanders in their network generaLly,

they usually interact with fellow Cook Islanders outside of the

work setting. Those born in the islands for the nost part tend

to work with Cook Islanders as well as encounter them in domestic

and leisure domains. In part of course, this is a consequence of

differential class position as just nentioned. While there is some

evidence of second-generational class nobility, these results also

confirn the rsegmentedt or compartmentalised nature of second

generation interactions with non-Cook Islanders. They both

tend to maintain their 'ethnic conmunity involvenent, and are

structured into such limited rculturalr activities by wider class

realtions as well as the demands of their own kin and elders.

The reader is referred to Appendix C in which I present

three cases studies of the weekend network-serials of individuals

of the working c1ass, petite bourgeiosie and bourgeoisie to illustrate

many of the basic arguments put forward in the final section of this chapter.
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Conclusion

I argued in rny introductory critique of nigrant labour

theory that while all Cook Islanders like Polynesians generally

are constructed ideologically as a racial population, they are not

all located in a single working class fraction. In response to

racialisation and to their perceptions of their structural position

Cook Islanders atternpt to differentiate themselves as a social

category ('ethnic corununity') and to function as a cohesive social

force (rcomnunity organisation). Ethnic community leaders, including

those who are objectively located in the supervisory fraction or

the petty bourgeoisie, assume prime reponsibility for such a

presentation, supported by the State and various important intermediaries

such as nanagers, welfare workers, clergy and sometimes academics.

In the first half of this thesis I examined the broader economic

political and ideological processes by which Cook Islanders were

ethnically and racially categorised and how most were relegated

to the Polynesian fraction of the working. c1ass. In this chapter

I concentrated more upon individual practices by which the social

category has been constituted as a social force and their class

positi-ons reproduced.

With respect to marriage practices, I was critical of evolutionary

nodels (eg. assimilationisrn) like that of Leonetti and Newell-Morris

for reifying the notion of the rethnic comnunityr without exarnining

the structural position and class relations in which migrants are

situated. It certainly does not fol1ow that simply because a nigrant

has married a nember of the host society, he has rassimilated"

or changed his class position. However, given a model of class

determination in which racialisation plays a significant role,

one would expect a lower level of racial intermarriage. Since

Cook Islanders marry rNew ZeaLanderst (mostly Europeans) about as
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frequently as they do other Cook Islanders, there is obviously some

explaining to be done. The problem really has two dinensions,

one having to do with the reproduction of the Polynesian class fraction

and the other how Cook Islanders as a social category have been

able to organise and maintain thenselves as a tsocial forcer as

a population of diverse class memberships.

The nost important point to stress regarding Cook Islandersr

class position is that processes of racialisation and ethnic categorisation

are not wholly detenninative of that position. There nay be a fairly

close overdetermination between the ideological, political and

econonic levels or a wide divergence. hd, as I have argued, there

rnay be important changes in the social structure and content of

racialisation over time, effecting marriage patterns and personal

networks. The recent decline in the number of narriages with New

Zealanders is a direct consequence of more negative racial typifications

and economic threatfS)¡'ror another perspective, this is also to

reiterate the anbivalent nature of paternalistic racisn with respect

to racial intermarriage as long as the existing order at the political

and economic levels is unchallenged. Given such challenges as in

the past few years, the nature of racism and racialisation itself

has undergone important changes which only now are beginning to

nanifest themselves in marriage patterns and personal networks

(eg. few Europeans interacting with Cook Islanders in domestic

and leisure donains).

Neither is the structural position of all nigrants exactly

the same at the political and ideological levels, and these differences

have consequences for narriage patterns and networks. The difference

in Western Samoan and Cook Islander marriage patterns is a case in point.

Politically, Cook Islanders are New Zealand citizens and thus under

no legal pressure to return to the islands. They have also encouraged
(8) See Figure 1
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informal patronage relations with a wíde range of European

intermediaries, and they have adopted the improvisation of marrying

a Papata as one means of coping with their econornic position. This,

rather than having to maintain a close-knit kinship 'corporationl
to survive in New zearand and advance their interests back in the

islands, as Samoans have tended to do (Macpherson, n.d. 1;l9g5 ).
At least until recently, then, a small ninority of cook rslanders

--approximately half of the 175-200 narriages a yeaï -- have apparently

moved out of the Polynesian fraction of the working class, but

usually 'horizontallyt in narrying a working class European. This

promises to have interesting rpolitical' ramifications for the

future if the trend continues into subsequent generations of polynesians.

tlorvêver, in view of the Leonetti and Newell-Morris error, one must

guard against the assumption that an individual cook rslander

automatically escapes the negative consequences of racialistion

by narrying a Papa'a. This is what nany cook rslanders believe,

but the facts particularly in access to employnent te11 another

story. once again, there is no direct causal relation between

racial intermarriage and change of class positíon.

With respect to network-serials, f controlled for a number

of variables in accounting for the social characteristics of

each individualrs alters, dernonstrating F+tå€+-€+€ar]f that class

position was consiriiii, af," most reliable indicator of what sorts

of persons would be involved in each action setting. There do not

appear to be major differences between the generations oï age groups

of nigrants in what sorts of individuals (kin, cook rslanders, class)

they interact with across the work, leisure and domestic domains.

If anything those located in the petite bourgeoisie and the working

class tend to have similar interactional patterns among kin and fel1ow
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Cook Islanders, much different fron the bourgeoisie infornant. If

this were born out in a larger survey sample it would suggest that

the relevant divergence of interests within the social category

(ie. the Cook Islands ethnic community) was between the bourgeoisie

and mernbers of other classes, with the former tending to be those

who are consistently attacked in public rhetoric for dropping away

and neglecting rrtheir peoplerr.

This has important implications for the question of the

continuation of the Cook Islander social category as a rcornmunity'

(or social force). For the moment it appears that there are wider

ideological and political interests which Cook Islanders share

which are not contradictory to their class positions, and which

make it possible for a coherent corununity to survive, even though

with persistent worries over those who are not giving enough support.

Marriage patterns which I have exanined would at first glance

seem to cast doubts on the intergity of the ethnic community as

an organisation, but I suggested the consequences of so-cal1ed

racial and ethnic exogamy were more apparent than real. Using

a somewhat sinplified exchange model, it is possible to indicate

how those ídentifying themselves as Cook Islanders are being

reproduced at a greater rate than those being rrlosttr. These

processes along with high rates of imnigration, racialisation

and ethnic differentiation would seem to guarantee the existence

of the iti tangata Kuki Irani for sorne time to come.

-0-



Chapter 7

Socia1 Drarnatizations: Contexts of Reflexivity
and Ethnic Improvisation

Introduction

The importance of social d-ramatízations in most societies

has been widely remarked in anthropological literature (Glucknan,

1954; Turner, I974; Nadel, 1951; Cohen, I974b). Various rituals,

cerenonies, performances and dances have been said to reinforce

group solidarity, display cultural synbols and reiterate accepted

norms of behaviour. But it is rnore likely that

ritual and the sacred do not express the solidatity of the
social group nor do they symbolize the constraint of its
noïms upon the individual. Rather, they bridge the contradiction
between norm and action and mediate the alientation of man

fron his fellow man (Murphy, 1972:243).

Social dramatizations assume a special relevance for ninority

groupings who are restricted to subservient positions at the

periphery of the social order. Whether African kalela dance,

carnival in London or fiesta complex in Lima, politicoislmbólic

dramatízations among migrant populations are retained, invented,

borrowed and adapted in the urban context. They provide a useful

vehicle for nanaging internal community anbiguities and external

contradictions inherent in their structural position in the political

economy. The increased engagement in such d'tamatizations may

also indicate significant transformations or crises in the ordering

of their own social relations and perhaps the wider social order

(cf" Turner, I974z37ff). Their popularity and efficacy has less

to do with the fact they arerinformal' (Cohen, I974a) as that they

are synbolic instead of overtly tpolitical' activities (which is what

I take it cohen means to suggest). As such, they do not give the

appearance of threatening those domains directly controlled by

the ruling c1ass.
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TraditionalLy, rrre,creative arts like nusic and dancingrr

were of central irnportance in Polynesian cultures (Burrows, 1940:

331). This was erninently true of Tahiti with its elaborate

performing troupes (Oliver, 1974) as it was in the Cook Islands

(Gi11, 1892). Drarnatizations of rraffective culturerr (Kealiinohomoku,

1979) in the form of rituals, ceremonials, cultural performances

and weekend socials are as elaborate and perhaps of greater

salience among Cook Islanders in New Zealand than in the islands.

Problens associated with ethnic organisation, racialisation and

class donination in New ZeaLand along with structural conditions and

their ongoing interests in the islands account for why Cook

Islanders continue to ritualise, to perform and in particular to

dance. Whether it is a church fellowship gatheriîg, ã feast followir_tg

a family rite, celebrating a sporting victory, a private party,

a weekend social or the visit of a culture troupe, the sine qua non

of Cook Islands social activity and identity is the dance (see

Loonis, n.d. 3).

The development of advanced capitalisn is characterised by

the increasing domination of the political by the economic.

The bourgeoisie is explicitly and primarily concerned to vouchsafe

its hold over both levels of society. 0n1y coincidently and then

usually inadvertently, does it insist that its culture per se

be the culture of all citizens. Rather, its life style and values

-- which guarantee after all its exclusivity -- are accorded

piecemeal significance through general consunption patterns and

the attempts of the petite bourgeiosie to emulate practices which

night secure social mobility (cf. Sahlins, 1980).

When the donination of the ruling class over the economic and

political is secure, culture remains unproblematic and assinilation
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of ninorities the norn. But under conditions of crisis such as

the recent New',Zealand economic recession and Maori political

activism the position of the bourgeoisie comes in for scrutiny

and rdoninant culturer is also challenged. In this instance it

is necessary to speak of ruling ideology rather than ruling

culture (pace Connel1, I977a). Racialisation and ethnic categorisation

of migrant labour sanction discrimination and are utilised in

political rhetoric to divide the working class. Mínorities, or

at least their deviant members, are said to comprise a threat

to the rrNew Zealand way of life'r, synonymous with the values and

beliefs of the bourgeoisie.

Unlike kin-based, pre-capitalist societies in which the

economic, political and cultural domains are typically intertwined,

both Marxisn and Capitalism cling to a stereotypical rmuseumr

notion of culture set aside from daily life, divorced from

econornic necessity and political power. In New Zealand capital

tends to exclude ninorities systematically from economic control

and political participation as part of its struggle with the

working c1ass. At the same time, the welfare State propounds an

ideology of egalitarianisrn which underwrites the individualism

strategy (Giddens, I973) of class structuring enployed by capital.

Hurnan rights legislation guarantees every citizens access to

employment, housing, resources and services irrespective of

race, ethnicity or religious affiliation. Such a policy coincides

with the denial by political conservatives of the existence of

structural inequality and thus the need for positive discrirnination.

Since social affairs and culture are treated as having little

relevance for economic or political institutions, Itmulticulturalismrl

is espoused as an official State policy. Ethnic diversity is
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encouraged in those sectors which do not directly challenge

ruling class hegernony: relectiver courses in education, fashion,

religion, the arts and entertainnent. Such diversity is considered

to be irnpractical (Sahlins, op cit.:L67ff) in the more important

operations of comrnerce, industry, banking and government. Not

unexpectedly then, organisation on the basis of shared racial or

ethnic identity for a greater share of economic or political power,

as the Maori Mana Motuhake party or land-rights movement have done

are 1abelled rrseparatismrt and rrapartheidrt by the ruling class and

their political representatives. In consequence structural

processes which sustain the Polynesian position in the political

economy generate a fundarnental contradiction. The so-caIled enlightened

encouragement of ethnic diversity in the cultural sphere in

conjunction with its prohibition in the economic and political

spheres acts to legitimate paternalist racialisation, discrimination

and minority group marginalisation as a separate fraction of the

working c1ass. Uncritical acquiescence to the social construction

of ethnic /racial diversity as restricted to cultural activities

by the nigrant rcommunitiesr themselves serves to sustain capitalrs

control over the indigenous workforce and nigrant labour. The

extent to which such diversity begins to encroach upon dominant

economic and political institutions(1) "onrtitutes a new and

unprecedented challenged to the bourgeoisie. As Cohen (L974a:xvi)

has remarked, the synbolic activities I have called social dramatizations

(1)For instance, the urban marae as a new political base for Maori
cornmunity organisation and consciousness, and the emergence of Maori
agricultural cooperatives, investment trusts and international
business ventures. It is perhaps instructive that the recent
controversy between Maori International company executives and local
Rotorua Maoris centres on the conflict between capitalist practices
aimed at profit and their threat to customary Maori values.
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comprise part of the cultural universe of ethnic groups which,

though forrnally non-political , frãy become politicised in the course

of social action.

Given the conditions which pertain in New ZeaIand, it is

not expedient for most groupings within the Polynesian social

category to organise for greater political and economic power on

the basis of ethnic identity. Instead, their organisation tends

to be patterned after the voluntary association which is aimed at

self-help and public charity, and centred around symbolic

activities in the rprivatef domain (Eidhein, 1969). Whether private

or public, formal or informal, for Cook Islanders these activities

usually involve ceremonial, ritual and performatíve social

d'ramatizations which i-n turn mediate a conplex of ideological issues

relating to their position in the wider society. In consequence

these symbolic activities become loaded with attitional meanings

and techniques fron those in the islands. Sorne of these problernatic

meanings are handled tacitly within the aesthetic codes or

double entendre of the events thenselves, while others are specified

in dramaturgical discourse. Irrespective of their precise form,

Cook Islander dramatizations are contexts of reflexivity and

improvisation within which they experience, evaluate, feel and act

out a variety of responses to their day-to-day life as Cook Islanders

in New zeaIand..(2)

(2) I reject the notion that such dramatízations are mere I'enactments?r
of a formula, pattern or set of rules pre-existent and independent
of the performance itself. Similarly, Bourdieu (I977:114ff) criticises
the logicalisn of Structuralism which abstracts form from performance.
Performance and creativity are dialectically related to Structure,
an understanding which is crucial to the way I an ernploying the
concept of inprovisation, both in perfornance and in daily life.
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As Cohen has recently suggested,

the study of sociocultural change becomes the analysis
of the creation or transformation of dramatic forms --
their production, direction, authentication, techniques
and performace (pl 156).... [Techniques such as] music,
dance, dress, poetry, rhetoric and commensality (1981:
207ff).

In addition one nust consider the transformation which such

dramatic events rnay occasion in relations between participants

in the perforrnance and their own social relations as well as à'lter

contexts situated in the wider society. The remainder of this

chapter sets out to explore Cook Islander dramatizations and

their rpoliticalr significance for both the ethnic connunity and

New Zealand society generally.

Dramatizations as Contexts of Reflexivi ty and Inprovisation

A context of reflexivity and improvisation is a bounded

sequence of symbolic action, delinited in space, tine and relations

set aside from ordinary purposeful social activity (cf. Cohen,

1981:156). Within such dramaturgical contexts Cook Islanders

think about, experience and act out what it means to be a

cook rslander in New Zealand. rndividual participants have the

opportunity to do so in response not to the tobjective conditions'

of their existence, but

to the practical interpretation which he produces of those
conditions, and the principle of which is the socially
constituted schemes of his habitus (Bourdieu, Ig77:116).

My primary focus in this chapter is how these dranaturgical

performances (symbolic contexts in their own right) address problems

energent in the wider society. I shall consider the dialectic

between cultural performance, structural position and the daily

inprovisations of cook rslanders. For this purpose, r must elaborate
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briefly on the notions of context and performance, and how

participants and external contexts nay be affected by such

symbolic dramatizations .

A context is a rnatrix of elements (eg. objects, actions,

symbols and identities) and their interrelationships which taken

together constitute a particular framework of meaning and

action (Kapferer, I979a:3-4). Workplace, home and leisure

activities are exanples of everyday contexts. r follow Turnerrs

distinction between ritual and ceremony (1967:95): rituals are

symbolic activity having to do with social transitions and are

at least intended to be transformative, while ceremonials are

syrnbolic activity dealing with social states and thus are

confirmational. r am here broadening his use of "religious
behaviour" to symbolic activity so as to be able to speak of the

entire range of dranatizations in which cook rslanders engage.

This distinction between kinds of dranatization can be juxtaposed

with the distinction r made between performance and real life or

social contexts, to generate the following analytic nodel

which I use in this chapter:

dranatic
context

social
context

transformative
dramas

confirnational
dramas

For a transformation to occur during a ritual-like performance,

the contextual elements and their relations must be incorporated

and altered.
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In everyday life I^¡e move with relative ease from one

context to another. We wear different hats, play various roles

and accede to prescribed social behaviour whereby basic institutions

are reproduced with rninor modifications fron day to day. Most contexts

-- traffic codes, production -- are heavily overlaid by necessity,

though there is still roon for individual responsibility and

inprovisation. In contending from the outset that structures deternine

human practice but themselves are contingent upon the decisions and

actions of social actors, I mean to indicate this basic dialectic

and the means by which separate contexts and the social order

generally are reproduced but nay be transforrned.

Sirnilarly, participants and audience may move into and out of

performance contexts without a transformation taking place.

Symbolic dramatizations are often confirnational, even though they

may contain important transcendent moments. But only occasionally

is there a rearrangement of constituative elements and their

relations in the ritual, nuch less in the wider social structure.

The catalyst to a transformation taking place is when certain

inconsistencies, arnbiguities or contradictions appear and must

be confronted (Kapferer,Op ctt.i5) I suggest this is likely to

occur when alternative neanings are rnade to clash in the drarnaturgy,

or when two or more external contexts which are incongruent meet

within the performative event. 0n the other hand, ceremonies or

confirmational dramas can shift from one context to another without

effecting a transformation of one in terms of the other. In this

instance it is perhaps a misnomer to call thern rtranscendentr though

they usually if indirectly are confirnational of the external order.

Often by engaging in such dramas, participants are ín effect

transported sideways to an alternative context of me aning and action
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from that which they are used to, or even fron that set down by

the doninant class or culture. When such dramtizations end,

participants return to their daily lives with prior contexts

re-established as before, though there may be significant

consequences for the way they behave in that everyday world.

In situations of rapid urbanisation or social change, migrant

minorities becorne skilled in moving back and forth between

these para11el contexts of meaning, especially if their marginal

position continues for long.

Rituals and sinilar symbolic dranatizations have transformative

consequences for contexts and identities outside their performative

setting. For Cook Islanders there are contexts which are essentially

defined by shared ethnic identity, and those defined and doninated

by bourgeois, Pakeha society. Sonetines these contexts undergo

dramatic change through synbolic as well as political action.

whether this is true of any cook rslander perfornative events

in New zealand, which particular contexts outside the drama are

affected and how these transformations come about in the performance

are issues which I intend to explore. I an interested to

discover the extent to which contexts of action and meaning in the

wider society are addressed in ethnic drarnatrzations, whether

they are transformed or confirmed, and how they deal with issues

hrithin the ethnic community itself.

Cook Islanders in Auckland engage in a variety of social

dramatízations which have different purposes and significance for

their daily lives and for their identity as Cook Islanders

(Figure 1) There are rituals which are under the control of the

Church and its leadership and at the other extreme those dtamatízations

which are at the periphery of fornal cornnunity control, such as
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hreekend socials (dances) and drinking parties. Events such as

haircuttings, which Cook Islanders cal1. family occasions,

fal1 between religious and secular activities. Interestingly enough,

they are ritual-1ike in organisation and purpose, but cerenonial

(confirmational) in result. In this chapter I will consider three

of the nost inportant Cook Islander social dramatizations. The

first, the uapou (hymn festival) is a church event while the

pakotianga rauru (haircutting) rite is a family event at which

church and lineage elders are invited to officiate. Finally,

I shall examine visiting tere-party culture troupe performances which

combine fanily, enua and social/dance in one and are of paramount

significance in the maintenance of the ethnic conmunity in New

Zealand.

The Uapou

The tern uapou means to strive or struggle, to work hard or

study intensely (Savage, 1962:427). It also refers to occasions

when a group of church members gather together to sing hymns,

deliver spontane ous speeches on selected Scripture texts and make

donations to the work of the Church. An uapou may take place

ilnmediately following a worship service, though they are often held

as a separate event. In the islands most local churches hold an

uapou as part of Christmas week festivities, and during the Cook

Islands Congregational Church annual prayer week in January. The

uapou can be held as a part of an âpa e (wake) during a funeral

sequence. The larg est uapou is the annual three-day conference of

the national Uapou Fellowship in New ZeaIand, when congregational

delegations from all over the country come together for study,

singing, worship and dance-ítens.
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The purpose of most uapou is to strengthen participants in their

faith, their knowledge of the Bible and their practical skil1s

as churchmen. It is also an occasion in which groups and individuals

conpete in rnaking rnonetary donations to the church, a purpose for

which the uapou was introduced by the earLy missionaries. The

upaou is an evangelistic as well as a diachonal too1. Potential

converts and new church members are invited to participate in

preparing hyrnns for the event, and coached in readying responses

to pre-selected biblical questions which they stand and read on

the day of the event.

The uapou as a happening is hardly as pedantic as I have

made it sound. The essence of the proceedings is humour, conpetition

and celebration. Participants in the uapou are always seated

in groups for the duration of the event, ranged against one another

in a spirit of friendly rivalry. Usually the groups are organised

on the basis of island of origín, village or by ekalesia (congregation).

An individual holds many of these identities simultaneously, and must

decide in which group to participate based on the nature of

his present social commitments, the nature of the event itself,

the innediate dramaturgical opportunities which present thenselves

and estimate of future interests.

The uapou can be a rather large and grand occasion, as

seen in the following diagram of the annual Uapou Fellowship

convention in Auckland in the middle of 1980 (Figure 2). 0n

this particular occasion the audience was arranged by ekalesia

from different locations through New Zealand, each having the women

seated in front and the men at the rear. There are also usually a

large number of snall children and a few màpu (young adults) present

who nay not take an active part. They play outside the hall or sit
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around the periphery, and are expected not to make a nuisance of

themselves.

The uapou is typically arranged into four episodes which

flow together with litt1e interruption. There is an opening rite

including prayers or a worship service. Then an orometua (pastor)

or tiakono (Elder) stands at the head table and sets the context

for the chosen scriptural texts, which he puts in the forn of

questions to be answered. When he is finished, he invites speakers

from each group in clockwise fashion to stand and reply. A

sort of cornpetition develops between individual speakers as more

seasoned orators enter the fray. Speakers are judged infornally

by onlookers on who has the most style (mana), the most clever

answer, who displays the best cornrnand of the Bible and old legends,

or which Fpeaker can most subtly disparage the efforts of the person

preceeding hin without causing affront. The cumulative performances

of any grouprs orators can bring prestige to the entire group.

The rninister or Elder closes the first part of the uaÞou with a

brief homily of his own in which he draws together the best

responses from the congregation and concludes with his own

authoritative summary of what the scriptural text means.

The next episode of the uapou combines competitive singing,

spontaneous dancing and nonetary donations. Each group has a

tutàra (leader) who is a choir director/composer cum teacher.

During the singing, he leads by example from the front of the

group, exhorting his rnembers to sing more lustily and clowning

with the other groups. In his position he comes in for considerable

good-humoured banter from onlookers. In this second episode the

groups perforn again in a clockwise manner, singing ute (ballads)

and imene (hymns) created specially for the occasion. Groups not
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conpeting are expected to place monetary contributions in a central

basket to I'show their appreciationil for the efforts of the

perforning group. While one group is singing, listeners shout

rude comments, gesture and approach the donation basket waving

currency they hold high for all to see. Many girls and older

tmamasr often dance up to the donation basket, and then nove over

to the front of the performing party in a meleð of swaying hips,

laughter and singing. Sonetines men fron other groups slip

over to join the men at the rear of the performing group, but

almost never do they dance with the hlomen since such inplicit

sexual gestures are not considered appropriate for a church activity.

The event concludes when all the songs are sung. The amount

raised is announced fron the head table(3) .rtet which a benedictory

prayer is said and all are farewelled.

The uapou is an inportant context of reflexivity and

performance of Cook Islander identity, though prirnarily attended

by faithful church members and proselytes. The Church is stiIl

the principal institution for providing leadership training,

encouragement of cornmunity participation and a customary status

ranking. It sees itself as charged with the tupuanga (growing up)

of people as Cook Islanders into positions of responsibility

in the guidance of the people. Active church nembers often play

important leadership roles in their kopu tangata , life crisis

rituals, enua functions and in the activities of sports and culture

groups. Thus, the issues and contexts addressed in the uapou

(3) A enall uapou attended by sone 150 people from five different
ekalesia in 1S8O raised approximately $1500. The amount of $10
per person was the typical monetary donation given at such ceremonies
and performative events during ny fieldwork, though nost people also
gave sone sort of food contribution as well.
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a1.e those of most widespread interest and urgency to the ethnic

comnunity per se.

In turning to a discussion of the ideological content of

the uapou I stress that it is an occasion where participants act

out their own specific understandings of what it neans to be a

Cook Islander churchnan in New Zealand. In so doing they tacitly

respond to those external institutions, categorisations and

experiences which often thleaten to underrnine their faith or

the cultural forms that give expression to it. Ideological concerns

over external contexts which challenge the hegernony of the Church

over the lives of Cook Islanders can be discerned in the honilies

and responses to the ministerrs scriptural questions. But external

contexts are also addressed irnplicitly in the unique arnalgam of

religious and popula1' songs and irreligious dancing within a

church setting where Cook Islanders spontaneously embrace and improvis e

aspects of their ethnic identity. I propose to discuss the

oratorical rhetoric, setting and dramaturgy of the uapou, before

attempting to consider whether the uàpou is transformational

or confj.rnational, how it acconplished its rworkr and how it

mediates between the participants, the ethnic conmunity and

the society at large.

The oratory conmunicates at two levels: the explícit content

of the speeches and the irnplicit forn of the nessage. In regard

to the latter speakers stand while others remain seated, assuming

a stance of authority. when they are done, they sit and another

takes their place. It is impolite to stand and interrupt one who

has the floor, no matter how long or inept his speech rnay be. An

orator who wishes to insure the attention of everyone plesent comes

to the centre to speak. Part of being an effective leader is being
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a forceful speaker, commanding space, taking authority by risking

and standing out. The ethos is egalitarían, set in stylistic

constraints of politeness and respect. Anyone can speak. Indeed,

the upaou is one setting in which women often surpass men in public

performan."(4). Youth as well as older people, new members as

well as old can speak. The challenge is to accomplish a successful

presentaiton before oners peers. There is a formal hierarchy with

the orometua at the head table, and deacons flanked around.

But ideally, anyone nay aspire to leader-ship by efficacious performance.

Certain themes within the oratory are consistent with the

custornary ethos of the uapou itself, while others clearly reveal

that ideological work is being done. Usually the ninister and

Elders . stress in the speeches netaphors of striving together,

helping one another and supporting the work of the Church, As

one Elder stated, the uapou is rrChristian endeavouril which joins

people in a common purpose. Individualrs monetary donations are

a tangible sign of their faith and comnitment to the Church.

Uapou oratory is seldon ained expressly at contexts outside the

Cook Islands community. 0n the other hand, there are familiar

problens addressed which deal with biblical texts and rnatters of

faith which all participants understand relate to matters in the

ethnic corununity or concerns stemrning from experiences of New

Zealand society generally. This is to be expected, since many

speakers are engaged in ethnic organisations outside the'Church

where these matters are fe1t, and they take theír moral and

i+) 1'he popuie,r image of the placid, conpliant Folynesian woman is
a false stereotype, albeit a convenient one for the likes of tourism
promoters and factory managers. Cook Islands women are the backbone
of practical enablement of most feasts, rituals and other conmunity
activities. They are forceful debaters and exert considerãble political
influence in groups, at home and through the trcoconut wirelessr' (gossip
network) .
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political Tesponsibilities seriously.

Two common oratorical themes are illustrative. One has

to do with the issue of cooperative support rather than selfish

individualisn. The other centres on obedience to authority and

upright moral behaviour. These rhetorical targets constitute

points of danger and threat, points where ideology is always

articulated in the social order. They are recognised as problem areas

not only for the uapou assernbly, but for the Church and Cook

Islanders in New ZeaLanð. generally. The first is aimed at

'rbad Cook Islandersil who are not supporting the church or other

corununity,activities sufficiently. Such people are said to

be I'dropping awayrr and so "cutting thenselves offtt. The second

thene is aimed at the ñapu who do not attend church as much as

in the past, show disrespect for elders and parents, and 1ag in

their support for Cook Islands insitutions. These topics concern

Cook Islands community leaders greatly, and are stressed at

almost every ritual, cerenonial and perfornative event.

To illustrate, an oiometua posed the following question

at one recent uapou gathering : rrE aa i te mana o te Ovi?" (What

is the power of the Serpent? ie. Devil). Audience responses

emphasized the craftiness of Satan, and were based on contemporary

exanples as well as biblical references. In the 1980 Uapou

Fellowship conveaence, the therne of the first question was from

Colossians admonishing children to obey their parents and wives

to obey their husbands. The second question from Judges dealt

with temptations, and the necessity of standing firn in the faith

before the blandish¡nents of other rgodsr. These same questions

were used as the basis of the songs which the ekalesia from around

the country composed for the occasion.
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Underlying the public discussion of community problems are

developments in the wider New Zealand soceity, for exarnple low wages

and the need to save money, soaring housing costs, alternative

leisure pursuits for youth, escalating juvenile school drop-out

rates, )oung Polynesian unemployment, violent crime and gang

menbership. I reiterate that people respond to their interpretation

of the world constituted in the midst of their oÍIn experiences,

rather than to robjective realityr. Many Cook Islands leaders

are tacitly aware that structural deterninants and the actions of

the rrwealthy'r lie behind many of their conmunity problems. Most

consider that a low profile of ethnic solidarism and accomodation

are the most appropriate and effective strategies at present.

More to the point, they are cognizant of pressures from politicians,

enployers, the welfare bureaucracy and the media that Polynesians

thenselves solve their problens which thgy have created. Those

causing trouble in New Zealand society are precisely those deviant

individuals who have drifted away fron the control of their

extended fanilies, the Church, their cultural traditions and

rrtheir own cornmunityr'. According to ruling ideology, it is up

to the elders to maintain order and control,'rtheir people".

One may thus more readily appreciate the treble entendre

underlying the theme of the prodigal son chosen for the overall

image of the 1980 Uapou Fellowship convention:Rtuaru au i

aere mai ki te rare o taku Metua (I will arise and go to the house

of ny Father). Explicítly, it is a direct admonition to mapu

who stray morally to mend their ways and return to their fanilies

and the Church. At another level, it is also a sentimental netaphor

with a subtle status claim attached. The meeting was held in

Auckland and hosted by the PIPC church at Edinburgh Street.
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llistorically, this church was the rparentr from which cane all the

other twenty ekalesia founded since the Second World War. The

theme rerninded everyone of the pre-eninence of Edinburgh Street.

At another level, the prodigal son thene constituted a call tinged

with pathos to those Cook Islanders who have strayed away from

their relatives and friends in the community in New Zealand, a call

for then to retum rhomer and he1p. As one woman Elder said,

I think this uapou werre doing is because we live so far
away from each other. And it is an opportunity to get
together for the Cook Islands people.

Fron the ideological content of uapou discourse, I turn

to a consideration of the ordering of space, the arrangenent of

participants and audience in the perfornative setting, and the

nedia by which symbolic action takes place. I an restricting

rny attention to the nature of the dramatizationrs effect on

audience and participants, and whether it is affirmative or

tranformational of contexts external to itself. With respect

to any performative event it is necessary to consider shifts in

spatial configuration and aesthetic media in relationship to

each other. The uapou like nany Cook Islands rituals and ceremonies

belies any simple audiencefactor distinction. For analytic clarity,

I differentiate those audience nembers who are passively or actively

engaged, and likewise those performers who are passively or actively

engaged in the principal symbolic action:

actor

Involvement

passively
engaged

actively
engaged

passively
engaged

actively
engaged

audience
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By definition, performers are always closer to the action than

audience, but who plays these different roles and in what relation

to the action may change in any episode, sometimes quite suddenly.

The mediun of symbolic action is augmented by spatial arrangements

to alter the relationship of all the participants to that action,

soemtimes whether onlookers wish it or not. Principal actors are

particularly well-placed to work such shifts, as when Cook Islands

orators move to the centre of the uapou arena, or amongst -the-listening

groups thus encorporating them directly into the action.

In the uapou such rnanoeuvres heighten the dranaturgical

process begun at the outset, casting all participants in the

role either of passive or active actors. By the end of the

uapou there is longer any raudiencer per se. The properties of

drama, particularly centrirr¡¡ on the oratory of the first episode,

create an interlude of intense reflexivity within engagement.

This nood is highlighted by the circular seating of the groups

ranged around a head table of authoritative orators. The spatial

arrangements in each episode and their conjunction with syrnbolic

media progressing fron the more reflective (oratory) to the more

engaging (song, dance) incorporate participants more and nore into

the action, thus facilitating the evangelistic goal of the uapou.

The uapou has little consequence for doninant New Zealand

institutions or contexts directly. But it does create ethnic

community leaders and stauch church members, and their position

in the conmunity is of vital interest to the State and Capital.

The uapou is therefore crucial for generating and training these

ethnic leaders. In the dramaturgy of the event participants are

changed progressively through the episodes. In the beginning they

are taught moral plecepts and churchnanship through the preaching

and prayers of the orometua and by their own scriptural honilies.
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In the second episode they become passive actols in the speechmaking,

and finally involved actors at the conclusion, demonstrating their

faith in songs, dancing and donations. In this final episode there

is a subtle change of action and spatial definition. Instead of

distinct groupings (the ekalesia participants who have been

listening to the various singing gÏoups stand to shout jibes of

humour and encouragement, walk to the centre to make their

ostentatious donations, and then hurry over to dance and sing with

the perforning gïoup. In a swirl of action spatial boundaries

between separate groups break down as the actors move back and forth

across the centre of the arena. All participants are swept up in the

transition toward the celebrative communitas (Turner, op cit.) of

the final dancing and singing.

Properties'inherent in song and dance as media augment the

effects of these spatial shifts (cf. Langer, 1955; Kapferer, 1979a,

1933) since they tend to create what Artaud (in Hanna, 1979)

calls a r?tyranny of involvementrr. Indeed, the second episode

of hymn singing accomplishes greater involvement partly because of its

contrast with the mood of introspection of the first episode.

There are usually two kinds of songs perforned. The first round

are called ute and the second imene tuki. The former are by and for

the youth, and the latter for older participants. Ute are often

composed around a contemprary tune or t.v. program. Imene tuki

are based on customary but nonetheless faniliar and rhythnic

hynns. An ute is a ballad that tells a story, often of love or

heroisn. The imene tuki (lit. thrusting hymn) is considered to date

fron nissionary tines and perhaps before. Some say it takes its

name from the grunting sounds the men make as they sing. Most

Cook Islanders are at least vaguely awale of the sexual innuendos
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enbodied in this song fonn, the womenrs dancing and the energetic

shoulder movements of the men as they rhythmically tuki (grunt/

thrust) at the end of each refrain. In this sense the second episode

of dancing, song, hilarity and ostentatious waving of currency

rworks I dranaturgically precisely because it overturns the formalism ,

the serious mood and the moralism of the first 
"pirod"(6).

For a similar reason, the final episode of the uapou --

the announcement of total donations, the closing homily and prayer

-- reaches a state of all-encompassing fellowship. The monent

of dJnouenent is achieved through transcending conmunity divisions

and concerns over deviant behaviour, and focussing on the unity

of the congregation under Godrs loving care. The individual

monetary donations, which were previously mundane wages, are

transformed into a symbol of the corporate fruitfulness of the

congregation. The effect of this transition is heightened by the

fact that not only have members of competing groups moved back and

forth during the hymns and dancing, but in the closing episode they

are often seated with friends in other groups.

The uapou is essentiaLly a confirmational or affirmative

dramatization which encorporates transitions in the status of

participants to faithful churchnen and community leaders within a

context which at the same time allows then to rrebelt through

joking activity at the moralism of the church and their own

construction as rresponsible conmunity leaders r. The significance

of the event for the Cook Islands comrnunity is that diverse

(6) Note that the people engaged in these slightly risque antics are
church elders, congregational stalwarts and aspiring youth leaders:
pillars of the community. Clerics rationalise that pernitting such
activities encourages people to donate and participate in church
functions. There is evidence from early missionary writings that
people retained traditional world-views and employed sirnilar behaviour
to rrebelr against the contstraints of the church and European civilisation.
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groupings and conpeting interests are unified in the event, and

this network of supportive individuals and congregations continues

after the uapou finishes. The uapou also serves to reiterate

the central role of the Church in the lives of nigrants, reaffirms

the place of churchmen as comnunity leaders and gives assurance

that urgent ideological issues of ethnic gloup continuity have

been dealt with.

The culturally specific forn and style of the uapou fron which

stem much of its emotional appeal, constitute an effective dranatic

context of reflexivity and improvisation regarding Cook Islander

identíty. In terms of its effects on external contexts the uapou

as an ideological vehicle has direct significance for those

increasingly lirnited contexts already controlled by the Church or

its leaders: Sunday services, baptisms, weddings, funerals and the

enua associations. The uapou is essentially affirrnative of these

external contexts of meaning and action within the ethnic conrnunity.

It does not transform or directly address contexts or institutions

in the wider society, nor does it have a major impact on those

rnany farnilies avoiding participation in the reciprocity systen,

nor the structural deterrninants of that avoidance activity. Indeed,

since the uapou reproduces trained rcomrnunity leadersr and

authenticates their role in a form acceptable to the State and

capital , and since it largely locates the bLame for their social

predicaments on Cook Islanders themselves, the uapou is essentially

affirmative of the dominant social order.
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The Pakotianga Rauru (Haircutting) Ritual

The pakotianga rauru is a ritual in which a snall boyrs

long hair is publically cut. It contains instructuve dranatic

properties and denonstrates some important thenes central to Cook

Islands culture in New ZeaLand. Sone elders claim it replicates

traditional initiation practices, which is dubious in view of

historical accounts. More likely it is a nissionary invention

which in New Zealand has become more conplex and more popular

than the rite as practised in the islands (Baddeley, personal

communication, 1981; MacKenzie, personal communication, 1985).

More Cook Islanders attend a haircutting annually than most

other ritual or performative events except tère-party perforrnances

and weekend socials (1981 fieldwork survey). The ritual has gained

in popularity and been transforned due to a combination of its

utilitarian value to its sponsors and its aesthetic appeal to

participants. The ritual also takes account of issues and

individuals not directly engaged in the performative event itself.

Part of the ideological and social significance of the haircutting

is whether and how it addresses these wider contexts. Yet, the

most inportant reason for considering the haircutting is that hair

has becone an important symbol of ninority alternative values

and political radicalisn among Polynesian activists in New ZeaLand.

While the haircutting occurs as a dramatic unity with few

breaks, certain episodic saquences can be discerned on the basis

of shifts in syrnbolic activity and nood (see Loonis, 1985).

The opening episode is comprised of an elaborate welcome by the

orator (called the remceet) to the assembled kin, friends and special

guests. The welcome cuts short extraneous movement and talk, marks

the start and defines those present as an audience. The orator --
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usually an invited church Elder -- explains the significance of

the event and the procedure to be followed. An orometua offers a

prayer for the success of the haircutting, and an imene nay be sung.

In the second episode the boyrs hair is cut. The procedures

by which this is acconplished are carefully orchestrated and irnbued

with a conplex of symbolic meanings. Everyone present has the

opportunity to cut a strand of the childrs hair, which has been

tied with hundreds of ribbons. The person doing the cutting

comes forward when his name is called, hands over his donation to

a close relative assisting and cuts off a ribboned strand of hair

with scissors handed to him by the boyrs mother. Everyone called

brings an envelope of cash, usually $10-20, which they sometimes

place on the white sheet tied around the boyrs neck. Or they

may place cash directly in the boyrs hands so he ends the rite

holding a large roll of bi1ls, envelopes cascading down the white

sheet and colourful gifts stacked about him. In any case there is

a clear homology between his hair and the gifts, the one being

a form of compensation for the other. The orator calls out

n¿rmes from a list of numbered invitations, the order of which has

been agreed upon previously by the sponsoring family. When there

are no more guests who wish to make a cut (and a donation), a close

male relative -- usually FB or MB -- comes forward and trims the

boy's hair so the is rrespectable' in appearance.

In the third and concluding episode the naster of cerernonies

thanks everyone for their generosity on behaLf of the sponsoring

fanily, the boy is fornally presented to the assenblage, a prayer

(pure kai) is said and then everyone rushes to the heavily-laden

tables to help thenselves to food. The faniliar three-stage model

of the life crisis ritual (Van Gennep, 1960:65ff) will be apparent

to the reader. Usually the close kin on Frs and Mrs tua (sides)
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join the boy and honoured guests at the head table. After everyone

has eaten, there are brief speeches. During these, representatives

of the host fanily express their appreciation to guests for their

help and gifts. The orator then concludes by thanking everyone and

dismissing the audience. At this point, people again rush the

tables to bundle up the surplus food to take home with them.

I now turn to unpacking some of the ideological themes

conmon to haircuttings, how they are linked to synbolic neanings

of hair and cutting, and then consider how these are underscored

through spatial arrangements and aesthetic media of the dramatization.

I begin with status-ranking of guests, then gift-giving and feasting,

and finally the cutting of the hair itself which is, after all,

the central activity of the ritual.

If ideology addresses itself to anbivalences oï emergent

contradicti.ons, then one major problems is the status-ranking of

the audience and the authority of leaders. I have argued elsewhere

(Loornis, 1983; n.d. i) that the increased popularity of the haircutting

in New ZeaLand stems fron the fact that it is a dranatization

initiated and controlled by the inmediate family of the boy.

It places denands for assistance on a renarkably wide range of

bilateral kin within a sector of the Cook Islands reciprocity

systen. Thus, beginning with the ritual and usually lasting

throughout the boy's life, an raction groupingr or kindred (cf.

Freeman, 1960; Baddeley, 1978) is constituted which funnels

resources to the boy and his irunediate family. I suggest that this

kindred is not as ephem9ral as Baddeley has contended, and may

in fact be part of a larger set of continuing activities by which

the kopu tangata as an ongoirig rcorporationr is reproduced

in Baddeleyrs terms, how occasions which call together egofs

kopu tangata, seïve to naintain and strength the kopu tangata,¿--
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(Ibid.:l44ff). Nevertheless, the problem inmediately is

what one orator called this trbig, happy family?t must somehow be

activated to help the boy and status-ranked in relation to one

another to function as an effective kopu tangata. The audience

is ordered on the basis of kinship proximity, line of descent

from a traditional taoranga (title), extent of participation in

farnily affairs and contemporary relationships such as whether

one is a neighbour or workmate.

Special guests are also allocated a position in the status

hierarchy and situated centrally to the symbolic action. They are

often inportant in the familyrs day-to-day world outside the ethnic

community, such as work, the neighbourhood, and seeking assistance

from local politicians, solicitors, and public service officers.

These guests are effectively incorporated into putative kinship

relations in the kopu tangata by means of the haircutting. In

consequence the potential is there for the development of effective

patron-client relationships bridging into some of those same

day-to-day contexts. It is difficult for an employer, landlord

or welfare offícer to maintain a strictly formal or contractual

relationship with the host fanily when he has been treated with

such public deference, to say nothing of having been infornally

adopted as one of the famiry(7).

Of equal inportance to the status-ranking of the participants

is the authority of the elders, and this problem centres around

(7) See Sahlins (1965) on the distinction between generalised, balanced
and negative reciprocity. Unlike nany conmunity elders, fanilies
seldon go out ot their way to recruit European guests who are rstrategically
placedr in New ZeaLand society. The sociological brokerage model
often falls prey to a gregarious voluntarism. Fanilies may invite a
Papara not calculating some utilitarian value, but because of sorne
pre-existing close relationship. Sometimes these relationships turn out
to be helpful for Cook Islanders in external contexts.
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the recurrent debate over whether the haircutting is rtraditionalr.

Cook Islanders thenselves argue about the rules, content and procedures

of the ritual, and who will define what they are doing as authentic.

These arguments can encompass significant conflicts of political

or economic interests among various factions. They also indicate

points at which the ethnic organisation is under threat fron

outside societal develoPments.

With respect to the haircutting in New Zealand, both dinensions

of the problem are related. Church and conmunity leaders, along

with those who claim to be tumu korero (culture authorities) engage

vociforously in the debate over haircutting tradition (see Loomis,

1983). In so doing they address two ideological problerns stenming

from their perceptions of a decline in their prestige and authority.

The first has to do with eldersrwaning influence over the hâpu.

The second has to do with competing institutional status lecognition

in New Zealand society, thus less respect for elders in most

external contexts other than itculturalrr ones. Elders struggle to

retain a position of social standing largely within ethnic

associations, and through the reciprocal obligations they build up

over a period of time. They also vie among themselves for who

will be recognised as an authority. This can nean not only

occasional veiled disparagement of other elders, but speaking out

during rituals and performances against youth dropping out and

fanilies who are not supporting their fellow Cook Islanders with

their presence and resources.

After status and authority, another important ideological

thene in the haircutting centres on the practice of gift-giving.

The essence of Cook Islands culture is selfless giving. It is also

the key to the unity of Cook Islanders wherever they happen to

reside. Money, gifts and participants arrive fron all over New
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Zealand and even from the islands for the haircutting. Giving

gifts to kin, friends and strangers alike without counting the

cost or ïeason is rtlove in actiontr. Because Cook Islanders find

thenselves surrounded by a society that places a premium on

self-interest and conpetitiveness, the customaly norm of largess

emerges in the haircutting as an ideological issue juxtaposed

overagainst rdeviant' Cook Islander practices which rnirror some

of the perceived negative values of the host society. The giving of

tikero (noney envelopes) and the mounting stack of gaily-wrapped

presents around the boy are potent synbols of the efficacy of

conmunal assistance and a condemnation of selfishness. They also

communicate against the backdrop of dominant culture of class

the subordination of the naterial to the noral; and in the gifting

the moral and the material in a secular transubstantiation becone

the equavalent of one another.

During real life crises, the corrununity of reciprocity

constitutes rrour insurance policyil as one recently-bereaved widow

expressed it. The rgoodr Cook Islander makes repeated, generous

contributions on every occasion throughout his life, relying on

the obtigations he builds up to support hin ten-fold when he himself

is in need. Thus, both the symbolic act of prestation, and the

oratory about it, emphasise the propriety of gíving in the

Cook Islands way versus the Papâra way. At the sane time, the

haricutting highlights the continual threat to the existence of

the reciprocity system (and to the separation of the moral from

the naterial) in New ZeaLand. Fanilies failing in their obligations

are prime targets, precisely because they are acting on temptations

nany feel to break free of the burden of obligations and go their

or,rrn way" Yet, it is usually only inplicit in the oratory that

economic recession and class exploitation pressule more people to
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nigrate to New Zealand further burdening the reciprocity system,

limiting ïesources available to the ethnic connunity and forcing

fanilies to cling to what little they have.

The thene of ample giving ín the face of economic deprivation

is particularly apparent in the feasting. Providing abundant

food for guests to eat and take hone is both customary and

of critical importance to the fanily who wishes to sponsor a

good haircutting. In some respects the feast is the familyrs

return gift for the generosity of the guests. The abundance and

variety of food comrnunicate the love and selflessness of the

sponsoring fanily. It also signifies the strength of the combined

kopu tangata and the extent of their love for the boy that they

are able to gather together such huge amounts of food. Once again,

the ideological messages communicated by the feasting need to be

attended to. This supportive kindred stands as an ideal to be

emulated in contrast to those who are fragrnenting or which lack

sufficient resources to be generous. Everyone wishes to avoid

putting on a rrcheap haircuttingtr (Loomis, n.d. 1), a sure sign

of which is not providing sufficient food. The large arnount and

variety of food carefully arranged in piles on the tables communicates

abundance, the pohrer of corporateness. And when helpers come

sweeping in as stocks are running low with nore food, both the

generosity of the sponsors and the value of unity are drarnatically

underscored. The food and feasting together (see Cohen, 1981:2Ll-2I2;

rrcommensality") address the potential for fragmentation of the

reciprocity system and enact a monent of comrnunitas all can enjoy

together precisely because the threat is so real.

The act of cutting the boyrs hair is imbued with even more

obtuse symbolic significance which can only be grasped in respect

to their external referents. I have dealt with these at greater
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length elsewhere (Loomis, n.d.1). The avowed purpose of the

ritual is to facilitate the transition of the boy to the status

of a young man. He is usually the mataiapo (first-born rnale) of

the inmediate family, and thus destined to lead his kopu tangata.

Sone boys are also in line for a lineage title, and their haircutting

is that much more inportant. In either case the kindred joins together

to demonstrate their support for the boy. Cutting his hair

syrnbolises he is, as one orator stated, not a ttgirlt' anymore.' Each

person making a cut and leaving a gift takes away a strand of his

hair, to renind hin of the occasion and to symbolise his ongoing

concern for the boyrs welfare. In metaphoric fashion -- though

Cook Islanders do not use this inage -- the kindred is bound

together by the boyrs locks of hair. Customarily at least, the

head was tapu and the hair the locus of mana. In this sense

participants share vicarious pohler through the boy, which is

pragmatically their corporate power as a united kopu tangata.

Dialectically, the boy becoming a man is at the same tirne the

enpowerment or rebirthing of the community, though the contemporary

meanings of cutting the hair in the New Zealand context contradict

this possibility as I denonstTate below.

Tacitly, the haircutting deals with anomalies arising fron

contexts elsewhere in the ethnic comnunityts life as well as

the larger social order. In the oratory elders often take the

opportunity to "hit the people hard?r as one said, over the fact

that for instance many mapu are missing. The boy having his

hair cut thus becomes a symbol of all Cook Islander youth, and

the cutting -- done by kin and friends in relatively formal

European attire -- is an enactment of the ethnic communityrs

establishing control over him. A control which is, it will be
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remembered, insisted upon by the State and capital. The ritual

act as well as the pressures from the ruling class need to be seen

against the upsurge of interest by many Polynesian youth in

reggae music, wearing Rastafarian-sty1e tdreadlocksr and rnore

recently bop/break dancing in the streets in defiance of European

norns of propriety. In the instance of some Maoris the dreadlocks

are a political statement of ethnic pride and a denand for land

rights, but most wear such styles as a symbol of their rejection

of dominant ideology.

But the haircutting act is important to the doninant class

because of its social control motif. Conservative politicians,

business leaders and the media continue to point to Polynesian

gangs, unemployed youth (who have d¡opped out of school) and

crininals as deviants who threaten the established order, and for

whom the rextended fanily' and ethnic community are ultimately

responsible for policing. Thus cutting the boyrs hair is

addressed to these problernatic external pressures which threaten

Cook Islander status and advancement in New Zealand, and by which

they seek once again to establish themselves as rgood Polynesiansr.

Let ne now turn briefly to the spatial arrangements and

aesthetic nedia of the haircutting. The principal rnedium throughout

the ritual is oratory, set within various dramatic acts. As drama,

the oratory and accompanying characterisations and gestures heighten

the reflexive, ideological functions so integral to the haircutting

as presently constituted. Nonetheless, where it manages what

Shechner (1976) calls a balance of efficaciousness (ritual) and

entertainment (theatre), the ritual has the potential to work a

fundanental transformation on participants and certain external contexts.

The orator begins and concludes each episode, calls out the

names of people invited to make a cut and naintains a running

nonologue of jokes and encouragement. In such a starring role
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he is in an advantageous position fron which to communicate

ideological propositions with little direct opposition. He is

also well-placed, due to popular anbivalence over the definition

of a Itproperrr ritual, to orchestrate proceedings and attribute

neaning to the dranatic action. more or less as he chooses. He

acquires additional prestige for a well-produced haircutting.

During the first two episodes, the focus of symbolic

action is on the boy, shifting to the grouprs communal feast

during the final scene. The invariably large crowd of several

hundred, sitting around row upon row of tables laden with

sumptuous food is certainly an inpressive sight. But it is

the boy to whom everyone pays attention, and to whon much of

the oratory is addressed. UsuallI, he is seated behind and above

the head table at the front of the haLl. His mother stands beside

him with the scissors, and others fron the innediate fanily ate

nearby helping hrith gifts. Grandparents are likely to be seated

at the head table. The boyts father and others help with practical

matters behind the scenes. The orator stands ahead and slightly

to one side, himself a nediator between these initially passive

actors and the passive audience.

, In the first episode there is little visual novement.

The spatial arrangements formally separate the main parties to

the action: the wider kopu tangatq, the boy and sponsoring fanily

and the encee. Most participants are thus detached from direct

engagement, able to reflect on the ritual discourse but also keenly

anticipating the next scenes. The mo.d of anticipation is

heightened by the boyrs appearance. He sits on a raised chair,

sometirnes on a stage at the front of the hall, covered in a white

sheet as in a barberrs shop" Other than this, his location

and appearance highlight his lininal state. The boy in effect
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enters the ritual already in a supermundane status and is

progressively introduced back into the world of men by the

cutting. In the beginning his best European-style clothes, bought

specially for the occasion, are hidden by the white sheet.

His long hair is tied in hundreds of white or blue ribbons, giving

him an asexual, etherial appearance not unlike an angel.

He sits atop a rthroner covered with an assortment of colourful,

handmade tivâevae (bedspreads), iti (delicate lace pieces)

and other gifts. His marvelous appearance is enhanced both by

the nounting pile of presents and the deference with which

his rnother and her assistants treat him.

In the first episode by way of speeches, singing and praying

the rite is set within a framework of oneness under Godrs

protection. In the second episode the boyrs ractualt family and

the audience of rpotential' kin are gradually united -- indeed,

operationalised -- by the shared acts of prestation and cutting.

The separation between the two is subsuned as participants take

on the role of his own irunediate fanily" That is, they engage

in ordinary rparentlyr acts toward him: speaking soothingly

to hin, giving hin financial support, cutting his hair and

later sharing a meal with hin. A change of status also occurs

dramaturgically be intervening into his ritual space. By the

sequence of such individual acts, the entire audience is transformed

spatially and irnaginally into active participants , becoming

his larger family both symbolicatly and by the establishment of

reciprocal obligations.

In the third episode the assembly, including European

guests, is further transformed into a united kindred by taking

food together, another rnundane activity lifted to symbolic
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proportions in the rite. The central transformations of the status

of the boy and his wider fanily are facilitated by the conjunction

of various spatial te-arranþements and symbolic actions in which

everyday contexts -- particularly the nuclear family itself --

enter into and are utilised in the drama at key transcendent

moments (cf. Kapferer, 1979a). If the orator has been particularly

successful in marking these turning-points, such as the final

trimning of the boyrs hair and his fornal presentation to the

kopu tangata, then the meal will be an occasion of true conmunitas

and the closing benediction and farewell an emotionally intense

monent.

The haircutting is generally successful as a catalyst to

the transformation of potential reciprocal relationships within ,

and sometimes outside, the Cook Islands conmunity into an actualised,

Iternporaryr action grouping constituted with reference to the boy.

The ritual effects an important, continuing change in the boyrs

home context and also in certain specific relationships in the

wider society. Certain European and Polynesian guests may

by their participation enter into a continuing relationship

of nutual support with the boy and his family, though this is

usually only sporadic and seldon includes helping hin meet his

ritual obligations to others.

The haircutting furthermore illustrates the way in which

external contexts inadvertently enter into and alter the customary

meanings and rnystificatory rhetoric about this being a rtraditionall

ritual. Here external contexts meet at the particular juncture

of the cutting of the boyrs hair, revealing fundanental contradictions

in the stated neanings of the symbolic action. The practical

consequence of the ritual is to confirm those very institutions
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which shape the lives of Cook Islanders in New Zealand-

For inst4nce, Cook Islander parentsr sanctification of

the schooling context as the avenue to financial security, along

with granting prinacy to European public dress standards, is

directly responsible for generating a certain amount of confusíon

in the symbolic neanings of the ritual. The boy is clearly too

young (ie. five or six years of age) to be initiated into ntanhood.

The problem stems fron parents wishing to avoid their child

being shaned by wearing long hair at school, and so insisting

his locks are cut when he is still an infant. Many Cook Islands

corununity leaders ,.rnnota parents in what seems a sensible

adaptation of custom, thus altering the significance

of the haircutting, particularly when set against various ideological

issues arising frorn contemporary developments in New Zealand society

such as Polynesian youth wearing long hair as a rpoliticalr sign.

This stylistic capitulation is synbolic of a wider Cook

Islander acceptance of the ruling class Pakeha doninated social

order, particularly those contexts having to do with employment,

housing, education and service.s from the State. In contrast

the wearing of dreadlocks and Afro cuts by sone Polynesian

youth is perceived by the ruling class as a

defiant sign of deviance and separatisryr. Few Cook Islands youth

wear such styles, though nany enjoy listening to reggae music

with its polenical references to Black pride and oppression. And

more recently bop/break dancing which is borrowed from Anerican

Blacks, is a competitive demonstration of ski1l and a rare chance

to gain esteem before the whole populace, and has been quickly

label1ed in New Zealand a I'Polynesianrr activity. Cook Islander

youth would certainly come under heavy pressure from their elders
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and parents if they adopted such hair styles, though many have

become afficionados of the break/bop dance.

So we return full circle to the ritual of cutting the

boyrs hair at this particular historical juncture in New Zealand.

It is a drama which people enter into cognizant if not of their

rnarginal position, then of the more painful consequences of it,

including the stereotypical attitudes and discrinination of rnany

Europeans. In the ritual Cook Islanders come dressed in niddle

class, European dress for the most part. They come to establish

control over this rdangerousr youth. Dangerous because he is a

synbol of each rising generation which nust be taught custom and

Tespect for the elders. Dangerous because as a symbol of problen

youth in New Zealand(8), he threatens the accomodation and

patronage relations which Cook Islanders have achieved..

The haircutting is essentially a confirrnational dramati-zation,

though i-ts effects on two external contexts -- the Cook Islands

connunity and the wider social order -- are in fact a direct

contrast and the reason why the ethnic rcategoryr has been

reproduced as an effective force. Granted the obvious social

control consequences of-,the rite which suit the interests of

both State and capital (ideological tþemes of which most

participants are aware fron their daily experience) the haircutting

has also to do with the empowerment of the Cook Islands corununity.

(8) During 1983 and eatly 1984, the problem-of young Polynesian
rrstreet kidsrr was contructed as a cause cel,ebre by the welfare
State, conservative politicians and the media. These were young
teenagers who had apparently reiected the authority of their parents
and the school, and had banded together to wander the stleets
living as they wished and surviving as they night. They became a
focus of attention in the continuing ideological pressure on various
'ethnic comrnunitiesr to control their people. In March 1984 some
Cook Islands community leaders l^Iere reported in the press as
reconmending that Cook Islands street kids should be sent back to
the islands.
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In this sense it stands as a corporate improvisation in the

face of existing economic and political conditions and as such

a potential threat to the status quo.

It seems like1y that the haircutting rite as practised

today is the transformation of an earlier missionary-induced

ceremony by which the long-haired theathen I and his savage ways

üias converted and tcivilsedr symbolically by having his hair

cut. Converts to the L,M.S. nissions l^Iere known as rrshort-hairsrt

by unregenerate factions who remained in the bush (Loomis, 1984).

Certainly in todayrs dramatization there is this Samson-like

thene which matches doninant ideology and is not out of harnony

with the public presentation which Cook Islanders make as

good citizens, church-goes and hard workers.

But ít is a transformation of the colonial rite because

by a circuitous route it is a drama of empowerment and thus

Itraditionalr. Customarily, the head was the locus of mana,

and the hair tâpu because of its potency. But Freud and Hallpike

(1969) go astray in focussing only on the immediate symbol of

the hair and its cutting (signifying castration, inpotency and

control), without paying attention to the wider social and

perfonnative context within which the cutting occurs. In fact

the dramatization incorporates cutting and distributing hair,
- giving and receiving gifts as well as feasting. The young

boy becoming a man is highly potent sexually, economically and

politically -- a potency which nust be constrained. Young men

-- as rnissionaries and ruling class aLike know -- threaten the

community in their potency which is a dtlal power of creativity

and destruction. The drama of cutting and:distribution of

his hair transforms pohrer that is dangerous into potency which
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is productive because it is regenerated as in the basic

live-die-live sequence of the seasons oI. resurrection. In

a form of secular eucharist the distribution of the 10cks of

hair is a distribution of his potency, his potential fruitfullness

among the community whereby he is integrated or reordered

ín the community. But also the community is appropriating the

boyrs (rising generation's) potency and, in the distribution

of hair, of gifts, of money and of food, revitalizing itself.

The distribution of the potent hair becomes a synbol of gifts,

money, food and other resources of the connunity which in

drama after drama reconstitutes the reciprocity systern which

is the potency of the comnunity in adversíty. So that at the

conclusion of the haircutting the social significance has been

to reiterate and acknowledge, however tacitly, acquiescence to

doninant ideology at the sarne time the koPu tangàta has been

reconstituted at a wider lange and the network of lasting

reciprocal obligations strengthened.

The Tere-party Culture Troupe Performance

The tere-party is a group of people who travel together

to the islands or to New Zealand to visit kin and friends, to see

the sights and to raise funds for some charitable purpose, usually

through a series of culture-troupe performances. I an here

concemed primarily with those groups, usual.ly four or five annually

which travel from the islands to NIew Zealand to raise funds for

church hal1s, community buildings and similar projects back in

the islands.

The typical tere-party perfolmance varies 1ittle in format

or style fron that presented by serni=professional troupes for
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tourists or civic functions. The crucial distinction is that

tere-party entertainment occurs within a Cook Islander-defined

and controlled dramatic context, with a Cook Islander audience who

have gathered together expressly to give a welcone of âiota

(love) , feasting, oratony and financial support to the visitors.

Besides the conmon interests underlying the occasion and the

composition of the audience, the tere performance also relies

upon and recreates a different aesthetic code and set of symbolic

meanings from that of sinilar dramatizations in contexts external

to the Cook Islands community in which bourgeois, European

culture doninates.

Throughout their tour the tere-party serves as a catalyst

to the gathering of a sequence of intra-ethnic groupings, some

more formally organised and persistent than others within the

existing Cook Islander kinship and reciprocity network in

New Zealand. This network itself is constituted on the basis of

shared interests (Cohen, I974a, L974b) lodged in a variety of

ascribed and chosen identities including kinship Þifiàn€e

(connectedness), oire (village), district or enua (island),

ekalesia (congregation) affiliation or any cornbination of these.

The performance-event is comprised of a nunber of episodes,

characterised by specific notifs, spatial configurations and forms

of symbolic actíon. First, there is the kaikai (feast) which begins

wiih the honorary seating of guests, a welcome and prayers and

concludes with a series of oratorical exchanges between speakers from

the host group and the tere-party. The second episode is the

tere-troupe performance, arranged into component àitanu (items)

of action songs, drum dances, imene (hymns) and sometirnes a

nuku (pageant). The event concludes with the announcement of the

total amount donated for the evening, final speeches of appreciation,
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and a closing prayer. Most such events are held in church or

corununity halls, usually crowded with Cook Islanders and a few

Papara guests.:

The tere-party performance takes its appeal fron the

effectiveness with which it transfolms participantst identities

and relationships and transcends contexts of meaning and action

outside the ethnic connunity. fn so doing it pqtrnençnll¿ alters

a few specific external relationships with invited guests.

ßut the real world of class-divided, Pakeha-dominated New

Zealand society is waiting when the druns and dancing stop.

The tere-party perfornance is transcendent and popular

because it is essentially a joke, albeit a serious one. The entire

event has the effect of revealing what Mary Douglas ca1led the

tjoke in the structurerr in this case a tragiconic joke: Cook

Islanders perceive themselves not as the people that discrininatory

stereotypes make them out to be. They are forced to acquiesce

to these categorisations because of their econornic and political

powerlessness, and the tofficialr restriction of ethnic diversity

to cultural activities. The tragedy is that the performance has

no lasting transformative effect on their marginal position, nor

on New Zealand society. To the extent that the Church insists

on equating Cook Islander identity with law-abiding citizenship,

worship attendance and upright moral behaviour, it also helps

maintain Cook Islandersr position. For this leason the joking in the

performance is also against moralistic, straight-laced forms

of Christianity and its representatives.

The essence of the performance is comedy. Comedy, as

Kapferer (1983) states is an attack on form, especially on

liniting forn. This is the role of the humout, spoofs, inuendos and

obscenities which punctuate the second episode of dance and mime.
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They highlight the joke in both the structure of the performance and

in the wider social order. The perfornance itself takes place

within a ttplay/f.rametr (Handelman and Kapferer, 1972) in which

it is permissible to question and challenge meanings and identities

from the safe domain of fas ifr. In a similar vein as rituals

of rebellion (G1uckman, 1954, etc.) such performances have an

important political function.

The conedy points the finger at the ludicrousness of the

contradiction which Cook Islanders are caught up in from day to

day, by subverting the meanings which legitimate the hegenony

of the dominant class and its culture, and by announcing that it

is possible for the duration of the perforrnance to enact an

alternative, Cook Islander identity. As comedy, the tere-party

performance is both destructive and creative of delimiting

forms, with respect both to paternalist-racism and any statiç

notion of ethnic identity in New Zealand. They are essentially

very important dranatic contexts of reflexivity and improvisation

of what it rneans to be a Cook Islander and how to manage in New

Zealand Society.

Ideoloey and Conflicting Interests in Tere PerfoÍmance Discourse

There is an important episternological distinction to be

nade between ideology and culture, as I have previously argued.

rdeology is that argumentative, value-oriented body of reflexive

discourse which comes ì.nto play at those junctures of daily

existence where the Inormal social worldr is threatened, either

in part or in its entirety by some alternative and thus

dangerous perspective.

In light of the phenomenological nature of drama as a

discursive, reflexive nedium it is not surprising that during
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the first episode of the performance with its flarnboyant oratory,

ideological presentations come to the fore as conflicting

interests. During such moments, it is possible to perceive the

contexts and central issues addressed by the rhetoric as well

as the socíal identities of the main protagonists. Anyone can

speak after the feast, but it is usually conmunity leaders holding

designated, recognised positions who do so. One set of speakers

represent the hosts and another the visitors. Various clergy

or deacons nay speak on behalf of the Church or the Kumiti Akaaere

Tere (Travelling Party Enablement Comrnittee) who organises the

visit. Broadly, the issues addressed include people's church

involvement and moral behaviour, relations between the islands

and New Zealand, and Cook Islandersf support for corununity activities.

When special guests are present, contexts in the wider New

Zealand society may be alluded to obliquely, but these are nore

forcefully dealt with in later episodes.

Perhaps I can best illustrate what transpires in the opening

episode with reference to a te¡e-party from Arorangi village on

Rarotonga which visited New Zealand between February and April,

1980 and raised $40,000 for a new Sunday School halI. Most 1ocal

groups which played host to the fifty-mernber tere did so because

they had close bonds of kinship or an obligation to return a

favour to Arorangi. 0r they wíshed to establish a kâio'u (debt)

with Arorangi in anticipation of some future project or tour of their

own. Orators often emphasised past relations between the two

groups. The evening also marked in effect the cancellation of

one debt, and the establishment of a new obligation on Arorangi

as they received the gifts.

Ernphasis on unity and mutual assistance between the tere
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and their hosts is a standard theme of oratory. But unity is also

an ideological issue precisely because of the increasing potential

for conflícts between Cook Islanders in New Zealand and those

in the islands. On more than one occasion, speakers during the

visit of the tere emphasised the support and love shared between

hosts and guests, often to suppress disgruntlenent over sone supposed

wrong done by one group to the other. For instance, Taru Moana

the principal orator for the tere based his unity nessage each evening

on a well-known pete (poetic chant) which was among several he

rownedr as vara tuatua (spokesman; lit. talking mouth) for the

loca1 aiiki. This particular pête centred on a legend of how a

mountain near Arorangi village came to have a flat top. Denonstrating

the customary versatility of orators and the nalleability of

tradition, he skillfully and hunorously changed the legendrs inport

each evening to show how host and visitor had been closely

interrelated since time imnemorial. He usually stated that at

sone stage the mountain exploded or was cut off by a god or the

Arorangi people themselves. In the process pieces flew across the

sea to the island of his hosts, linking them in perpetuity.

Aitutaki island has a similar legend, but its version

holds that their warriors defeated Arorangi and stole the top

of their mountain. On the evening Aitutaki hosted the tere,

the opposing versions became the cause of an acrirnonious exchange

between several orators over the relative status of the two

groups. Aitutakits claims to speak for all Cook Islanders in

New Zealand in certain civic and cultural contexts and other

contemporary conflicts of interest were thinly-veiled in the

enotional speeches. An orometua and the Aitutaki chairnan had to

intervene diplomatically to calm natters so that the performance
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and donations could cornmence.

The enphasis of elders in Auckland on the propriety of

continuing community participation by Cook Islanders stems,

of course, from their perceptions of flagging support fron napu

and families. A nain concern in their speeches is to reinforce

the identity and polity of the ethnic comnunity. This in turn

leads to cornplaints about their role in increasing the burden

of obligations upon fewer stalwarts. More and more the elders

find thenselves on the horns of a dilemma, with their support

waning.

Contexts outside the Cook Islands community are seldom

addressed directly in the oratory of the tçre-party performance.

Neither are many prepared in everyday life to blame their

bosses. Europeans generally or economic conditíons for their

predicanent (19B1 fieldwork survey). Even so, it is unusual for

there not to be a few honoured guests representing such outside

contexts. Europeans are shown deferential treatment by elders

and audience alike, seated with the têre members for the feast

or at the head table among the leaders.

European guests typically invited to attend include crergymen,

local politicians, welfare officers, bosses and colreagues from

work, neighbours, landlords, schoolnates and the occasional

anthropologist. As representatives of the wider society, they are

often alluded to and incorpoarated into the symbolic action of

the performance. As a coherent event, the tere-party performance

has the potential for establishing or reinforcing patronage

relations with these rsignificant othersr outside the imrnediate

setting of the performance and the ethnic community.. rnvolvement

in cook rslands cultural activities helps create mutual respect

and friendship beyond formal institutional ro1es. How the
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dramatízation mediates thess r,ielations and relates to externar

contexts is the subject of the final section.

atíaI ts and lic Forms as Modes of Transcendence
an s ormat on

spatial configurations of audience and actoïs manoeuvred

according to performance rures have the potential for working with

aesthetic media throughout the drarna not only to augment ideological

content but to accomplish a transformation in its own and external

contexts. I stress that the potential. is there, and that such lasting

changes in social relations do sonetimes occur. But the perfoïmance

event is more typically transcendent only for the duration of

the drama itself though it has important consequences for how

cook rslanders re-engage in New zeaLand society afterwards.

The preliminary episode is one of feasting and oratory.

Here the spatial arrangement of participants according to customary

codes is only partiaLLy effective in supporting the ideological

concerns of orators. Tere-party members and hosts sit at rows

of tables for the feast as what r have termed an active audience.

They are addressed from the head table by their readers, who in

turn play roles as passive and active actors. But there is usually

a large contingent of passively-involved onlookers around the

periphery who are beyond the frane of symbolic action. These

people drift in and out of the business of the episode, sometimes

causing considerable disruption. They are particularly likely
to become restive during the lengthy after-dinner speeches as

they wait their turn to eat. skilled orators recognise this
problern, and play to the peripheral onlookers, broadening the

boundaries of the action by continually redefining marginal

participants as part of the active audience.
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Though the first episode can be an important prelude, it

is during the second episode that the real transcendence of the

tere-party perfornance occurs. It is also where the most important

contextual effects outside the ethnic community ate generated

The typical performance is designed to have maximum ernotional

irnpact on the audience. The leaders modify the format accordingly

as the tere moves from one gÏoup to another in keeping with

accepted aesthetic codes. In the case of Aror,angi there was the

opening hymn by the entire troupe, and then the beginning action-

songs by both. men and women. Next came several drun dances,

a dance by the older rmanasr and so on.

For the performance per Se, there is a maj01. rearlangement of

the space in which the symbolic action takes place. The tables

of the feast are put aside, and chairs a1.ranged about the hall

in concentric circles. Aisles are left for people to come forward

and make donations during the performance. From the beginning

of the second episode, the way the space is set defines the audience

as actíve spectators, which is conducive to their making genelous

donations and entering the dancing as the night goes on-

Though the conbined media of dance, druruning and song,

the audience is swept up iinexorably into the opening action.

There aïe no longer any mere onlookers. When the drums and slit

gongs boom out and the nuku (perforrning team) sweeps forward

down the hal1 wearing theirshell necklaces, headresses and grass

skirts, the audience often literally leaps to its feet to voice

its appreciation. From that moment, people are constantly junping

up frorn the periphery to make donations and engage in the dancing

themselves. Young and old, men and women alike enter in and out

of the dance sequence as the inpulse takes them. As the evening
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wears on, people around the sides press in closer and closer to

be involved.

within the nilieu of this constantly shifting series of

action-songs, drun dances and rfunf itens, the performance reaches

a transcendent denouement which is momentarily transformative

of all participants, and sometimes establishes inportant new

relationships with outsiders who are guests. From the first drum

beat, another world is evoked. A world of powers, skills and

legendary heroes, of sensuality and the smel1 of physical exertion

that is a Cook Islander world improvised and recreated in inplicit

contradistinction to New Zealand bourgeois c'ulture. These competing

worlds of values and identities in turn become explicitly juxtaposed

in the p1.esence and personhood of the honoured guests whose

treatment in the drama is the primary tpoliticalr work of the

perforrnance.

The dansic celebration subsumes competing contexts from

everyday life, setting then aside and rendering thern virtually

invisible and forgotten -- thus inpotent. The teqe performance

in this sense is the exact converse of the haircutting, and nore

reflexive regarding external contexts than either it or the uàpou.

In the throes of this alternative world created in the conjuncture

of spatial encirclement and artistic inclusion, individual

participants are changed. By this I mean that their identities

and roles defined in external contexts of work, home and even ethnic

associations ar.e altered. For the duration of the perfonnance

post office cleaners, factory hands and church deacons become

skilled dancers, sensuous rnaidens and clowns'

Let ne illustrate how such transfornations may occur.

Following the feast, Papata guests are seated together in front
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of the audience. This is understood by Cook Islanders to be a

position of honour. Unknown to the guests, however, it is

also the rhotseatt . It places them in full view of the Cook

Islander audience and within easy reach of the perforrners. As

if this were not enough, the contribution bowl is placed directly

in front of thern, and they are expected to get up and donate often.

During the first action-songs, audience and perforners

usually naintain a decorum of distance. But during the drun

dances, featuring evocative and frenetic movements by young

men and women, artists often break formation and move over to

gyrate within inches of guests, female dancer to nale onlooker

and nale dancer to fenale onlooker. The dranatic effect is hilarious,

at least to Cook Islanders. The comic transition is heightened

by the fact that until now, the zone around the guests has been

sacrosanct and detached from the swirl of the symboLic action.

The guests are in a separate space, untouchable, respected and

aloof -- as Europeans are considered to be in the mundane world

of New ZeaLand society.

In the performance context as defined by Cook Islanders ,

the mapu as the artistic intensification of those values

so intinidating to bourgeois Europeans confront the guests

as symbolic identities. They do so body to body, a node of

communication in which Cook Islanders excel1, moving into and

shattering the bounds of the separate spatial world of the guests.

This is understood immediateJ.y by the Cook Islander audience as a

direct challenge to the Paparas to enter into the aLternative world

of Cook Islander meanings, symbols and skills where they are in

turn powerless and disadvantaged. Metaphorically, it is at the

same time a challenge to the hegemony of the bourgeois-dominated
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social oïder. Furthermore, the invitation by the dancers is put

to the guests as one which, as the standard joke goes, rrthey

canrt refusert. Most guests, no matter what their social status

in New Zealand society, respond to the public pr.essur.e and do attempt

to dance, nuch to the amuselnent of the audience. Everyone knows

Europeans cannot dance rrour wayrr. The challenge provides

the opportunity for the çerformers to heighten the embarrassment

of the guests by dancing closer to them and flaunting their

sensuousness and skills even Inore, again to the delight of the

onlookers. Similar challenges are nade by some of the corpulent,

older rmamasr latet in the evening when they perforn their comic

routines, grinding and bumping their anple hips at the European

guests.

The guests usually try to look as though they enjoy the

performance, understand the hilarity all around them and accept

the challenges with equanimity. Often they are embarrassed,

if not frightened out of their wits. On one occasion during the

visit of another tere paTty, a group of brawny middle-aged rnen

performed a warrior legend, thrusting their spears in the faces

of visiting candidates for local council (and their pelvic regions

in the direction of the wives). The guests and their spouses were

clearly more than a little nervous until the lead dancer --

a seventeen stone fork-lift driver -- grinned amicably and the dancers

all ran off the floor.

on the same evening, I witnessed an accidental slip of the

thin veil of propriety alound the perfoflnance when the sexual

innuendo so essential to the hunour of the dance items suddenly

became explicit. An iten was perfoTned featuring a nan dancing

about the hal1, holding aloft a Iarge, wooden Tangaroa statue
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sinilar to those sold to tourists in the isran¿s(9] The icon

sported an intinidating penis. For a few momentg the dancer chanted

with passionate fervour, 'Tangaroa, rou are rny god! Tanaroa, you

are ny fatherlr'first in cook rslands Maori and then in English

so the visitors could understand. sone the guests looked visibly
uncomfortable as he waved the effigy in front of them. when the

item had concluded, he laughed self-consciously and ran to hand

the statue to an older rvoman who was kneering at the rear of the

dance area. She reached out nonchalantty and took the figure,
grabbing the penis as she díd so. Too 1ate, she realised her
rmistaker -- that is, her immodest conduct as defined in the

eyes of Europeans. The cook rslanders present erupted in hysterics,

at one of the members having been caught out and at the revelation
of the competing value systen kept hidden.from the guests.

This is what r mean when r suggest that the culture-troupe

performance like other dranatic events is an important context

of reflexivity and improvisation. The Europeans shifted nervousry

in their seats, suddenly aware of the incongruity betr^reen the

two codes of morality and humour, grinning sheepishly as the audience

observed their disconfiture with evident delight. The wornan

neanwhile tried to recover her composure by shifting the statue

out of sight as quickry as possibre. As she did so, she once

again grabbed the offending appendage, setting the cook rsranders

off in renewed gales of laughter and the guests shrinking further
in their seats.

Sometines the stereotypes about New Zealand society and overt

(9)rn a classically Freudi.an move earry missionaries first forbid
the continued carving of these statues because of their sexual
explicitness, and then subsequently permitted their reapparance
sans genitalia! Thanks to a recent resurgence of interèèt in authentic
culture in the Cooks (and an eye to the tourist trade) such statues
have had their penis restored.
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cook Islander cynicism about Paparas nay be flaunted in the

performance itself. In 1980 the Cook Islands National Arts Troupe

stopped in Auckland on its way to the Pacific Arts Festival

in Papua New Guinea to give a show for Cook Islanders. During one

iten, three men strunming guitars and ukeleles in a typical islands

scene were apploached by a fair-haired man in a stTaI^I hat and

garish flowered shirt. The nan v/as obviously a European tourist

par excellence. He told the men he wasrrlooking for a good timerr

(ie. sexual relations) and could the nen teach hirn to dance.

apparently to be able to attract (or satisfy) a local girl.

The men proceeded to try to teach the rtouristr with

exaggerated difficulty, amid guffaws from the audience over the

expected ineptitude of the PâÞa'a in dancing and by inuendo,

in more intinate matters as we11. Finally, the visitor exclaimed

that he thougtrthe had the right idea. Once again the nen began

strumning their instruments, but this tirne instead of burnbling

around the stage like a wounded chicken, the stranger launched into

a ski1lfu1 display of Cook Islands dancing. The spectators roared

in delight at having been so successfully been taken in. The

master of ceremonies explained when the laughter had died down

that the man was actually a Cook Islands Maori born and raised

in Rarotonga. The spoof relied on stereotypes of the Pàpata

tourist -- his appetites and ineptitudes in dance and sexual

relations -- which onlookers could immediately recognise and ridicule.

And then confusing thern with the unexpected: creating the impossible

anomaly of a European dancing well! Then this tension was

resolved by revealing the rtruthr about the man, in consequence

reaffirming the shared typifications about Europeans and the

self-identity of Cook Islanders and their values in the process'
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At a deeper level and with respect to the underlying joke

within the wider social structure, the man symbolises al1 Cook

Islanders, His true identity is thus a double inversion in which

he comes to epitomise the Polynesian in New Zealand who is

constantly forced to akapapara (act European). But he is

in cognito, a different identity awaitíng the acceptable context

to energe and irnprovise an alternative mode of sociality and

humanness.

Conclusion

In this chapter I set out to examine the role of what I

termed public dtamatizations by Cook Islanders and the significance

such events have for the maintenance of ethnic identity and

coping with their structural position in New Zealand society.

In particular I focussed on what I called contexts of reflexivity

and inprovisatíon within perfonnative settings, whether they were

tranformative or confirnatory in their own right, and their

impact on contexts of neaning and action in the ethnic community

and the social order at large. I atternpted to show the way in

which ideology, spatial arrangement and symbolic nedia rnay work

together to facilitate the underlying aim of the drama.

Out of the range of rituals, ceremonies, performances and

weekend social dances in which Cook Isladners engage in New Zealand

I selected the gales, the pâkotianga râuru and the tère-party

culture troupe perfornance as representative of the variety of such

events, and also a,s of greatest significance to contemporary'

ethnic identity (social category) and organised relationships

(social force) with the wider social fonnation.

The uapou is essentially a church-controlled event which.is

in its enactment affirmative of those who engage in it, and othqc

the contexts which they represent within the Cook Islands nigrant
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cornmunity. Through the transcendent moment of dance, song and

donations in the final episode it establishes an internal unity

of conpetiting groups, enables its evangelistic motif, and

reiterates morali-stic ideologies fundanentally supportive of the

Church and its leaders. It also rehearses clear norms of

love, naterial support and fanily unity to be enulated by aLI

Cook Islanders. It does this in juxtaposition to dominant

stereotypes regarding deviant Polynesians, and in the final

event results in affirmation of the existing social order

and their position in it.

The haircutting rite sets out to facilitate the transformation

of a boy into nanhood and family leadership, and rearranges

kinship reciprocity obligations around hin for his support

throughout hís life. The project of the dran"â at this leveL is

enable,d at the transcendent moment of the actual cutting, as

audience become actols united in their mutual arora and rparentager

of the boy. I argued that the haircutting did facilitate lasting

alterations in relationships betewen Cook Islanders and certain

European guests present in their day-to-day settings. In

particular their new patronage relations and putative kinship

obligations have inportant effects on the way they interact after

the event. I also suggested that that act of cutting the

boyrs, hair was, in light of contenporary ideological issues of

social control of rdeviantst and youth, an irnportant gesture

tcomnunity responsibilityr for the boy which suited both the

requirements of the State and the public presentation by Cook

Islanders of themselves as an acceptable population. At a deeper

structural level, however, I argued that the cutting and distribution

of lnafu/gifts/noney/food was an act of regeneration of the connunity

and the reciprocity systen in particular that stood as a
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major corporate improvisation by the nigrant connunity and thus

a potential threat to the status quo.

Tere-party perfornances are packed with a nultiplicity

of syrnbols, metaphors and ideological themes some of which

I have been able to consider here. I have tried to identify

the rhetorical and aesthetic means by which these are managed within

the dranatization itself along with the political ends to which

they are directed. As an essentially cultural response to their

immediate conmunity relations and to their structural position

in the political economy of New Zealand, the tere-party performance

is in essence a ludicrous comedy that skillfully reveals the joke

within the structure, It is at once an artistic, forceful and

yet rsubversiver display of alternative cultural meanings to those

of bourgeios European society , which is one leason for its

popularity among Cook Islanders and why it is such an ordeal

for guests.

The culture troupe presentation may permanently transform

certain contractuaL/ f.ormal arrangements into patron-client

relations, similar to the pakotianga rauru. But its inprovisation

of a rvirtual worldr of alternative values and identities transcends

the doninant social order outside only for the duration of the

event itself. As such, however, the perforlnance and participation

as an actor in it does have a lasting effect on individual

Cook Islanders since by subjecting bourgeois, ruling class

categorisation and structural hegemony to ridicule, it subverts

their power to ultimately determine their social existence.

The performance inspires the practical manoeuvres of Cook Islanders

in day-to-day life by which they employ a variety of continually

Te-cïeated personnae to respond to the structured relations which

shape their lives. _0_
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Conclusions

A few years ago a Maori academíc, Pat Hohepa, issued

a call for the re-exanination of the focus and political

irnplications of New Zealand social research on minorities:

For a long tine the Maori people and now the rest
of the Polynesians, have been the focus of research,
the rproblent area, the visible ninorities for acadenic
and administration climbers looking for a topical foothold.
Pakeha ways, on the other hand, are not studied to any
extent. The implication here is that majority hrays are
superior and majority standards are correct and need no
critical scrutiny. A cold reappraisal of the total
rnajority-rninority situation of this country is needed
not only because of its intrinsic value in enhancing
understanding and rnutual tolerance, but also as a basis
for nuch needed reforms, and rnajority situations nust
include najority standards (Hohepa, L972).

Hohepa was perfectly correct, though his najority-ninority

nodel is open to criticisn, Acadenia and the welfare bureaucracy

have tended to pay attention to therrproblemrrof rracial minoritiesl

which they helped construct to the neglect of the political

economy and class relations.

That is why I stated in the Introduction that this

study is not soLely about Cook Islanders and their problems,

but about New Zealand society. It has to do with understanding

the development of dependency between New Zealand and her South

Pacific neighbours, the irnportance of labour nigration for

post-war industrial expansion, the emergence of a distinctive

Polynesian/nigrant fraction of the working class ttrrough

processes of racialisation and ethnic categorisation , and the

crucial role of the bourgeoisie and the State in reproducing

a fragmented working class at the economic, political and ideological

1eve1s. I rejected notions of monolithic "Pakeha societyrr or
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I'dominant culturerr as inadequate to account for contenporary

social realities. A study of Cook Islanders in New Zealand

provides a key to understanding broader structural developments

and emergent class relations which encompass the entire social

field. Advanced capitalist societies are class societies and

a wholistic analysis which would not reify social constructions

of fracer and rethnicityrmust at some point seek to locate the

social formation in the world division of labour and examine

the political econony and class relations.

Migrant labour theory is a valuable tool from which to

begin the analysis of New Zealand society, and the position of

Cook Islanders in particular. Its main drawback is that as

presently articulated, it cannot systenatically account for the

position of all migrants in the political economy nor of succeeding

generations. For this purpose, I have expanded upon the notion

of I socíal categorisation, I borrowing from previous anthropological

research and Poulantzas (1978), to show how aI1 Cook Islanders

are socially constructed as part of the rPolynesianr racial

category and also as an ethnic identity by ruling ideology.

I then demonstrate how ethnic ideology cornmunicated through various

rituals, ceremonies and performances reiterates this distinction

as a distancing manoeuvre. And finally, that through formal

social organisation and individual improvisations in daily practice,

Cook Islanders as a rsocial categoryr of multiple class nemberships

naintain themselves as a rsocial forcer inspite of diverse and

conflicting internal interests. The entire second half of the

thesis is devoted to the tethnic communityr as social force,

beginning with fornal social organisation, then individiual

practices in marriage and social networks, and finally dramatízations

of reflexivity and improvisation.
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From the outset, I was critical of objectivist determinisn

-- as Bourdieu labelled it -- which does not place an important

priority in analysis on the dialectíc between structure and practice.

That is, that the social structures which are constituted

in economic necessity nirrored at the political and ideological

levels are rdeterminativef of the perceptions and behaviour of

social actors. But at the same tirne, the very existence of the

social order is not an abstracti-on, but contingent upon the

real, historical often irrational and uncalculating practíces

of individual subjects in a dialectical relationship. This is

not to fal1 prey to subjectivisn nor the ranthropological problematicl

but to confront the conplex nuances of social existence beyond

the subjectivist-objectivist dichotemy.

Fron thís perspective, I examined the range of organised

and individual Cook Islander improvisations in relations of

production, the struggle for accornodatíon and ideological racialisation

for dealing with the problems of day-to-day existence and

even the underlying structure of domination, however informally

and subtley. I paid particular attention to various symbolic

dramtizations which constitute ideological and aesthetic addresses

to contexts of neaning and action in the ethnic conmunity and the

wider social order. While most are confirrnatory of their

existing roles and organisation as well as the status quo in New

ZeaLand class relations, I suggested (a) that the haircutting was

both affirmatory and a potential challenge to the present social

structure since it expanded the reciprocity system and thus further

empowered the ethnic community as a t social force I , (b) that

the enua hall movernent and Maori radicalism based on expanding the

cultural institutions' influence into the political and economic
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may have significant implications for the ethic identity and

possible cultural reinterpretation by second generation Cook

Islanders, and (c) that the tere-party performance was of

najor inportance rpoliticallyr anong Cook Islanders not due to

the overt articulation of interests, but in poking fun at the

rjoke in the structurer and thus subverting the force of

ruling ideology.

* tr :k

cook rslanders will hopefully appreciate the joke in the sub-

title of this thesis, which really only works in Maori language.

The image upon which it is based came to ne while r was rehearsing

with the Aitutaki Enua association for our nuku (pageant)

presentation as part of a festival to raise funds for a new Auckland

Presbyterian manse late in 1985. somehow, I had been pursuaded

to play the part of the missionary John Willians. Swallowing

ny nisgivings about some of the difficulties I thought the early

nissions had created for Cook Islands culture and social organisation,

I decided to enter into the spirit of the play with as much

earnestness and enthusiasm as my fellow thespians.

It was apparent fron the outset that our version of early

nissionisation was a romanticising' of what actually took place.

After a few practice sessions, r discussed early accounts r had seen

with one of the group leaders, enphasising my concern about

inaccuracies, but also ny disappointment with the clowning and

hilarity with which those playing the ètène (cannibals, savages)

portrayed their early and ostensibly honoured ancestors upon Williamsl

arrival. I was assured that it was all in good fun. On the night

they would act differently.
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During subsequent rehearsals, f was fascinated with the

etene in our nuku, especially the rowdy humour with which they

enacted the roles of benighted heathen and their sudden conversion

after the niraculous healing of Ariki Tamatoars daughter by

the teacher Papehia. Every night, one older hroman in particular

with hair hanging in her eyes would crawl about'the floor on

all fours, growling and sometimes holding a sandal i'n her mouth,

trying to frightenthe messangers of God. Her antics never ceased

to evoke gales of laughter from actors and onlookers. I was also

intrigued with the sudden.chíldish obedience they showed toward

the missionaries after their conversion.

ft eventual'ly occurred to me that there were reaI1y three

plays going on inside our nuku, all sinultaneous and at different

Ievels. First of all, there was the nuku story itself, an

overtly propagandistic, idealised version of the arrival of the

missions, including Aitutakirs clain to- be the first island in

the Cooks to welcone the Gospel. Secondly, in the midst of the

noralising and the nelodrama -- indeed, using it as a comic nedium --

the Aitutakians took occasion to laugh at thenselves and their

forebears. Which in reality was a rnanifestation of their awareness

of contenporary racist typifications of Polynesians as rrignorant

savagesft and as constituting threats to decent New Zealand society.

There h¡as great enjoyment in having a pernitted setting for

roaring and growling, brandishing spears and generally scaring

the he1l out of the Papara.

The third tplayr u¡as less apparent, hidden beneath the surface

but visible in eyes and expressions and voice inflections. This

third play was deeply serious, in which lethal mockery and nimicry u/eïe

directed not at thenselves, but at the nuku itself and all it
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conveyed: being forced to acquiesce to the discipline of leaders,

the noralistic domination of the Church and wider European society.

Sone of the spontaneous banter and improvised joking during the

rehearsals had a bitter, cynical bite. I saw a striking similarity

between the nuku and other perfornative events such as rituals,

the tere-party performances and indeed the litt1e day-to-day

inprovised roles which I had witnessed throughout my fieldwork.

Such dranatizatíons are not only central to this analysis but

to the existence of the Cook Islands cornmunity in New Zealand.

I will, aside fron this brief personal account, al1ow the joke

of the counterfeit savage to stand in view of the rpoliticalr

import of joking behaviour for Polynesians. Kia maroiroi taku

iti tangata katoatoa.

-0-
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APPENDIX A

A Rarotongan orometua (clergyman) illustrated attitudes
toward non-supportive absentee kin with a case from Mangaia sorne

years ago. It has the qualities of a parable since one hears a

sinilar theme often when individuals speak of wayward overseas kin:
Two borthers both went away to Tahiti at the sane time. one

kept in touch regularly with his kopu tangata and returned shortly.
He was warnly welcomed and accepted back into the family. some time
later, he died and the farnily needed someone else to take over the
leadership of the family. His older brother, the natariapo (first
born) was the natural choice. But he had by now been away for many

years. He had never written nor sent assistance of any kind or taken
any interest in the affairs of the kopu tangata. sone people even
believed he was dead.

Then one day, the man returned to Mangaia. Rather than being
welcomed, he was held at a distance and treated as a manuiri (outsider)
by his relations. The wife of his deceased brother refused even

to see hin. some of the older metua (elders) argued that he should
be forgiven, since he was the rightful head of the fanily, but to
no avail. His genealogical rank hias no excuse for his neglect; it
nade natters worse since he should have made even greater efforts to
help his kin.

The orometua added that such things stil1 go on today, even
anong church members. People say ,what right have these nânuiri
got to cone back and try to wriggle their in an grab landl, This
about their own relatives. People are so jealous over 1and, he
says. But after all, it is just the customary effort of families
to preserve their rights and get more land for their increasing
number of offspring at the expense even of their close relations.

*trìt

A case with which I becane personally familiar during my fieldwork
in the islands in 1981 involved a woman from Rarotonga in her late
fifties whom r shall calledrvainer. Her efforts to obtain land and

buíld a house, and her nachinations to protect other land rights which
she did not appear to immediately need are illustrative of several
points in the foregoing discussion.

vainers kopu tangata in Avatiu was unenthusiastic about her
initial request to be given a quarter acre of her own, but she

finally gained their support for a partition order in 1964 after ,
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sending gifts and a visit back home. Since she and her sister are
descendants of an outer-islander with indirect claims to the Rarotonga

land, they had to make greater than usual contributions to kin-group
functions. They also tried to make a good impression by travelling
back to the islancls seven or eight times since their enigration to
New Zealand, though the expenses had been a serious burden on their
household budgets. Both Vaine and her sister had worked for years

in a central city factory and her husband worked in a warehouse. she

and her husband saved frugally and made the kopu tangata in New

zealand and the islands their top priority. They never bought a car,
and only purchased a mininun of inexpensive furniture and crothing.

Finally, the family agreed to hold a uiparanga kopu tangata
and her request for land was granted. At the time, Vaine planted a

row of palm trees to rnark the boundary of her property since she

wanted to rnake sure her rights could not be disputed in the future.
Her brother r{as given the section on the other side so she did not
bother planting anything there.

Construction of the house should have begun in 1975 when Vaine
and her husband had saved up enough for a first installnent on the
construction costs. That year they sent $500 and another $Boo the
next year, requesting that a distant kinsnan who was a builder and

lived on the next property do the work. rn 1978 they inquired about

his progress on the house, and were told it was virtually finished.
They were shocked, according to Vaine, when they asked how nuch was

needed to complete the job and the builder said he had as yet receive
no money.

Vaine was angry about being cheated and wanted to return at once

to Rarotonga and hire a 1ocal lawyer to get her money back. But her
husband dissuaded her, saying it would be better in the long run
if they did not cause trouble. However, to make sure the same thing
did not happen again, she asked her boss at work to hold the receipts
she got for postal noney orders which she continued to send for the
conpletion of the house. In 1978 her boss recorded $600 sent, but
Vaine was certain she had sent another $SO0 for which she failed to
get a postal order receipt.

Her husband died in 1979, and she received several thousand

dollars in donations from relatives and friends whom she had supported

over the years as is the Cook Islands custom. A year later, 'withr

the house in Avatiu still only a shelI, she decided to invest a large
portion of these same funds and fly to the islands to nake'sure personally
that the house was finished. This trip took plaee three months before
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her scheduled holiday visit with friends, and requíred al1 her
finances plus the savings of her working daughter.
' on her christnas trip, she brought another $soo wtrich she had saved
or borrowed in the meantime, mostly to be spent on furnishings
for the house. Her brother and several boys friendly with her daughter
were importuned into doing the labour. she and her family strictly
avoided her kinsman neibhouxr on the/ other side of the palns (the
erstwhile builder) during her stay since she considered hin a thief.

Vaine was not financially destitute in New Zearand, but
it would be a mistake to consider her one of the rninority of affluent
petite bourgeois cook rslanders. she owned a dilapidate d cottage
in the inner city on which she spent little in repairs. Her
priorities 1ay elsewhere. By extensive involvement in church,
her islands political party, enua (island)
donations, she intentionally placed hersel

association and kopu t ang.ata

f in a position to obtain
extensive support when her husband died and to insure the strongest
clains to her land in the islands.

while her efforts to secure a section and build a house in
Avatiu were taking place, vaine was arso pressing claims to family
land on the other side of the island. This was her traditional
ngati (lineage) land and her motherrs family home, She and. two other
sisters had rights to the house and surrounding land. But her
older sister who lived in the house was believed by vaine to be
trying to push she and her other sister out, and keep the house and
land for herself.

vaine was furious, and mapped out plans with her sister in
Auckland on how they could hold onto their land rights. she was
confident because of her political activities, and because of all
the gifts and financial support she gave to the aËLki of the district
over the years. Her other sister kept careful genealogical records,
studying and adding to then continuously. This sister on a nunber of
occasions provided Rarotongan lawyers with material to use in their
cases against her sister, and torcorrectr the records of claims held
by the Land court in Avarua. on one occasion she even travelled to
the islands herself and appeared in the court to reinforce her claims.
Each tine she went back, vainers sister made a point of going to
the family narrae in the bush and clearing it of undergrowth in order
to subtly point up the neglect of the local kin and cenent her clains
to being a responsible, helping kinswornan.

vainets Avatiu house was alr but completed in 19g1, so during
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her stay she turned her attentions to the danger to her other land

rights fron the older sister. Before Christnas day arrived, she delivered
cards to two matariapos (titled heads of sub-lineages) who had influence
in her notherrs ngati and would carry weight in a family rneeting.

One was the head of the sub-lineage controlling the land on which

her notherfs house was situated. She did not include money with
the cards since in this case there hlas no reason to do so. It
would have been construed as a bribe, and offense taken. Instead,

the cards were simply a reminder of past assistance she had given,

an acknowledgernent of her loyalty to the leader and an implicit claim

on his support. In nost Cook Islands gifting there nay not be a

specific irunediate or future objective in nind with the prestation,
but it is understood as an open-ended claim on the other person, a

kaioru (debt) which can be called in when needed. In this sense more

or less all gifting is an rinvestmentr.

Vaine had no idea what she would do with the exta land or house

if her clains were recognised. Perhaps she would build another house

nearby. It did not matter, as long as she maintained and even expanded

the shares of land in the islands which were rightfully hers.

- o-o-0-o-o-



Table I - Ages of Applicants for Assistance

Age Cohort MIA Cases CI Gov. Office
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APPENDIX B

Case Studies in Cook Islander Housing
Problens - 1980

(Sources: Maori and Island Affairs Office, Auckland;
Cook Islands Governnent Office, Parnell)

Total
15- 19

20-24

25-29

30-34

35-39

40-44

45-49

50-54

55-59

60-64

65+

N.A.

Total 37

TabIê 2 - Occupations of Applicants

Occupation MIA Cases

50 B7

CI Gov. Office Total

1

4

7

4

3

5

')

3

)

2

2

0

3

8

6

10

6

4

4

4

2

1

2

1

7

15

10

13

11

6

7

6

4

3

)

Factory worker

Domes. Purp. Benefit
Unenpl. Benefit
Pens ioner
Housewife

Sickness Benefit
Machinist

Laundry

Mechanic

Railroad
Freezing Worker

Manure worker

Other

Total

10

4

6

I
4

1

19

8

3

4

1

aL

4

)

2

1

29

L2

9

5

5

3

4

2

2

2

1

I
T24

1

1

1

8

37 50 87
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Table 3 - Residence of Applicant
Location MIA Cases

Otara (S. Auck.)

Grey Lynn (Cent)

Mangere (S. Auck.)

Sandringhan (Mid)

Manurewa (S. Auck.)

Otahuhu (Mid)

Other Central
Other S. Auck.

Other Middle

Other suburbs

Total 37

Table 4 - Island Origin of Applicant
Island

CI Gov. Office Total
5

5

5

4

I
I
7

1

5

3

9

8

4

3

3

3

10

2

8

L4

13

9

7

4

4

3

L3

17-

3

50 B7

MIA Cases CI Gov. Office Total
Rarotonga

Aitutaki
Mangaia

Atiu
Penrhyn

Manihiki
Pukapuka

Mauke

Other

10

7

5

3

4

3

1

4

13

11

5

7

4

6

1

3

23

18

10

10

8

6

3

2

7

Total 37

Tablê 5 - Length of Tine in New Zealand

Time in Years MIA Cases

50 87

CI Gov. Office Total
0-2

3-5

6- 10

11-15

l6+

N.A.

9

L2

6

4

a

4

)

15

20

4

7

2

11

27

26

8

9

6

Total 37 50 87



Table 6 -

Problen

Eviction:
Housing Corporation

Private landlord

Forced/prefer to buy:
MlA/Housing Corporation

Private

Seeking Housing Corp. unit
for lower rent

Inadequate residention
conditions

Need help with services,
repairs, etc.

Other (health, rnarital)

Totals

Type of Problen by Residence of Applicant (MIA and CI Gov. Office cornbined)

Central South Middle Other Total

3

10 20

t3

25 87

1

7

2

3

7

96

7

21

I(^
F
oo
I

2615

4

11

3

9

6

22

6222

L3328



Appendix C

Three Case Studies of Network-serials

Since class position is the most reliable indicator of patterns

of social interaction in personal networks among Cook Islanders,

I include three cases, each a woman in a different class position.

While the cases are not necessarily representative of all Cook

Islanders in similar positions, they do illustrate the way in which

sone of the practices observed and conclusions drawn from the

analysis of network data are constituted in the day-to-day activities

of specific individuals.

Dorothy -- Bourgeois class

Dorothy is one of a snall number of Cook Islanders to have

attained a position of relative affluence, due at least in part

to an inpressive combination of beauty and brains. At the tine of

the network-serial she was in her nid-thirties. She had been born

in Rarotonga of a Cook Islander mother and a French/Spanish father.

The fanily r4/as well-known in the southern islands for their small

business activities. Dorothy had lived more than half her life in

New Zealand.

She cornpleted secondary school and a degree at the Auckland

Technical Institute before working for a frozen food firm and then

a textile company. In both instances she held a salaried position

because of her qualifications. She narried a Pakeha New Zealander

who owned his own business, in which she hlas soon made a director.

Shortly after their marriage, they moved to a modern hone with

sea views in one of the wealthy eastern suburbs. They also built

an expensive sumrner home on the coast several hours drive south of

Auckland. At the tine of the weekend network-serial, Dorothy was

a sales representative with a large corporation, a position which
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took her out of the country several tines each year. Sone rnonths

earlier, her husband had died and she was only gradually beginning

to re-establish the regular pattern of her 1ife.

***

0n Friday rnorning, Dorothy rose at 7:30 a.m. and had breakfast

alone. By 9 orclock she was at her conpanyrs head office, discussing

a business matter with her divisional manager, Bill (36, European,

middle class). A number of similar business activities continued

until lunch, when she went out to eat with Nikki, a consultant

(24, European, bourgeois) and then went to view her recently

opened office.

In the middle of the afternoon Dorothy left work and travelled

to South Auckland to attend a staff meeting at the radio station

where she hosted a weekly .show for Cook Islanders. A number of

people were present, all Europeans including the station director,

Gary (50, European, bourgeois) and the manager, Jack (38, European,

middle class). About 4:30 in the afternoon they adjourned to the

staff lounge for cocktails, and then Dorothy went to dinner at

her parentsrhome. Her mother and father are both in the nid-SOs

and middle class.

Sone time after the mea1, Malcolm (36, European, middle class)

who was a friend from work, arrived and they all had drinks before

going out. About 8:30 p-rn. the-yr arrived at Sarnoa House in the central

city for a meeting of the Pacifica womenrs group. It was a special

social occasion to raise funds for the grouprs charitable projects.

The gathering was mostly women from various Pacific Islands and their

husbands, ranging in age from late twenties to their sixties. Most

were working class people with a scattering of rniddle class Polynesians

and a few European spouses. Dorothy was back at home and in bed
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by 1:30 a.n.

Saturday morning she slept in late because of the engagement

the previous night, had breakfast and then did the housework.

Around 2 orclock in the afternoon her aunt Jane (55, Rarotongan,

working class) dropped by with another uroman whom Dorothy catls
rauntyrthough she is not certain of the exact kinship relation.

The woman is in her nid-fifties, also from Rarotonga and working

class. They had come by for drinks and to listen to rnusic of some

Cook Islands groups Dorothy had tapes of. Theh had brought along a

distant cousin, Robert (29, Rarotongan, niddle class) who was a

parttine insurance salesnan.

These people left later in the afternoon, and about seven

in the evening Malcoln stopped by to take Dorothy to dinner at

her parentsf hone. With Malcolrn hrere a sales representative named

John (47, European, niddle class) and his friend Mike (42, European,

middle class) who was a car salesman. They drove over to her

parentsr house where they met Dorothyrs sister (24, Ratotongan,

niddle class) who is a sales assistant in a duty free shop. She had

invited along her friend Joh (55, Sanoan, working class) who is a

general hand in a factory. After dinner, they all hrent to the airport

to see her father off on a trip to the Cook Islands on business.

About 9:00 p.n. they stopped in a South Auckland hotel for drinks.

Afterwards they went back to her motherrs house for late supper,

and then Dorothy went horne and went to bed.

She was up early the next morning, Sunday, talking on the phone

to the manager of a gun store named Chris (28, European, rniddle class).

She was anxious to arrange to pick up the gun she needed that day

for the shooting chanpionships at her gun club. After breakfast,

she drove by the shop and then out to the gun c1ub. About a hundred
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people were there to hratch or take part, nostly middle class and

bourgeois Europeans though there hras one other cook\.rslands wonan.

After competing and lunch at the c1ub, she returned home and had

a rest. At five she took a birthday present to the hone of patty

(60, part-samoan, bourgeois) who was a loca1 politician living in

the same suburb. Patty rs husband Bob (45, European, bourgeois) is

a business consultant. Dorothy was home by 7:s0 p.m. when Malcoln

came by for dinner. They f.istened to music for awhile, then Malcolm

left and Dorothy was in bed by 10:50

Monday it was back to an early breakfast and on the job by nine.

After a few preliminary matters which ìeeded attending to, she had

a long conversation with a retired cook rslands couple (65, Mauke,

working class) who had come to see her about the possibility of

their neice getting a job with her conpany. Dorotþy inquired about

the girlrs qualifications and experience, and said she would nake

arrangements for an application and interview. At ten, she stopped

in at the office of her insurance agent (4s, European, middle class)

to talk over settling sone fanily insurance matters. At eleven

she was back in the office to meet another client on a business matteï.

she had lunch at her desk taking care of some further paper

work. Around I orclock, another client (55, European, niddle class)

came to see her. Then she went to the office of the organiser of an

international charity (40, European, middle class) to discuss plans

for a promotional project involving her company. By three orclock

Dorothy was back in her office for an hour more paper work. she and

Malcoln left work together about five to view a new show at one of the

city art galeries. After that they stopped to visit Joe (go, European,

niddle class) about his experiences as a Land Registrar in Rarotonga

for many years. At B:30 p.n. Dorothy again stopped in to visit her

friend Patty, this time to discuss some proposed activities for the

Pacifica womenrs group of which they were both nembers. she went hone
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and had dinner alone around 9:30 p.m. and then dropped into bed exhausted.

Tuaine -- Middle Class

Tuaine is a nineteen-year oId, born in Auckland of a

Rarotongan gather and a New Zealand Papaþ mother. Her parents

are now divorced, and her paternal grandmother whorn she calls

rfmothertr adopted her several years ago as her own daughter.

An older brother lives in Sydney, while her younger brother has

been adopted by her grandmotherrs sister and lives in a nearby

inner city suburb.

Recently Tuaine completed her Seventh Forn university

entrance qualification. In spite of record unemployment particularly

effecting Polynesian young women, she took a night typing course

and with the assistance of a Cook Islander uncle who works in a

government department, managed to secure a government clerk-typist

position. The job plus wages from a weekend job as a cleaner in

a notel means her income is already higher than that of her grandnother,

who has been working as a stitcher in the same shoe factory for twenty-

two years.

Like Dorothy, Tuaine is apa Maori. From her mother, she

inherited fair skin and striking blue eyes. From her father,

shining blue-black hair. Though she is in no doubt that she is a

Cook Islander, she has had to make a conscious decision about

her ethnic identity, helped along by pressure from her aunt to help

lead the kopu tangata when she grows older.

***

The wind-up alarm clock jangled beside her bed at 6215 a.m.

and Tuaine awoke and clumped sullenly to the bathroom for a shower.

She returned to her room a few minutes later, turned on her radio

to a popular rock-and-roll station and then hurried back to the
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kitchen to iron her outfit for the day on top of the wooden counter.

She took three eggs fron the refrigerator and placed them in a pot

of water on the stove, ptugged in the coffee jug and then hurried

out to dress. Moe her grandmother, had left a half an hour earlier for

the shoe factor. Tuaine shouted to her second cousin, Apii, who

lives with them and works with Moe to get up oa she would be late.

A few minutes later Tuaine rushed back into the kitchen,

now transformed into the appearfance of a chic Queen Street secretary.

She wore a black dress/suit, high heels and her 1ong, black hair was

brushed back in the Farrah Fawcett-Majors style popular at the tine.

Placing some old neü/spaper on the table, she put down saucers, salt,

butter and a bowl of sugar. She didntt bother with silverr{are,

since all three of the u¡omen eat with their fingers in the Cook Islands

fashion unless they are at some European function. Apii came out

wearing a flowered skirt and helped set the table. The phone

Tang, and Tuaine muttered under her breath as she ran to answer it.

The man on the phone r^ras a cousin who promised to bring ovetr some

wood he had put aside from a factory job so he could repair their

front veranda on the weekend. Tuaine and Apii quickly ate the meal

of eggs, coffee and buttered toast and then ran to catch their bus,

leaving the dishes in the sink until their return.

Tuaine arrived at work about 7:30 a.m. and went immediately

to her post at the counter te receive public inquiries, since it

was her turn that day. As business was s1ow, she chatted with her

friend Patricia (18, European, niddle class), a clerical worker

like herself. By 8:30 a.n. a number of field officers and staff had

arrived and were arranging their work for the day. Aside fron a

couple of apprentice officers, rnost were aged between 50 and 50,

were European males and all twenty or so were níddle class.
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Among the clerks, one was Maori, one Indian, several Europeans and

the controlling clerk hras an older Maori woman who had been in the

office for years. All twelve clerks were women.

During the day, nost of the people Tuaine dealt with were

Europeans, with about 10% being inquiries from Polynesians. At

the morning tea break, she sat and talked with Patricia, Carolyn

(26, European, middle class) and three field officers: Bob (SS,

European, middle class) , Jím (24, European, middle class) and

Ian (53, European, niddle class). Just before noon, she had a

conversation about some work matters with the office controller

(Maori, 58, niddle class).

At noon she went with Patricia, Hannah (17, Maori, working

class) and Jenny (19, European, rniddle class) for lunch at a nearby

government cafeteria. As it is located in a different departnent

for their own, they are not really supposed to eat there, but the

meals are so cheap they reckon it is worth the chance of getting

found out. For the remainder of the day, Tuaine worked at the countel

and carried out filing duties, stopping around the rniddle of the

afternoon for another tea break with the usual crowd. She finished

around 4:50 in the afternoon, though she had told her grandnother

she would have to work late. Instead, she spent the next hour with

several friends from work at their regular pub nearby. Besides

Patricia, Hannah, and Jim there was Steve (29, European, niddle class)

and his wife Anne (28, European, middle class) who worked as a

telephone receptionist and Dave (26, European, middle class).

Tuaine reflected that she really had two sets of friends --

workmates who are rnostly Papatas whom she sel,dom saw elsewhere

except for the occasional drink at the pub, and young Cook Islanders

her own age with whon she spends most of her leisure time on weekends

and at home. She tries to keep them separate since they donrt fit in
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with each other. she left the pub alone and caught a bus to near her

home to visit her friend Mata (16, Cook Islander born in New Zealand,

working class). Matars parents run a sma11 dairy in the inner city.
After talking awhile, Mata acconpanied Tuaine hone where Apii

and Moe had cleaned the house and prepared the evening meal. They

all ate and talked and then Moe asked for some things from the

shops. The three girls quickly volunteered to walk up the steep

hill together to buy the items. After their shopping, they stopped

by a snack-bar where there is a pool table, video games and where

the King cobras gang hangs out. The gang is made up of polynesian young

men, mostly Niueans and cook rslanders born in New zearand, and

several hrere at the snack-bar. They also met two sisters they knew

fron Aitutaki island (16, working class). Both girls sewed hessian

bags at a factory in the atea. They also met Titera (1g, Manihiki

island, working class) who used to live on their street, and she

walked home with them. They sat watching t.v. until nearly rnidnight,

and then the visitors left and the three wonen went to bed.

Saturday morning, Moe rose early to clean and sweep the

hoûse again with a coconut whisk-broom. Around eight orclock she

called to Tuaine to wake up because her younger brother (ls,

Rarotongan, working class) had arrived and needed looking after.
There had been difficulties at home again, and he had recently gotten

into trouble with the juvenile authorities. This was the second or

third time he had run away frorn Tuainers aunties home. she gave hin

sonething to eat, and then they we.nt with Nfoers cousin Tai

(55, cook rslander, working class) to pick up the wood from his factory.

when they returned, Tuaine hurried out to her parttime motel job.

she net the owner (48, European, niddle class) and his son (2s,

European, bourgeois) who also owned a squash court centre. she spent

the morning and early afternoon creaning with her friend vanessa
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(19, Maori, working class) who works during the week as a keypunch

operator. Several of Tuainers Cook Islands friends who have jobs

also hold a parttime job during evenings or on the weekend as well.

Tuaine returned home about 1:30 p.m. and had lunch, and then

walked down the hill with her brother and her first cousin

Tai (21, Rarotongan, working class) to watch a football rnatch.

Tai also works in a shoe factory and is the son of Moers younger

brother, who lives back in Rarotonga and keeps an eye on the

family 1and. Apii was drafted by Moe to help prepare food for the

annual conference of the Democratic Party, which was held at a

ha1l next to the football grounds. Tuaine took no part in the

preparations and did not attend the convention. At the game, she

watched Tai play a team which had a few Samoans she knew from school

and church. Taits team were nostly Niueans, Maoris and Cook Islanders

fron the central city area. Afterwards, she went into the clubhouse

and spoke to some of the players and visitors, including Ina

(19, Rarotonga, working class) and his wife (18, Rarotongan, working

class) both born in New Zealand and distant cousins of hers.

After the gane, she and Tai and Epi walked home where Moe and

Apii were cleaning dishes and cooking the evening rneal. Epirs

adopted mother arrived to take Epi home and everyone had a rnea1.

Then Moe, Apii and Tuaine got cleaned up and dressed for a dance,

sponsored by the Demo Party at the same hall where they had held

their neeting that day. üIhen they arrived, most of the crowd were

also beginning to gather and an islands band was playing Cook Islands

and Tahitian music. The crowd of a few hundred were mostly Cook

Islanders with the occasional Papara guest. The three women and

sorne Mangaians they knew and Epits adopted mother (Moers Z) bought

drinks and sat at the sane table for most of the evening. Tuaine,

Apii and some of their g'lffriends danced together the popular Cook
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Islands dances, and once in awhile a boy asked her to dance.

Not long after the dancing began, two younger European

men from Tuainers work arrived with their wives. she had sold them

tickets at work when they had expressed interest in attending their

first Polynesian function. They cane over to meet Tuainers mother

and friends and to talk awhile before finding their own tab1e.

During the evening Tuaine ¿"r,""d*ith each of the men once or twice,

but renained with her own Cook Islands friends. Later in the

evening, she -was quite embarrassed when it becane obvious the

European guests had had too much to drink. The thro men gave up

trying to dance 'rislands style'? and began jumping and cavorting

around the floor like clowns. She felt they had nade foo.ls of

themselves and her before her friends, and put everyone else off

fron having a good tine.

When the social rvas over shortly after midnight, Tuaine and

Apii went in a taxi to pick up their friend Lydia (18, Rarotonga,

working class). They all went to the Reefcomber nightclub located

in an older inner city area. r?The Reeff is primariry a cook rslander

club of sornewhat dubíous reputation which swings into action each

weekend after all the social dances sponsored by sports clubs and

enua close. The girls stayed until past 4:00 a.rn., drinking heavily

and dancing with a number of nen, after which they walked home and

went to bed.

Sunday everyone slept in. The phone rang about 10:30 a.m.

and Moe got up to answer it. It was Tuainers boss at the motel

hranting to know where she was. Tuaine washed and dressed quickly

in her working smock and hurried out the door. She saw the same

people at the motel and a few European guests, and later in the

afternoon walked home with her friend Vanessa and her brother Epi

who had walked up to meet her. Though his mother had come the night
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before to drag him home, he had protested and Moe had asked her sister

to let him stay the weekend. The remainder of the afternoon,

Tuaine and Apii watched t.v. , joined later by Moe who had attended

the local PIPC service at Edinburgh St. Toward evening the two

girls walked up to the shops again to buy a few grocery items and

a newspaper and then returned home for a mea1. They watched t.v.

again and then all went to bed early.

Monday norning Tuaine and Apii got up late, so they had to

skip breakfast and hurry to catch their bus. Tuaine's brother

went with her, promising to go straight to school after he escorted

her to work though Tuaine worried he had other plans. When she arrived

at work, she and Patricia talked for awhile and then began their

clerical duties. At tea break, Ian and Wayne spoke appreciatively

about how they enjoyed the dance on Saturday night. Tuaine was

upset at their behaviour, but said nothing to them. Later she and

Patricia and Hannah went for lunch at their usual cafeteria, and

spent the day working with the usual staff.

Tuaine finished work early and went home with the intention

of painting the veranda floor which Tai had repaired. There had

been considerable home renovation and an influx of middle class

Europeans into her neighbourhood in recent years, and she and Moe

had begun to make occasional attempts to repair their old cottage.

Most of their cash, however, had been going back to Rarotonga

to pay for a cement block house on fanily land which they were

hoping to use on their holidays and rent out the rest of the time.

Instead of painting, Tuaine put sorne potatoes on the stove to

boil and sat in the lounge cutting a new dress pattern. Ftrer brother

arrived about 4 orclock, insisting he had been at school all day.

Apii arrived soon after and Tuaine read the newspaper she had brought.

When Moe got hone, they ate dinner. At 6:50 Tuaine and Apii walked
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up to the PrPC church hall for their regular weekly rehearsal with

the cultural dance troupe of which Tuaine is a nember. There are four

women and seven men, mostly from Takitumu on Rarotonga, ranging in
age fron L7 to their earry 2os. AII have jobs, nost in factories

but one or two work in offices downtown. The leader is a wornan in
her late 40s fron Rarotonga (middre class) who is a housewife and

does cornrnunity volunteer work. The group performs and earns noney

by appearing at weekend socials and other comnunity functions

when the rehearsal ended, Apii and Tuaine rode hone on the bus and

inmediately went to s1eep.

Tereapii -- Working Class

Apii and her friend phil rent a small, two-bedroom house in
a run-down part of the inner city. Apii is twenty-two and. was born in
Aitutaki. she has lived in New zearand, L4 years, hald that tirne in
a timber town several hours drive south of Auckland. Most of her

immediate family sti1l live there. A.pii works at a hospital as a

cafeteria assisatnc, earning about half the average national income.

Previously she was a factory machinist, but only having completed

Third Form schooling meant little job advancement. sti1t, with

Phil working at the post office as a handler, they manage to nake

ends rneet by sharing rent and the food budget with enough left over

for the occasional weekend social. They have a few itens of second-

hand furniture, a couple of nattresses on the floor for guests and

their only rrluxurytt -- a relatively inexpensive new stereo set

they bought on hire purchase.

0n the weekend of her network-serial, Apiirs sister Tungane

and her two children had arrived from out of town to spend a few days.

The weekend before, five people had come to stay including her.older

brother and his Papafa wife. from down south. Apii and phil were always
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huppy to welcome friends and relatives for a brief stay, even though

people usually had to sleep on the floor. phil is gay, often

adopting a female name among close friends. Tungane instructs

her children to call him 'Nannat or 'Aunty" as they do Apii. In

spite of being the youngest dauther, Apii is a boistrous, out-going

wonan who makes friends easily and commands a considerable degree

of authority in the kopu tangata. The rest of the fanily often came

to her for advice or help with personal troubles, and her brothers

and sisters usually relied on her to deal with their strict mother

when quarrels arose. Apii had been back to Aitutaki twice since

migrating to New zearand, fewer times than either Tuaine or Dorothy.

Alnost all of her domestic, leisure and work contacts are with cook

rslanders or other Polynesians, unrike the other tr.{o women.

***

Apii rose shortly before 7 orclock Friday morning, dressed

quickly and left irunedaitely for work since she was late. walking

along the nain street toward the hospital, she met Teokotai (s4, cook

rslands, working class) also on her way to work at the hospital

cafeteria. Tai is a distant relative of Apiirs and born in
Manihiki. Although they walk quickly, they are late for their shift.

The staff of the cafeteria and dietary department are mostly

Polynesians, with several Europeans who are specialised dieticians

and supervisors. A chinese r^/onan is the head of the department.

There are two samoans and one Maori, but the rest of the twenty or

so workers are cook rslanders. Most were previously friends or

related by kinship prior to obtaining the position at the hospital,

and used such contacts to gain access to the job to begin with.

All the staff are aware of the authority ranking and income differences

beür¡een the various positions which seens divided along racial lines.

According to Apii, tensions do exist between the paparas and
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Polynesians, the former calling the latter trcoconuts'r and rrbananasrr

to their faces and at tines being blatantly abusive. The Polynesians

give back in turn, including joking in their own languages and

sticking to thernselves rather than nixing with the Europeans, or

at least nost of them. Apiits imlnediate boss is a European wonan

whom she does not get on with very well. But she stands up for

herself, Apii says, and seldon gets called names.

As Apii began work, she chatted with Kini (22, Cook Islands,

working class) who is another girlfriend from Mangaia training to

be a diet cook. She spent the earty part of her shift working

alongside Tere (23, Cook Islands, working class) who is a friend

from childhood on Aitutaki. They work at sinilar jobs so have a

chance to talk nost of the day.

The kitchen staff took theiT tea break at about ten a.rn.

after all the meals had been served to hospital patients. For

forty -five ninutes the Polynesians talked and played cards.

Besides Kini there hreïe twelve others rn that particular gloup,

including two Samoans. Two of the Cook Islanders are in their

late fifties and the rest in their twenties and early thirties.

Several are from Rarotonga, but two are fron Aitutaki, two fron

Mangaia and one fron Atiu island.

Around 10:45 a.m. thlo storemen came in with their orders --

David (23, Sanoan, working class) and John, (53, Manihiki, working

class). They stood around talking for awhile with Apii and some

of the others , and then all went about their chores. She chatted

with Taaka (55, Manihiki, working class) at their work-bench

preparing the noon meal, and later spoke with Trudy (37, European,

working class) and Nita (40, Maori, working class) about some

neal preparation matters. She had fun joking with several Pàpara

meal orderlies who came soon to get the meals for the patients' and
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then went to lunch. She sat with Kimi, rid "r, 

joined by Tere

(56, Mangaia, working class) and Tearurui (28, Aitutaki, working

class).

By 4200 p.m. they were again working intensely to prepare

and send out meals, and by five she was done. She walked hone with

Tara (26, Atiu, working class) who is a cafeteria assistant like

herself, and Metua (34, Mangaia, working class). They had stayed

behind briefly to help with clearing up, and then did sone

window shopping as they walked along. When she got home, Tungane

had the meal ready and they ate when Phil arrived fron his Post

Office job. After the meal, everyone sat around talking and having

a few drinks and playing cards, but Apii soon became tired and

went to bed early.

The next morning Apii rose about 8:00 a.n., took a bath

and had sone toast and coffee. Then she travelled to South

Auckland to attend the Seventh Day Adventist Church, which had a

relatively large congregation of Cook Islandets, Niueans, Samoans

and Maoris. The two pastors were Êuropeans, the senior cleric being

named appropriately Rev. Faithful. Apii talked with several

Cook Islands friends, rnale and femaLe and most slightly older than

she was (working class). Then she went off to church school, which

was 1ed by Henry (42, Aitutaki, working class). Rev. Faithful

took the service that day, and afterwards she spoke to two other

Cook Islands friends Raita and Paula, both in the nid-twenties

and factory machinists, whom she had known since childhood in

Aitutaki. The service was followed by a fanily gathering and

another worship service at a cousints home, also in Otara after which

they had a brief rneeting. Then it was back to the church for a

rnid-afternoon youth meeting and service with a mixture of young

people from various Pacific Islands groups. Around five in the
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afternoon, her cousins drove her back to her house in the central city.

At 6:30 p.n. another gay friend of Philrs and his Papara

boyfriend (52, European, niddle class) arrived with several bottles

of liquor and mix. For the next couple of hours, Apii, Tungane

and the others drank and played Cook Islands rnusic tapes and sometimes

danced. Then Philrs friend went with Apii and Tungane to a nearby

social sponsored by an Aitutaki village to raise funds, leaving

Phil to look after the Papara and Tunganets children. There were

two to three hundred Cook Islanders at the dance, sitting at tables

in groups and Shouting over the live band to be heard, dancing

occasionally between drinks. Two or three Europeans in their late

twenties were present, niddle class nales narried to Cook Islanders.

Apii danced some and spent tine with several smal1 groups of friends.

Ha1f-way through the evening, she met up with John (22, Aitutaki,

working class) who was rvisiting fron Wellington and a distant cousin.

Later she became friendly with Richard (22, Cook Islands, working class)

who was playing in the band. They ended up going back to Apii's

house together about two in the morning.

Sunday morning Richard left early and Apii slept until

early afternoon. Later in the afternoon, after something to eat, she

and Tungane and Phil drove over to see another sister and then

returned home. They had a meal and then played cards until they

had finished off the liquour from the night before.

0n Monday Apii rose ea'rly, but since she was on the earLy shift

she had to skip breakfast and walk quickly to work two niles ar4ray.

She again spent time talking with early arriving Cook Islander friends

and welconed back Valerie (57, European, middle class) a dietician

who had just returned from holiday and who is a good friend. At morning

tea.she just talked quietly with a couple of friends since she was

feeling ill from all the drinking over the weekend. During the



break in the niddle of the afternoon, she spent some time conversing

with Kiria (35, Aitutaki, working cl.ass) who is a drummer with the

Aitutaki Enua culture group. She finished work at five, and walked

with Tu and Tai a|ong their usual route home. After a meal and

a bath, she came out and played a raucous gatne of eucre with

Phil and Tungane and then hrent to bed about 10:30. Her sister and

the children returned south the next norning'
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Appenùix D

Field-work Methods

r was engaged in fier-d-work among cook rsr_ands people
for sixteen months from Januaryr lgBO until Mayr f9BI.
Most of my research vras among cook rslands migrants i_n

Auckland, New Zealand., though r did interview cook

rslanders in severar tov¡ns throughout the North rsl_and..

For three months prior to beginning fj-eld-work activities,
r spent my time studying the Rarotongan d.ialect with
cook rslands friends. r became suffi_ciently conversant
in cook rsrands Maori to interview and survey older
i-nformants in thei-r or,m language using Rarotongan as the
ringua franca, though most were fl-uent in Engl_ish. Many

young cook f slanders born in Nev¡ Zeal_and had only a

cursory knowledge of thej_r parentsr language.

Toward the end of my field-work, r spent eight weeks

including christmas hol-idays vdth my wife and chirdren
in the cook rslands. My maln reason for the trip ïuas

to travel- v'¡ith and observe the reciprocal_ visiting
and gi-fting of cook rslander acquaintances resid.ent
i-n Ner,v zealand. r decided to go to the islands toward
the end of my fi-eld-rvork, since my time was rlmited and

r hoped by then to be conversant ruith the language and

curture to make the most of my brief stay. rn the end

r berieve the amount of data and quah-ty of information
r was abl-e to gather proved the decision correct, though
it would been an equalry effecti-ve pran to spend more

time i-m¡nersing mysel-f in israndsr society which would
have made my early months in Auckr-ancì. more fru1tfr-r.
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During the New zea]and, fierd.-work, r rived primari_ly
in my own home, which vras located in an inner city
suburb w'ith a substantiar- number of cook rsr_and.ers

and other poJ-ynesians (trre situation was changing
dramatically; see Loomis, IgTgr I9gO, f984c). Hovrever,
r visited the homes of friends and, cook rsrands erders
regularly, and went on severar- extended trips with
sports, culture and family groups. r ar-so spent nany
evenings interviewing members of five selected families,
and lived w'ith them during the weekend r recorded their
network serial_s.

Doi-ng research in a comprex soci-ety, among an ethnic
population spread across a rarge metropori-s, presents
many logisticaÌ problems. since my intention v/as to
study cook rsl-anders as a who1e, rather than one island
or one aspect of their culture, r chose to operate out
of my own home/offtce. c1early, r sacrificed a certain
depth of invol-vement by experience with a fev,r people
to maintain the breadth of the study. since my focus vras

also on New zearand, society and the forces bearing on

cook rsJ-anders, having a base from which to keep in touch
ïtrith wider deveroprnents proved useful. r ar_so avoided,
for good or i.l, being unduly restricted. by practical
necessity and customary obrigations within a r-imited
netrvork of kinshi-p relations.

r went into the fierd with a design and. outr-ine of
information r wanted to colr-ect, which r modified.
occasiona]-ry during my study. Essenti-alr-y, T had four
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focii around which r ordered my investigations;
a) the social- organisation and culture of cook
Isl_anders in New Zealand;

b) the J-ndj-vi.d.ual and. hi.s networks;

c) the interaction of cook rsr-anders with dominant
New Zealand institutions and structures; and

d) cook rslandersr links back Ìv:ith their home isl_ands.
Frorn the beginning of my field-work, r set out to
involve myself in in as many of the ethnic communityr s
institutions and activities as time all_owed. As my

network of contacts grev/, r was invited to more and more

hai-rcuttings, weddings, funerars, cur-ture-troupe
performancesr socials and the like r,vhich f recorded occasi-on¿

on film and tape recorder for transcription. r ar-so

interviewed participants and l-eaders, and noted d.own

my oï,n observations and reflections.

Quite earry in my fietd-work, r sought out a number of
recogni-sed el-ders and young leaders for their accounts
of cook rsl-ands social organisation and. cur-ture. As

r became more famil-iar ì¡/-ith community gatherings and

the day-to-day l-ives of ttorùLnaryrt Cook Islanders, I
began to understand. internar- confricts among the
popurace and where rear r-ife erperience diverged from
the rroffi-cì.altt picture I was often given.

Besides my own network of personal acquaintances,
r gained some of my most valuabl-e insighhs from the
time r spent with the five case study families over time.
r began udth general interviews with ar_t adur_t members
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and then life histories. After this, I sat ulth thehusband and wife of each household ( and usua]-Ly one ortwo children) and drew up a genealogical diagram ofthei-r konu tansata. r then asked each househor_d headto see that a budget book was fir-'ed in of i-ncome andexpenses, as well as visitors and g:Lfts, over a one
month period early in my research. f again asked. that
such a budget be d.one toward the end of my fier_d_work.
As mentioned, in each case, r ar-so stayed w:Lth eachfamily over a J-ong weekend. and. interviewed. adults abouttheir activities and networks.

rt became apparent after not too many months thatthe status of young people (mapu) vcithin the community
and their plight in the wider social 0rd.er were of
real_ concern to el-ders and parents. This rÀras pa
so w:Lth respect to non-church youth frorn familie
dld not or coul_d not ,,look after them properlyrr.
a good dear- of tirne v¡Lth the members of a sports

rticuì_arl-y

s who

I spent

club,went to rugby practice in season (where f ùid my oÌtrnexercises and joseins) and mingled w:rth their circr-eof young men and women friends. I attended many socials
and got to knov¡ many of the young peop]_e of Altutaki Enuawel_l_. However, I never addressed the ,,youth lroblem[directJ-y in my field-vrork, particuÌarly youth in gangs
and ilstreet irldsr,. It is an area of study deserving
of further investigation as the new generation of NewZealand-born Cook fslanders emerges.
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I intentionally chose to avoid extensive involvement

i-n political affairs or organisations. The L97B el-ections

with the fly-in voter furore over mis-use of funds v\¡ere

still fresh 1n peoplers minds, and there \¡Ias much

bitterness and. suspicion betlveen Demo and CIP supporters.

I üd, ho'rvever, maintain close contact with the

consular office in Aucktand, whose staff were always

vrilling to assist regardl-ess of which party was in power.

As mentioned., during December, I9B0 to the end of Januaryt

IgBl my family and I spent several- weeks in the islands.

Most of that time !'Ias spent on Rarotonga, living with

neighbours in Auckland at their nerv home in Avatiut

and interviewing visitors, kin and government officers.

I thought it important to observe the situation in

outer j-sl-ands¡ and snend a week each on Aitutaki and

Atiu j_sl_and,s living with relatives of friends back

in New Zealand. Nonetheless, because of the brevity

of the visit and the narrovr focus of my.interest at

t,hat time, consi-derable research yet remains to be done

on Cook Islander.t lirrl." v'¡ith their home islands'

l left the random sample survey of 208 (ZZt") Cook Islanders

unti_l- the end of my fiel-d-work for several reasons.

Firstly, I ùid not want to make my first contact w'ith

people through such a medium or to have the image of

such a survey as my first introd'uction to community leaders'

Second.ly, I reckoned that the sorts of issues which I

rvanted to investigate in such a survey could only be

clarifj-ed. after a period of extended field-vrork.
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And thj.rdfy¡ I betieved' that the contacts which I

had already established by the end of field-work and

farailiarity with the language vuould facilitate the

survey, which ind'eed' turned out to be the case'

Anumberoffriendsagreedtoassistvoluntarilywhich
made the survey possibre, and ranguage competance

enhanced. the quality of responses to questions'

A copy of the questionnaire draft is attached belolv'

Finally, J-tl deference to the efforts of roy Cook Islands

friendsandacentralmotifoftheirculture,Ishou}d

state that I put a considerable amount of work into

Iearning hov¡ to dance. r suppose in part by intuition,

Id'ecided.fromearlyinvolvementsinCooklslandsfunctions
thatthj-svlasessential.Ihad.had'earliererperience

for several- years in Chj-cagor s West Side ghetto to

suggest this would be a useful access door to gaining

T cannot say that I ever became a virtuoso

but my friends paid' me the compliment of
acceptance.

performer t

saying rrYoü dance our waYrr'

ì.n the right di-rection'

-0-

At least I moved mY knees



APPENDIX E

Cook Islands CommunitY SurveY

Feb.-Marcht I9B1

Note:

Basic Information

f) Age }ast birthdaY r- ") 
Sex: M-

, Marital status: never married-
married-
legallY sep-
Iiving together

4) Ethnic
identitY of. " '

a)-æ,L!.

Full CIs Maori

FuIl EuroPean
Full Maori
Full- Pac Is-
Other
No ResP.
Not aPPlicable

b) mother c) father d) moth er

,) CountrY of birth of" " spousel s
father d)mother

Cook ïs.
N. Z.
Tahiti
Other Pac. Is.
Australia
u. s.A,
Brj-tain-EuroPe
ofrb?"tpplic.

and.

a)
b)
c)
d)

Census Area Unit i 

-
Ngutuare No.
F-

divorced-
widowed-
not spec-

)
)
)

õ

f
ob

spousef s spouset s
e) father

spouser s

a) self b)mother c) e) fat er
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;) Island of birth of ' " '

a) self b)mother c) fathgr d)

Rarotonga
Ai.tutaki-
Atiu
14anaj-a
Mauke
l4itiaro
Manuae
Swarrow
Palmerston
Manahiki
Rakahanga
PenrhYn
Nassau
PukaPuka
Not aPPlic
No resp.

?) Level of schooling last attended by""
a) self b) father c) mother

spousel s spousel s
mot er e) fat er

(flash card of categories)
8) Your income last year before t'afl

Occupational Mobj-litY
1) Cou1d You describe Your" "

outside c.þqnce
no I po ssr- þI e

(trt. Z. Stand'ard Classification
of OccuPations)

no resp.

,Twoufd']-iketoaskyoutorankthefotlowingtypi
N.Z. jobs.:;.-- --(tiash-óard. of ?O occupations)

fter age I ,
o ccupation
o c cupation

?)Couldyou}istthemenandwomenfifteenyearsan-d'overusually
resident in this rrouserroïär' á"1 trràir-curient employment status:

EmP stat' males females

sel f- emPloY ed
wage- sal. earner
unemPloY ed
relative assJ-sting
housewi fe
student
Parttime work

c al-

a)
b)
c)

the best jobs? reasons?
the worst- jobs? reasons?
iã-itàuu if-there was nothing

es of obtaining such a job?

very good
faj.r

d)

no resp.
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e) Howwould'yourankyourchi]-dren|schancesofobtaining
such a job?

very good
faj-r
outside chance
not Po ssj-ble
no resp.
not aPPlic.

l,

i'
I

,1

ì

i

ì

I

I

I

f)Whatwould.bethemainbtockorproblemholdingyour
chJ-ld uaci'-f;ó; ottuitti-ttg such a position?

Dwelling Tenure

I) Do You own this house' rent' or some other arrangement?

own without mortgage
own with mortgage
own w'ith 2+ mortgages
free with iob
Ioaned
free-living with kin
rent/sharing rent
not specj-fied

2) If You had a choicet whj-ch would You Prefer?

own
rent
no resp.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
s)
h)

)
)
)

a
b
c

Ð If you own with a

a) trading bank
b) savings bank
c) finance co.
d) builùLng soc.
e) Housing CorP.

mortgage, what was the source of the mortgage?

f) Maori & Is1and Affairs
g) solicitors funds
h) insurance co.
i) cash-other
j) no resp.
k) not aPPIic.

4)ìVhati-syourpresentlyweeklymortgagepayment(average)?
Ð What was the amount of your initial deposit?

6) Source of deposit (see no' J above)?

7)Doyouo$Inanyotherrea]estatej-nN.Z.?Y-No-Noresp_
B) rf rent, how much d'o you pay weekry?

Residential- History
I) $trhat year did you first }eave the Cook Islands?

?) rllhat year d.id you arrive in New zealand?

, r,Vhat was the primary reason for coming to N'Z'?

4) !ïhere did you live when you first arrived'? List each place
Iived in to Present:

Location: -L 2 2 -L 2 -L J-
a)year moved
¡)wfro provided j.nformation
c) reason movedd) who assisted You

ri
t,

lì

I

I

I

I

i

I

lt

t
ll,t

{
{
I

,l



5) If You have considered movingt
/ ' st,oPPing You?

Island Links -_^*^r1rr oonrt back to the islands
r ì Trow much money d.id. you personarly send back to t'
r't 

ä"i:i"e-ihis Pâst Year2

2\Howoftenhaveyoubeenbacktotheisland'ssincecoming' to N.Z.?

3) Have you obtained a Oualter-acre section in the islands

from Vo"t koPu tangata?

4) Have you built your own house on your land' in the islands?

) How often during the Y
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what j.s the PrimarY reason

ear do You attend church?

this?
multi-Persons
non- familY
one person
no resp.

t
1

2) How often d'o You attend ry Sroup actJ-vitj.es?

3) How frequentlY durì-ng the Year were You active in a sPorting

group? It culture grouP?
il

4) tl

,) Ho w often thi.s past year ùid' you attend the following:

Your communitY -involvementsi came to N'Z'?
he sane
never

p.

?)DoyoueverfindthatCookls.communityassistanceisaburden?
ves
änce in a while
never a Problem
no resp

a)
b)
c)
d)

Home Life
I) rtrihat tYPe of household is

one familY
fami-lY + other
two famiJ-Y

d) two familY +

2) Hov¡ would You rate Your
a) very well

well
little bit
none
no resp

)
)
)

a
b
c

e)
f)
8)
h)

b)
c)
d)
e)

child.renr s knowledge of CIs' lt4aori?
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3) How often d.o you teach family p.¿p33qp, and customs at home?

4)$lhatqualitiesdo.youlookforinamarriagepartner?(list^ uP to four)

ÐWhyd.oSomeCookIsland'ergprefertomarryaPapa|a?/' '-(iiÀi 
"p to four 'reasons)

6) In a mixed, marriage, which way should you fo in famj-Iy
and communiî;-;;li"ities: the" Cook Islands side, the Papat a

sid.e , a oal-ance or what?

?) How do your children identify themselves in New Zealand?

no ems d Cla s Beliefs

1) A hj-gh number of Cook Islanders in N'Z'
with-unemployment, housingt ^p99r health
or what iè tLe maín cause of these probl

are haring difficultY
and school. Who
ems?

2) What is the best place to 8o for help vr-ith housing problems?

3) How would you respond if someone were to say that cook Islanders
here shoula-ünite'and work together to solve their problems?

a) stronglY agree
b) agree PrettY much
c) disagree
d) stronglY disagree
e)no response

-o-

a
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